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PREFACE

The 18th European Conference on Controlled Fusion and Plasma
Physics was held in Berlin, Germany, from 3th to 7th June 1991.
The Conference has been organized by the Central Institute of
Electron Physics (ZIE) on behalf of the Plasma Physics Division
of the European Physical Society.

The programme, format and schedule of the Conference were
determined by the International Programme Committee appointed by
the Plasma Physics Division of the EPS. The programme included
14 invited lectures and 388 contributed papers from which 27 were
selected for oral presentation.

This 4—volume publication is published in the European
Conference Abstract Series and contains all accepted contributedpapers received in due time by the organizers. The 4-page
extended abstracts were reproduced photographically using the
manuscript submitted by the authors. The invited papers will be
published in a special issue of the journal "Plasma Physics andControlled Fusion" and sent free of charge to each registered
participant.

The editors would like to acknowledge the skilful and
dedicated support given by colleagues in the Department of PlasmaWall Interactions of the ZIE, in preparing the manuscript for
reproduction in these four volumes.

May 1991 The Editors
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INFLUENCE OF ECRH ON ELECTRON TEMPERATURE SAWTEETH OSCILLATIONS
ON T—lO

A.A. BAGDASAROV , S.V. NEUDATCHIN
I.V. Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy ,Moscow, USSR

ABSTRACT
It is shown that the "saturated" sawteeth oscillations occur when

Pec (average absorbed EC—power per one electron inside r ) exceeds 0.85
(0.7—1.0) 10 W/electron value. It is also shown that the second electron
temperature perturbation maximum may be observed at the "saturated"
sawteeth oscillations at rs < r .The heat propagation velocity from this
perturbation is less than the one from the heat propagation in the
moment of disruption. The balance coefficient of electron thermal
diffusivity at r = rs is 2—4—times higher than the one at r = ro .

I. Introduction
In the paper [1] it was shown that sawteeth oscillations in T —10

from "classical" become "saturated" as the central ECRH power grows and
that the “saturated" sawteeth oscillations occur when the ECRH specific
density power (per one particle) exceeds some "critical" level. It was also
shown that the characteristics of HPP from these oscillations differ,
essentially from the ones of the "classical" sawteeth oscillations. The
similar "saturated" oscillations was also seen on D—lll-D [2] .

In the given paper we have considered in detail the conditions of
"saturation" effect occurrence .We have also described the HPP in the
rs< r < ro region (where rs— is the radius of oscillations phase inversion;
ro — is the radius of mixing region] . The "saturation“ effect gives
a possibility bto estimate the thermal diffusivity coefficient from power
balance xZérs ) ,which is higher than Xeg (re).

2 .THE DEPENDENCE OF "SATURATION" EFFECT ON THE EC-POWER
Let us introduce a convenient characteristic of saturated sawteeth

oscillations ”occurrence — Tsat - time which is necessary for obtaining
the 807. growth of central temperature Te (0) after the disruption.The Pee
value ( averaged absorbed ECrpower per one particle inside rs J is
introduced to characterige the specific ECRH power . Figure 1 shows the
dependence of Tsat on Pec -value for the following regimeszlp= 180 — 300 kA
_qL: 3-5 , aL = 28 — 32 cm , absorbed EC—power Pec = 0.35 — 1.2 MW ,
n 2173.5 101 £3 E ~ 3T .only perpendicular injection of EC—waves.

"Classical" oscillations with linear or almost linear Te (O,t) growth
in time is shown by f in Fig. l. Fromfil-‘ig. 1 it is seen that sawteeth
oscillations become ”saturated" after Pec achieves some critical valuePcr ~ ( 0.85 l 0.15 1 10‘13 w / electron .

For the given points in Fig. l the Tsat / To value changes from 0.05 to
0.2 at the oscillations periodga which changes from 4ms to 12 ms. One
may observe at Fee = 0.9 Per the "half—saturated” oscillations with
Tsat / To : 0.5 but they are not shown in Fig. 1.

Now let us consider the influence of the absorbed EC—pOWer profile on
sawteeth oscillations. The points in Fig. 1 correspond to the central
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heating , ECRll with the resonance displacement from the center almost to rs

and to the mixed heating by gyrotrons with 2 frequency lengths .The shape

of EgR—absorbtion profile changed from peaked inside rs up to almost flat.

if Pec > For ,even "half—suppressed" sawteeth oscillations at an almost

flat profile become ”saturated", although To grows as “in comparison with

a purely central heating. This explains our choice of Fee value for the

quantitative analysis of the occurrence of "saturated" oscillations.
Above we have considered only the regimes with ~> 3. We did not observe

the "saturated" sawteeth oscillations in theuregimes with q <. 2,5 . "Ellis

may be explained by two reasons. Firstly, Pee may probably not exceed Per

for these regimes .Secondly, at q 5 2,5 the disruption physics may differ

from the one at > 3 .One should note that we do not take into account

the "saturated" sawteeth oscillations with a strong Ml—lD—activity im=1,

for example) in the central part of the column which are sometimes

visible .
Figure 2 shows the evolution of sawteeth oscillations in the center of

plasma under a successive SWITCHING OFF of gyrotrons in time: at first 7

gyrotrons operate (3 with a transverse injection and 4 with tangential

injection of EC—waves for the EC—current drive] and the sawteeth oscillate

ions are "saturated".Then only 4 tangential gyrotrons operate and the
sawteeth oscillations remain "saturated". Later only 2 gyrotrons operate

and the oscillations become "classical" (one should take into account that

this takes place at the background of temperature drop in time).

3. HPP STUDIES FROM "SATURATED" SAWTEETH OSCILLATIONS

Unlike the "saturation" phenomenon of sawteeth oscillations, the l-IPP at

"saturated" oscillations depends strongly on the discharge parameters and

E_CRH—power profile. Figure 3 gives the yalues of Teir,t) at various radii.

(n=l.2 10’”,ip = 240 RA ,qL =3il,aL=28 Cm,Pec =o.95 MW ,r res = —3.5 cm. )
measured from secondeharmonic ECEvradiation with spatial resolution 5r=2 cm

(at r: + (10 - 20) cm ) and data acquisition system gives time resolution

St: 100 ps .lt is seen from the Figure that r=ll,3 and r=l4,6 Cm are in the

region of rs < r < ro ,rs=9.5 cm ,ro=l4.5 cm. Comparing Fig. 3 with Fig. 3

from [1] one may see that though the Te(0,t) dynamics is practically the

same, the HPP at r > ro differs essentially. From Fig.3 one may see that at

rs < r < re the temperature perturbation after the disruption decays

quickly; then again the temperature growth is observed which is caused

by the heat outflux from r < rs regionfl'hus, two Te —perturbations turn out

to be separated in time, unlike Fig. 3 [1].
Using the perturbation decay velocity after the disruption one may dete-

rmine the minimal value of dynamical thermal diffusivity coefficient x3e ,

having calculated the decay velocities of various radial Te - perturbation

profiles in rs< r< ro region. From the calculations done it follows that

xzc > 2 m S _
Now let us analyze the HPP from r = 11.3 Cm to r = 14.6 Cm at the second

slow Te perturbation . For rough estimates one may use the analytical

formulae [3,4], assuming the Telll.3 cm,t) growth be linear in time during
the first 2,5 ms from the beginning of the perturbation :xec : 0.6 m2 5—1 .

0&1? may obtain moreqaccurate results when using a “boundary " method [5]:
xec =O.7[+O.4; —O.2) m’ 5 (mean result over several oscillations]. On the

A106
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—lother hand, xfi‘c’m cm) = 1.0(+o.3;—0.3) m 2s ,i. e. pat”): x32" . Thus ,

l
l

HPP velocity from the disruption is increased in T-lO, as usual.
For the “saturated" sawteeth oscillations one may determine the I

x3: (rs) value since after the "saturation" the energy ozontelnt in the
r<rs region does not rise. For Fig. 3 x5e (rs) 1 2 m s ~~ 2 x2e (re)
The same estimations have been done for several various regimes,
and agile (rs) always exceeded x5e (ro) by 2-4-times. The power balance data
from (8] was also used in our analysis .

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that the "saturation" phenomenon of sawteeth oscillations

in T-lO occurs at ECRH with averaged specific power per one particle
inside rs, which exceeds ( 0.85 ; 0.15 l 10‘13 W / electron and
"saturation" depends weakly on absorbed EC-power profile inside rs .

The HPP at "saturated" sawteeth oscillations depends strongly on the
discharge parameters. We have also shown that in some cases in the rs <r<ro
region at "saturated" oscillations the HPP velocity after the internal dis—
ruption occurs faster than the one from the the second Te perturbation
which takes place due to the electron temperature “saturation".The analysis
of HPP from the second perturEation has shown that xec ~71 x5e at rs < r< ru
On the other hand [11,x >>xp in Ohmic regimes as well as at ECRII.It was I
shown in the papers [1,6] that HPP velocity from sawteeth oscillations I
up to ECRH coincides reasonably with the HPP velocity when the ECRH is 1
being switched on, though HPP velocity is increased in both cases.
Comparing our results [1,6,7] with the ones given above one may assume that
in some cases it is the disruption mechanism that contributes to the
increased HPP velocity from sawteeth oscillations. The physical mechanism ,
of “saturation " remain unclear and more detail study, including high 1
frequency oscillations study is needed.

The authors wish to express their gratitude to Yu.N. DNESTROVSKII and
P.V. SAVRUCHIN for fruitful discussions .
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SAWTOOTH OSCILLATIONS IN TFTR

+ Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA I

Abstract
Sawteeth have been studied on TFTR in ohmic, NBI and ICRH heated

plasmas. It was found that the appearance of the sawteeth could depend on
the value of internal parameters, such as 1i/2, [3p and I 00 . Abrupt changes
of the sawtooth period and crash times in various TFT p asmas may imply
the presence of different mechanisms for the m=1 mode, depending on the
pe(r) or j(r) profiles in the central region. A wide spectrum of sawtooth 'phenomena is observed in TFTR in comparison with smaller tokamaks. This I
may be connected with the modifications of the j(r) profile in the central region
due to neoclassical effects and non-ohmic driven currents.

SAWTOOTH CRASH MECHANISMS
Experiments on TFTR with powerful auxiliary heating indicate several

types of internal oscillations characterized by an m=l perturbation in the core
of the plasma, e.g. sawteeth, continuous m = 1 modes and fishbone activity.
As was reported in previous experimentsfl], perturbations of the electron
temperature and soft x-ray emissivity at the sawtooth crash look like resistive
reconnection[2] with a fast reconnection time scale[3]. However, tomographic
reconstruction of the oscillations during continuous m = 1 modes and fishbone
activity imply a kink-type displacement. This indicates that sawteeth,
continuous m = 1 modes and fishbone~like oscillations are all different
phenomena[4]. Sawteeth are observed in ohmically heated plasmas and
during N81 with high values of 1i/2 ( > 0.65) and low values of [3p ([3 < 0.9).
The m = 1, n = 1 oscillations appeared only occasionally at the sawtooltjh crash
in plasmas with low lip, and develop into continuous m = 1 modes as B
increases during auxiliary heating. Fishbone-like m = 1 oscillations appear
with high B (> 1) and 1i/2 ( > 0.75).
Sawtooth sgabilization is observed in regimes with low 1i/2 values or during
powerful auxiliary heating. Sawtooth stabilization in the former case can be
explained by the flattening of the current density profile, while their
stabilization during auxiliary heating is commonly explained by the
appearance of high energy particles. However, sawtooth stabilization during
ICRH wgrich is observed in TFTR plasmas with high 116 [ne(0) = 3 - 5.5 x
1019 m’ ] is preceded by a few crashes which have rather short crash times
(‘6 r Sh = 20 usec). Moreover, the first sawtooth crash following the period of
steilbillzation is also rather fast. This seems to be in disagreement with the
theory of the sawtooth stabilization due to high energy ions which would
predict a smooth decrease of the growth rate of the m=1, n=1 resistive internal
kink mode prior to stabilization (Fig. 1 from [10]). However, the increase ofB
in TFTR plasmas is also associated with an increase of the bootstrap current
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(Ibo t) localized outside the q=1 surface [5]. While the absolute value of'I o t is
small it can produce flattening of the j(r) profile near the (1:1 surface an t ius
stabilize the sawteeth.

The duration of the sawtooth crash can vary considerably (tcra h= 0,01- 1

msec) in different TFTR plasmas. Slow and fast crashes can be osbserved in

subsequent sawteeth during the steady-state phase of the discharge (Fig. 1)

and even the rate of displacement can switch from slow to fast during the

same crash (Fig. 1 crash (3)). Slow crashes are typically observed in the early

phase of an OH discharge or during ICRH heating in regimes with low

electron density.
Sawtooth crashes can occasionally affect only an annular region at

intermediate radii and not perturb the central region [4]. Subordinate crashes

can appear between two central crashes at any time with respect to the central

crash. The time between the subordinate and the central crash can be as
small as ’2: eras (~100 usec). The appearance of subordinate relaxations
typically resulte in a doubling of the sawtooth period [4]. However, an abrupt

increase of the sawteeth period and amplitude can be observed without any
subordinate relaxations (Fig. 2).

The dependence of the sawtooth period on plasma parameters was sandied

on TFTR in discharges with a range of parameters ne(0) = 1.6 - 9.2 x 10 m’3,

ID = 0.7—2.0 MA, A' = 1-2, a = 0.5—0.8 m, R = 2.15 — 3.10 m and in ohmically, NET

and ICRH heated pllasmas with powers of Pnlji = 0 - 28 MW and Prf = 0 - 4 MW.
In this study the plasma parameters (ne, 9, A1, a, R, Paux) were modified
separately in order to minimize uncertainties connected with simultaneous

modifications of many plasma parameters. All the values were measured
during the steady—state phase of the discharge. The sawtooth period has a
complicated dependence on the global plasma parameters [4]. Sawtooth

periods for both "simple" and "compound" sawteeth in ohmically heated

plasmas can be represented by the relation (Fig. 3):
rsaw = 1.7 ATe/Te, x rem (1)

where ATe/Te is the normalized amplitude of the sawtooth at the center, and
tetot is the total energy confinement time. Sawtooth period modification
during auxiliary heating scales vrgith the fprmula in Ref [6]:

rsaw [msec] = 6.3 R [m] Te3 2[kev1 Zeff'l Km,O (2)
where Kn 0 = Uneo/Us itzer is the neoclassical correction to the conductivity
coefficient determined a r = 0.7 X rqzl-

DISCUSSION
According to present theoretical work, the sawtooth crash is connected

with the presence of either a resistive or an ideal m=1 mode [2,3,7] depending

on the shear in the central region of the plasma. Calculations of the current

density profile in TFTR using experimental data (Te, Zeff) [8] indicate that
ohmically heated plasmas are characterized by flat or even hollow current

density profiles. The flat j(r) profiles result in low shear and low Berit [7]

which allows for the destabilization of 111:1, n=1 ideal mode. In this case the

sawtooth period is determined by the rate of repeaking of the pressure profile

and can be represented by formula (1).
Neutral beam injection can produce modifications of the j(r)-profile due to

beam driven and bootstrap currents, an increase of the trapped particle

population and conductivity profile modification. Trapped particles can push

current to the core where r/R is small and induce local peaking of the j(r) (high

shear) in the core [6]. In this case the ideal m=1 mode is stable, while the m:1

resistive mode may be destabilized. The sawtooth period should be determined

by the rate ofj(r) profile repeaking after the crash in accordance with formula

(2). The destabilization of either resistive or ideal modes through small
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changes in the current profile could explain the abrupt changes in the
sawtooth crash time and period observed in TFTR plasmas.

Te PERTURBATIONS DURING AUXILIARY HEATING
A). Sawteeth during NBI in discharges with high PB/ne are characterizedby the non-linear growth of the Te between the sawtooth crashes. The

saturation of the Te starts from the central region and later can be observed atthe outer radii like ”perturbations" between the sawteeth (Fig. 4). Theseperturbations propagate out considerably slower than the heat pulses inducedby the normal sawtooth crashes. The rate of heat propagation from theperturbations agrees with heat diffusion calculated from the energy balanceanalysis of the thermal conductivity coefficient. These "perturbations" duringNBI slow the increase of Te an are correlated with the maintenance of theconstant value of ne(0) T (O)/BT which increases with higher values of 1i/2.Such phenomena in the electron temperature oscillations are also observedin the T-10 plasma during ECRH in regimes with rather high value of thePEG /ne parameter[9]. This indicates that the appearance of suchpertur atlons is not connected with some peculiarities of NBI heating, butmay be related with some instability. Experiments on TFTR [10] indicatedthat this type of sawteeth are observed in regimes with (m,n) = (3, 2) or (2,1)modes. However, these oscillations are localized well outside the (1:1 surfacewhile the Te perturbation starts from the plasma core. The only perturbationobserved in the central region is the continuous m=1 oscillation.
B). Injection of a lithium (Li) pellet into TFTR plasmas was studied inregimes with low magnetic field BT=3.4 T, during high power ICRH (Pr = 4MW) with stabilized sawteeth. The pellet injection induced a decrease oi: theECE signal, which propagated to the plasma core. However, when theperturbation (cooling wave) reached the central part of the plasma, the rate ofdecrease of the ECE signal abruptly increased and the emission increased atlarger radii. The inversion radius for this event was similar to that observedfor a sawtooth crash after ICRH was switched off.

CONCLUSIONS
Sudden modifications of the sawtooth period, crash time and plasmaperturbations at the sawtooth crash in TFTR plasmas were studied. Smallchanges of the global plasma parameters (Ip, ne, etc.) and the differentscalings of the sawtooth period in ohmically and auxiliary heated plasmasindicate the presence of different mechanisms for the m=1, n=1 mode.
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SAWTOOTH STABIUZATION STUDIES ON TFTFl

C.K. Phillips, G. Hammett, J. Hosea, E. Marmar+, M. Phillips', J. Snipes+,
J. Stevens, J. Terry+, JR. Wilson, M. Bell, M. Bitter. C. Bush’f, E. Fredrickson,

K. Hill. D. Hoffman#, H. Hsuan, M. Hughes', A. Janos, D. Jassby, K. McGuire,
Y. Nagayama, K. Owens. H. Park, A. Flamsey, J. Schivell, E. Synakowski, B. Stratton,

G. Taylor and the TFTFt Group

Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory
“Grumman Corporation, +MIT, #Oak Ridge National Laboratory

WEver since the sawtooth instability was first observed in tokamaks [1], it
has been found to have a detrimental effect on the plasma performance when Qa < 3, as
measured by the level of stored energy, plasma beta. energy confinement time and
effective Q achieved. A potentially important means of controlling sawteeth was discovered
on JET [2] and subsequently verified on TFTR [3]. In particular, it was found that the
application of high power ICRF heating resulted in the stabilization of the sawteeth, with a
corresponding increase in the stored energy and confinement times by factors of 20% or
more. It has been proposed [4,5] that the stabilization is due to the creation of a
population of very energetic minority ions whose perpendicular pressure acts to suppress
the m=1 internal kink instabilities thought to be responsible for the sawtooth oscillations.
An objective of the TFTR research program is to explore the hot ion sawtooth stabilization
regime. particularly at high densities, to determine if it can be successfully utilized to
maximize plasma performance during the D—T operations phase on TFI'R and ultimately on
BPX. In this paper, the key experimental observations on sawtooth stabilization will be
reviewed in the context of the existing theoretical model.

WSawtooth stabilization (SST) has been achieved with ICRF
heating in the 2.5-5 MW range on TFTFt in gas fueled, beam fueled and pellet fueled
discharges [3] with properties similar to those observed on JET [4]. The stabilization has
been observed with on-axis lCFtF heating alone using H minority in D and 4He majority
plasmas, and in minority H and 3He in deuterium neutral beam heated supershot plasmas.
The stabilization period has lasted up to many times the energy confinement time of the
discharges. Following the switch off of the ICRF power, the stabilized phase terminates
after a time period on the order of the slowing down time of fast ions. The SST phase has
also been observed to terminate upon injection of a 50 msec NBl pulse used for obtaining
Ti profile measurements. In general, it is difficult to detect any m=1 or other MHD
precursor oscillations to the kink-like event that appears to be associated with the
termination of the SST phase, except in those cases when the termination occurs as a
result of the diagnostic NBI. Though a variety of MHD modes have been observed
immediately following the end of the SST phase. if the mode amplitudes are low, then
recovery of the SST phase often occurs, as in JET [2]. This is true even in those
discharges when a crash occurs and the RF pulse has ended but a large population of hot
ions are still present in the plasma, as shown in Fig.1. Between the OH phase and the end
of the SST phase, the sawtooth inversion radius has been observed to increase
significantly, while the electron temperature and pressure profiles have been observed to
peak significantly [2,3], indicating that the current profile has also peaked. lnitial
measurements of the q profile, obtained in collaboration with MlT using Li pellet injection
[6], indicate that go may be dropping to values as low as 0.6 during the stabilized phase,
consistent with the JET measurements [7] and with TRANSP calculations of the magnetic
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diffusion. The technique involves obtaining a spatial profile of the poloidal magnetic field

by observing the emission caused by ablation of an injected Li pellet. Since the ions are

confined by the equilibrium magnetic field. a cigar-shaped emission region forms which is

oriented along the direction of the total field. A q profile is inferred by combining the

internal field profile measurements with external magnetics data and using an iterative
equilibrium solver to find a least squares solution to the Grad-Shafranov equation. Figure

2 shows the inferred q profile for a D+4He majority—H minority plasma which was

stabilized with 4 MW of lCRF power. Because of the high electron temperature [Te(0) ~ 6

keV] and density [ne(0) ~ 4.5913 cm'3] in this discharge, the pellet penetrated to just

inside of the q=1 radius. Hence, the inferred go is based on an implicit assumption that q'

is a smooth. monotonically increasing function of minor radius near the magnetic axis.

During the next run period, the experiment will be repeated under conditions which

should lead to better pellet penetration and hence more definite measurements of the q

profile near the magnetic axis. The q profile will also be measured using the motional

Stark effect diagnostic.

Wmestabilization of the sawtooth oscillations that has been

observed when high power ICRF heating is applied to the discharge has been attributed to

the presence of a hot trapped ion population which arises directly as the result of minority

heating. The effect of the energetic trapped ions on the MHD stability of the plasma can be

studied in a variational formulation in which the plasma is considered to consist of a

warm, background component governed by resistive MHD plus a hot perturbation

component treated with a gyrokinetic formalism [4,5,8]. Assuming that the fast ions can

be described in terms of a tail distribution function, the ideal limit of the dispersion

relation governing m=1 internal kink modes can be written as [3,4,5]:

A _ 1/2 A V: 1 32 v2
Yt+l[9(Q-Q.)] =Bh[1r Q—ZAKO)][§+Q+Q 2(9 )]

where Z is the plasma dispersion function, Aktoi represents the zero frequency response

of the hot trapped ions[5,8], (km/rod, md=cTh/ (eBrlh)= the precession frequency of

a hot ion with energy Th and charge 2),, Qt=w*ilmd where ro‘i is the ion diamagnetic

frequency, ?I=yI/md,fih is the hot ion beta (defined below), fih= [3h mA/ (5 rod) , with

E=rl/R where q(r1) =1 and (0A is the Alfven frequency . Comparisons of the JETlQ] and

TFTR[3] data to the ideal theory qualitatively support the interpretation that the

stabilization is due to the hot trapped minority ions, although quantitative comparisons

are extremely difficult due to large uncertainties in experimental quantities, such as the q

profile and the distribution function of the fast ions, as well as the numerous

approximations made in formulating the theory. A comparison of some TFTFl data to the

ideal stabilization boundaries is shown in Figure 3. The stabilization boundaries depend

sensitively on the zero frequency response of the fast ions [5,8], which is not well

determined. Two values for the parameter Ak (0) have been chosen which are typical of

TFTFl operating conditions. In Fig. 3, the uncertainty in the stability boundaries

corresponding to the uncertainty in Ak (0) has been indicated. The ideal MHD growth rates

for the data have been evaluated with the ARES resistive MHD stability code [101, using

experimentally measured pressure profiles and inferred q profiles, obtained from either

SNAP or TFlANSP calculations of the magnetic equilibrium. Estimates for the hot particle

beta for each discharge have been evaluated using the expression:
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where pih, the perpendicular pressure of the hot trapped ions, has been obtained from a
minority distribution function calculated using either an isotropic Stix model or else a
bounce-averaged quasilinear anisotropic model in the zero banana width limit. Though
most of the data has been examined at the end of the sawtooth stabilized period. the
discharge shown in Fig. 1 has been examined in detail at different times during the
stabilized phase. The trajectory of this discharge through the stabilization phase space
between 4 and 4.4 seconds has been indicated in Fig. 3 with an arrow. As the equilibrium
profiles peak up and the calculated qo decreases to 0.67 at 4.4 seconds in the SST phase,
the growth rate for the ideal MHD mode was found to increase, tending to move the
discharge back towards the region in which sawteeth are predicted to be present.

WResults from comparisons between the experiments and the theoretical models
support the proposal that the stabilization can be attributed to the presence of energetic
trapped ions. Comparisons between theory and experiment have been improved by
measuring the q profile, by using measured and interred equilibrium profiles to calculate
the ideal MHD growth rates, and by using local calculations of the hot particle distribution
function to estimate the beta of the energetic trapped ions. The time trajectory of a
specific discharge through stability phase space has been examined in detail and the
discharge has been found to evolve towards the unstable boundary at which sawtooth
oscillations are expected to be present. Further development of the theory coupled with
more precise measurements of the q profile should provide a more reliable basis on which
projections for using iCRF to stabilize sawteeth during D‘T operations on TFTR and
ultimately in BPX can be made.
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THE SCALING 0F SAWTOOTH PARAMETER AND THE OCCURRENCE
OF SINGLE SAWTEETH IN THE START-UP PHASE OF TEXTOR

E.Graffmann, ‘)Z.S.Fang, H.Soltwisch, "K.Wang

Institut fL'ir Plasmaphysik, Forschungszentrum Jfilich GmbH ASS.EURATOM/KFA
)ASIPP, Hefei VFl China

For a theoretical description and a physical understanding of sawtooth oscillations
in tokamaks it is necessary to know the experimental observations and the empirical scaling
relations.

1.) Sawtooth amplitudes

Characteristic for saMooth oscillations is the simultaneous loss of energy and
particles from the plasma center and the redeposition in the outer plasma. Between central
crash and redeposition there exists a surface in the plasma, where the sawtooth phase
change is zero. This defines the inversion radius. From Te measurements by ECE and from
density profiles obtained by Abel inversion of HCN interferometer signals axial temperature
and density amplitudes AT‘a and Ana have been measured. The experimental results reduce
to relatively simple relations (fig.1 and fig.2)

AT.(0) = 15% Ano(0)
T3(0) ".(0)

=6-7%

it means that in a sawtooth crash a fixed part of energy and particles are removed from the
plasma center and deposited in the outer plasma.

2.) Inversion radius

The inversion radius as determined from density profiles before and after the
sawtooth crash is independent of density at constant current (fig.3), but it scales as the q =1-
radius of the normalized current density profile /1/, Le.

Hlnv ~ 3:

However, the inversion radius is typically 15% smaller than the q=1~radius (fig.4).
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3.) Single sawtooth

A relation between inversion radius and q=t-radius does no longer exist in the case
of single sawteeth, which are observed in the start phase of TEXTOR. This phenomenon
occurs before the onset of regular sawtooth oscillations. The single sawtooth is observed
as a temperature and density crash in the plasma center and a corresponding energy and
particle deposition in the outer plasma, very similar to a regular sawteeth. Only the repetitive

trigger is missing. An example for a single sawtooth is shown in fig.5.
Single sawteeth are often observed before the current has reached a steady state

value. so that a q=1-surface is not yet established. Furthermore, a single sawtooth can

occur even in a discharge, which later on has no regular sawtooth oscillations at all. This is
shown in figs-8 together with a q-profiie measured 25 ms before and after the single
sawtooth. Due to the current rise the axial q-value is still decreasing, but it is larger than 1

and the q-prolile is monotonically increasing irom the plasma center to the edge. The
inversion radius cannot be compared to the q: t-radius, because it does not exist. However,
the inversion point on the density profile lies (in this example) in the vicinity of the q=2-
radius, the inversion radius is 3 cm larger than the q=2-radius.

The inversion radius for single sawteeth at early times in the discharge is large and
reduces successively until the regular sawteeth start. This can be seen in a discharge with
a large number of single sawteeth shown in fig.9. The inversion radius is reduced from
approximately 20cm at 80ms after ignition of the discharge to 13cm at the onset of regular
sawteeth around 500 ms.

There seems to be a discrepancy between regular sawteeth and single sawteeth. For
regular sawteeth the inversion radius is correlated with the q=1-radius and scales
correspondingly, while in single sawteeth the inversion radius is not related to a q =1-surtace
and inversion is observed even without a q=1-surlace in the plasma. A possible explanation

could be that only the repetitive sawtooth trigger is related to q=i, while the sawtooth
process with the crash of temperature and density can occur for other q-values, not

necessarily for q= 1.

4.) Sawtooth period

The linear increase of the sawtooth period with density is a well known experimental
scaling law. With boronized walls in TEXTOR, ie. with a very low impurity content in the
plasma, the linearity is only observed at low densities. At higher densities the sawtooth
period becomes smaller again. in this respect the sawtooth period and the energy
confinement time follow similar scaling laws, so that a linear relation between sawtooth
period amd energy confinement time is observed (fig.10) 15 = 0.2 rE.

A density change in a tokamak discharge is automatically coupled with a change in
impurity content in the plasma, so that density and 26” are varied at the same time fig.11).
Zefl can easily be increased, for instance by injection of neon into the plasma. In this case
the sawtooth period is reduced. This shows, that the sawtooth period is dependent on Zefi.
ln order to demonstarate a true density dependence of the sawtooth period a density scan
at constant Zeff is necessary. but this has not yet been realized.

5.) References

/1/ H.Soltwisch et al. lAEA-CN-47/A-V-1-31 Kyoto 1986
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SAWTOOTH OSCILLATIONS OF VARIOUS PLASMA PARAMETERS
IN CORRELATION TO PERIODIC CHANGES OF THE INTERNAL

NIAGNETIC FIELD STRUCTURE

H. Softwis‘ch, G. Fuchs, H. R. Koslowski, J. Schliitcr, C. VVaidmann

Institut l'r Plasmaphysik, Forschungszentrum Jiilz'ch GmbH,
Ass. EURATOM—KFA, Postfach 1913, D-5170 JfiIich, FIZG

In order to obtain detailed information on plasma profile changes during regular sawtooth
activity in Ohmic discharges on the tokamak TEXTOR, the resolution of various diagno-
stic systems has been increased substantially with respect to both their signal to noise
ratios and their spatial resolution. The involved diagnostics are

( i ) a combined far-infrared polari«interferometer to determine electron density and
magnetic field distributions

( ii ) an ECE system to measure electron temperature profiles

( iii ) two soft X~ray cameras to observe a poloidal plasma cross—section from the top of
the vacuum vessel along 40 lines of sight.

By making use of the high reproducibility of the sawtooth phenomenon under appro—
priate plasma conditions, coherent signal averaging techniques have been applied to
merge many individual sawteeth into one representative sawtooth with low noise (for
details see ref. /1/).lmproved spatial resolution has been achieved by running a series of
almost identical discharges at five slightly different major radii ( 1.72 m S RD S 1.78 m).
The uniformity is demonstrated in fig. 1, which shows phase shift and Faraday rota»
tion profiles of the plasma under investigation together with measured values from the
polari—interferometer (each group of data points represents one probing beam at different
distances from the shifted plasma centre; both the profiles and the experimental values re-
fer to a time-average of a sawtooth period). The time resolution of the diagnostic systems
ranges from 100 its for the soft X—ray cameras to 1ms for the polarimeter; this is sufficient
to follow the evolution of the respective plasma parameters throughout a sawtooth cycle
( T5 2 20 ms ). Details of the rapid crash phase are, however, not resolved.

While the ECE measurements provide local electron temperatures T,3 at 8 positions
along the major plasma radius, the line integrated data of the soft X-ray diagnostic
and the polari-interferometer have been inverted to obtain radial profiles of the SXR
emissivity CSXRy the electron density m , and the safety factor q. The inversion is based
on a system of excentric circular contour lines in accordance with numerical equilibrium
calculations /2/, which indicate noticeable deviations from circularity only far beyond
the operational range of Ohmic TEXTOR discharges (Le. for flp > 1 ). Averaged profiles
of Tc, 71., q, and €5,\'R during the flat-top phase are shown in fig. 2 together with the main
discharge parameters.



A detailed comparison of the electron density distribution and the SXR emissivity

profile reveals a slight discrepancy between the corresponding isocontour lilies. The lines

of constant me have a smaller outward shift than those of constant. (5);}? , which leads

to an offset in the plasma center by about 1.5 cm. The position of the magnetic axis as
sing of the Faraday rotation profile (fig. lb) agrees well withdetermined from the zero-c

the maximum of the density distribution but not with the maximum of SXlt emission.

The sawtooth modulation imposed on the mean values has been analyzed to determine

local changes of ’1; and 116 during a sawtooth period. The respective deviations from the

average profiles at various equidistant times throughout the sawtooth ramp phase are

plotted in fig. 3. Both parameters exhibit a fairly regular variation without significant

in-out asymmetries corresponding to a clean m : 0 behaviour. Distortions due to m : l

precursor oscillations appear only shortly before the collapse ( 1/75 2 0.9 ) and vanish

immediately after the crash. There is a well—defined local inversion radius at mm, = 13cm

common to both parameters, which is, however, significantly smaller than the radius of

the q = 1 surface as inferred from the polarimetric measurements ( rq=1 = 15.5mm , see

fig. 2b). in contrast to a frequent assumption, the q = 1 surface appears to be close to

the location with maximum inverted sawtooth amplitude and does M coincide with rim.

The most striking disparity between the sawtooth behaviour of the observed plasma

parameters and the internal magnetic field structure is a pronounced localized pertur-

bation of the poloidal field pattern persisting for several ms after the sawtooth collapse.

Fig. 4a shows the coherently averaged signal of a polarimetric probing beam as it is moved

across the. outboard side of the q = 1 surface.
At the time of the sawtooth crash exponentially decaying spikes appear which change

sign at R : I?“ + rq=1 and with amplitudes decreasing with increasing distance from the

q : 1 surface. Similar signal deformations are not detected by either the interferometry

or the SXR cameras (see fig. 4b,c). Since the polarimetric signal represents the line

integral f IICBpZd: along the probing chord and since the simultaneously measured phase

shifts Ace ~ filed: of fig. :1b do not exhibit these spikes, they can only be attributed to

the, poloidal field By. A possible explanation is the sudden pressure drop inside the q : l

surface and a related shrinkage of the major radius of the plasma core. The surrounding

plasma is hardly affected by the sawtooth activity and acts as a tightly fitting conducting

shell. llence the core motion will be opposed by induced eddy currents flowing in toroidal

direction. .‘-\t the outboard side of the q : 1 surface the induced current has to be parallel

to the current in the plasma core in order to provide an attractive force thereby weakening

the vertical component Hp; of the poloidal magnetic field.
it is interesting to note that an axis-symmetric current sheet at R '2 R0 + rqzl could

contribute to the large’scale stochasticity surrounding the m = l , n. : l magnetic island

generated during the precursor phase. As pointed out by Lichtenberg /3/, stochasticity

could well be the mechanism for the rapid sawtooth collapse. Furthermore, it would

effectively impede the growth of the m = 1 , n : l tearing mode and prevent a complete

reconnection of the helical flux= which would explain the low value of the axial safety

factor ( go 2 0.7-5 ) shown in fig. ‘2b.
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1% — D SIMULATION OF THE SAWTOOTH RAMP.

C G Gimblett, D J Campbell,* R Fitzpatrick, R J llastie and T J Martin

AEA Fusion, Culham Laboratory, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, OX14 3DB, UK
(Euratom/UKAEA Fusion Association)

*JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxfordshire OX14 3EA UK

(1) Introduction

Many aspects of the sawtooth instability are still poorly understood. Among these,
the repetition rate (or sawtooth period 7“,) is a property of some considerable importance
for the design of a next-step device. In this paper we present comparisons of experimental
data on T5, and the outward migration of 7'] (the radius of the q = 1 surface) with toroidal
transport simulations which also monitor the toroidal Inhd stability index A', for the
n = 1 mode. In particular we investigate the correlation between the observed sawtooth
period and the duration of an mhd stable equilibrium during the ramp.

The first theoretical expressions [1,2] for 1, were based on the Kadomtsev reconnec-
tion model for the sawtooth, and the supposition that an m = 1,71 = 1 resistive mode is
unstable, and slowly growing, throughout the sawtooth ramp. More recently, scalings for
T, have been obtained [3] from 3D mhd simulations of sawteeth. An intrinsic element
of these simulations is the full (Kadomtsev) reconnection which mhd equations predict
in the crash phase. An alternative supposition is that initially (1.3 is less than unity and
that the core plasma is linearly stable to both ideal and resistive m = 1 modes through-
out the ramp, and that the sawtooth crash is triggered when the m = I tearing mode
becomes unstable. To explore this we have followed the resistive evolution of initially
stable current distributions having ((0 < 1.

(2) The LARS 1% — D transport code.
The evolution code LARS is based on a high order expansion in the aspect ratio and

shaping of the magnetic surfaces. The 27D equilibrium is updated at each time step by
solving a number of second-order ODE’s for the toroidal shift, elongation and triangu—
larity of the cross-section. The flux surface averaging implicit in the time evolution is
performed analytically to generate a set of 1—D transport equations, which are advanced
in time. This evolution code is linked to the T3 stability code [4] which enables the die
mensionless toroidal mhd stability index All/1 to be monitored continuously throughout
the resistive evolution of the equilibrium. The toroidal stability index Ai/i is defined to

A' *1. 7‘ (Mm T dlrl'lm
Ill—"£10 (I’m dT n+w “I’m dl‘ r.—w
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[or the m = 1 harmonic (in straight field line coordinates) of the. perturbed flux7 under
conditions of ideal mhd behaviour at the sideband ((1:2) resonant surface.

A singledluid thermal equation, with n)‘ : constant and Ohmic heating, advances
the temperature. Density is specified in the form 175(7‘) : (no ~—nu)(1 —r2/(13)" +11” while
the magnetic fields diffuse under the influence of a nee-classical resistivity containing a
variable anomaly factor A in 1/,

7 l +1/,.‘l
12—71512“ _ €1/2)2 +1414

with 115p the Spitzer value. In this way either Spitzer, neo~classical, or an intermediate
value of resistivity can be investigated.

(3) Initial conditions

Two classes of initially stable equilibriaI with (10 < 1, are studied. In the first case
(type I) the core plasma is in a relaxed state with jH/B = constant and (lp/dr : 0, so
that 13 2

(10') = qo{(1+ M92013 + §%}-
The value of qu : 0.995 is chosen to give a value of 7‘1 : 0.22a, and ,\ : T, 500 and 1/ I (i
are selected to give the appropriate value of current (1,. 2 SMA) for the JET discharge
being simulated. The geometry (aspect ratio, shape etc) is that of JET.

In the second case (type ll) a current profile with a flat ”/8 in a zone surrounding
the q : 1 surface is chosen. The radius 7‘1 2 0.2‘Za is again selected. Various values of
go down to go 2 0.8 have been investigated. and parameters adjusted to set [,7 = 5l\“l/\.
An example of a type ll (1 profile is shown in Fig 1, which also shows the. initial pressure
prolile common to types I and II. The central temperature is 2.8.1.7131/ and the central
density is n,“7 : 5.2 X 10197714, giving [30 ’1 0.05%; in all cases Z5” 2 1.5.

(4) Results

Equilibria of type I have been evolved with r) : 1 (corresponding to neoclassical
resistivity) and A —> oo (Spitzer resistivity). With neoclassical evolution (10 falls quite
rapidly, r1 migrates outward (see Fig 2) with dI'l/t 2 Bin/sec, and All/1 becomes
positive (see Fig 3) (tearing unstable) in ~ TOmsec. Under Spitzer evolution (/0 remains
unchanged at 0.995, 7‘1 is also stationary, but A’l/l changes sign (Fig 3) after 250711.950.
The instability is of a pressure driven character. Neither of these scenarios correlates
particularly well with experimental observations. For comparison the typical sawtooth
period for such an Ohmic JET discharge is T5 : lOOmsee, and the outward velocity of
r1 as monitored by the Snake [:3] in JET is 2 1.5m/see.

Equilibria of type II have been evolved with both A : l and A —* 00, for q0(t =
0) 2 0.9,0.85,and0.8. \Vith Spitzcr resistivity qu(t) rises. r1 migrates slowly outward
(d7‘1/dt 2 0.2-5m/scc), and mhd stability is lost after 290171566. With nee-classical re-
sistivity qo falls, drl/(Zi‘. : 1.6m/scc, and mhd stability is lost alter 90771360 Although
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All/1 becomes very large (2100) equilibria of type 11 do not become ideal mhd uni
stable (Al/1 —) +00). During this ramp, dq/dr at 7', remains relatively constant at
6 —7 x 10-2771" , which accords with the experimentally deduced ~ 4x10‘Zm‘1 of Ref.[6].
Two other features of the stability properties are particularly noteworthy; viz:- (a) the
rapid rate of change of A;/, as the A’ = 0 boundary is crossed (dA’Mf, 2 3(msec)‘1)
and (b) the nonlinear instability of the equilibrium at this time. Evidence for this
appears in Fig.4 where A'(l/V) is plotted against the width W’ of the non-ideal zone
which would be occupied by an island in Rutherford growth (dVV/dt 2 1.677A’(ll")). For
the behaviour shown in Fig 4, the Rutherford equation dW/dt 2 0.8ndzAl/dl'V2(0)1172
predicts explosive growth, albeit on a. resistive time scale if 7) remains neoclassical.

To simulate evolution during a monster sawtooth, the nee-classical evolution of a
type II profile with (10 2 0.8 has been followed for several seconds. Typically A’ rises to
a value of 350 and qu falls to 0.5 after 2.5 seconds. At this time the outward migration
of the q = 1 surface has been greatly reduced to drl/cli : 0.1‘77’1/560. This correlates
quite well with the velocity deduced [7] from experimental data by constructing the
(lillerentials Ar," and Arm, where Ar," is the difference between Tin at the crash ter-
minating the monster sawtooth and the r," at the crash of the previous sawtooth, and
Arm is similarly defined [7]. Fig.4 of Reference 7 shows the experimental data giving an
expansion of the inversion radius, rm, of 0.06 m/sec.

(5) Conclusions

The transport/stability evolution results suggest that initial (post crash) equilibria
of type 11 may be evolving stably (under neoclassical resistive evolution) for most of the
duration of the sawtooth ramp. The shear at the q = 1 radius remains small throughout
the evolution and the outward velocity of the q : 1 radius matches that of the Snake in
JET discharges; this outward velocity then slows to values compatible with data from the
termination of monster sawteeth. Safety factor profiles of this type have the additional
feature of being non-linearly unstable as they approach marginal (resistive) stability.
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LATEST JET EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON THE SAWTOOTH

D Pearson) D] Campbell, A W Edwards J O‘Rourke

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon, UK

*Imperial College of Science, Technology and Medicine, London, UK.

INTRODUCTION
Sawtooth parameters play an important role in determining the ignition criteria of proposed

fusion reactors. Of existing experiments, JET is most able to produce plasmas which approach thermo-
nuclear conditions and hence the scaling of sawtooth data from JET is of particular interest. Further, a
new technique has been developed for the analysis of the inversion radius which gives a more precise
measurement than previously attained. If, as is commonly assumed, the inversion radius is identified
with the q=1 radius, then not only can scaling laws be derived which include the q=1 radius, but the
inversion surface may be used as a powerful diagnostic of the q—profile in the plasma core.

A study of the ohmic sawtooth period dependence will be presented in this paper, based upon
a large sample of data. Results from a study of the sawtooth inversion radius dependence in the
ohmic, H-mode and 'monster‘ sawtooth regimes will then be discussed.

SAWTOOTH PERIOD SCALING STUDIES
This study was limited to sawteeth from ohmically heated plasmas as many of the published

empirical and theoretical scalings apply to this case. The analysis only included sawteeth measured
when the current profile had come into equilibrium. The sawtooth period was defined as being the
time interval from a full sawtooth collapse to the next, avoiding problems introduced by the occurrence
of partial sawteeth in the ramp phase of the sawtooth cycle. A dataset of 1100 ohmic sawtooth
periods was assembled such that a large range of independent parameters were covered in order to
minimise the errors in any functional fits to the data. None of the previously published scalings were
found to apply to JET sawteeth. In particular, the previous reported dependence on ne in JET [1],
measured Over a short period of experimentation, was found not to apply. Fig. 1 shows examples of the
poomess of the prediction made for the scaling laws investigated. Clearly, there is no dependence on
the independent parameters for the functional forms expected.

The failure of the theoretical scalings investigated implies:
(i) That the sawtooth is not due to the m=1 tearing mode instability setting in as certain

simple current profiles evolve, as suggested by Jahns [2], or McGuire—Robinson [3].
(ii) That the sawtooth is not due to resistive diffusion of a flat current profile to an unstable

peaked one triggering fast reconnection as outlined in the work of Ward and Yamazaki [4].
The published empirical scalings were also found to be incorrect for JET.

Although global JET plasma parameters are reproducible over a long period of time the sawteeth are
not. This implies:

(i) That the sawtooth period is not determined by global plasma parameters. It must,
therefore, be determined at least in part by local parameters. One possible candidate, for example, is
the shear at the q=l surface .

(ii) That previous empirical scalings can be explained by a close correlation between global
plasma parameters and the local parameters responsible for the sawtooth collapse. This is most
likely to be true if those sawteeth used are from a short period of experimentation over which
sawteeth are often seen to be reproducible.
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SAWTOOTI—I INVERSION RADIUS STUDIES
In contrast with methods that estimate the sawtooth inversion radius from the line-

integrated soft X~ray emission, a technique has been developed to accurately determine the sawtooth
inversion surface dimension and shape. The line-integral soft X-ray emission is tomographically
inverted to give the poloidal soft X-ray emission g (r,6) before and after the sawtooth crash. One
function is then subtracted from the other to give Ag(r,6), effects such as the Shafranov shift and the
presence of mhd modes being taken into account. The locus Finv, defined by Ag(r,8) = 0 is then the
potoidal section of the toroidal inversion surface. The inversion radius, rinv: is defined as half the
extent of the surface in the direction of the major radius, while Zinv is half the vertical extent.
To test the hypothesis that rinv = rq=1, the inversion radius, was compared with r =1 determined
from polarimetric measurements of qw(r). Within errors, which are typically 20% for Chi/(r) a
correspondence is seen over the whole range of inversion radii, from 0.3 m for ohmic sawteeth, to 0.6m
for monster sawteeth. This implies that Tim can be considered as a probe of the central current profile.
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To study the scaling of Tinv: inversion surfaces were reconstructed for all sawteeth in the dataset used
for the ohmic sawtooth period studies. Sawteeth were only included in the analysis when the current
profile had come into equilibrium and the evolution of Tinv: due to current diffusion was complete.
Many plasma parameters were tested against rjnv, a correlation being found with l,’ and qw. Given
that rim, is a probe of the current profile, then rim, could be expected to depend upon li. A weak
dependence of rim, against li is indeed found when the study is performed at constant q, avoiding the
dependence of 11 against q which arises due to stability boundaries in the li-q operational plane. A
clear correlation of Tinv against q“, is found which is shown in Fig. 2. A dependence of the form

(rinv/a)o< (“ll—0'70 is determined from a regression analysis and it should be noted that q(r) profiles
should agree with this scaling.

A significant bootstrap current exists in the region of the high density gradient at the edge of
]ET Hamode discharges. Current will diffuse away from the plasma core after the L-H transition due
to an inverse skineffect in the inductively driven current at the onset of the bootstrap current. This
reduction in the central current density should raise qo, thus reducing Tinv- This diffusion of current is
slow because of the long resistive diffusion time in IET. If a long H-mode of five seconds is analysed
then the effect is clearly seen both in Tinv and rqfl from the polarimetric data, the sawtooth inversion
radius reducing at 0.014 m/s throughout the l-l—mode. This is shown in Fig. 3, which also shows the
close correspondence between rim, and r =1. A value of qo=0.95 is measured at the end of the H-mode,
compared with a value of qo=O.7 at the start. Such a change in qo linked to a parabolic qq,(r) profile
would imply that the rate of change of rq=1 should increase with time, the polarimetric measurements
of r :1 shown in Fig. 3 indicating such a tendency towards the end of the H—mode. It should also be
noted that where sawtooth parameters enter ignition criteria, then this effect should be included.

It has long been known that monster sawteeth have a larger inversion radius and sawtooth
period than ohmic sawteeth from the same shot. A dataset of monster sawtooth inversion radii and
periods was used to search for relationships between the inversion radius and the monster sawtooth
period IST. This dataset was limited to a constant qa to reduce the number of independent parameters.
No simple dependence is found, but a clear linear relationship between MIST] and Alfinvl is evident,
where A [quantity] is the difference between the quantity at the monster sawtooth crash and the
sawtooth immediately before the monster, This is shown in Fig. 4, where the sawtooth inversion
radius is measured to expand at 0.06 m/s.This result is consistent with resistive diffusion of the current
between sawtooth crashes. Moreover, if the monster sawtooth is stabilised by a resonance between
fast trapped particles and the m=1 mode responsible for the collapse, then the stability margin will
decrease as rq=1 increases until some critical radius is reached, at which time the collapse occurs, an
hypothesis which is supported by these results.

SUMMARY
None of the previously published theoretical and empirical ohmic sawtooth period scalings were
found to apply to JET ohmic sawteeth. A new technique has been developed to accurately measure the
sawtooth inversion radius, Tinv- rim, scales with q“, with a form (rjnv/a)°< qw‘O-m and q(r) should
agree with this scaling for ohmic plasmas. Except for a weak dependence on li, no dependence on other
plasma parameters was found for ohmic sawteeth. During JET H—modes, sawteeth are significantly
affected by the bootstrap current, rim, reducing at 0.014 m/s throughout the H-mode. Ignition criteria
should take this effect into account. In the monster sawtooth regime, a linear correlation is found
between AIST and Arinv, the difference in IST and rim, between the monster sawtooth crash and the
preceding sawtooth. This is consistent with resistive diffusion altering the current profile.

We gratefully acknowledge the assistance of S Grasmuck in the analysis of the monster sawtooth
data.
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LOCAL X-RAY EMISSIVITY STRUCTURE IN THE DENSITY LIMIT IN
THE TJ—I TOKAMAK

.Il YEQA and A. P. NAVARRO
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INTRODUCTION

Operation of Tokamak devices shows that plasma density can not be increased as
much as desired due to the existence ofa limit value [1] above which a disruption occurs.
Several models have been developed to explain this behavior. Some of them are based on
the idea of higher the plasma density, bigger are the radiation losses that generate a
contraction and steepening of plasma current profile making unstable the 2/1 mode.
Results from JET [2] seem to confirm this model. A different and complementary
approach, put the emphasis on convection assuming the density limit generated by the
existence of poloidal asymmetries at the plasma edge. In this paper, we are presenting
results from density limit experiments at the small TJ-I Tokamak (R0=O.3 m, a
= 0.1 m, BT S 1.9 T, Ip S 70 KA, O. H. only) by using soft x—ray arrays to study
instability development and possible existence of poloidal asymmetries prior to the
disruption.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Three soft x-ray arrays each composed by 10 detectors for the range 0.5 - 20 KeV
by the use of the adequate Al-Si foil filters, were located at different poloidal position
(6 = 30, - 30, - 90 degrees) at a fixed toroidal location in the TH Tokamak (fig. 1).
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Fig. l: Soft x-ruy detectors in TJ-I Fig. 2: Hugill diagram for the TH Tokamak
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Signals from these detectors were recorded at high sampling rate by using

CAMAC data acquisition system (I Msamples/S, 10 bits) during 2 ms around the

disruption. The data acquisition process is controlled, via GPIB, by a PC. Data are sent
to the hard disk of the PC for preliminary computations. After that, detector signals are
transferred, via ETHERNET, to a VAX cluster for tomographic reconstruction.

RECONSTRUCTION METHOD

Line integrals measured with the. detectors have to be inverted to provide 2—D
images of the plasma emissivity. The method used [31 is based on a modal

descomposition of the emissivity and assumes that only the lower modes, in a number
equal to the number of arrays, contribute to the emissivity.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The Hugill diagram for the TH is shown in figure 2. Density limit was achieved
in TJ-I by increasing gas puffing along the discharge. Murakami values of 1 were

reached for plasmas with Zeff of 4. As density is increased in a TI—I discharge, exists a
critical point from which a predisruptive phase occurs (200 - 400 its long in most cases)
and just after that, a disruptive one (100 tts long) happens. Plasma resistance prior to the
predisruptive phase is typically in the order of 10 ttQ, changing to 100 ttQ during that
phase and several mQ in the last stage,
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Fig. 3: Total volume emissivity

Fig. 3 shows a typical examples for total volume emissivity deduced from the
plasma reconstruction, for the last 1 ms in a discharge. It can be seen that the emissivity
remains constant before the time instant of 14.65 ms, almost constant in the predisrtiptive
phase to start to growth 100 tts before the density limit is reached. Once plasma disrupts,
emissivity increases very fast, much higher than the time constant for the density

increase. This time constant is much greater than the decay time constant obtained for the
plasma current, that is in the order of 100 ps and it corresponds to a speed of current
decay of I30 KA/ms.
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Figure 4 shows plasma local emissivity contours for the predisruptive phase. An

m : 2 mode appears with a rotating frequency around 25 to 50 Kllz., mixed with a low

emission area above the equatorial midplttne at the outside part of the plasma. Th is effect

increases when the final disruption starts. The mode locks stopping to rotate, as can be

seen in figure 5.

This behavior is common to all the density limit disruptive discharges we have

analysed.

CONCLUSlONS

Soft x-ray signals seem to indicate that density limit in the TH Tokamak presents

a disruptive character with an m = 2 mode that locks at the time of the disruption

with the presence of marked poloidal asymmetries in local emissivity, with a 1

above the equatorial midplane at the outside part of the plasma.

together
ow area

Two different phases can be observed as the density limit is reached. The first

one, or predisruptive phase, is usually between two and four times longer than the

second one, or disruptive phase that lasts for 100 us. This disruptive phase, can be

divided in two parts, according to the scale of time in which events occur. The first part

(30 its long) is characterized by an abrupt increment in the total emission with a

of about 20 tts followed by a fast slow down with a decay time in the order 0

The second phase, presents a slow decay in the total emision.
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DENSITY LIMIT STUDIES ON ASDEX
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ASDEX, pellet and NI Teams
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INTRODUCTION

The study of the density limit (DL) has been an ongoing program over the ten years of
ASDEX operation. Specially dedicated "DL—shots" were used to determine this limit: under
otherwise stationary conditions the density is slowly ramped up by feedback controlled gas
puffing until the discharge disrupts. The fic-value just prior to the disruption is taken as the DL.
This value is independent of the slope of the density rise provided the slope is not too steep,
and quasi—stationary discharges with constant fie slightly below this DL are possible. Thus, the
DL obtained as described above represents a real limit to the ASDEX operational range. In this
paper DL results from ASDEX reported previously are summarized and some more recent
experiments concerning power scaling, the DL in helium plasmas, and maximum attainable
densities under H-mode conditions are discussed.

Over many years so-called "standard DL shots" with fixed parameter settings (qa = 3.3)
were performed every day in order to check and document the status of the tokamak. The
results over the last 18 month of operation where different wall conditioning procedures were
applied are shown in Fig. l. The increase in DL with boronization is correlated with a decrease
in Zcff; the conditioning state, therefore, is an important parameter for the DL.
DL AS CONSEQUENCE OF THE EDGE AND DIVERTOR PHYSICS

The DL on ASDEX was shown to be a limit to the local density close to or at the plasma
edge. This conclusion was drawn from the comparison of discharges with nc-profiles either
becoming peaked 01' remaining broad during the density rise / l/. Ctr-NI heated plasmas were
compared with co-NI, IOC discharges with SOC, and pellet fuelling with gas fuelling, each
comparison being done under the same conditions. Peaked density discharges allow much
higher line averaged densities. With pellet fuelling fieRqa/Bt = 30-1019 m‘zT“l was obtained,
the highest values ever achieved on ASDEX. These high densities, however, only result from
adding particles to the central region of the plasma; the maximum edge densities are essentially
the same in both types of discharges. This was taken as a strong experimental indication of the
existence of an edge density limit.

An edge density limit was theoretically predicted from modeling of scrape-off layer (SOL)
and divertor plasma / 2, 3/. This model essentially describes the energy balance of the divertor
plasma and results in a maximum edge density at a low but finite divertor temperature (Tcplv =
5 eV). This maximum edge density above which no stable equilibrium exists was considered to
represent an edge density limit. Results from measurements of divertor and edge parameters in
DL—shots under clean conditions (at DL: PRAD/Pml = 30—40%) have been reported / 4, 5/ which
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show qualitative agreement with the model predictions A rather good quantitative description
of many ASDEX DL results was possible by simulations based on the above ideas / 6/.

POWER SCANS AT DIFFERENT (la

Additional heating by neutral injection on ASDEX leads under all conditions to a higher DL,
the increase, however, being dependent on qa / 4/. In order to determine the power scaling PM —

scans in a D‘r—plasma were performed at different qa under boronized wall conditions. The
results are given in Fig. 2. At low (1;, where the Mural-(anti parameter (fieR/Bl) when plotted

versus 1/qa (Hugill plot) goes through a minimum (see cg. Fig. 3a) a stronger dependence on
the heating power is found; the minimum is partially filled up by additional heating. The scan at
on = 2.9 is representative for the linear range of the DL in the Hugill plot (ficR/Bl o< l/qa).
Here, the power dependence is rather moderate: fie,DL cc FWD-25. This power dependence fits

rather well with results from ASDEX edge measurements obtained in power scans at densities
far below the DL, if one assumes that — in accordance with the SOL/divertor model - the DL

always occurs at the same low divertor temperature: From the power scans at low densities /7/

he o< P50L0-55-Te'539'1—15 (l) was found; the separam'x temperature at the DL (TeDIV always
at same low value) should scale like Tc,s cc PSOLQ/7 (2); if equ. (1) holds up to the DL, (1)
and (2) result in fieDL ac PSOLOJZ; since PRAD at the DL was found to be 30—40% of Pm at
all heating powers PSOL is roughly proportional to Fun; this leads to fie,DL o< 1301032 in good
agreement with the experimental scaling fieDL cc Plato-25. This agreement means that the edge
physics at the DL is not principally different from the one operative far from the DL.

DL INVESTIGATIONS IN HELIUM PLASMAS

It has been reported from other tokamaks that discharges in He result in higher DL values
compared to discharges in H2 or D2/8, 9/. On ASDEX the DL in He in a qa-scan (1.95 < qa <

7.6) under boronized wall conditions was measured for ohmic and NI heated plasmas The
results with ohmic heating are given in Fig. 3a and compared with the DL in D+-plasmas under
the same conditions and for the same parameters. At qa S 7.6 the results with both gases are
similar; for higher qa, however, significantly higher fie-values are obtained in He discharges
with an improvement of almost a factor of 2 at the highest qa~value In He ficR/B[ is not

proportional to 1/qa anymore. In addition, no obvious Marfes are seen in these discharges.

The higher DL in He cannot simply be explained by a lower impurity content in these
plasmas since the radiated power in He is slightly higher than in D2. The development of the ne-
profiles, however, is quite different. He discharges at higher qa-values are strongly peaked and
the peaking increases with increasing density. This is shown in Fig. 3b (for the discharges of
Fig. 3a) where the ”peaking factor" defined by fie/fieBa/A’t) as obtained from the I-ICN—

interferometer is plotted at the DL (for D+—p1asmas at high qa the values at the onset of the
Marfes are given for technical reasons). At the highest qaavalues the He peaking factor exceeds
the one of D3 by roughly a factor of 2. Thus, if he in the Hugill plot is replaced by 59(3a/4) (as
done in Fig. 3a) the so defined edge density limits are rather close together. The significantly
different DL results in He and D2 can, therefore, be described in good approximation by a
common edge density limit.

When applying NT treating (D0 injection) to He discharges almost no increase in fie is found
at high qfl. This again is a profile effect; NI leads to an immediate broadening of the nc-profile.
The measured edge densities increase with heating power at all qa—values and somewhat higher
values are obtained when comparing with those of D2 discharges at the same power.
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H-MODE AND DL

Future large tokamaks like ITER are designed to operate in a regime of improved
confinement like the H-mode. The DL or the maximum attainable density in the H—mode is,
therefore, of particular interest. On ASDEX closing of the divertor bypasses and boronization
has allowed to obtained long quasi-steady H—mode discharges with regular ELMs / 10/. Under
these conditions H-mode DL-shots were performed over a restricted parameter range (1.95 < qa
< 248) with gas as well as with pellet fuelling. In these shots the H-mode was maintained up to
rather high densities without significant reduction in confinement. In most cases, however, the
DL disruption was preceded by a normally short L-phase. It is, therefore, possible to compare
maximum attainable densities in the H—mode with the L-mode DL within one shot. Results are
shown in Fig. 4 (Further L-mode results /4/ at somewhat lower power are included for
reference). The densities attainable under H—mode conditions are comparable or even slightly
higher than the L—mode DL obtained in the same shot. Also in the H-mode pellet refuelling
leads to higher densities which again is connected with more peaked density profiles.

The existence of a density pedestal in the H-mode and the obtained high density values are
not in conflict with the above mentioned concept of the edge density limit since the steep density
gradients in the H—mode develop inside the separatrix whereas the edge density of the SOL/
divertor model refers directly to the density at the separatrix.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Experimental observations lead to the conclusion that the DL on ASDEX is a limit to the
edge density which is determined by the SOL/divertor physics. This interpretation already
concluded from earlier results is supported by the more recent measurements discussed here in
more detail. The DL in ohmic helium and deuterium discharges can be described by a common
edge density limit, in spite of the significant differences in maximum line averaged density. It is
reported from JET as well that the higher DL in He is due to differences in the edge density
profiles /8/. The power scaling of the DL measured with neutral beam heating in the range
where ficR/Bl 0: l/qa: 53,131, n< P101025 was shown to be compatible with the edge parameter
scaling found at densities far below the DL and the additional assumption that - in accordance
with the divertor model — the DL occurs at the same low divertor temperature.

It has been shown that quasi-stationary H-mode discharges in ASDEX can be maintained up
to densities corresponding at least to the DL in L-mode discharges with the same parameters, a
result which is of importance for the operation of future large tokamaks.
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0‘5 T—%—1 In the TCA tokamak the density can be limited
either by disruptions or increased mode activity.

" son+hard The density is limited at two different values
depending on the operation. Determinant
parameters are the edge q value, qa, and the way
the gas is fed to the plasma. From a large number
of possible scenarios of tokamak operation, we
selected two for this study which we call soft and
hard gas puffing. These two scenarios produce
different kinds of disruptions and, for qa > 3,
have different density limits. Soft and hard
puffing are both produced by programming a step
function gas input to the vacuum chamber, the
difference being the size of the step. Hard puffing
gives rise to a temporal maximum in the soft X—
ray signal at the beginning of the hard puff, a

HER/B [ 10mm l/T 1 sudden increase of [3+ li/Z and moderate mode
Fig. 1 Hugill diagram; the squares activitynl. In soft puffing the first two of these
are shots with mode limited density, signals are monotonic functlons of time, while
the triangles are shots which mode act1v1ty starts at a low level and grows
disrupted. before the disruption.
The two density limits and the different limiting activities can be seen in the Hugill

diagram (Fig. 1). Soft puffing is not sufficient to reach the limit expected from
Greenwaldiz] scaling whereas hard puffing is. We have observed differences in the nature
of disruptions during soft and hard puffing discharges. We will describe these differences
and the physical processes leading to disruptions in both cases.

The first difference observed is the time evolution of the mode frequency measured by
magnetic probes (Fig. 2). A soft puff produces the “normal”[3] mode behaviour, with a
frequency which decreases with time. Hard puffing shows a rather rapid increase in mode
frequency at the beginning of the puff which then remains almost constant until the
disruption. The hard puffing mode frequency before disruption is as high as in soft puffing
in the beginning of the discharge and is double the soft puffing mode frequency just before
disruption. The mode frequency is a function of the diamagnetic drift velocity, which
depends on the pressure gradient. The pressure gradient at q =2 (the mode has
(mm) = (2,1) and (4,2)) is smaller for soft than hard puffing, which was verified by
Thomson scattering measurements. In addition, the plasma inductance for soft puffing is
either constant or slightly increases with time. For hard puffing it reaches a maximum at the
beginning of the puff and decreases later until disruption. The hard puffing shows an
acceleration of the mode frequency a few periods before the disruption (see Fig. 3), which
indicates that wall stabilization of the mode, before disruption, is not effective at this
frequency.
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hard puffing (bottom) discharges, gas puffstarts at 75 ms. In brackets
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In Fig. 4 the range of the instability region is shown only schematically. We did not
investigate the unstable region to see its real extension along the If axis. For qa < 3 the
instability gap could not be crossed using the standard hard puffing method and the density
limit was the same for both soft and hard puffing.
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At this moment one could say that the soft
puffing disruption is a “normal”[3] disruption
although the loop voltage starts with a
positive loop voltage spike. This peculiarity

5P 0 is present only for disruptions with soft
“ puffing at (In > 3, suggesting that there is no

sudden redistribution of cu1rent at the start of

l

-10 the disruption. For (Ia < 3 the disruption
157.0 157.5 ‘58 always starts with a negative loop voltage

time [ms] spike for soft as well as for hard puffing.
. . . . . In both hard and soft uffin the disru -

Fig. 3 ‘Magnettc osctllatlons just before tion starts at the q = 2 surface (irgtdicated bypa
disruptionfar hardpufiing discharge. spike on the multi—channel soft X—ray signals

near r=l4 cm). The disturbance moves
towards the centre, often very rapidly, and
destabilizes the r] = 1 surface. It then moves
in both radial directions and from this point i
the soft X-ray flux diminishes This is not
related so much to the reduction of central
electron temperature (which judging from a
few Thomson scattering temperature profiles I

l

l

2'2 ‘ not possible

is almost the same before and just after
disruption), as to a reduction of the total
plasma energy, which shows a significant
drop just after a current disruption. The
temperature profile becomes narrow and the
deterioration of current starts from the outer

2 3 4 5 6 7 region ofthe plasma.
The approach to the instability from high to

‘13 low plasma inductance in hard puffing
. , , , _ discharge is an important difference in theFig. 4 Upper part of empirical stability - - -

diagram for TCA. Stable and unstable re- phys1cs Of (hsmpnon‘
giant in 1; versus (10.

We attempted to check experimentally whether the initiation of a hard puffing disruption
was linked to a broadening of the current profile, by trying to delay the disruption using a
second hard puff. If the approach to the instability is from high inductance, the second puff
would delay it, as it increases inductance by cooling the plasma edge. On the other hand, the
approach from lower inductance would accelerate it. The second puff was programmed at
140 ms in discharges with reproducible minor disruptions at 160 ms. The second puff
delayed the disruption by 15 ms and increased the line density by 25% before disruption.
This experiment shows that the approach to the unstable region in hard puffing operation is
from peaked to broad current profiles.

For (10 > 3 the density can be limited either by disruption or by increased mode activity.
For (7;; 2 4.5, the density is only limited by mode activity without a plasma current
disruption. In such cases the mode frequency also initially decreases. This can be in—
terpreted as a flattening of the pressure profile near a rational surface. The modes start with
(mm) = (3,1), indicating a perturbation at the q = 3 surface. This mode is stabilized by
hard puffing and its amplitude is reduced. A little later, a (2,1) mode starts to grow. It has
a lower frequency. The change in mode is clearly visible in Fig. 5 as a sudden jump in
frequency at 90 ms. The presence of large mode increases particle and energy losses from
the plasma edge. One can speculate that this mode grows until it is strong enough to expel
particles from the plasma, resulting in a reduction of the density mostly from outside the q=2
surface. It can be assumed that these losses produce more peaked current profiles, a
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situation resembling hard puffing but without the density increase. This reduces the plasma

pressure outside the q = 2 surface, inereasmg the pressure gradient at that surface, which
increases the diamagnetic drift velocity and leads to gradually increase in the mode fre-
quency. The mode frequency increases and the plasma returns to the state before the mode
started to grow.

All of these
it) ‘___ i K | I i results do not

, ,7 depend strongly4l8o8 < ~'on the purity of
the plasma even
though the radi-

c/q ation losses were
quite different

1 over the various
‘» experimental

series. At the
hard puffing
density limit the
radiative losses

— were equal to the
Ohmic input
power and the
radiation profile
was peaked.
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Fig. 5 [5017101 offrequency versus Iimefor hard puffing qa :4 :7
with density limited by mode activity. Gas puff starts at 75 ms. In
brackezrare the (m,n) mode numbers.

However, for less pure plasmas the total radiated power reached the Ohmic power at the
(lower) soft puffing density limit. Hollow radiation profiles at high density and with dirty
plasmas suggest that the increased radiation was from low Z ions which increased the
radiation near the plasma edge. It is interesting to note that the toroidal beta reached 62% of
the Troyon limit, [ifmyon = 2.2 .1101], a / B ['70], with only Ohmic heating at the hard
puffing density limit.

Finally, one has to mention dramatic, spectroscopically measured, changes in rotational
ion velocity [4]. Poloidal increase and toroidal decrease during hard puff injection
discharges. This suggests increased radial electric field in these discharges. We do not
know, whether these effects in any way change the plasma stability, thereby preventing
disruption at high 1. values.
[1] Ch. Nieswand, Z.A. Pietrzyk, A. Pochelon, R,Behn, A. Knight Controlled Fusion
and Plasma Heating Amsterdiun Part I p 78 (1990).
[2] 3. M. Greenwald et al, A New Look at Density Limits in Toleumales MIT report
PFC/JA—86—22 (1988)
[3] J.A. Wesson et al Nuclear Fusion 29 641 (1989)
[4] B.P. Duval, B.Joye, B.Marchal Measurements of Toroidal and Poloidal Rotation in
TCA. Paper at this conference
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I. INTRODUCTION
The phenomenon of major disruption in tokamaks is well known, see, e.g. [1-3].

Despite detailed experimental studies, the theoretical understanding has remained poor. In this
paper, we present numerical simulations and a theoretical model for major disruptions uiggered
by exceeding the density limit. The model contains as its main elements nonlinear mode
coupling induced by the presence of a large amplitude m=2/n=l mode and nonlinear interaction
involving primarily the 2/1, 1/1 and 3/2 modes. Our model is consistent with the experimental
observation that major disruption takes place in two steps: first an internal relaxation (termed
‘profile erosion' [3]) flattens the temperature in the central region. In the second step, MHD
turbulence develops, first in the q S 2 region, with a filamentation of the current and flattening
of the q—profile. This leads to a final explosive growth of the mZZ/nzl modes which flattens
the entire current distribution and leads to a large drop in internal inductance.

The simulations on which our model is based use the reduced-MED equations together
with an equation for the electron temperature including ohmic heating, radiation losses and
highly anisotropic thermal conduction. The radiation losses are prescribed so as to match
measurements on IET during a density limit disruption (shot 11051 with qcyl = 5) and a
neoclassical formula for the resistivity is used [4]_ A more detailed account of these simulations
is given in [5].

II. PROFILE CONTRACTION - GROWTH OF PRECURSOR MODES
It is generally agreed that density limit disruptions are triggered by radiative energy

losses which make the temperature and current profiles contract radially so that resistive MHD
modes are destabilized. Observations on JET [3] show that the radiation losses are localized in
a rather narrow layer that forms at the plasma edge and prOpagates inward. In shot llOSl,
magnetic perturbations of mode number m=3/n=l and m=5/n=2 were recorded as disruption
precursors when the radiation front passed over the respective resonant surfaces. We find in
the reducedalvfl-ID simulations that these modes can be excited to the observed amplitudes only
by taking into account the effect of resistivity perturbations. (The radial magnetic field at the
wall of the 3/1 mode reaches the rather high amplitude of 9 G.) Thus, the precursor modes are
destabilized by a combination of current gradient driven tearing and resistivity gradient driven
rippling. The rippling mechanism is effective as the temperature at the resonant surface is low
at the time when the respective modes are excited. The 3/1 pure tearing mode is at most close
to marginal due to the strongly peaked and globally very stable current profiles resulting from
neoclassical resistivity.

When the radiation from approaches the q:2 surface, the mzZ/n:l mode becomes
strongly unstable and quickly grows to produce a magnetic island of about 20 % of the minor
radius and a radial magnetic field at the wall of about 10 G. Because this mode is highly tearing
unstable (aA' > 10). its saturation amplitude is not much influenced by the resistivity
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perturbations. For the continued simulation, all components except at = n = O of the resistivity

have been turned off to avoid spurious manifestations of the rippling mode caused by numerical

limitations on the maximum parallel thermal conductivity.
III. MINOR DISRUPTIONS

After the m=2/n=l mode has reached high amplitude (with a saturated radial field at the

wall = 14 G), complex MHD activity follows in the simulations. A sequence of tninor

disruptions cause significant drops in the central electron temperature, but do not lead to major

redistribution of the current profile. These q:1 minor disruptions are caused by resistive MHD

instabilities whose fluid displacement is predominantly m:l/n=1. However, due to the

coupling induced by the m=2/n=1 mode, the magnetic perturbation of these instabilities have

m:3/n=2 components that are comparable to or even larger than the 1/1 component, Figure 1

shows the fluid and magnetic perturbations of a linear eigenmode with Fourier components m =

2n —1. n = 0, i1, .., computed for a helical equilibrium with a q = 2 island of about 30 % of the

minor radius (obtained from the nonlinear simulationsjust prior to a minor disruption).

Figure 1. Linear eigemnode on helical equilibrium with a large q = 2 island. Notice the
dominance ofm=1ln=1 in the displacement (413) and ofm=3ln=2 in the magneticfield (til).

At the end phase of such a minor disruption, the large amplitude 2/1, 1/1 and 3/2

magnetic perturbations lead to stochastic magnetic fields in the entire region q S 2. Field line

stochasticity across the sharp current gradient between the q=l and q=2 regions implies loss of

equilibrium, and the simulations show MHD turbulence develOping on the sharp current

gradient. However, in a minor disruption, the turbulence never gets excited to high amplitude

but decays away and the magnetic surfaces heal again.
We have established the importance of modecoupling (as opposed to quasi-linear)

effects by removing the nonresonant mode m=1/n=0 from the simulation. This significantly re-

duces the severity of the minor disruptions and completely eliminates the final major disruption.
IV. MAJOR DISRUPTION

In our reduced~MHD simulations, the major disruption takes place in two phases, in

agreement with experimental observation [3]. The first phase is of the same nature as the r121

minor disruptions, It is an internal relaxation with a mainly m=1/n=1 displacement and a strong

m=3/n:2 magnetic perturbation due to coupling by the large m:2/n=1 mode. Invariably, this
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internal relaxation starts from an initial condition in which the electron temperature is flat in the
central q = l region. Therefore, unlike a normal sawtooth crash, the m=l fluid displacement
does not lead to the motion of a peak in the temperature This can be seen from the one—
dimensional cuts of the temperature profile in Fig.2, where the temperature falls on one side

2.5

Figure 2. One-dimensional cuts of the electron Figure 3. One—dimensional cuts of the
temperature during internal relaxation. current density during current broadening

(first phase ofmajor disruption) (second phase ofmajor disruption)

but remains essentially constant on the other side during the internal relaxation. Similar
behavior is observed experimentally [3, 6] during the so-called profile erosion in JET. Our
interpretation that the temperature flattening is the result of an MHD instability with mainly rn=1
displacement is, however, different from that of Ref. 3. At a certain stage of the internal
relaxation, the presence of large amplitude 1/1, 2/1 and 3/2 magnetic perturbations (together
with higher-m components) leads to a break up of the flux surfaces isolating the q = 1 region
from the q = 2 island and large—scale stochasticity develops in the region q S 2.

As in the minor disruptions, stochasticity across the sharp current gradient between the
q=1 and q=2 regions leads to MHD turbulence. It seems that there is only a slight difference
between those internal relaxations that lead to minor disruption and that which continues into a
major disruption with a large-scale broadening of the current profile. Notably. the amplitude of
the 3/2 component becomes slightly larger in the internal relaxation that precedes the major
disruption. In the second phase of the major disruption, the MHD turbulence triggered by the
internal relaxation continues to grow. It involves many intertnediate- and high-m modes and
causes the central current profile to develop filaments. The filamentation gradually flattens the
q-profile inside q z 2 and finally the central q rises high enough so that the m:2/n=l mode
becomes strongly unstable. The 2/1 mode now grows explosively to high amplitude so that the
q = 2 island encompasses the entire central region of the plasma. The 2/1 instability is followed
by rapid instability of the 3/1 and 4/1 modes. During this final phase with fast growth of the
mZZ/nzl modes, the current profile broadens markedly and the intemal inductance falls from
close to 2 to about 1. One—dimensional cuts through the current profile during this final phase
are shown in Fig. 3. The well-known negative voltage spike appears late in the disruption
sequence. when regions of negative current occur near the plasma boundary. Following the
instability of the m=4/n=l mode, the magnetic field is stochastic over the entire plasma cross;
section, which allows the hot electrons to leave the plasma on a time—scale of a few hundred
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ttsec. This mechanism for the final temperature drop is consistent with observations on e.g.

TFR [1] with metal limiters, where the electron temperature falls quickly to about 200 eV and
then evolves slowly. In JET with carbon limiters, the electron temperature falls to temperatures
of the order of 10 eV [3], too low to be explained by conduction along stochastic field lines.

Evidently, such low temperatures can be explained only by invoking atomic physics effects not

modeled here.

0.02

time (1A)

.0025

0.0
2:700. 3000.

time (IA)

A time history of the magnetic and kinetic perturbation amplitudes during the major
disruption is shown in Fig. 4. This illustrates clearly the two phases of the disruption: first and
internal relaxation occurs where the 1/1 component is dominant in the kinetic energy, followed
by :1 hesitation, during which the 3/2 magnetic perturbation is significant, highvm modes are
growing and the current profile develops filaments. In the final phase of the disruption, the
m=2/n=1 mode grows rapidly to high amplitude.

Figure 4. Time histories of

(a) magnetic and (b) kinetic

perturbation amplitudes during

major disruption Note the

separation into two different phases:

internal relaxattbn and current

profileflattening.

*Work carried out under Article 14 contract IWS / 9007 for IE1" Joint Undertaking.
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THE EVOLUTION OF THE DENSITY LIMIT DISRUPTION IN TEXTOR

G. Waidmann, G. Kuang

Institut ftir Plasmaphysik, Forschungszentrum Ju‘lich GmbH,
Association EURATOM-KFA, 0—5170 Ju‘lich, F.R.G.

1. Introduction

Density limits were studied on TEXTOR for different wall materials facing the plasma
surface/ll. A systematic extension of the density limit was found over a large current
range when the metallic wall was first exchanged by a carbon and later by a boron—carbon
coated wall. The maximum attainable density nearly doubled when metallic impurities
were replaced by low Z—impurities as boron and carbon. With a neutral beam additional
heating power of PM = 3.2 MW average densities exceeding fie : 1020 m’3 were
obtained.

The sequence of processes leading to a density limit disruption has been
experimentally analysed in detail for an Ohmically heated plasma. During the density
increase in the gas feeding phase a boundary cooling and a steepening of the electron
temperature gradient was observed by ECE-diagnostics. A sudden increase of the total
radiative loss occurs when the radiative power equals approximately the Ohmic input
power. The plasma then detaches from the limiters and the development of MHD-mode
activity is observed.

The electron temperature profile evolution was continuously recorded with a time
resolution of 10‘4 sec. This allows to study dynmaic events in the Te—profile. The presence
of rotating or locked magnetic islands became visible as typical deformations of the radial
profile. An m=2 mode in the outer plasma region coupled with an m=‘l mode deeper
inside the plasma. The overlapping of two modes is believed to bring about a
stochastisation of magnetic field lines in a sizeable part of the plasma cross section, i.e.
inside the q=2 surface. This rapidly leads to the final energy quench of the density limit
disruption. It occurs in TEXTOR in approximately 1 msec. The structure of the deformed
Te~profile in this late phase suggests a filamentation of the current profile. The following
current decay seems to be governed by the resistance of the cold plasma or in some
cases even by the time constant of the TEXTOR liner which then carries the current.

2. Profile Contraction and MHD-Activities

With increasing average plasma density the radiative power loss is observed to
become enhanced. When this radiative loss equals the Ohmic input power a typical
change in the radial plasma profile is observed /2/. The edge temperature and density falls
and the gradient of the ne- and Te-profile steepens up. The current density profile shrinks
and the plasma visibly detaches from the limiters. The plasma then reacts with an
instability which can be externally detected by magnetic methods or even better by local
Te—diagnostics. In the edge plasma we detect first a growing m = 2, n =1 mode. Deeper in
the plasma we observe with some delay an m = 1, n :1 mode. Fig. 2 shows the
appearance of these two modes and their time evolution. The ECEasignals ECQ—EClO are
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in phase and show the Te-oscillation of the m=2 mode on the outer and inner plasma

edge side. The ECE-signals EC7-EC8 are 180° out of phase. They are received from radial

positions in the vicinity of the q=1 surface on high and low field side of the profile. A

more detailled study of these signals shows that the two modes are coupled. A Fourier

analysis yields for both modes not identical spectra but the same fundamental frequency.

The electron temperature in the m=2 mode grows exponentially with a time constant

y'1 = 1.5 msec. The oscillation of the outer m =2 mode stops at a certain time whereas

the oscillation of the inner m =1 mode grows to large values. At the time of m =2 mode

locking a steep heat pulse is emitted from the plasma and impurity lines as CV and CW

are enhanced after a short delay. The global energy begins to drop now. The inner mode

could also stop its rotation and a rapid temperature drop occurs. Sometimes the modes

unlock and the rotation of magnetic islands shows up again. The inner mode has then

already a rather complicated structure as observed by the nonsinusoidal oscillations of the

EOE—signals. The TB-profile is typically perturbed by the action of magnetic islands. Fig. 3

shows a normal Ta—profile before the MHD-activity was detected and later at the time of

m =2 mode locking. Two shoulders in the outer wings of the Te-profile mark the position

of the locked m =2 islands. A dip in the profile on the high field side was caused by the

m =1 island. Unlocking of modes partly removes the steps in the Te—profile and stops the

influx of wall material. During the growth of MHD-modes negative voltage signals were

observed on the loop voltage. These voltage signals are interpreted as changes in the

current profile and are suggested by the observed deformations of the Te-profile.

TEXIQRi _ ELECIRON TEMP PROFILE #914,,
m

L‘U 2 f1 20.9005ec

§ . 1 f2 21.000 sec
; i3 21.205 sec

H i " f4 21.300 sec
E § ' f5 21.350 sec
Hm t6 :1380 set
i,—

o8-

-SO '10 10 30 SO
Radius [cm]

Fig. 1 Te—profile contraction before destabilisation of MHDemodes
in an Ohmically heated plasma
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TEXTDP: MODE COUPLING rn=2 and [11:1
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Fig. 2 Mode coupling of mm = 2/1 and mm = 1/1 mode

3. Energy Quench and Current Decay

A second mode locking of the outer mode often leads to the final energy quench. The
central part of the electron temperature broadens now. A correlation study suggests now
the presence of an m=3/2 mode. The bolometric measurement demonstrates in this
phase a developing strong radiative peak from the plasma center. We believe the
overlapping of two magnetic islands leads to a stochastisation of magnetic field lines.
Fig. 4 shows the Te-profile development in this phase of the disruption. The major part of
the kinetic plasma energy is lost in 1 msec or less. The structure observed during this
energy quench phase can be interpreted as a current filamentation. Such a process was
recently found in a numerical modelling of the density limit disruption by Bondeson et al.
/3/. The energy quench itself is accompanied by a small positive tip in the current signal
and a strong negative voltage spike.

The last phase of the discharge, the current decay phase, is characterized by a strong
transient heating (positive loop voltage) and impurity radiation. The time constant of the
current decay (e.g. rIp : 14 msec) may be determined by the resistance of the rather cold
plasma. The electron temperature was estimated to T6 = 10-20 eV depending on the
amount of impurities in the plasma. Occasionally however short time constants were
observed like rlp = 3 msec. In this case the plasma position was lost and the plasma
current was transferred into the TEXTOR liner.

4. References

/1/ Waidmann, (3., Kuang, (3., Report JUL-2448, Feb. 1991
/2/ Wesson, J.A. at al., Nucl. Fusion 2. (1989) 641
/3/ Bondeson, A. et al., Report LRP 420/90, Dec. 1990
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TEXTOR: Electron Temp. Profile #A3121
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Fig. 3 Electron temperature profile before detectable MHD—activity tb

and after m =2 mode locking te. The Te-profile deformations are

caused by magnetic islands.
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Fig. 4 Time evolution of the Te—profile during the energy quench phase.

The major part of the electronic energy is lost in 1 msec.
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SPONTANEOUS APPEARANCE OF SNAKES 1N IET

R D Gill A W Edwards, D Pasini and S W Wolfe

IET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxon, UK.

INTRODUCTION: Tokamaks exhibit a wide variety of mhd activity on the q=1
surface such as sawteeth and the recently discovered snakel) which is a
surprisingly long lived compact region of high density plasma formed on the (1:1
surface following pellet injection. More recently, snakes have been observed to 1
form spontaneously in JET at the onset of the sawtooth and also during neutral
beam injection. A typical sawtooth onset case (fig. 1) shows that when q becomes I
1 in or near the plasma centre mhd oscillations are seen with m=n=1 and a l
variety of frequencies and amplitudes. Immediately after the first sawtooth these 1
are replaced by a snake, which gradually decays in amplitude, but survives l

if,” mhd activity 21588
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several sawtooth crashes. It is probable that these spontaneous snakes have been
previously observed in many other machines but classified as m=1 instabilities.
For example, during the '0’ mode of sawtooth onset of DIIIZ), or the mhd activity

observed early in PBX discharges3). Further, IET discharges from as long ago as
1984 had similar mhd activity at early times which, in retrospect, can also

probably be identified as due to snakes. It appears that snakes are a much more
general phenomena than originally realised.

CONDITIONS FOR FORMATION: Spontaneous snakes seem to be formed in
JET (B¢=3T, I=3MA) when there is substantial impurity accumulation of high Z
ions on axis prior to the formation of the (1:1 surface, presumably due to
neoclassical effects. Experimentally a peaking of the soft X-ray emission and the
Zeff are seen and radiated power modelling calculations clearly show that prior
to the first sawtooth the concentration of Cl peaks on axis. The mhd activity and

the first sawtooth expels the CZ leading to much flattened X-ray emission and
zeff-

CHARACTERISTICS OF SPONTANEOUS SNAKES: The snake parameters are
determined from the vertical soft X—ray camera data (fig. 2), the 2 mm
interferometer, and the ECE systems. Within the snake there is a substantial

radiated power (>100%) and density perturbation (30%) but no temperature
excursion has been seen (<3%) rather in contrast with the pellet induced snakes
which have larger density perturbations and visible temperature perturbations,
at least at early times. ~f
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The very localised nature of the snake is visible from fig. 2 from which its
radius (r) may be found; its poloidal length ((9) may be found from its minor
radius and its transit time across a central channel; and its radial dimension (1,)
from the ratio of its intensities viewed radially and tangentially. The time
development of these parameters and the X-ray and density perturbations are
shown in fig. 3. It is clear that the snake is gradually decaying and shrinking in
size as it does so. This is in marked contrast with the pellet induced snakes
which existed for long periods without apparent decay. It is interesting to note
that, although the snake width gradually decays, it inc-eases only slightly during
the sawtooth crash. If the snake is due to a current perturbation (i) then the
snake width 1,- ~ «Ii / q’where q' is the shear at q=1. The measurements therefore
suggest that q1 does not vary appreciably (~30%) from before to after the sawtooth
crash. The decay time of the spontaneous snake is probably compatible with
impurity loss by neoclassical diffusion. It can also be seen that the snake
survives several sawtooth crashes during its decay.

In fig. 4 the radial position of the snake is shown as a function of time
through several sawtooth crashes. At the crash the snake moves rapidly inwards
and slowly moves outwards until the next sawtooth. The behaviour is similar to
that observed with pellet induced snakes except that the sudden decrease in
radius is larger. This difference may be due to the fact that the sawtooth
inversion radius is much smaller for the spontaneous snakes. During the
sawtooth ramp the radius of the snake, which we identify with the q=1 surface,
moves outwards, driven by the increase in current density in the plasma centre
caused by the rise in electron temperature and the neoclassical resistivity. This
data may be used to estimate a value of the shear if considered with a calculation
of the rate of change of q. A value A q=0.014 is found for the sawtooth ramp
period of 100 ms which leads to dq/dr = 7)<10'2m'1 in reasonable agreement with
polarimeter measurements 4) of the change in q in a sawtooth crash and values

I
l l
| |
I C.1 O ‘x I . i

O l I l_ nsst o
.20 sawieelh T t

Sawtooth Sawtooth ;t l 2
6.5 6.6 6 7
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Fig. 4 Position of snake during sawtooth cycle.
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of dq/dr deduced from a pellet ablation method5). However, parabolic
extrapolation to determine a central value of qo yields (10:0.981 in disagreement
with the polarimeter data.

IMPURITY CONTENT: Tomographically and Abel inverted data show that
compared with the surrounding plasma, the snake has a density 30% higher
while the soft X-ray emission is larger by 132%. As the electron temperature is
unchanged in the snake one concludes that the impurity concentration within
the snake is larger compared with its surroundings by 78%. This implies
substantially lower current density, due to greater plasma resistivity, which
would allow the creation of a magnetic island. This increased resistivity is
similar to the pellet snakes which had a depressed electron temperature at least
at early times.

Impurity f— Onset of 21595
X-ray accumulation / . sawleolh

emisivny 1

Time (s)

Fig. 5 Soft X-ray emission showing effects of impurity accumulation and profile
flattening caused by onset of sawteeth.

The overall plasma impurity concentration has been determined by code
modelling of the soft X-ray emission (fig. 5). This showed that in the period
before snake formation substantial Ct accumulation occurred and Zen was very

peaked on axis with peaked radiated power at a high level, quite similar to the

initial radiated power in the snake. This suggests that the snake is formed from a
remnant of the original central region.

CONCLUSION: Snakes appear in a wider range of circumstances than
previously thought and low plasma conductivity in the region of the snake
seems to play an important part in their production. They can be used as probes
to determine properties of the (1:1 surface and also of the shear at q=l.
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mun—(Mimi
out in several areas:
of fast particles,
rise studies [2].

density limit.

as function of the electron temperature.
discharges [3].

Analysis of MHD effects on plasma behaviour has been carried
sawtooth collapse

pellet enhanced performance (PEP) discharges and current
A potential explanation for the behaviour of MARFE’s at the

density limit arises from the radiation characteristic of specific

ill. snake, behaviour

in beryllium and in carbon limiter

In this paper we will concentrate on the analysis of the various MHD
phenomena that occur in PEP discharges.
rise phase of the PEP, but also
seemingly initiated by the pellet

large
injection.

starts when modes associated with a q=1 surface appear in the plasma.

High (m.n) modes may occur in the
locked modes occur occasionally
The decline of the neutron rate

Large amplitude modes can occur under various conditions in JET: during
current rise. after a ’monster' sawtooth collapse, after pellet injection,
during PEP—modes [4] and at the low density during formation of the X-point in
divertor discharges.
saddle coils of JET will be shown.

Another novel technique to analyse
the structure of rotating MHD modes will
be presented. it relies on the Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD) of the matrix
having for columns the time dependence of
the signals and for rows their spatial
dependence.

MHD phenomena in PEP discharges. After
pellet injection early in the discharge
when the central safety factor is still
above unity and with additional heating
the PEP mode is obtained. In the course
of its existence several different MHD
events are seen. in the rise phase of
plasma energy and the neutron emission, a
variety of (mu) modes occur at various
times in the plasma central region, as
shown in fig.1. The sequence of their
appearance can be understood as the
evidence of the establishing of
non—monotonic q—profiles. These q
profiles are believed to be caused by
(radiative) cooling of the plasma centre
after pellet injection and the bootstrap
currents which occur in the steep
pressure gradient region. The value of
qmln decreases progressively in time
leading to the (4,3) mode seen in fig.i
half—way through the rise phase. The
(4.3) mode changes structure in course of
time and ultimately the modes become too
complex to be tomographically analysed by

A new method of analysing these perturbations using the
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Fig.1. Evolution or MHD activity of a PEP shot
#23079. Highly complex modes are seen, the
simplest ones are the (4.3) shown in the 2
block and the (1,1) in the 4 block. The (2.2)
and (3.2).that follow the (1,1) event,are
evidence for an inverted q—proi‘lle.
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the X-ray cameras (mx4,5.. and 0323103“
ns3,5..,9). Computations using the M,"
FAR—code have been carried out,
resulting in a (4,3) mode structure 04,
similar as observed when using
non—monotonic q—profiles with qo’~“1.6
and qminzl.2. 0.2

Before the maximum neutron
emission is reached the qmin is E
presumably close to unity. because :0
of the appearance of (1,1) modes.
This mode has a spatial structure
which appears as a hot resistive '02
island, as shown in fig.2, which is
obtained from the X—ray and the ECE
measurements independently.

This behaviour is consistent
with an inverted shear for the
theory developed in ref.[5]. The
(1,1) mode balloons strongly on the
low field side even taking into
account the contribution (a factor
of 2) of the difference in gradient
in the X—ray emission. The of the steep gradlents. The inner structure is

difference in amplitude may be a
genuine ballooning effect or caused
by an independent (2,1) mode with qo close to 2 in the plasma centre.

There is further evidence for the inverted shear in the plasma central

region from the mode analysis following a sawtooth caused by a (1,1) mode

which leads to n=2 mode activity. This n=2 activity is seen as m=5 mode at

the plasma edge by the magnetics, as an m=2 mode at the q=l surface and an m=3

mode close to the plasma centre by the X—rays. The central q then is

therefore believed to be close to 1.5 , this is corroborated by equilibrium

calculations, which show a Shafranov shift consistent with profile

measurements when an inverted q—profile is enforced. A strong hollow current

density profile is obtained, which is consistent with the calculated bootstrap

currents from the pressure profiles [6]. However plasma simulation studies

indicate Zeff profiles to be important in this respect. impurity influx and
accumulation is seen in the decline phase of the PEP by X—ray emission

analysis. It is interesting to note that the neutron emission profile starts

to diminish in the very plasma centre where the (3,2) mode is found and not at
the q=l radius.

Fig.2. Contours of equal To in equal steps from

2 to 14 keV as seen by ECE dlagnostlc showing

(1,1) perturbations at the bottom and near top

consistent with an Inverted q—proflle. A similar

structure has been obtained from the X—ray data.

Locked Modes. In these pellet shot X-point configurations large amplitude

slowly rotating, and locked, n=l modes can occur depending on discharge

conditions. Pellets can either create such a locked mode or eliminate it.

The precise reason for this is not understood, but experimentally seems to be

related to the edge density or temperature. Although locked modes generally

have a deteriorating influence on the performance in H or L—mode plasmas [7],

there is not much evidence for a deterioration of PEP discharges.

Magnetic perturbations during locked modes can be as3 large as SBr/Epzlz at the
plasma edge and typical growth rates are 10 to 10 5. Usually these modes

are rotating initially and hence are visible as oscillations on electron

temperature, density, soft X—ray and magnetic diagnostics. As the modes grow

in amplitude their rotation (and the plasma rotation too) slows down and the
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mode locks [71. #22442
Once the perturbations are locked 5—

a new technique to analyze them is g. . 4»required. Using the radial magnetic :3
field or saddle coils, it is possible, 3
by removing the n=O fields [e.g. 10»
shaping fields). to study the =; '
evolution of these long—lived modes 0.3-
(provided that their time scale is
longer than the vessel skin time of 4 . 4.5-
ms). The structure of the field 5?
perturbation, measured by the saddle 4.0-
coils, is observed to vary
considerably in certain cases. Figure
3 demonstrates the change, occurring
over several seconds, from a
perturbation with a large m=4
compon—ent to one with mainly an m=3
and finally a dominant m=2 component.
Whilst this change may reflect a
direct change in the instability
structure it also mirrors the change
in the position of the resonant 0 21:0 0
q—values (which will also influence
the stability properties]. The m=2 A10
component should increase by a factor 3’
0f 5 because 0f the calculated change Fig.3. Time history of a 5 MA discharge with
in pOSition 0f the q=2 surface (3150 a long llved locked mode. The mode starts at
ViSible as change in U Shown in 3.6 s when q(a)=4 ls reached and lasts up to
fig.3). At present it is not precisely the end of' the discharge. At time A the mode
Clear how mUCh 0f the Change in the has a dominant (4,1) component but the meas-
mode amplitudes, shown in fig.3, i5 ured component changes In time from (3,1) at
due to the change in position only. tlrne B to (2,1) later at time c.
New Analysis of rotating modes. A new method has been devised to analyse the
Mirnov coil signals in order to detect the MHD modes spatial distribution and
temporal evolution. It can be used on any set of oscillating signals coming
from many channels distributed in space. The technique relies on the Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD) of a rectangular matrix X. The SVD of a square
matrix reduces to the well—known diagonalisation. In our case the columns of X
are the sampled time series of a particular channel i, while the rows give the
configuration vector at a given instant t in time. The SVD generates two set
of orthogonal eigenvectors which respectively give the spatial distribution
and the time evolution of the amplitude of the modes detected, without the
necessity of additional assumptions. This is particularly useful in the case
of the dependence on the poloidal angle. In the case of a sum of pure
sinusoidal modes in the space variable, pairs of degenerate singular values
are obtained from the SVD, which correspond to the sines and cosines
components of the mode with a given rn number. These singular values
(eigen—values) are proportional to the amplitude of the mode itself. Details
will be discussed elsewhere [8]. An example is given in fig.4, which refers
to a PEP discharge #23081. It shows the amplitude of the (4,1) mode, measured
by magnetic coils, around the poloidal plane for the cosine and the sine
component. Note the asymmetry in wavelength and amplitude around the poloidal
angle. The amplitude asymmetry is partly due to the different distances of
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the pick-up coils and the resonant surfaces. This mode is coupled to (1.1)

mode in the plasma core, which has been analysed by the same method using the
X—ray signals and a tomographic reconstruction technique. Some results are

shown in fig.5 for the discharge of fig.l. From this it can be seen that the

crash, which starts the decline of the neutron emission, has two toroidal

components n=1 and n=2. The n=2 mode starts already in the precursor phase of

this crash with (2,2) and (3,2) long—lived postcursors.
Conclusions.There is strong evidence for hollow geprofiles in the centre of
PEP discharges with consequences for transport and Ml—lD stability. Locked modes

can now be analysed showing an evolution of their magnetic structure. The n=2

modes related to the central neutron decline in PEP discharges start before
the crash due to an (1,1) mode as seen by a SVD mode analysis technique.

[1] A.Edwards et al, this conference [2] Mllugon et al, this conference
[3] T.Hender et al, this conference [4] P.Kupschus et al, this conference
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[7] J.Snipes et al,Nucl.Fusion30(1990)205 [8] C.Nardone et al, to be published
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MHD STABILITY AND MODE LOCKING
IN PRE-DISRUPTIVE PLASMAS ON TORE SUPRA
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PECQUET. A.L., SAMAIN. A., TALVARD. M.
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AB TRA
Experiments devoted to the study of MHD activity have been carried out on TORE
SUPRA. The observed disruptions are preceded by the growth of an m=2 N=1
rotating mode which locks when the magnetic field perturbation exceeds a
critical value. The mode locking is interpreted as a bifurcation of the mode
frequency. In addition, stabilization of the m=2 N=l tearing mode has been
obtained with the Ergodic Divertor (ED).

EXPERI‘M'EN l A! QQNDITIQNS ;
The typical TS operational parameters are: Bt=3-4T, Ip=l.-1.9MA, qw=2.5-4.. R=2,3A
2.4m, a=0.7-0.75m. The amplitude and frequency of the rotating mode are
measured by an array of 16 poloidal pick-up coils. The radial field perturbation
5Br induced by the locked mode is detected by a combination of four saddle loops.
Electron temperature profiles given by ECE measurements are used to calculate
the cylindrical current density profiles from the Spitzer resistivity and the
induction law. The stability of these profiles is analyzed with a A' code. This
analysis, provides a reasonable agreement with the observed MHD activity.

EXPERIMENTAL RES ULTS:
a)Stability analysis: Figure 1 shows MHD activity during a pellet

fuelled discharge with saturated first wall (i.e without pumping capability). The
amplitude of the m=2 N=1 instability grows with pellet number. Mode locking
occurs at the fourth injected pellet and a disruption is triggered by the fifth one.
The evolution of the current density profile is shown figure 2. The computed
profile (a) at t=3s is marginally stable ( A' = 0.4). At t=3.ls. the profile (b) gives a
positive A’= 2.4 consistent with the growth of the m=2 N=l mode. During the
locked mode the profile (c) at t=3.55 exhibits a sharp current density gradient
inside the q=2 surface and consequently leads to a larger A‘ value (A‘ = 9.5).

Figure 3 shows an m=2 N=1 mode stabilization experiment by the ED at qw:2.5.
During the plasma current flat top the saturated m=2 N=l rotating mode
(8B9/Be=3.10'4: v :15 kHz) is stabilized when the ED is applied. This stabilization
is not a mode locking : 539.3Br undetectabled and 032 unchanged. It may be due to a
change in the current density gradients and to the related A' values. In fact.
inside the ergodic layer the enhanced resistivity increases the inward diffusion
of the current leading to a higher current density gradient at the confined
plasma edge . In the same time this gradient flattens around the (1:2 surface (fig
4). Computed A' values are indeed negative with ED and positive without. Though
the ED magnetic perturbation is resonant at qw=3 the stabilisation of this mode is
observed for 2.5<q <4. At the resonance the usugl gflect of the ED is to decreasethe plasma dengity by an enhancement 0 e
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particulc diffusion in the ergodic layer. However this effect is much lower at
qw=2.5. where it is possible to maintain or to rise slowly the plasma density by
adjusting the gas puff, Therefore at qty=2.5 the m=2 N:1 stabilization cannot be
attributed to a change of plasma density. The use of the ED to control the shape of
the current density profile and the plasma density seems to be an open way to
prevent major disruptions.

b)Mode locking: On TORE SUPRA, in most cases, disruptions are
triggered by the growth of the m=2 N=l tearing mode. The whole pro-disruptive
process which is terminated by the thermal quench evolves on a time scale
varying from 50»300ms. The mode rotates during 10~20ms at a frequency of 1.5-2.5
kHz depending on the average plasma density . The algebraic growth rate of 553

is then of the order of 610'2T/s (figure 5(a)). The locking occurs at an amplitude

threshold of bBe/B9=3.10‘3 corresponding to an half island width 52=4cm. The

mode frequency falls from 1. kHz to a very small value in a typical time of few
milliseconds. During this time the radial magnetic perturbation EBr at the wall

small before locking increases at a value of order of 5139 and then continue to

grow on a characteristic time of 10ms up to a value fiBr/Be = 1% (Figure 5(b)). The

m:2 N=l locked mode saturates or slowly evolves in a time scale of 50 - 200 ms

before the thermal quench.
THE: 2RETI§ AL Mg zDEL'

The theoretical tools are described in detail in [1.2]. Let us recall the basic ideas.

The mode locking process consists of a bifurcation of the mode front a rotating
state forbidding the SBr penetration within the wall to a quasi stationary regime

where this penetration has become possible. In order to give the mode level at
which bifurcation takes place. the self consistency of the m=2 N=1 tearing mode is

expressed through the extremalized value of the functional: F(W€W)=CFMHD+T2+FW

with respect to WT Here -FMHD [3] is the potential energy of the mode outside the

resonant layer at r=r2 and the wall at r=rwt The functionals F2 ,Fw represent

the transferred powers by the mode to the q=2 layer and to the wall respectively.

The extremalized value of FMHD is:
2 =- 2 - 2 \ ‘ik

(uoR /S)CFMHD AZIWZI +A wiwwl +C( VEWW+W2 ilw)

where the A‘s and the coupling coefficient C determine the logarithmic slope

jump of ‘l/ across the resonant layer: 5:47:21? , R is the major radius.

Inside the q=2 resonant layer, 'n‘l‘f‘lf) is calculated supposing a non linear

regime where the electrons reach a thermodynamical equilibrium over each
perturbed magnetic surface. The calculations [4] lead to the following

expression olzz

(uoRZ/S)?z=t2Y + iKztw-mE-Nntr2nW212
where R2=O.8.(tt052r2/n2) reflects the Rutherford current ( 52 is the half island

2 3
width , n2 is the resistivity at r7 ).For small islands K2=44t10n*;—‘ (Lshe)2D/52

represents the effect of the transverse electron diffusion ( coefficient D) and (05

is the diamagnetie electron frequency. The wall interacts with the mode through

the functional Fw which is given by

(aural/syn=(—tr+tm),WWI2
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where Rw=(1105wrw/l)- In the stationnary state the plasma rotation frequency

results from the balance of the toroidal force exerted by the mode on the
resonant island and the viscosity force.
This leads to the expression of N002) :

s_u_ *NQ(r2)~1+a(m—m2 )
2a Kzl‘Vzl

where O! = 2elog(r—) ——4;
2 uoflmiDvR

. . s at
most cases et>>1. By expresstng that F has an extremum With respect to "/2 and WW.

Dv is the viscosity diffusion coefficient and in

one obtains the dispersion relation in a) and Y. Elimination of the growth rate Y
leads to the following bifurcation equation in w:

a) OJ A2 C
—*(1-—*)(1+ 2 =———2
“’2 ”’2 (cu/035.90) Kiw’z'

2
(1)

1-9 .4where A =-(—*&)‘(A’2/R2-A’w lRw) ; no: 1/(1+R2/K’2) : Ki =K2/(1+a)= 52 .
(132

The bifurcation scheme is represented on fig.6.
Eq.(1) shows that when 4C2/(K’2m32 )= 1 i.e. 52 24cm. the mode stops to rotate as

it is observed experimentally. The bifurcation reflects that when K’2 = 52“4
becomes too small the mode frequency is no longer determined by the electron
diamagnetism at r=r2 but rather is given by the coupling with the wall. The
transition occurs on a time scale of the order of the time penetration of the mode
through the wall i.e. T, = uofiwrwlnw = lOms (cf fig.5). During this transition the
plasma rotation frequency ND. changes significantly only near the resonant
layer. Then it is transported by a viscosity process in the bulk at a distance Lzrg
away from the q=2 surface on a larger time scale Dv'l L2 = lOO-ZOOms [5].

g ttfiLLJSIQN'
The A'analysis of the current density profiles derived from ECE

measurements allows to understand the MHD activity in TORE SUPRA.
The m=2 N=1 tearing mode stabilization observed in presence of Ergodic

Divertor points out the crucial influence of the Current density gradients around
the q=2 surface. It suggests a possibility to control the disruption which will be
tested in further experiments.

We have also presented a model for mode locking which involves non
linear coupling mechanisms of the mode with the resonant layer. This model
allows to explain both the bifurcation threshold and the observed time scales for
the rapid quench of the mode and plasma rotation frequencies.

AQENQWLEQ iEMEfl 15'
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Introduction
It has long been realised that error fields due, for example, to coil misalignment and

coil feeds are liable to afiect the behaviour of tokamaks. More recently, substantial lime
itations to the operational region have been discovered on DIII-D and JET due to large
stationary instabilities appearing under some conditions. It has traditionally been as-
sumed that the effect of error fields is reasonably described by superposing the error fields
in vacuo on the tokamak equilibrium and computing the resulting islands to estimate
the consequent efiect on the confinement. There are two important corrections to this
picture: (i) the inclusion of the plasma response to the applied fields (Lee. the solution of
the flow—free tearing mode equation with the perturbed boundary conditions), and (ii)
the effect of rotation of the plasma relative to the error field. Experimental data from
COMPASSC and the rather larger DIII‘D tokamak illustrate both these corrections,
and are well described by a new theory [1] This allows extrapolation to larger devices
such as lTER to estimate the eflect of realistic error fields on plasma performance.
Results from COMPASS-C

A large number of powered saddle coils are installed outside the thin (Tm=1 N (SO/Ls)
vessel on COMPASS—C [2], allowing many different resonant magnetic perturbations
(RMPs) to be applied to circular plasmas (R = 0.557m, anm : 0.196m, I? = 70 ~130kA,
3,5 = 0.6 — 1.3T, fie : 0.7 — 3 X 1019m'3). The PF coils were precisely aligned during
assembly of the device [3] using measurements like those described below for DIIIeD,
resulting in B,(n : 1) S 0.5G typically, compared with applied RMPS of BT=2‘”:l a
10G. Locked modes have not been seen on COMPASS-C in the absence of applied RMPs.

It has been reported [4] that 2,1 RMPs can lead to partial stabilisation of m = 2
modes, but otherwise RMPs often have no significant effect even when the islands from
vacuum field calculations are predicted to be large (l'V/a : 10 — 15%). The effects that
are observed (such as a. 10—15% increase in the density limit) are plausibly attributed
to changes in the plasma boundary, such as recycling, clue to sidebands of the primary
RMP. Such changes have been directly confirmed by rotating a 2,1 RMP slowly past
measurement points (e.g. Langmuir probes). Recent power supply modifications have
allowed larger RMP currents leading to a range of new results.

Figure 1 shows the main effects: above a reproducible threshold (Bf'l‘(2, 1)) the
applied 2,1 RMP leads to (i) the appearance of a large stationary n = 1 structure in
the plasma; (ii) suppression of the sawteeth after a delay of 1—2ms while the 2,1 field
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penetrates (2-3 sawteeth with 71m, unchanged); iii) a marked change in the toroidal

impurity rotation velocity; (iv) a reduction in TE(,S 30%),T€(5 20%),T,-($ 10%),1‘145
10%); (v) substantial variation in the edge potential and 4;,» and reversal in the direction
of propogation of edge fluctuations. When the RMP is removed, a large rotating m =
2, n : 1 mode appears transiently with a modest m 2 1 Component in the plasma core.
This is interpreted as the stationary mode accelerating: the plasma velocity rapidly
increases to its previous value. Before the 2,1 field penetrates, the external 11 = 1 field
is found to be lower than the vacuum field — this is the “un—torn response” described
in ref [6], which is only expected to be a weak function of the equilibrium and 772,71.
After penetration the external field is enhanced by the plasma [5]; this is interpreted
as originating from a magnetic island significantly larger than the vacuum island, by
m 50% in some cases. This enhancement is expected to be a strong function of A’. If
q(a) is lowered,e.g. q(a) 5, 3.5 for fie = 1.3 X 1019111’3, penetration is invariably followed
by disruption after a few ms, and in these cases there is often a large m = 1 component
which may be a primary cause of the stimulated disruption, although the enhanced
m = 2 island comes close to making contact with the limiter. Other details, especially
the dependence of the penetration on fie and the spin-up process are discussed in a
companion paper [5].

A high resolution, high luminosity spectrometer viewing a BIV line allows the toroidal
velocity of this impurity line (COMPASS-C is boronised) to be measured with good
accuracy and sub—millisecond time resolution even in Ohmic discharges, revealing that
the toroidal flow actually reverses as the RMP penetrates (Fig 1). From transport
simulations using the measured 7'}, the emission is estimated to originate close to q = 2
in these discharges. The change in rotation (N 20kms‘1) only accounts for 5 50% of the
change of mode rotation frequency. Alter penetration there is no identifiable rotating
low-m MHD activity in the plasma.

Unlike most other RMP experiments, it is possible on COMPASS to rotate the RMP
structure slowly in the toroidal direction (at N 25112). When this is done the fluctuation
level at a fixed Langmuir probe is strongly modulated, as are the edge temperature,
density, hard Xq‘ay flux and the floating potential. This confirms that localised changes
in the plasma edge occur. A tangential SXR camera reveals an m = 1 distortion of the
core, rotating with the RMP, but no clear evidence for an m = 1 island.

Other helicities have been used in attempts at profile control to influence the sawtooth
and m. : 2 activity in a more subtle fashion. 3,2 RMPS penetrate with perturbed field
levels at rs similar to 2,1 RMPS, but with higher IRMP due to range effects. A113,?” is
similar to the 2,1 case. Evidence of changes in the profile and plasma stability are indi-
cated by the generation of slowly rotating (N lkHz) 2,1 modes in some cases. Sawteeth
are not suppressed at penetration, but “saturate” and the inverted sawteeth are almost

nonexistent. A 4,2 RMl’ has a broadly similar effect. The amplitude of the n = 2 mode
as it unlocks is very small, partly due to the short range of m. : 3,4 modes and partly
due to A’(m : 3,-l) << A’(m : 2), giving rise to a. rapid decay. Application of a 1,1
RMP has no obvious effect on the sawtooth — this is understood in terms of A’(1, 1) << 0
raising the. threshold for penetration [1] for most of the time. At high 1,] perturbation
levels (B,(l, l) m 33:”‘(2,1)), disruptions are stimulated when q(a) is lowered. It is
believed that this is due to penetration of the toroidally coupled 2,1 sideband.
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Locked modes on DIII-D
In the DIH-D tokamak (R = 1.67m, a = 0.64m), locked modes cause confinement

degradation, and may lead to disruptions and H—>L-mode transitions. These modes
lock predominantly in one toroidal phase, traced to an alignment error in the outer PF
coils. The irregularities and resulting n = 1,2 error fields of all 18 DIII-D PF coils
were measured by placing a set of precisely matched and located pickup coils at the
DIII-D vessel centre, magnetically aligning the set to B4, and then energising the PF
coils in turn. From the measured error fields the shift, tilt and ellipticity of each coil
is calculated. The resultant m : 2,n = 1 resonant error field, Fourier analysed on a
torus of R 2 1.67m, r 2 0.68m is dominated by the outer coils and is ~ 1.4 X 10’4B¢
for typical PF currents [7]. When otherwise stable discharges are subjected to RMPs at
this level, a stationary mode is observed to grow to a disruption (except at high q(a)),
despite the small size of the vacuum perturbation.

An “11 = 1” coil was placed above DHI—D at one toroidal location so as to make
predominantly n = 1 low-m fields and to be able to partially cancel or add to the 2,1
error field. The 3,1 error field is relatively unaffected by the n = 1 coil. Cancellation
of the 2,1 error field allows an increase in the stable, locked~mode-free operating space;
conversely increasing the error field decreases the stable operating region [8]
Discussion

Comparison of the penetration threshold in OH Deuterium discharges in COMPASS—C
and DIH~D with similar q(a), R/a, rig, 8,5, but different shape, shows that COMPASS-C
is much more robust to error fields than DIH-D, z'.e. a much larger RMP is required
to penetrate (Fig 2). The difference is largely explained by the much faster rotation of
the smaller COMPASS—C plasmas (13kHz as opposed to 1.6kHz on DIII—D) [1]. It is
expected that OH discharges in a yet larger tokamak, such as ITER, rotate still more
slowly and are thus more susceptible to error fields leading to locked modes. Scaling from
DlIlvD, the threshold for locked modes in OH discharges on ITER is Bf’“(m = 2,7; =
1) s 1 X 10‘5B¢. While this appears daunting, it is to be noted that the penetrated
islands will probably remain small and modest NBI-driven rotation will raise Bf’i‘(2, 1).
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INTRODUCTION
The magnetic confinement topology in systems such as tokamaks, stellarators, and RFPs is

resonantly unstable under the influence of small radial 8b, perturbations. Vacuum field magnetic
islands of width Am, o< Véb, mm) = 0.001 m are produced in tokamaks such as TFTR and Tore
Supra with 5b,, mm) = 10‘5< ¢> and magnetic stochasticity (possibly ergodicity) results at
5br,(m,n) = 10'3 when neighboring islands overlap. Increasing the magnetic shear, such as in
poloidally diverted tokamaks, stabilizes island growth but squeezes more resonant layers into a
narrower radial zone implying stochasticity at lower 5br levels. Small random variations in the
positions Rw- (e. g., ARO‘J- S i 0.005 In) and angular orientations and of the j individual
magnetic field coils produces spatial 5b, fluctuations resulting in ohm”) S 10‘3 T. These
random 5br variations can be thought of as spatial magnetic noise with statistically classifiable
topological properties. It is important to distinguish this topological noise, intrinsically implied
by limitations in materials and construction techniques, from so—called "error" fields caused by
single coil misalignment due to specific constraints or oversights during the design and
construction of a machine. In principle, "error" fields are avoidable, individually identifiable,
and potentially correctable while topological noise is an unavoidable result of coil imperfections
and misalignments summed over the entire system. It is the statistical properties of the
topological noise spectrum Sm(5b,) which establishes a lower bound on the vacuum structure of
the confinement topology.

The analysis presented in this paper is based on a model which generally predicts the
existence of stationary "intrinsic" magnetic islands and stochasticity in all toroidal confinement
devices.1 In tokamaks, these "intrinsic" islands could be responsible for MHD mode locking
and may provide a unifying link between a broad number of standard but poorly understood
discharge phenomenology. In addition, the "intrinsic" island model is generally in agreement
with the "critical temperature gradient" idea of anomalous electron heat transport2 may provide a
simple physical mechanism for the production of ergodicity in the anomalous zone. Intrinsic
islands were first observed during resonant helical divertor experiments3 and are thought to be
responsible for discharge asymmetries which modify the spatial energy loading distributions on
the target plates of poloidally diverted tokarnaks.4 These observations imply that 5br
contributions due to random toroidal field (TF) coil positions dominate Sm. In general, each TF
coil has seven degrees of freedom, including shape variations, which are subject to random
perturbations. Nevertheless, a restricted [single-degree-of—freedom (sdl)] analysis, in which
small random perturbations ARM- are applied to the axial positions of all j = 1, 2,. . ., NT}: TF
coils, is of interest for establishing the basic statistical properties of Sm and for demonstrating its
overall sensitivity to small perturbations. The object of this paper is to estimate statistical upper

* This work is sponsored by the U. S. Department of Energy under ConLract No. DE-ACO3-89ER51114.



limit bounds on the spectral amplitudes of n : l (m S 5) topological noise components with sdf
TF coil perturbations and a set of generalized structural parameters which are easily modified to
fit most currently operating or future ignition scale tokamaks. Plasma affects are not included in
this stage of the analysis.

PERTURBATIONS ANALYSIS RESULTS
The structural parameters used for the perturbation analysis are: N’I‘F = 18 (circular cross

section) with an unperturbed major radius of 2.443 m (TF coil axis) and TF coil radii of

1.2668 m. A dipole toroidal field model1 is used to compute the vacuum vector field
components which are then Fourier analyzed on a 64 toroidal by 64 poloidal grid with a major
radius of 2.38 m and a minor radius of 0.8 m. These structural parameters may be adjusted to
match those of conventional machines such as TFTR, Tore Supra, TEXTOR, or TEXT.
Poloidal divertor coils can also be included to approximate machines like IET, JT—60 upgrade,
Dill—D, ASDEX, ASEDX upgrade, COMPASS-D or TEXT upgrade. The m = 0 6b, toroidal
mode spectrum is shown in Fig. 1 with ARM = 0. Two Bmln) : amilgy peaks

10-1 indicate the magnitude of
the surface averaged TF
ripple with <b¢> = 4.6 T

i Sham”) :7.5E-2 T but do not produce
significant islands due to a
rapid (in m) poloidal mode
spectrum decay. In terms
of "intrinsic" islands, the
most important region of
the spectrum is between n =
i 3. 5br_([)‘1) z 10'6 T in
the unperturbed case, thus
no significant islands are

16 24 32 induced. This spectrum is
relatively sensitive to small
shifts in the positions of the
coils or small coil tilts.
With a shift in the radial

position of one coil by ARM = 0.001 m 5br.(0.1) increases to = 10-5 T implying island widths of
order = 0001—0003 m on each primary rational surface for q S 3. The sensitivity to small

.1 _ _ shifts is demonstrated in
10 Fig. 2 where 6 randomly

chosen TF coils are radially
. shifted by 0.003 to 0.005 m

or displaced in toroidal
I’M:- “finial.
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Figure 1 - Reference perturbation spectrum for ARM = 0.
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Figure 2 - Spectrum for ARUV- = 0.003 - 0.005 m and AQOJ.

radians. Between m = 1'5,
the poloidal mode spectrum
scales as fibmm'q : 9.6 x
10'4 (—0.01 + c- 13m) in
this case implying relatively
large islands on each
primary rational surface up
toq: 5. It has also been
confirmed that the poloidal
mode spectrum decays with
minor radius as expected
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(i. e., 5br.(m.1) = |5b,_(m,1)l,c[rf]'(m‘1) where l5br.(m.l)lrc is the perturbation amplitude at r 2 re). In
this case n = 2 and n = 3 components for m S 6 are also relatively large (i. e., 6b,_(0‘2) = 2 x 10'3
T) as seen in Fig. 2. The limiting case for n = 1, considering only sequentially correlated shifts,
is described by a gaussian spectral function of the form:

8br.(m.1) ix : ' amil ' nme‘(%flARff (1)

where N is the number of sequentially correlated coil shifts over a constant interval AR-f,‘ equal
to some AR0 S 0.005 m. For N”: = 18 a1 = 0.325, a; = 0.128, a3 = 0.013, m = 159,112 :
1.57.113 = 2.45, p1 = p2 = 9, pm = 93,01 = 13.3, 02 = 13.4, and 03 = 9.9. Randomly shifted
coils with AROJ- S ARE” have spectral amplitudes |5b1.(m'1)l S ISb,.(m_1)l~'C. This gives an upper
limit on one component of Sm(8b,) for sdf perturbations. More generally, it is desirable to
quantify the properties of an operator 8 which takes the random functions Rj(x) into Sm(8b,),
that is Sm(5br) = SRJ-(x). Here Rj(x) is a continuous function specifying the radial positions of
the TF coils and is defined as RJ-(x)m= R0 + ARO,j(x) where [Rj(x), x e X} with X = [x2 -oo < x
< co}, and <Rj(x)> = E [Rj(x)] = 4L f(x) dx being the mean value of the function RJ- with a
probability density function fR(x). Given fR(x) the standard deviation of Rj is defined as 0(Rj) =
m. In considering only Sm processes, the index parameter x is chosen such that
ARM-(x) S $0.005 rn. Larger values of ARM-(x) are expected to be more representative of
"error" fields. Figure 3 show the statistical variations in lfibna'ul as a function of 6(Rj) for both

1.2
eq. 1 vs. All: 0

1.0 (N = pm), m=1
[2? o

".1 0.8 0
3 o
*3. 0.6 o

a? 0.4 °
'20

0.2

I j
5 6

o[RJ1 and ARi,‘ x 10 '3 (m)
Figure 3 - fibr.(l.l)l statistics as a function of 521l

topological noise (solid points) and "error" fields (open points). With the exception of point PP
the data represents a normal stochastic process in Rj(x). A regression line is shown for the solid
points (SPRL) and the peak value of Eq. (1) is plotted as a function of AR}: It should be kept in
mind that the range of the solid points in AR0J(x) is approximately a factor of two larger than
ARE,“ and that for the open points this range is: — 0.0105 m S ARO'J-(x) 5 0.01159 m. Equation
(1) appears to give a relatively good estimate of the upper bound on 8b,'(1'1)) over the entire
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range of 502,) analyzed. The Sm(6brv(1.1)) distribution function for this ensemble of Rj(x)‘s has
a mean value of 2.98 x 104 T with a standard deviation of 1.27 x 10‘1 T while the ”error" field
points have a mean value of 5.68 x 10*1 T with a standard deviation of 2.75 x 10“ T. Although
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—200 —100 D 100

Poloidal angle 6 (degrees)
Figure 4 - 2,1 ingjnsig TFTR and Tore Supra vacuum islands.

point PP was not taken
from a normal gaussian
RJ-(x) distribution it
roughly follows the
scaling of the other
open points. This
point actually fits in the
parameter group of the
solid data point. A
Poincare plot showing
field line tracing results
for an m,n = 2,1 mode
given the parameters of
point PP is shown in
Fig. 4 where 1p :
1.7 MA and q8 (cyl) =
4.2. The high field
side island has a full
width of about 0.03 m.
Slightly smaller islands
are also found on the
q: 3 and 4 surfaces.
There is an appreciable
island at q = 1 as well

as smaller islands at n = 2, m = 3, 5, and 7. As pointed out in Ref. 1 plasma effects play an
important role in the final island configuration and the vacuum Sm distribution function is
expected to change as coils move due to thermal or disruptive forces.

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
Equation 1 is in agreement with a statistical upper limit on 5b,. 1.1) for gaussian topological

noise and ”error" fields with ARé” = 0(Rj) given single—degree-o -freedom TF perturbations.
Magnetic islands and stochasticity can be expected to produce effects such as: poloidal
modulations in diffusion coefficients, modifications in turbulence, and island electric fields [1].
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TOKAMAK ERROR FIELDS AND LOCKED MODES

A. Reiman and D. Monticello

Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory
Princeton, N. J. 08543

Introduction
Over the past few years, experimental evidence has accumulated that resonant error

fields of order 6B/B, r: 10‘4 can produce significant effects on tokamak discharges. On
DIII-D, a systematic dependence of the low density locked mode threshold on an error
compensation field has been documented.[1] In a number of tokamaks, rotating tearing
modes are found to lock onto error fields.[2,3] The locked modes appear to grow more
rapidly, and to grow to larger amplitude, than rotating modes. In this paper we study
the effects of small, resonant perturbations on magnetic islands.

Analytical Results
We first consider an analytically soluble model, assuming narrow islands and

tokamak ordering. The solution for the perturbed helical flux function outside the
islands is determined by the tearing mode equation for the exterior region with the
boundary condition d) —> E at the edge. (e is the given external perturbation.) This is
the perturbed equilibrium equation. The perturbed current in the island, determined
by Faraday’s law, gives a jump condition across the island. The resulting model is a
generalization of the usual nonlinear tearing mode theory[4] to include the effects of
a fixed external perturbation. Details of the calculation are presented in Ref. 5. We
obtain an eigenvalue equation for w of the form:

on)3 — A'w2 = ia’e.

In this expression, A’ is the usual parameter measuring the freevenergy available to
drive tearing. The awEl term is primarily determined by the nonlinear modification of
A’ in the presence of an island. 6 measures the strength of the perturbation at the
boundary (the error field). The :l: sign in frontof this term determines the phase. The
0’ coefficient incorporates some additional self-consistent effects of the plasma currents
between the boundary and the rational surface, and is determined by the solution of
the exterior tearing mode equation in this region.

Figure 1 shows schematically what the roots of the eigenvalue equation look like.
The dashed line shows the solution for c = 0, and the solid line for finite e. The
radial field is plotted as a function of a profile parameter, with A’ assumed to increase
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monotonically as a function of the parameter. We plot Br at the rational surface rather
than 11) to retain the phase information.

For a = 0 and A’ < 0 there is a unique solution, corresponding to a stable, cylin»
drically symmetric equilibrium. For A’ > 0, the cylindrically symmetric equilibrium is
unstable. There are also solutions corresponding to saturated tearing modes. These
are stable, nonsymmetric equilibria with islands. As A’ a 0 from the right, the island
width goes to Zero. The point A’ = 0 corresponds to a bifurcation point of the solution.

When 6 > 0, there is still a unique, stable solution for A’ < 0, but the equilibrium
is now a nonsymmetric one with an island. For large A’ there are again three solutions.
The external perturbation breaks the bifurcation at A’ = 0, so that the solution now
consists of two independent branches. The solution for A’ < 0 now goes smoothly into
the locked mode solution for A' > 0. This is the branch that we are interested in.

One thing that the picture of Figure 1 suggests is that a natural way to numerically
compute the locked mode solution in three dimensions is to use a three—dimensional
equilibrium code to track the solution in the presence of a nonaxisymmetric perturbation
as we go from the stable regime to the unstable one. That is our approach to the
calculation of locked modes.

The picture of Figure 1 also has implications for the calculation of saturated tearing
modes, even in the absence of an error field. The conventional approach is to perturb
an unstable axisymmetric equilibrium and use a time-dependent code to follow the
tearing mode as it grows and saturates. An alternative approach is to apply a small
nonaxisymmetric perturbation and follow the equilibrium solution from the tearing
stable regime into the unstable regime. This gives a direct calculation of the saturated
tearing mode for a range of parameters.

One thing that we would like to understand about the solution of Fig. 1 is whether
the plasma amplifies or diminishes the error field when A’ < 0. To get a feeling for
that, we consider a special case where things simplify somewhat. We assume that the
island is in the vacuum region outside the plasma. We get an explicit solution for the
island width.

202 : 716(6/11/1‘?) (rs/aw (AL/A'),
where

A1,: (2771/r3)[(r,/a)2'” — 1]”.

For A’ 2 A1,, we get the usual error field in vacuum. We can get amplification or
self—healing, depending on whether |A’| is greater than or less than lA“.

Numerical Calculations
As discussed above, we use a three-dimensional equilibrium code for our numeri—

cal calculations. We solve the three—dimensional equilibrium equation using the PIES
code,[6,7] which is capable of handling islands and stochastic regions. The calculations
we Show all have zero [3 (p : 0). we use the current. profiles of Furth ct al.[8l

up)=jo[1+(r/rnhl‘m’“.
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We take ro/a = .6, and we choose jo so that q on axis is 1.05.
We consider first some helical solutions in a long, thin cylinder (R/a = 20) for an

m = 2, n = 1 mode, taking 7 = 4. The mode is unstable for our choice of parameters.
Figure 2 shows the equilibrium value of RqBr/aB¢ as a function of r/a for several
different values of B, at the edge. The curve with Br : 0 at r = a corresponds to the
saturated tearing mode in the absence of an error field. The corresponding normalized
value of B, at the rational surface is 1.6 X 10“, which gives an island width of about
5%. In addition to B, = 0 at the edge, we also show cases with normalized B, values
of 10“ and 3 X 10'4 at the edge. In the absence of a self—consistent plasma response,
B, would decay linearly away from the boundary. For ROB,(r : a)/aB¢ : 3 X 10‘“,
the field at the rational surface is about 4 times what it is at the boundary, and about
8 times what it is in the absence of an error field.

Now we turn to some toroidal, fully three~dimensional solutions. Figures 3 and
4 show Poincare plots for solutions with R/a = 3 and 7 = 1, without and with an
error field. (We caution that the origin of our coordinate system does not lie on the
magnetic axis, so the region about the axis looks like an island, but is not an island.)
The tearing mode is unstable for these parameters. In the absence of an error field
there are saturated islands at the q = 2 and q = 3 rational surfaces, with the total
island width across the midplane about 6%.

The solution in Fig. 4 has an error field imposed with resonant n : 1 and n = 2
Fourier components. The magnitude of the Fourier components were calculated from a
small shift and elliptical deformation of a nearly circular poloidal field coil at R = 6a.
The coil current and shift were chosen to approximately reproduce the reported 71 = 1
error field spectrum 0n DIII-D, with an n = 1, m = 2 amplitude of about 5.5 X 10—53,.[1]
With the imposed error field, the islands are larger and more numerous, with the total
island width across the midplane about 23%.
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A.J.H. Donne and RTP-team.
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* Present address: Korea Standards Research Institute, PO. Box 3,
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Introduction
A high resolution 19-channe1 interferometer [1] is operational at the RTP tokamak (R =

0.72 m, a = 0.165 m, BT = 2.14 T) [2]. Thanks to the high time resolution (10 us), good
spatial resolution and high sensitivity the effect of MHD-activity on the density can be studied
in detail.

Variations in the line-density profile with respect to the average value are plotted in a
three-dimensional plot such that different m—modes can be distinguished. A simulation code is
used to estimate the size, topology and relative strength of the density distortions. In this
simulation, the islands were represented by Gaussian shaped distortions in the poloidal and
radial direction.

In the following sections measurements on the m=1 sawtooth instability, the m=2
instability followed by a disruption and higher m—modes will be discussed. In the data analysis
also the information of the magnetics was used

Sawteeth (m=1)
Just before the crash the well-known m=1 precursor was present. In Fig. 1 the density

perturbation is shown for several central channels, after averaging over 10 sawteeth periods
(IN = 120 kA, ne(0) = 9x1019 m'3). The m=1 precursor is mainly present at the central
channels. The fact that the precursor is present even after averaging, although somewhat
smaller than for an individual crash, indicates that the crash always takes place at almost the
same phase of the m=1 oscillation. The data of Fig. 1a are plotted three-dimensionally in Fig.
1b. The onset and the growth of the m=1 mode can be seen clearly.

The position of maximum activity of the m=1 oscillation moves from r = 4 cm (300 as
before the crash) to r = 5.5 cm (at the moment of the crash). Because the m=1 mode is located
at the q=1 surface, this gives an indication of the growth of the q=1 surface shortly before the
crash

From the measurements a remarkable difference between the shape of density pulses
propagating towards the high and the low field side, respectively, was observed. At the high
field side the density pulse is longer than at the low field side (Fig. 2). A possible explanation
is the presence of a particle source at the high field side. This can can be due to a larger heat
load after the crash at the high field side, because of the toroidal geometry.

The density pulse propagation was analysed with the ACCEPT code as used for JET
[3]. The simulation of the low field side channels resulted in DdD = 1.7 m2/s, which decreased
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Fig.2 The density pulse as observed with the outermost channels at the high field side at
r: -15cm( )andatthe lowfieldsideatr: I6cm(- - - —). The crash takes
placeatt=0ms.

to DdP = 1 mzls after boronisation of the tokamak It is not yet clear whether this is the real
particle diffusion coefficient or whether the observed density pulse stems from the coupling
between the heat and density pulses, as is the case in TEXT [4]. The influence of Zeff ond
agrees with the scaling as found at JET [5].

Disruption (m=2)
Some discharges showed strong m=2 activity. From the simulation code, mentioned

above, the topology of the islands can be derived. The characteristic figures for the m=2
islands are: Ane/ne = 1%, radial 1/e width Ar = 4 cm, poloidal angle 1/e width Aq) = 1 rad.

Some of these discharges ended in a disruption. During the energy quench phase of
such a subsequent disruption [6, 7] a massive particle influx is observed. In Fig. 3 the density
development during a low—q disruption at t = 118.8 ms, is shown for an ECRH (200 kW)
heawd plasma. The measurements showed that during the initial temperature drop, associated
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1. ig. J Measured density development after a low-q disruption with ECRH heating.
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with a rearrangement of the current, no major change in the electron density profile was

observed. However, during the first 20 us of the fast energy quench phase of the disruption
the density in the central region of the plasma decreases. At the low field side of the plasma the

density increases. After this, the density increases across the whole plasma.
In density limit disruptions the increase in MED-activity before minor disruptions and

the minor disruptions itself can be studied in detail. This density information can play an
important role in understanding disruptions.

Mixed m-modes
The interferometer proved to be a powerful instrument for identifying MI-ID modes. A

nice example is shown in Fig. 4. Here the signal is plotted for a discharge with qa=3.3 with

strong NED-activity. These signals were simulated correctly if m=2 and m=3 modes were

combined. The density in the islands of both modes were comparable.
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Fig. 4 Measured MHD-acn'vity with qa = 33.
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EXCITATION OF TOROIDAL ALFVEN EIGENMODES IN TFTR

K. L. Wong, R. J. Fonck'. S. F. Paul. D. R. Roberts', E. D. Fredrickson,

R. Nazikian, and H. K. Park

Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton University,

Princeton, N. J.. 08543, rt-JSA.

The alpha particles from D-T' reactions in a tokamak fusion reactor

are born with velocity faster than the Alfven speed, and are expected to

1 Recent theories show thatinteract strongly with shear Alfven waves.

toroidal Alfven eigenmodes2 (TAE) exist in tokamaks and have very low

instability threshold.a They can be driven unstable by energetic alpha

particles. These modes present an obvious danger to fusion reactors

because they can remove the fast alpha particles before thermalization.

The purpose of this experiment is to investigate this instability by using

the energetic neutral beam ions to simulate the alpha particles.

Deuterium neutral beams with energies up to 110 keV were injected

into TFTR plasmas at low magnetic field( 1.0-1.2 T ) such that the beam

injection velocity, Vb, was comparable to the Alfven velocity VA. The

typical parameters are: R=2.4m, a=0.75m, q(a)22.8, ne~3x1019m'3, Te(0)~2

keV, <,B>~1°/o. At beam power levels above 5 MW, bursts of magnetic

fluctuations in the TAE frequency range were observed on the Mirnov

coils when the plasma density was sufficiently high that Vb/VA > 0.7 .4

Fig. 1 shows the frequency spectrum at various beam power levels. These

fluctuations disappeared at high magnetic field. as depicted on Fig. 2. By

changing the plasma density and the magnetic field, the Alfven velocity
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could be varied within a factor of two. and the measured frequency

followed the theoretical TAE frequency ( cos/ZqFt ) over the entire

range, assuming q=1.3 on the flux surface at which the mode has

maximum amplitude. The plasma rotation velocity was kept small by

using balanced neutral beams ( no net toroidal momentum input ) and the

Doppler shift was not important in this experiment because the Doppler

shift frequency was within 5% of the mode frequency. Helium target

plasmas were also used in the experiment, and the mea5ured frequencies

followed the same trend. At BT=1T, the dominant mode had a toroidal

mode number n=2 while the n=3 mode became dominant at BT=1.2T.

The Mirnov coils are located outside the plasma. To be more specific

about the mode structure, an internal measurement of» these oscillations

with good spatial resolution is needed. Density fluctuations in the

plasma interior were measured using beam emission spectroscopy5

(BES), and the frequency spectrum was very similiar to that of the

Mirnov coil signal as shown in Fig. 3. Mode structure measurements were

taken on the horizontal midplane at a/2 < r < a, and good phase

correlation was observed between BES signals from different locations

as one would expect for a global eigenmode. A cross-power spectral

analysis showed coherence between signals from the Mirnov coils and

from various BES channels at the TAE frequency. Since these two

diagnostics are triggered separately. it is important to make sure that

we correlate signals at the same time.

TAE modes are important because they can eject energetic particles

from the plasma. Figure 4 shows the correlation between the magnetic

fluctuation amplitude and the total neutron emission rate. Growth of

these fluctuations was always accompanied by a decrease in neutron
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emission, indicative of ejection of energetic particles from the plasma.6

The energetic ion density profile inferred from the ten—channel neutron

collimator7 data showed that the TAE modes should be unstable in this

experiment. However, the instability threshold appears to be

substantially higher than theoretical predictions. More work is needed in

this area for better understanding of this instability.
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ASYMMETRIC RECONNECTION AND STOCHASTICITY
INDUCED BY THE m=1 ISLAND.

WJ.F.Luciani,M.N.Bussac.

Centre de Physique Théorique - Ecole Polytechnique - 91128 Palaiseau.

Introduction :
A full 3D non-linear evolution MHD code[1] has been used in order to study the

evolution of stochasticity during the sawtooth crash. We have found that magnetic
islands in the vicinity of the q=1 magnetic surface could enhance the energy transport,
and therefore explain the rapid temperature crash. The growth of magnetic islands with

a large number of harmonics has been followed in these numerical simulations,

Results :
In our numerical procedure, we focus on profiles of the safety factor q with rather

low value of the shear on the q=1 surface in order to have a large ideal dislplacement of
the plasma core. The value of q on the magnetic axis is .8. With the value of the
poloidal beta Bp = 0.3 and an inverse aspect ratio 8 =0.25, we start from an ideal
unstable kink without resistivity effect.

The ideal kink is observed to saturate nonlinearly producing a discontinuity Aqi of
the safety factor around the q=lsurface with a stong curvature effect. Indeed, because
of the toroidal geometry pressure effect 8 [5p > Aqi, the toroidal current peak is positive
in the low toroidal magnetic field region (i.e. outer part of the toms) while it is negative
(as in cylindrical geometry) in the high toroidal magnetic field region (i.e. inner part of
the torus).[see Fig.1(a),l(b)].

Then, resistivity is added The m=1 n=1 island appears in less than 10 ”ta, and then
grows linearly in time. An asymmetric reconnection is induced due to the toroidal

II—Bl
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geometry pressure effect. The magnetic flux does not reconnect in the outer pan of the

torus but it does reconnect in the inner part of the toms (as in cylindrical geometry)

However, the width of the m=l n=l island remains the same in the two regions,

because in the outer part of the torus the separatrix of the m=l island is pushed by a

ballooning effect. Therefore the Kadomtsev picture is valid only in average along the

torus.
We see that the stochasticity is enhanced when the separatrix is in the vicinity of the

q=1.1 surface. Indeed, in Fig.2(a)-2(b) magnetic puncture Poincare plot in the (r , 6)

plane corresponding to a value Aq = 0.07 shows little stochasticity on the m=l

separatrix. But in Fig.3(a)-3(b), for Aq =O.l we can see a sudden increase of

stochasticity. We can explain this by the high values of the saturated ideal kink

harmonics (because of the strong toroidal coupling effect Uni —9 ESL—1 ) which pumps the

corresponding modes on the resonant surfaces q : “11141 .

We have measured the diffusion coefficient and we have found a sudden increase to

a level higher than the anomalous diffusion coefficient when the discontinuity of the

safety factor is higher than .1, corresponding to the overlap of the m=l island with

islands with n and m of order 10. This large value of the diffusion coefficient can

explain the expulsion of electronic energy during reconnections extending beyond

q> 1.1. This bound is easily reached with q profiles commonly observed in

experiments. First indications from an analytical model of the asymmetric reconnection

shows that the value of 1.1 for q is independant of parameters when Sp is of order 8.

Conclusion :
The main effect of the asymmetric toroidal reconnection is to spatially separate the

reconnection of the helical flux (on the inner pan) and the expulsion of pressure (in the

outer part). This mechanism allows the reconnection to stop when the pressure is

expelled, as long as the pressure plays a role at the onset of sawtooth oscillations. In

this way, we can understand sawtooth oscillations with q remaining lower than 1. on

magnetic axis.

Reference :
[l] K. Lerbinger, J.F. Luciani, to be published in Journal Comp.Phys.

Calculations were performed on the Cray 2 at CCVR (Palaiseau,France). The code

used was developped under JET contract.
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Fig.1(a) : The toroidal current

profile versus r the distance _

from the magnetic axis of the ' fl _

initial shifted equilibrium,
in the meridian plane (1) = n/Z.

The plasma is pushed towards
the inner part of the toms.
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Fig.1(b) : The toroidal current E
profile versus r the distance Il
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initial shifted equilibrium, .2 V f
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in the meridian plane :1) = 37t/2.

The plasma is pushed towards
the outer part of the toms.
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ESTIMATION OF THE MAJOR DISRUPTION TIME
BY ENERGY APPROACH

A.M.Astapkovich, V.V.cotkov. g.B.Mineev

The D.V.Efremov Scientific Research Institute
of Electrophysical Apparatus, Leningrad, USSR

Introduction. Plasma disruption is one of the key
problem for the next step tokamak devices. The reason is the
huge thermal and mechanical loads which pose strict
limitations to design options.

The direct application of a disruption description from
eiisting tckamaks for ITER has to be carefully" checked,
because of considerable difference in the accepted, design
options and the parameters exist.

An attempt was made to estimate the disruption current
decay' rate with. the energy‘ balance approacht The current
disruption was interpreted as an energy conversion process,
while the magnetic field energy, associated with the plasma
current, conver s through radiation channel to thermal
energy. It is possible with such approach to estimate the
plasma current quench time and to determine the main factors
that have influence on the current quench scenario.

The experimental data from existing tokamaks [1—5] were
used to develop a model. This data are: variation (jump) of
the plasma density during disruption, one/n8, plasma
temperature and current decay time :cq, impurity level

fZ : nZ/ne.

Model description. The model used the following
assumptions:

7 large amount of the impurities is in the plasma
after the thermal quench phase;

— plasma temperature during current quench is
determined to great extent by the eneigy balance
between the ohmic heating and the impurities
radiation;
plasma columns geometry changes in accordance
with the MHD equilibrium model.

(

The basic plasma equations during current quench are the
following

d w Ga Ga___2 , _ : ._ Poh Prad , wJ f Prad dt + f rhoh dt (1)
at o '3
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r l w n : \:T '0WJ _ . iptci p' IP(O’ ifio Li)
t:’E’)

LLI

where the condition IMCI A):D defines the current quench
’r '34

duratrnr
Here W; , I: are the plasma theimal energy and current;

wpo, 1pm - their initial values; f is the vector of currents

in the coils, passive structures and plasma; Ijtt) s the
matrix of its mutual inductanees; P are the char:Cir' Phoh
heating of the plasma and the cendue ing strueture
accordingly.
The radiation losses peter from the plasma volume V can be

I
written in the form

7
P : ‘ " '7 : 'Z .T. v ) {arad “e fz Lrad ‘pz ' Lrad Lpadt ’-!“911 ‘J)

where L . is the radiative cooling rate WIlieh has ocmp.icaterad
dependence from impurity" type Z, plasma temp.
impurity ionization process ijynamics [6].
that the main. part of impuriHt 193 enter in to the pl asma
during the thermal quench phase. The plasma temperature at
the end of the thermal quen3h was used an initial
condition for the currenl quench phase.

Mcd_el from TOREeSUPRA

mOdCI .
from the p=lasma

current quench
“Pp“,oeants were used to

by several metw
[31 and
The valL1e

quasineutr.ali tV, ne(t) decreasing and thermal quench

duration. The enclosed f” value for the liglt (6,0)

impurities was about 10—20%.
The main results of the numerical :an LL
formulated as:

» it is nece sary to take into 143 ‘ the plasma
shape evcl utien d.uring the

— the impurity density and
main factor which
tammamwebmmflom

— the prepos ed model have relatively sand agreement
with the publisheri e11per1imental dat.a.

phase;
. h if the

the plasma

qR current queneh model
usei to simulate

ution was
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and the results are shown in Fig.1. This code also was used
to estimate the change of the pcloidal current energy WT'
The carbon was accepted as the main impurity' with the
relative fraction fZC=O.1. Small iron amount fvpe:D'OD1 was
added from the ITER current plateau phase.

The iterations between EDDYO—E code and (1e3) equations
were used to determine c value.

The calculated duration of the current quench phase tag

as the function of the plasma density ”a is presented in

Fig.2. It can be seen that for ne:1.15-1020 m—'3 (the
)reference ITER value t is about 10 ms. The transientcq

behavior of the impurity radiation is essential. The
- 3

peculiarity' of t (n ) dependence at ne=1-1OZO m takesso e
place. It can be explained, because the carbon. radiation
losses have the maximum at T 2 7—10 eV.

The simplified model of runaway electrons was included
in model too. The results of simulation show, that runaway
effects for ne>1-1020m_3 are negligible small, but for

-71.;“9(0'2'1020 m the runaway current is comparable with IpO'
It had to be noted, that the experimental data

demonstrate the large disperse of the plasma density value
after the thermal quench. The jump of one/ne is not very
large for the existing tokamak experiments ($1). It may be
quite different for ITER due to the greater thermal energy
maintains in the plasma. In this case it is possible to
estimate the current quench duration with energy approach as
well (see Fig.2 for the larger up values).

Conclusions. The aim of the work was the estimation of
the current quench. duration. with. the energy approach. The
main assumption was that during current quench the energy
losses through radiation channel are dominant. The results of
the model testing are in good agreement with the published
experimental results.

The developed approach uses the 0—D plasma energy
balance model and the 2—D MHD plasma equilibrium behavior
model. The main factors that have a strong influence on
current quench duration are: me, f7 and the plasma geometry
evolution.

This model can be also useful as an additional method of
impurity level determination during the disruption.

isThe Issults concerning ITER are: for né=1.15-1a m
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and fZ:o_ 1.43.15 {carbon im'wwitV)b .1

strong dependence of mm

of ’C 2100 ms at n :D.8-10‘
CC; e

na:L 1020 m_3.

90

A127

the I"?:10 ms. There is
on the plasma dengity 7 .The value

d and e5+"? ms atca

The presented results can explain the large dispersion
of the experimental values I ine :1 one and the same tskamak.
This phenomenon can be interpreted by the differenc 3. in
plasma density, plasma—wall
behavior in time.
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a) SYSTEMATIC INVESFIGATION OF PERIODIC DISR’UF‘TIONS USING A
NEW DIAGNOSIIC LOOP AND THE ROLE OF‘ PRIMARY POLOIDAL FLUXES
IN THE SINF‘ TOKAMAK

AND
13) DIAGNOSIS OF ION ENERGY DISTRIBUTION BASED VON EJECTED
FAST IONS FROM THE SI NP-TOKAMAK.

N. R. RAY , J. BASU, S. K. MAJUMDAR AND S. MUKHERJEE

SAHA INSTITUTE OF NUCLEAR PHYSICS
1 /AF , BI DHANNAGAR , CALCU’l—I'A- 70005-4L . C I NDI A)

33 INTRODUCTION : Periodic minor disruptions are reported in
various tokamaks [1 ,2] . A systematic investigations of
periodic disruptive instabilities FBI in the iron-core SI NP
tokamak CE = 0.3m, aClimiterD= 0.075m. E<l. 5T
,‘1‘u=iO-40kA),usinq a new diagnostic loop have been done.This
technique enables us to study the phy51cal phenomena
occuring in the primary poloidal fluxes during PDI.

METHOD : An one turn loop DD placed co~axially with the:
torus, but far away from it. so that coupling with the
poloidal flux due to plasma current is almost nil but that
with primary is strong enough. The loop DD is shown in
detail gschematicallyCFig. 13.

RESULTS : The interesting new result observed in the
preliminary experiment is that the negative spikes, periodic
as well as non—periodic. are present in the voltage signal
induced in the DD loop clue to time changing primary poloidal
flux through it. This result is similar to the two
Characteristic features of PDI , viz. , fast current jump in
plasma cur r ant and negati ve spi ke on the l oop vol taqe. The
result indicates a possible way of controlling PDI in plasma
by controlling primary flux change. Some typical results are
shown in Fig.2CaD, Cb), and Cc).
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[1] Under- the cmnrjiLions Ci) >0 << Q ; this implies H << n;
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91‘ 1 — 5 T and density n = 10‘ 7 10W cm—z’ , Lhis condition
clearly holds. (ii) The drift displacinent be small in

comparison variation with the length Scale 01‘ variations in

thu- magnetic field CID, density (In), and Lenny-sxratu“

The fast. ions belonging Lo the l-laxwellian tail can come out
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Ci) and (ii), the results indicate that the ion—energy

distribution is Matwellian in the present ex erimer.-.
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current is Suppressed. Total current in PC is compared under
the situtaion of plasma and no-plasma condiLion. We have

recorded retarding voltage V7. vs. time (which is linear)

and FC signal Cf) vs. time; therefore, a plot of f vs. V1

will give integral distribution 01‘ ions. A linear fit, to
points £1aD, Vr 3 is drawn. The result gives a
straight-line. A typical result is shown in Fig. 4. The
result shows Maxwellian nature of ion-energy distribution,
which is in accordance with the plasma conditions set-up for
Maxwellian distribution.

REFERENCES
[1] A. B. Izvozchi kov and M. P. Petrov, Sov. J. Pl asma Phys.

14(1). 5, (1988).
[a] I. H. Hutchi nson , Principl es of Pl asma Di agnosti cs .

Cambridge University Press (1987), NewYork.
[3] N. R. Ray, S. K. Maj umdar , S. Munshi , S. Cl‘xowdhury,

J.Basu, S.N.Senguppa, 1989 Int. Conference on Plasma
Physics, New Del hi , India, Vol . 1 , page 51 .
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SHAPING AND VERTICAL STABILITY ELONGATED PLASMAS ON THE TVD

A.V. Abramov, AN. Bortnikov, N.N. Brevnov,

S.N. Gerasimo‘.‘, K.D. Polianchil»:

KURCHATOV INSTITUTE, MOSCOW, USSR

The plasma column was formed with the poloidal field produced by the

currents through six functionally—separated coils (Fig.1) [1]. The currents

through the coils PC, RFC, SC, SCC were coded, and the control over the

horizontal and vertical plasma column position was realized with the currents

through the HCC and VCC coils.

The experimental results discussed below are related with two discharge

types. One of them is a quasi-stationary discharge with the plateau current

1:20 kA (Figs. 2a). in this case a quadrupole field was produced by the

c’Iirrent through the SC coil only. A two relay control system provides the

plasma confinement along the vertical and along the horizontal at a quasi—

stationary discharge stage within i2 nun respective to the reference position.

The current through SC produces a quadrupole field (—c/I -BBZ/6r) rising in

time and extending the plasma column. With an increase in tphe. quadrupole field

the plasma ellipticity (k) monotonously rises. The plasma column with the

elongation k2l.4~l.5 is formed in the discharges with a quasi—stationary

current before disruption along the vertical.

Another type of discharge is that with a rapid current rise from a quasi—

stationary value 11:20 kA up to I=40~50 kA (Figs.2b, 20). It was achieved by

additional switchiiig a shape central coil (SCC). This SCC coil, aiong with the

production of an additional quadrupole field extending the plasma, generates a

rather high loop voltage. The maximal ellipticity of the edge magnetic surface

in the discharges with the secondary current rise is kxlfi [Fig.3]. The

specific feature of the discharge given in Fig.2c is a continuous rise in the

plasma ellipticity even at the discharge current decay stage.

The experimental data referred to the above—mentioned discharges are

summarized in Fig. 4, where there is the dependence of the quadrupole field

amplitude on the plasma elongation. One can see that the points related to the

discharges vith a rising current i [> in Fig. 4) are located below and on the
right from the point referred to the discharges with a quasi-stationary

current (a in Fig. ~ll. Biacl: points in a given Figure show the vertical
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instability zones was determined (C/Ip-c’iBz/ar)C = 08510—2 ism—2. The self—

oscillating relay system of active control over the plasma position suppresses

a vertical instability at the stability parameter amplitude m=l/nr>0.15,

3. With a reduction in the number of azimuthal breaks in the passive

stabilization system from four to two the passive feedback limit

insignificantly translated towards a stronger quadrupole field. The critical

quadrupole field amplitude [c/lP-aBz/élr)c was increased by no more than 2,57,_
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NONLINEAR MODE MIXING IN HIGH BETA PBX-M DISCHARGES

S. Sesnic, S. Kaye, and M. Okabayashi

Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton University
Princeton, New Jersey 08544, USA

1. Introduction

A variety of MHD phenomena have been shown to occur during [3 saturation and collapse

in PBX high [3pm discharges at large values of the Troyon parameter (2 4) [1,2]. It has been

shown that some of them contribute heavily to the [3 saturation and collapse. To stabilize the
ballooning and the external kink modes, which are thought to be a hindrance on the path to
higher betas, PBX has been upgraded to PBX—M by enabling it to go to higher indentation and
covering a large part of the plasma surface with a close-fitting conducting shell [3,4,5]. This
resulted in somewhat different MHD behavior in PBX—M discharges. A new feature of these

PBX—M discharges with a high [3pc] and a large Troyon parameter, not observed in the
corresponding PBX discharges, is nonlinear (weakly turbulent) mode mixing. This paper will
concentrate primarily on this issue.

2. General MHD Activity

During the periods of increasing beta and beta saturation, the MHD activity in PBX was
characterized by a lack of sawteeth and a strong presence of fishbones, and in PBX-M by the
presence of sawteeth and very weak or no fishbones. In the beta saturation and collapse periods
the ELM's in PBX would account for one to three percent loss in energy. However, in PBX-M
during the same periods the giant ELM‘s causes ten to thirty percent loss in total energy. The
ELM's in PBX were an edge phenomenon with an SX-radiation intensity inversion very close
to the separatrix. On the other hand, the giant ELM in PBX—M resembles a sawtooth with an
inversion radius 10 cm deep in the plasma, where the corresponding q value is found to be
between 3 and 4 compared with an edge q (q of 95% of the flux) of 5 to 6. These giant ELM's
affect also the middle confinement region, and result in a large energy loss.

In the absence of giant ELM's, at slightly lower neutral beam power, a sudden onset of
increased transport is observed. This increased transport causes the global energy confinement
time to drop by up to a factor of two. This enhanced transport is located in the confinement
region, just outside qzl surface, and extends quite far toward the edge. It also lasts for a period
of time, of about ten ms. This enhanced transport loss in the confinement region is accompanied
by turbulent behavior in the outer region of the plasma. The agent causing this sudden onset of
enhanced transport is not yet identified. These discharges are characterized by rather high [3pm

(2 to 2.5), medium [3wI of around 3 %, and a Troyon parameter around 4.
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3. Low Frequency, Low-n Mode Mixing

A130

Nonlinear mixing of two modes of frequencies f1 and f2 and toroidal mode numbers a1

and n2 is characterized by presence of two additional perturbation components in frequency and

toroidal a number: f2 i f1 and n2 t n1. Higher harmonics can also nonlinearly mix, so that one
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Fig. 1. Spectra of two SX—diodes and two

can obtain a very complicated spectrum with
many peaks. Such a case is shown in Fig. l,
where two SX-radiation spectra from two
soft x-ray diodes at two different radial
positions in the plasma are depicted together
with the spectra from two Mirnov coils. The
original perturbations are f1=7 kHz / n1=1
and f2=26 kHz / n2:2 and they are the
strongest In nonlinear mixing they produce
fz—f1=l8.5 kHz / nz-n1=l and f2+f1=33 kHz
/ n2+n1:3. The other peaks represent the
higher harmonics of f1 and f2 and their non—

linear mixing with the fundamental modes.
All the toroidal n-numbers have been
measured with a toroidal array of Mirnov
coils. In addition to SX-radiation, it is also

important to show that the nonlinear mixing appears in the Mirnov coil signals. The SX-

radiation signal can produce the effect of mixing by itself, although nonlinear mixing is not
actually occurring in the plasma. This will happen if in the same plasma region there are two or
more independent modes. The bremsstrahlung and recombination radiation is roughly

proportional to riff“, where at is of the order of 1 and larger. If in the same volume of

plasma one has two independent perturbation modes in density, i.e., fie] and {102, then one

will observe in the SX—radiation the nonlinear term fiafiezv although this term is not present

in the density perturbation itself. The radial structure of the fundamental and mixed modes of

Mirnov coils showing peaks of
fundamental and mixed modes.

Fig. l is shown in Fig. 2: trace a is an n1=l
mode of a more complicated in structure
(several peaks) but with a clear m=l

component, trace b is an n2=2 mode (with a

strong m=3 component), trace 6 is the
difference (n=n2—n1=l) and the trace dis

the sum (n=n2+n1=3) mode. Note that, ’ x‘
to" 1! /\/\

1' throughout the plasma the relative
, \/ amplitudes of the fundamental modes are

" 5-“ 4'5 3 I; m larger than those of the mixed modes, as we
‘ “'“’ would expect in the case of nonlinear

mixing. Since both fundamental modes are
usually global, the mixed modes appears to
be spread over most of the plasma radius.
Because of the line‘of-sight integration of

the SX intensity, there is some ambiguity of the location of the modes. The nonlinear mode

Fig.2. Radial profiles of normalized amplitudes
of the fundamental (a and b) and mixed
modes (C and (1’).
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mixing between the n=1 and n=2 modes is the most prevalent case of mixing, although we also
did observe in similar high beta poloidal discharges the mode mixing between the n=2 and n=3,
n=3 and n=4, and n=1 and n=3 modes. The conditions for mixing can be different. Sometimes
this mixing is correlated with the growing n=1 sawtooth precursor, and it disappears with the
sawtooth crash. However, it disappears not because the n=1 mode would normally be
quenched by the sawtooth (n21 is not quenched and it continues after the crash as a global n=1
mode), but because the sawtooth crash most probably changes the n=2 (m:3) mode stability
conditions (at the q:1.5 surface), and the n=2 (m=3) mode is then quenched by the crash. The
nonlinear mode mixing has been exclusively observed in the late [3 saturation and in the [i
collapse phase, where normally strong saturated and continuous modes develop. The mixing is
very often observed between two giant ELM's. It is not observed during the B rise phase
simply because during this phase the MHD activity is weak and the condition for mixing, that
there are two strong, saturated modes during this period, is not satisfied.

4. Mixing of High Frequency/High n with Low Frequency/Low n Modes

Another kind of nonlinear mixing also occurs only at high Bpol, high Troyon parameter
discharges: the mixing between a low frequency / low n and a high frequency / high n mode. A
typical case of such mixing is shown in Fig. 3. The low frequency mode is a strong and
saturated n=1 mode with a strong m=1 central component. The high frequency mode is
observed only in the central part of the plasma so that the mixing occurs mainly with the low
frequency m=1 mode. The high frequency mode is observed only during the crest of the low
frequency mode and rotates with the crest of that mode in the poloidal and/or toroidal direction
as seen in Fig 3. This would indicate that, if we accept that the maximum SX-radiation occurs

around the x—point of the m=1 island, the
high frequency mode is localized around
the x-point. In Fig. 4., we show the SX-
radiation spectra of these high frequency

~——/" bursts as a function of z, the vertical
wk position equivalent of the minor radius.

The high frequency mode appears to have
\ several spectral peaks and these peaks are

\ \ separated by the frequency f=18 kHz of
\ /\\ the n=1 low frequency mode. One can

’3 \~ /\ Show that the existence of several peaks
. ‘ is mostly an artifact of the Fourier

“9 SC ““5 “m 5“ 55 5“ 7° ‘ "“‘ “m transformation of the high frequency
Fig. 3. High frequency mode modulated by low burst, amplitude modulated by the low

frequency. frequency. From Fig. 3 it is obvious that
the high frequency col can be described as
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modulated by an even function (only cosine terms) of the low frequency (00. It can be easily
shown that the resulting Fourier transform of the perturbation will have the form

ZAk[sin[(w-m1ike)o)T/Z] }/[(o)—w1ir_k0)0)T/2],
where 2 represents summation over all integers k, and T=21tlwo is the period of the low

frequency mode. The summation term comes from the fact that the low frequency modulation
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amplitude has to be represented by a Fourier sum of cos(ikw0t) harmonics. This means the

result is a superposition of sinx/x functions, shifted by the high frequency (01 and by the low

frequency (00 and its harmonics kcoo. The
toroidal n number was not measured, but
from the rate of change of the phase of SXV
radiation across the center of the plasma it
can be concluded it should be of the order of
10. The phase rate of change across the
center, d¢/dz, is typically between 15
degrees/cm and 35 degrees/cm over the
region -15cms+15 cm, increasing linearly
with the frequency. This indicates a large m

, number and, therefore, a large n number.

‘° 5" "° '°° ‘2“ "° . “Hum" "W This high frequency mode has been
Fig. 4. Spectra of high frequency mode at observed in various discharges to have

different radial positions. frequencies from 55 to 200 kHz. Another
interesting observation is that this mode can

switch back and forth in just one low frequency rotation period between 55 and 110 kHz (twice
55 kHz). The significance of this switching is not understood.

5. Discussion

Both low and high n nonlinear mixing has been observed only in discharges with a high

poloidal [5 during the [3 saturation and the weak collapse period. The indentation in these
discharges was not very large so we do not ascribe this mixing or weak turbulence solely to
plasma shape, although the plasma shape might play some role. This nonlinear mixing is
always accompanied by a drop in the neutron rate but it is not obvious if this is an effect of the
saturated modes themselves, or if it is enhanced by the nonlinear mixing. The drop in the
neutron rate signifies a loss of energetic ions from the central part of the plasma. The nature of
the high frequency mode has not yet been identified, although one might surmise that it could
have been destabilized by the pressure and pressure gradients. The possible role of energetic
particles relative to this high frequency mode will be investigated in the future.

Work supported by US. DOE Contract No. DE-AC02-76-CHO-3037.
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smumnon STUDY or STABLE HIGH-B roam PLASMAS
WITH BEAM—DRIVEN AND 13001-5t enamrs

Y. Murakami, K. Okano, Y. Ogawa', H. Takase and K. Shinya

Energy Science and Technology Laboratory
Research and Development Center. Toshiba Corporation

4-1 Ukishima-cho, Kawasaki 210 Japan

INTRODUCTION
Plasmas with high values of B have been paid much attention in their

relation to the bootstrap current [1—3]. Theoretical prediction of large
values of bootstrap current is considered to allow a significant reduction in
current—drive requirements, if high-[3 and high-[3t can be achieved
simultaneously. Therefore, extensive studies on tokamaks in the high—BP region
have been performed both experimentally [lo] and theoretically [5].

The concept of a steady—state tokamak, in which the whole toroidal
current is maintained by the bootstrap current, was originally discussed by
Bickerton et. al.[l]. A reactor design study, based on plasma in which the
bootstrap current carries most of the plasma current. was also reported by
Kikuchi [6].

Since the bootstrap current tends to concentrate at the peripheral
region of a plasma, a neutral beam should be injected near the magnetic axis
to flow the seed current. A combination of neutral beam injection (N81) and
the bootstrap current seems to be favorable. from engineering viewpoints,
because only a small diameter beam is required for this purpose.

This paper studies on stable high-43,P tokamak equilibria and their
compatibility with NBI current drive. The next section discusses the
achievable B: value in a high-B region. The ideal MHD stability for a high-Bp
tokamak is also investigated. EEATO code [7] is used to test stability against
kink and ballooning modes. In the following section, a steady-state plasma,
with only the beam—driven current and the bootstrap current, is discussed.

HIGH—fl STABLE TOKAMAK EQUILIBRIA
ny works have been done for the stability analysis in tokamaks [8—10]

and a simplified scaling law that predicts the maximum value of Bt has been
proposed. This scaling law is usually written [it (2) < g1", where IH=IPIaBt is
the normalized plasma current (MA/m'T), a is the plasma half-width across the
mid-plane (111), BC is the toroidal field (T) and g (2.7—3.5) is the Troyon
factor. Usually, EN = Bc/I“ is referred to as the normalized beta. By using
this [3: scaling and the definition of [39, the well known relation {5t < n/lo
is derived [6], where x is the plasma elongation. As I: is smaller than 2 for
moderate shaping plasmas, {3c should be expected to be smaller than 5.

Since the bootstrap current density is approximately proportional to
both the pressure gradient and the fraction of trapped particles (A‘o'j. where
A is the aspect ratio), the ratio of the bootstrap current to the plasma
current I}, is rou hly estimated by [3 /A°'5. Hence, BF should be comparable to,
or larger than, A ‘5 in order that a significant fraction of the total plasma
current can be supplied by the bootstrap current.

On the other hand, using the relation [3: (Z) - 25(1+x2)ZBp/(Aq*)z, we
obtain Aq* ~ 20 when [5P ~ B: - 2 and K = 1.7. Here, q. is the geometric safety
factor ((1., < qn). Therefore, a large A is preferable, because high-qa means a

* National Institute for Fusion Science, Nagoya. Japan
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strong toroidal field. Consequently. the authors chose A = 4, x = 1.7 and the
triangularity S = 0.3 in this study.

In conventional tokamaks, the safety factor qo value at the magnetic
axis is usually assumed to be unity. In case of high—[3p tokamaks, however, go
is not necessarily unity. This fact provides much variety to the stability
analysis and the current-profile effect becomes important for determining
stability. As it is impossible to survey all the profiles, the authors use
simple functions with 2 parameters. bP and A. for the current source terms,
as follows; dP x—=Cb [ex (l—X ‘)-1],dx P p (1)

I%=c(l—bp)R§ [exp(1—x)“) —1], (2)
where x : (T-To)/(Ta-To), R0 is a plasma major radius and C is determined by
the 2-D equilibrium calculation. Here, W is the poloidal flux, P is the plasma
pressure, l'is the toroidal flux function and subscripts a and 0 denote the
plasma surface and the magnetic axis, respectively. A represents the
peakedness of the profile and DP is approximately equal to E.

Figure 1 shows the Troyon plot for the calculated equilibria. In these
cases, it was assumed that 1x = 12 = A. Although, the pressure profile is not
optimized, the maximum values of Bt are close to the Troyon limit (Bu - 3 1).

Figure 2 shows a stability diagram for various current profiles, when
IN- 0.63. The Mercier stability boundary is approximately corresponding to the
qo=l.l line. The path marked by A-D (corresponding to A-D in Fig. 1) shows the
scheme to raise BF. In conventional tokamaks. qa should be increased gradually,
in order to raise B for the constant plasma current, because go is fixed at
unity. In case of high—B tokamaks. however, qo should be raised in order to
avoid ballooning instability as fly increases. The scheme to raise B with
constant qa is preferable, since qo consequently becomes large if the current
profile control is possible.

Figure 3 shows the stability diagram for n=1 kink modes and ballooning
modes in the B — B: plane. where n is the toroidal mode number. Dashed lines
in the figure represent the approximate values of qa. It is seen that stable
equilibria against n=1 kink and ballooning modes are obtained without a
conducting wall where E — 2.0 and BE — 2.0 2. When the pressure profile is
modified slightly (Al s i2), stable equilibrium with BP — 2.5 and B: — 2.5 1 is
possible, but the conducting wall is necessary at 1.2 times the plasma minor
radius. when a conducting wall is not placed, BC is limited, not by ballooning
modes. but by n=1 kink modes.

SELF—CONSISTENT CURRENT-DRIVE SIMULATION
In this section, tokamak equilibria, whose current consists of only the

beam—induced current and the bootstrap current. are simulated by DRIVER code
[11]. This code is based on the bounce—averaged 2—D Fokker-Planck equation and
the power balance is solved by iterations. Using this code, the beam power
profile and the total power can be determined to maintain the current density
profile obtained by 2-D fixed—boundary equilibrium code. The beam-deposition
profile is calculated in 3-D real space and the bootstrap current is evaluated
by the Hirshman model. The calculation includes all thermal species.

In the following simulations, equilibria (A-D) obtained in the previous
section are used. The authors assume that a = 1.5 meter, Bc = 6 T and the
plasma major radius R0 = 6 meter. The electron temperature profile is assumed
to be

Ta(x)=Tsa(1—x“)2. (3)

Various no and a values were surveyed. The electron density profile is

calculated by Eq.(3) and the equilibrium pressure profile Eq.(1).
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Figure 4 shows the simulation result for the equilibrium marked by B (B
_ B: - 1.0) in Figs. 1, 2 and 3. In this case, 1.0 MeV I)0 beam is injected
tangentially into the DT plasma, with beam power Pb == 30 MW. Induced current
1,, by NBI is about 3.5 MA, and bootstrap current Ins is 2.2 MA for the total
plasma current IP = 5.7 MA (IN = 0.63). Here, fusion gain Q = 1.4 and '73 is
assumed to be 1.0 second.

In case that [51, is relatively high (marked by D) . in locally exceeds the
required current density jg-s, where j¢ is the toroidal current density and
s is the Pfirsch—Schluter Current, for the moderate density profiles (Fig.
5-3). By modifying the temperature profile, jBS can be reduced to a smaller
value than the equilibrium current density, but the electron density 118
profile becomes hollow, since the pressure profile is fixed (Fig. 5—c).
Therefore, iteration does not converge, because the beam power deposits mainly
at the plasma peripheral region. Beam power deposition control might be
needed.

W
This paper presents results obtained from investigating stable

equilibria, which are consistent with both beam—driven and bootstrap currents,
by using the DRIVER code. A stable equilibrium against n=1 kink and ballooning
modes is obtained without a conducting wall, when (3 -2.0 and [St—2.0 Z. In this
study, it was found that go should be larger than a out 2 ((156.5), when BP is
relatively large, in order to avoid ballooning instability.

Tokamak equilibria with only beam-driven current and bootstrap current,
were investigated. 3: consists of thermal—beta [3th. beam-beta Bb and alpha-beta
Ba, that is B: = Bra + (3-,, + [3“. Since [3: is given by the equilibrium
calculation, (3,, must be smaller than [3,.es = B: — Bu, — [5“. According to
Ref.[12], Bl.“ depends only on Ib = IP - IBS and is nearly constant, even if Ta
and 11,3 are changed. For small [3p plasmas (B - 0.5), (Kb easily exceeds [3“.
because the current to be driven is larger than that for high-[3 plasmas.
Considering the current drive requirements, Pb has a threshold value [12] and
BE must satisfy the following condition; T

o 0.99 _ (4)B,[t]>4.54a[m]/g+o.065a[m](—20kev) /g
Here, the 2nd term on the right hand side. comes from the alpha-beta and is
very small. Hence, [3“ must be larger than 4.5a”): — 1.1 2 for the steady-state
operation. The equilibrium marked by A in Fig. 1 does not satisfy the
condition.
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DEPENDENCE OF THE DIII—D BETA LIMIT ON THE CURRENT PROFILE"

E.J. STRAIT, M.S. CHU, J.R. FERRON, L.L. LAO, E.A. LAZARUS,t
T.H. OSBORNE, T.S. TAYLOR, AND A.D. TURNBULL

General Atomics, San Diego, California

ABSTRACT
The maximum beta values achieved‘ in DIII—D are not fully described by the simple

scaling law fin,“ or I/aB. There is, in addition, a dependence on the form of the current
profile as parameterized by the safety factor q and internal inductance lg. The maximum
experimentally achieved value of normalized beta fl” = fi/(I/aB) varies from 3.5 at low
safety factor q (995 < 3) to 5 at higher values of q. At low q, discharges are terminated by
disruptions at high ,6” and at both the low and high Z,- boundaries of the stable range. These
disruptions are attributed to external and global kink modes. At higher q, such disruptions
are much less frequent, and beta is limited by slowly growing resistive modes, fishbones, and
possibly by ballooning modes. At eadi value of q, the maximum beta tends to increase with
internal inductance 1;. A numerical study of kink mode stability has shown a similar trend
for optimized pressure profiles. These observations have suggested a new scaling law for the
operational beta limit: Ema, : 41,-(I/aB), which fits the DIIlaD data well.

INTRODUCTION
The theoretically predicted scaling of the beta limit in a tokamak, E S Cal/(1B, has

been tested in a number of experiments. (Here fl is the toroidal beta in %, I is the plasma
current in MA, a is the minor radius in m, and B is the toroidal field in T.) In DIlI—D, values
ofbeta up to 3.5 I/aB have been reached for I/aB ranging fi-om 0.4 to 3.0 MA/m—T, including
values of beta as high as 11% in discharges with high elongation.1-2 The predicted value of the
coefficient Cg has varied from 2.8 to 4.4 %—m«T/MA, depending on the instability considered
and the class of profiles allowed for the pressure and current density.3 Most experimental
values for 05 lie in the range 2.8 to 3.6.31 However, experimental values of normalized beta
fiN = fl/(I/aB) as high as 5.0 have been reported in DIII—D“ and PBX~M.5 The limit is
evidently not always represented by Cg = 3.5, and the fact that higher values of ,3N are not
routinely achieved suggests that details of the profiles are important.

In some circumstances, the beta limit is predicted to depend strongly on the current
profile form. Stability calculations3 for ideal high-n ballooning modes show that in circular
cross-section discharges, the beta limit for optimized pressure profiles increases with the in-
ternal inductance [In However, in elongated discharges, the ballooning mode beta limit is
much less sensitive to the internal inductance. Ideal kink mode stability calculationsllel" for a
DIII~D divertor equilibrium have shown for a sufficiently broad pressure profile, the maximum
achievable beta increases with the internal inductance lg. This suggests a picture in which
the beta limit at low 1.- is determined by n = 1 kink modes, and increases with lg, while at
high lg the ballooning mode limit dominates, and the limit becomes less sensitive to lg.

EXPERIMENTAL RESU LTS
In DIII—D, the normalized beta which has been achieved depends on the current profile,

as parameterized in Fig. 1 by the safety factor q and the internal inductance Lu For divertor
discharges we use qgs, the safety factor at 95% of the poloidal flux enclosed in the separatrix.
The elongated cross-section allows l.- and flip to be determined separately in MED equilibrium

T This work was sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No.5 DE-ACOS-89ER51114
and DE—ACO5—B4OR21400.

1 Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
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fits to magnetic data.5 As 4195 decreases, the maximum l,- decreases, mainly because of equi-
librium constraints, while the minimum 5.- is nearly independent of {195. As higher 3,- becomes
accessible at higher (195, the maximum flN achieved increases. However, under normal opera-
tional scenarios, at each value of (195 only a narrow range of 2,- is stable as the maximum fiN
is approached.

The characteristics of the beta limit change with 1195, with beta-related disruptions
becoming much less frequent. The fly readied by the majority of discharges increases at
higher qgs, as well as the maximum EN. The results from a statistical study are summarized
in Fig. 2. Several days of high beta operation were selected for each range of 1195, and the
maximum fly and type of termination were noted for all discharges which did not have
obvious problems in the ohmic phase. It
may be possible to operate high beta dis-
charges under constant, optimized condi- 1.5
tions with greater reliability than this fig- 5N > 4-5
ure suggests. In particular, nearly disrup- E N : :3
tion free operation with high normalized ’6 1.47 '2“ > 3‘0
beta (fi 2. 3.51/aB) appears possible at 8 Naildata
moderate q values (n > 4), giving sup‘ 9
port to non-inductive steady-state reactor 8 12 ~
concepts. In contrast, these results along 2
with Fig. 1 indicate that the stable operat- I
ing space becomes small at low q and high 2:? 1.0 e
fiN— #2

Beta Limit at Low q. Experimentally, ?~ 0.8—
high 13 discharges with 1195 g 4 seem to ‘1
be near a stability limit for ideal external
kink modes. In these discharges, disrup- 0,5 I ‘ I
tions occur with increasing frequency as 5N 1 2 3 4 5
increases. Some of these disruptions are as—
sociated with a non-rotating n = 1 mode, C195
Whldl grows on 3 short time scale consis- Fig. 1. Operational envelopes in Z,- and gas
tent with an ideal kink mode.9'1° Other dis- for Dlll—D divertor discharges with
ruptions are associated with a non-rotating 1.8 < E _< 2.2. Circles indicate dis-
n = 1 mode having a growth time of a few Chars” W'th 5N > 4~

(a) 2.2 < q95 < 2.8 (b) q95 ~ 3.1 (c) 4 < (495 < 5
100 100 100

§ D _ D

>g 50 a so — C 50 —
8 S C s
D a

9
Q o I I 0 . 1 o2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5

5N (%-m-T/MA) 6N (%-m-T/MA) 6N (%-m-T/MA)
Fig. 2. Reliability of operation at high fix}. The vertical width of each region represents the following

cumulative probabilities: S, discharge survives to this BN or higher; C, at this ,BN or lower
the discharge saturates with increasing heating power, or undergoes a slow collapse of beta
with constant heating power; D, discharge disrupts at this 3N or lower. (12.2 < (195 < 2.8
(50 discharges), (b) q ~ 3.1 (51 discharges), (c) 4 < (195 < 5 (113 disc arges).
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msec. These may represent a wall-stabilized ideal kink mode, whose growth time is then on
the order of the resistive skin time of the vacuum vessel. These kink mode—like disruptions
generally occur at values of 5N below the calculated kink mode stability limit and are usually
triggered by a sawtooth crmh. Apparently the transient perturbations of the pressure and
current profiles caused by sawtooth oscillations can destabilize the ideal external kink mode,
when beta is near (but below) the stability limit calculated for the more typical profiles
between sawteeth. In some discharges, the rise of beta is abruptly clamped by an event with
characteristics of both a sawtooth and ELM. This may be consistent with the predicted global
or internal nature of the n = 1 kink mode at high 1;.

The maximum normalized beta increases with l,- in these low q discharges,1 as expected
from kink mode stability calculations. As shown in Fig. 2, disruptions become more frequent
at higher [in]. For qgs < 3, the majority of discharges and in disruption as beta approaches
the operational limit. As my increases, kink mode-like disruptions are also observed at both
the low and high 1.- edges of the accessible regime. The kink mode stability studies suggest
that the stable range of l, and the maximum fiN may be increased by broadening the pressure
profile.

Beta Limit at High q. The discharges at 4195 > 4 which reach very high normalized beta
are calculated to be near the ballooning mode limit. For example, stability calculations for
a. discharge at fly = 4.3 and (195 = 4.5, using measured density and temperature profiles,
show the measured pressure gradient to be within error bars of the marginally stable value for
ballooning modes over nearly all of the discharge volume.4 As 5N in these discharges increases
beyond about 3.5, the energy confinement becomes poorer by a factor of 2 to 3. However, in
all cases the enhanced losses seem to be related to the onset of low-n MHD activity: large
amplitude fishbone oscillations or resistive modes.”12 As shown in Fig. 2, beta collapse rather
than disruptions predominate in these discharges.

The maximum normalized beta also increases with internal inductance in discharges at
higher 995. Figure 3 shows the time trajectories of several representative discharges. The
current profile was varied by changing the ohmic target plasma density, the timing of beam
injection during the discharge, and plasma current ramping. The maximum ,3” reached is
seen to increase with [4, including a discharge with [3N ~ 5 where unusually high l, was
achieved by means of a negative plasma current ramp. The calculated kink mode beta limit
for profiles optimized against the ballooning mode shows only a weak dependence on A!”
However, the presence of low-n MHD activity and the stronger dependence on lg suggest that
the experimental profiles are not consistent with the ballooning optimized profiles.

Scaling of the Beta Limit. The predicted dependence of the DIII—D kink mode beta limit
on the internal inductance, previous work on the ballooning mode limit,“5 and the dependences
seen experimentally in Figs. 1 and 3, suggest a new empirical scaling law for the beta limit:
5 S CEEiI/aB. As seen in Fig. 4, this expression with Ci, = 4 represents the DIlI—D data base
better than does the previous expression ,8 5 CfiI/aB. This scaling law does not imply that
beta can be increased indefinitely, because at fixed q there is an upper limit to the kink mode-
stable range of lg. At high if, ballooning modes may also set a limit which is less sensitive to
lg. In addition, the beta limit may be influenced by many other factors including the form of
the pressure profile, triangularity and indentation of the discharge, and fast particle effects.
Nevertheless, this new scaling represents a first step in determining the detailed dependence
of the beta limit.

CONCLUSIONS
The operational beta limit in DIII—D is found to increase with the internal inductance L,

at least for low lg, in qualitative agreement with theoretical calculations. At low q and low lg,
beta appears to be limited by the n = 1 kink mode, while discharges at higher q and l.- disruptmuch less frequently, and are calculated to be near the high-n ballooning mode limit. These
results suggest that control of the current profile may allow stable, disruption-free operationat high values offi/(I/aB).
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ofiN>4
10—H3.5<fi~<4

03<,6N<3.5

0.3 in i2 i4 1.5 o 1 2 3
li (internal inductance) [, I/aB (MA/m/T)

Fig. 3. Time trajectories in 5N and l,- for Fl5~ 4- Scaling or experimental .6 With 1(1/
dB for DIIl—D discharges. Only the
maximum value of ,3” reached at
each combination ofI and B is shown,
and only case: with EN > 3. Some
discharges may not represent beta
limits.

several representative discharges with
4 < 495 < 5. Heating power is
constant or increasing with time. A
negative current ramp increases l;
in one discharge (dashed line).
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MERCIER CRITERICN FCR STELLARATQR WITH PLANAR CIRCULAR AXIS

C.K.Cheremnzkh, A.V.Podnebesnyj

Institute for Nuclear Research
of the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, Kiev—28, 252028, USSR

V.D.Pustovitov

I.V.Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, Moscow,125182, USSR

It is universally recognized that in the Stellarator
with planar circular axis Mercier criterion [1] determines
plasma stability relative to local MHD perturbations. In View
of importance of this criterion for plasma confinement prob-
lem it has been investigated analytically for the Stellarator
with circular "in average" magnetic surfaces in Refs.[2—4].
In Ref.[2] Mercier criterion has been analyzed in supposition
that the toroidal effects are small in comparison with stel—
larator ones. The case, when toroidal and stellarator effects
are the values of the same order, has been studied in Refs.
[5,4]. However, the results of Refs.[5,4] differ substantial—
ly in the limit case of zero longitudinal current. A compari—
son of the expressions obtained in Refs.[3,4] leads to con—
clusion that the difference of the results is due to incor—
rect description of the magnetic well. Present report is
devoted to the analysis of magnetic well influence on Mercier
criterion.

We start from the expression for Mercier criterion
/ 2 7- 2 4(,u/z—q/cf ) {V76 )4d5><k> > 0, m

where
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I< E3) <E> 313’ w
(k): (i d / +9 LE>+F<<L>‘A ]

13 \vaV— <B> v’ <33)
(2)

-2
u = 2? + <s2> ) 02$ : szlvak’z) 652(1-E)\M[

the angular brackets are the designation of the averaging

over the volume of the sheath between two adjacent magnetic

surfaces and the prime means the derivative with respect to

the radial coordinate & . The other notations are generally

accepted (see Ref.[5] for details).
The value w is a characteristic of the magnetic well [5].

It is easy to see that using the equation of plasma equilib—

rium and magnetostatics the eXpression for w/may be represen—

ted in the form:

“I, = v @7V’)2[VIOZJH + 1/44 9223 J, Man]. (3)

The coefficients 4? (see Ref.[5] for details) are determined
by magnetic surface geometry only and does not depend on the

"angular" variables.
We see from Eq.(5) that the determination of w' for the

specific physical model is reduced to coefficient My calcu—
lation. The last problem is solved With sufficient accuracy

for the coefficients dzz and 033 , whereas the determination

of the coefficient 023 is highly difficult prOcedure. We can

escape these difficulties eliminating the coefficient aka

from Eq.(5) by uSing the equation connected longitudinal cur—

rent With transverse and longitudinal magnetic fluxes:

/ I /J2m22/ +423¢. (4)

From Eqs. (5) and (4) we obtain the following equation
for the magnetic well,

/Z
I 6 I JfiJ~ 2 ’

“5*:‘72[V(j§7"fl0/22+d33 :) (5)
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In this expression the longitudinal current J plays a role of

free parameter. It should be noted that 023==O for Tokamak

and longitudinal current is expressed by one-valued way

through the transverse magnetic flux and coefficient dzz.

Thus, in the limit case of zero current (J=O) the magnetic
well of Stellarator (5) differ qualitatively from the magne-

tic well of Tokamak describing by the equation:

I I I7- / Z '__ oz 0/ j (6)
t— QtJI‘I/V)[V(/N 22+ 33).

In order to illustrate how the well of the form (5) af—

fects on Mercier criterion, we treat widely used model of

Stellarator with planar circular axis, circular "in average"

magnetic surfaces and low pressure. The coefficients (Xzzand

a; for this model are taken from [5]. Then taking into ac-

count Eq.(5) we can rewrite Eq.(1) in the form,

/I2. , 2 1/ l+ / Z.

L_i[,gfl@ MA~L+ 4 +/«[4+5)]>O_(7)
4 @302 .2 M M 5218,“

Here
’74)) = stabilizing effect of the shear;

(VKVQfl/a.) = destabilizing effect of vacuum magnetic hill
of the Stellarator;

/ ’ /
_£E_ a/g +3 ' ii. = joint stabilizing effect of the shear

QB: éfl kn and magnetic surface displacement to

the outside (the effect of self—stabi—
lization);

l02 Ji Li: current magnetic hill;
15: Xf'ka

4 /

_m%3' = vacuum magnetic well;
a

J ’ z,-Z%2/fl (14-5) = toroidal magnetic well.
0
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If we neglect by the stellarator terms and express longitudi—

nal current through the geometric parameters of torus and

rotational transformation in the criterion (7), then the last

turns exactly into Mercier criterion for Tokamak:

W1 1’ 2j"@}(’/‘>>O. (8)

It follows from Eq.(7) that currentless Stellarator

(J=O) is better from the point of View of stability then the

Stellarator with current. This criterion has a remarkable

feature consisting in the fact, that it does not impose any

restriction from above on the value of rotational transforma-

tion. In the limit case of large stellarator parameters, when

two first terms exceed the other, the criterion (7) turns

into the criterion of Ref.[2]. Moreover, we obtain from our

criterion the restriction on plasma pressure, which are less

rigid then it follows from Refs.[§,4]. The difference is more

marked for less values of m/l (for instance, for Uragan 2M),
Where m is the number of field periods and l is the multipo—

larity of Stellarator.
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Beq IN STELLARATORS

V.D.Pustovitov, A.V.Pukhov

I.V.Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, Moscow, USSR

As known, the plasma stability in stellarators can be pro—
vided up to 8 ~ Beg by careful optimization of a magnetic con—

figuration (shear + a magnetic well). In this case, an oppor—
tunity to attain high 8 is related with an increase in 6eq'

For a rough estimate of Beg in stellarators the expression

0 _ 2Beq — u (b)b/R (1)
is usually used although this value often turns out to be far

away from the precisely calculated Beq' Here, u(b) is the

rotational transform at the plasma boundary, b is its average

minor radius, R is the major radius. It can be strictly shown
that Beq should be proportional to n in an ordinary current-

less stellarator [1]. The proportionality factors can differ
by the order of magnitude in different cases. They depend on
the parameters of a magnetic configuration, on the plasma
pressure and current profiles, on the magnetic axis shift
relative to the plasma boundary, on the plasma shape and
position. Some general dependencies of Beg on these factors
can be expressed by simple and visual scalings. We shall
discuss them here and obtain an estimate of Beq in stellara-
tors with an elongated, on the average, cross-section.

We consider the stellarators in which "averaged" vacuum
magnetic surfaces are circular, in the absence of external
control fields. In this case the vacuum rotational transform
can be represented in the form

_ _ 2 2uh — #0 + < uh “o ) p /b0 - (2)
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Here, p is the radius measured in the transverse cross—section

from the geometric axis, ho is some fixed small radius.

For such stellarators a more reliable estimate of Beq’

than Eq.(l), is the relationship

0eq , <3)Beg = [0.15 + 0.85 uO/utby ] {3
showing strong dependence of Beg on the “h profile. Eq.(3) ge-

neralizes the results of equilibrium calculations [2] for the

plasma with circular, on the average, nonshifted (fixed) boun-

dary. It shows that among the stellarators with the same n

the shearless ones have the highest Beq' It is natural conse—

quence of the greater fragility of internal magnetic surfaces

in stellarators with a shear (due to uh decrease to the axis).

The estimate (3) is applicable to stellarators in which

plasma column remains in the same position despite of Changes

of B. This constraint is natural for stellarators in which the

gap between plasma and vacuum vessel is not large enough. If

the plasma column shift is permissible, Beg can be even higher

than that calculated from the relationship (3), see Ref.[3].

This conclusion seems to be contradictive to the result of

Ref.[4], where it is shown that Beg is reduced with plasma

shift in both directions from a certain "optimal“ position in

the ATF torsatron. Actually, there is no contradiction at all:

Beg-decrease in ATP occurs due to the reduction of a plasma

size. It illustrates a strong dependence of Beg on a minor

plasma radius. This, at first glance, not very much pronounced

dependence in fact can be seen in both (1) and (3), if one

takes account of a fast decrease of u(b) with a reduction of

b. Similar significant decrease of Beg is possible when exter—

nal magnetic surfaces are destroyed with B-rise, see Ref.[5].

It should be noted that estimate (3) was obtained for

stellarators with a small magnetic hill. In the opposite case

Beg will be smaller than from Eq.(3).

Eq.(3) gives estimate of Beq for configurations with cir-
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cular, on the average, cross—sections. It is known that Beg

can be essentially increased with elongation of the plasma

(produced by a quadrupole field). In stellarators with a shear

there is a limiting elongation, E, of an external surface

(with the small radius b) [6],

4 — _E — 1 + 4u0/[ u(b) “o ] , (4)

at which the magnetic axis is splitted: at K(b) > E an inter-

nal figure-eight separatrix appears. single-axis configurati-

ons with highly elongated cross-sections can be obtained in

the stellarators with a small shear only (E 2 3 at ub/uo s

1.05). If we compare single—axis configurations only, Beq

turns out to be greater again in shearless stellarators than

that in similar ones with a shear [2].
The estimate of Beg-increase due to elongation in ordinary

shearless stellarators can be obtained analytically. In accor—
dance with the above-said, this value will be an upper estima—
te of Bag for elongated single-axis stellarator configurati—

ons. In shearless stellarators (uh = “0) the elongation of
magnetic surfaces, K, is, at least at low 8, constant over the

radius [6]. For the configurations in which averaged magnetic

surfaces are shifted ellipses with constant ellipticity,

p cos u = a cos 6 — A, p sin u = K a sin e , (5)

(p and u are the quasi-cylindrical coordinates measured from
the geometrical axis), the equation for the shift, A, which we
obtain from the known two—dimensional equilibrium equation
(see, for example, Ref.[2]), has the form

2I
,, 7K2 + 1 , 2p(a)R K + 1 2 1

aA + ——————— A = (6)
2 2 2 23K + 1 “b BO K 3K + 1

This equation can be easily solved analytically. If we
assume the limiting B to be such at which max|A’| = 1, then
from (6) we obtain for parabolic pressure profile
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5K2+3 K
Beq=—— 2.

2 K+1
Although this estimate is obtained, formally, beyond the

2 0{Seq . (7)

applicability limit of the used model, it turns out to be ra-

ther accurate, as follows from numerical simulations [2]. It

is clear from (7) that the gain in Beq due to plasma elongati-

on in shearless stellarators cannot be greater then 2.5—times.

The same seems to be true for stellarators with a shear also

with smaller Beg than that from (7), see Ref.[2].

It should be noted that fleq rather strongly depends on the

pressure profile. It can be shown with the help of (6) that

for peaked profile, p = p0(l — a2/b2)2, Beq is about 1.4—times

lower than that in the considered case.

2.4 beta(K)/beta( 1)
2.2

Dependence of 6
eq 2.0

on plasma elongation, K: 1 8

1 — calculated with Eq.(7), 1'6

2 — calculated in Ref.[7] 1.4

1.2 elon atio
1.0 . . g n

1.0 1.5 2.'o 2.’5 31'0
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CHARGED PARTICLE INJECTION AND FUSION PRODUCT ESCAPE IN
SEPARATRIX STELLARATORS

F. Alladio, P. Batistoni, S. Mancuso

Associazione EURATOM-ENEA sulla Fusione, C.R.E. Frascati,
OF. 65 - 00044 Frascati, Rome (Italy)

I . INTRODUCTION
The main difficulty in the design of low aspect ratio torsatron/stellator

configurations is the increase of the collisionless losses of the charged fusion
products. Whereas high aspect ratio stellarators can contain up to a fraction fc=97%
of the fast fused ions [1], the prompt losses increase to l—fc=33% at a plasma aspect
ratio around 3. The two major drawbacks connected with such prompt losses are the
damages to the surrounding structures (such as the superconducting magnets) and the
fact that the plasma will start charging up negatively at a very high rate.

In this paper the three surface current (idealized) stellarators (all with #2
poloidal winding number and all endowed with pronounced magnetic separatrix
features) [2] will be considered whose equilibrium [3 limits and fast particle
containment were presented in Ref. [1]. Their geometric features are summarized in
Table 1 where R*/a* is the aspect ratio of the surface current distribution, 12/21. is the
plasma aspect ratio, 111 is the toroidal winding number, taxis and tede are the
rotational transform at the axis and at the edge of the plasma,P is the power
escaping in fast a—particles for a 1 GW fusion D-T reactor and dQ}3tsis the rate of
charging of such a reactor.

11. FUSION PRODUCT ESCAPE
The distribution of fast charged fusion products escaping the two lowest aspect

ratio configurations (6&2, m=6 and €=2, m=9) is shown in Fig. l; the fast ions emerge
from the configuration in the upper part (as the toroidal magnetic field component
B >0 has been selected) and seem to approach asymptotically the separatrices when
they stay on the inboard side of the torus. The distributions of the pitch angles of
birth and of escape, shown in Fig. 2a and 2b, become more narrow around more
negative values going to higher aspect ratios.

Although at the exit of the last closed magnetic surface the charged particle
spread appears rather large, it becomes very narrow when the outgoing fusion
products are followed up to the torus upon which the surface currents flow.

TABLE 1
R_/a, R/a m ta“ ta... rum. l dQ/dt

(MW) (0/5)
2.15 3.12 6 0.106 0.67 66 66 -40
2.94 4.35 9 0.108 1.15 84 33 —20
5.23 7.23 16 0.145 2.31 92 17 —10
8.37 11.5 26 0.197 3.24 98 4 -2.5
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Fig. 1 3-D view of the last closed magnetic surface and distribution of the fast ions

escape points for the 8:2, m=6 and the (:2, m=9 stellarator configuration (upside

View)
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Fig. 2 Pitch angle distribution of a) birth and of b) escape of unconfined fast ions for the

3:2, m =6 and the 6:2, m=9 and the 6: 2, m: 16 stellarator configuration.

Figure 3 shows the strong focusing that the charged fusion products undergo in

the short space in between the last magnetic closed surface and the surface currents

(see Table 1 for the relationship between R/a and R*/a*): the fast ion loss footprints

almost exactly follow one of the separatrix tails. It has furthermore to be remarked

that between 5% and 10% of the escaping fast ions are found to reenter the plasma.

So although we still have to compute whether this reentering fraction increases when
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the currents generating the configurations are further removed from the plasma, the
escaping fast ions are strongly focused on one of the separatrix tails (i.e. far from the
coils that would generate the corresponding torsatron configuration). This fact opens
the possibility of reducing the damages to the superconducting magnets and even the
chance of exploiting the charged fusion product escape for direct electrical
conversion.

HI. CHARGED PARTICLE INJECTION
Although the problem of the plasma charging connected with the charged

collisionless losses is difficult to treat because of its involved physics (radial electric
field formation, plasma rotation and viscosity and so on...) it positively suggests that
it is necessary to provide an external means for injecting charged fusible nuclei deep
into the plasma in order to control the plasma electric potential. As a matter of fact
an easy entrance for injected charged particles exists in the separatrix endowed
stellarator configurations: it coincides with the magnetic x points when they stay on
the inboard on the equatorial plane (when the plasma cross section is horizontally
elongated). Figure 4 and its enlargement 4b, show (looking from below the torus) the
injection of a fast charged particle from the outside of the (=2, m=9 stellarator. The
particle is injected from belcw the torus with a pitch angle -0.4 and drifts upwards
and inwards the plasma being helically trapped until it is collisionless detrapped and
becomes a circulating particle in the neighbourhood of the magnetic axis. Neither the
energy of injection (it has been explored from below 200 keV) nor the pitch angle of
injection (variations of i 0.05 seem permissible) appear to be critical parameters.
When the injection point from outside of the last closed magnetic surface is explored
it appears once again to lay along the other separatrix tails on the inboard and in the
lower (B >0) part of the torus i.e. on one tail the particles escape and on the other
they can be injected).

IV. CONCLUSIONS
As a conclusion two interesting results have been obtained that could perhaps

relieve the most critical issue on the road to low aspect ratio stellarator/torsatrons,
i.e. the prompt charged fusion products losses. The first result shows that in
separatrix endowed stellarators the fast ion losses are strongly focused far from the
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Fig. 4 a) 3-D View of the last closed magnetic surface and orbit of an injected ion for
the €=2. m =9 stellarator (downside View); 1)) enlargement of Fig. 4a

torsatron windings along the inboard upper (Bt >0) part of one the separatrix tails. The
second result shows that injecting charged fusible nuclei from the inboard lower part
of the other separatrix tail one could deposit charged particles well inside the
magnetic configuration. Neither the injection energy nor the pitch angle of injection
appear to be critical.

It remains to be seen whether an increasing portion of the prompt charged
particle losses reenters the plasma when the generating current are further removed
from the last closed magnetic surface.
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OPTIMIZATION OF ANALYTIC STELLARATOR FIELDS
BY USING MAPPING METHODS
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1. Introduction

An optimization code I) to search for vacuum stellarator fields with prescribed
inherent properties has been improved and supplemented. The vacuum magnetic fields
are given analytically by a finite set of Dommaschk potentials 2) that essentially consist
of finite power series in the cylindrical coordinates R and Z for each toroidal harmonic.
The singularities of the individual magnetic fields are located at R = 0 (main torus axis)
and at infinity. The use of only low-order multipole fields should guarantee that the
position of the corresponding coils can be sufficiently far away from the plasma surface
(last closed magnetic surface) of given aspect ratio A (A = RT/To a". 12).

The magnetic field properties weighed in the optimization procedure are: the residue
R‘ (invariant of a fixed line) of two reference fixed lines with the same value for the twist
a (i.e. angle of rotational transform divided by 27r the long way around the torus),
the associated aspect ratio A}, the difference AF of the magnetic flux F = fA - dx
between these two closed field lines belonging to the same rational e— value ( A is a
vector potential, x is the radius vector, the line integral is performed over each of the
fixed field lines), the deficit of the Hamada condition that fdl/B should have the same
value for these fixed lines, the specific volume V', and the measure (i/jiV/z of the
Pfirsch—Schlfiter current density.

2. Results

In the present paper configurations with M = 5 field periods around the torus have
been investigated. The twist a” at the magnetic axis is kept above a certain threshold
value. Here two analytic vacuum field configurations of the Advanced Stellarator 3) type
are given, the one with a rather large number of 69 partial field amplitudes and ab = 1
at the boundary (corresponding to the e = 5/5 islands), and the other with a rather
small number of 24 partial field amplitudes and c1, = 5/7 at the boundary.

The method of measure-preserving tangential mapping is applied in order to analyse
the neighbourhood of closed magnetic field lines (fixed lines) in the interior and at the
boundary of the set of nested magnetic surfaces. The internal properties used in the
optimization code are evaluated at four different fixed lines one of which is the magnetic
axis. The two internal reference fixed lines of the same c represent by virtue of IR‘| z 0
(typically in the order of 10—5) and AF 2 0 a ”good” rational magnetic surface. The
outermost fixed line is forced to be of the X -type (non—vanishing negative residues,
hyperbolic neighbourhood), it is associated with the magnetic divertor region“).
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perbolas of the line neigh—
bourhood vary consider-
ably along this fixed line
as is shown in Fig.1 for
the configuration WADllO
(see Fig.2). Sharp max-
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out—board side in the first
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Fig.2. Poincaré plot of magnetic surfaces of the configuration WADllO and contours of
the absolute value of the magnetic field B. On the left, a and magnetic well are shown.
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meridional plane and at
the inner tips in the third
plane. The configura-
tion WADllO has mod—
erate shear and relatively
small high—order harmon-
ics (M = 5 field periods,
magnetic well AV’/Va’z =
70.6%, A = 11.8, a” =
0.65, n. = 1.0, (if/1'1)”2 =
0.59 is almost constant over
the plasma. cross section).
The magnetic mirror ratio
(B2 — Bl)/(B2 + 31) is
18% at the magnetic axis
(Bl, B2 are the abso-
lute values of the mag—
netic field in the first and
third cross sections, respec-
tively). Some residue val-
ues of low-order rational
a, : m/n show the de-
crease of their absolute val-
ues with increasing order
(see also Ref. 4):
m/ n R; R;
5/5 0.0175, -0.0190
5/6 9-10—‘3, —2-10'5
5/ 7 0.0056, —0.0055

10/11 0.0258, -0.0266
10/13 0.0002, -0.0002
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Fig.4. Angle between the
asymptotes versus 99.
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Fig.5. Surface current lines on a toroidal surface (bold

face contours in Fig.2, aspect ratio Ac—— 6.4) of con—

figuration WAD110 (one field period).

Fig.6. Surface current lines on a toroidal surface (bold

face contours in Fig.3, aspect ratio Ag = 5.4) of con-
figuration FZH559 (one field period).
3. References

Bl:

The field lines in the re-
gion between the the c =
5/5 islands and the isolated
fixed lines with t : 5/4
(E; = —3.55,R; = 3.65)
show stochastic behaviour.

Figure 3 shows the configu-
ration FZH559 with 24 par-
tial field amplitudes: M =
5,AV’/Vc{z = —0.9%, A =
11.8, 4;” = 052, ab =
0.714, (In/11V” = 0.72
at magnetic axis, magnetic
mirror ratio 18%, large in-
ternal twist u, = 0.26 per
7 field periods for the 5/7 -
islands (R‘ = 0.53 as re-
quested). The angle '7 of
the 5/7 -fixed line assumes
the largest value 45" at the
inner tips at top and bot—
tom in the triangular cross
section (Figs.3, 4). No low—
order m/n islands of con-
siderable size are observed in
the interior of the configura-
tion:
m/ n R‘ R‘
5/ 7 0.52811, -0.61269
5/ 3 0.00044, +0.0046
5/9 0.00098, —0.00097

The current distribution is
computed on an arbitrar-
ily chosen toroidal surface
(bold-face contours in Figs.2
and 3) and plotted in the
Figs.5 and 6 (the toroidal
angle is the abscissa).

1) W. Dommaschk, F. Herrnegger, A. Schliiter, 16th Europ. Conf. Controlled Fusion
and Plasma Physics (Venice 1989), ECA Vol. 13B Pt. II, p.583.

2) W. Dommaschk, Z. Naturforsch. 3621, 251 (1981).
Comput. Phys. Comm. 40, 203 (1986).

3) C. Beidler et 3.1., Fusion Technology 17, 148 (1990).

4) C. Beidler et al., On Natural Islands and Edge Structure of the Wendelstein 7-X
Stellarator (this Proceedings).
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EFFECT OF THE ASPECT RATIO ON THE STABILITY
LIMITS OF TJ-H-LIKE STELLARATORS

A. Varias, A. Alvarez, A.L. Fraguas and C. Alejaldre
Asociacién Euratom-CIEMAT

Av. Complutense 22
E-28040 Madrid, Spain

N. Dominguez, B.A. Cameras and V.E. Lynch
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830, U.S.A.

The four—field—period device TJ-II [1] has a major radius of 1.5 m and an average
plasma radius of 0.10-0.25 m, with a typical plasma aspect ratio Ap of 10.

In the infinite aspect ratio, helically symmetric limit, the region of the stability to low-n
modes has been shown to extend to average betas of at least 40%, for a relatively highly
indented plasma [2]. It is possible to approximate the helically symmetric limit from the actual
TJ—Il parameters increasing the number of toroidal periods NT and choosing the major radius
R0 such as to obtain a constant helical pitch h = NT/Ro. In this way the aspect ratio per period
is also fixed.

In this work we analyze a shearless TJ-II configiu'ation with a rotational transform per
period of 0.36 and a vacuum magnetic well of 3.5%. By taking for NT the values N1 = 3, 4,
5, 8, 10, 11, 12, 19 and 100 a sequence of equilibria is generated. These equilibria are
calculated with the fixed boundary version of the VMEC code [3]. The Mercier stability
properties are then analyzed
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Fig. 1: Magnetic Well as a function of the
logarithm of the number of periods.

Fig. 2: Toroidal and helical shifts
versus logarithm of the number of
periods at 80 = 7%.

We compare first the equilibria. For finite beta calculations, we have considered a
pressure profile linear in the toroidal flux. The rotational transform per period and the
boundaries are the same. Since the aspect ratios are different, we expect different values of the
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magnetic well and the toroidal and poloidal shifts. In Fig. 1 we show the differences on the
magnetic well for the vacuum case and at Bo = 7%. We point out that these differences
increase when 80 increases, and are higher for low values of NT. This is related to the toroidal

and poloidal shifts, that we plot in Fig. 2 at Bo = 7%.We see that increasing the aspect ratio
lowers toroidal shift but has no effect on helical shift [4]. We see also that for NT = 100 the
helical shift is higher that the toroidal one, as correspond to an almost helically symmetric
configuration. It is also worth to point out that the differences are more important between the
four-period and three-period cases than between the five-period and four-period cases.

We now analyze the Fourier coefficients Rmn and Zmn, which parameter'ize the
equilibrium flux surfaces in the VMEC code. Fig. 3 shows the RInn term with m = 2 and n =
2. Fig. 4 shows the Rmn and Zmn terms with m = 2 and n = 3. It is known that in the perfect
helically symmetric case only the off—diagonal coefficients [m, m i 1] are not zero. We see
that these coefficients are also the most important in the non-symmetric cases, and their value
is almost independent from the number of periods NT. The diagonal coefficient reduces to a
linear function of the normalized toroidal flux in the helically symmetric limit (In the fix-
boundary case these coefficients can not go to zero). That means that its contribution is the
same for all the magnetic surfaces.
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Fig. 3: Fourier coefficient Rm“ with m = 2 Fig. 4: Fourier coefficients Rmu and
andn=2atl30=7%asafunctionofthe Zmnwithm=2andn=3atBo=7%
normalized toroidal flux for N1“ = 3, 4, 5, as a function of the normalized

8. 12, 19 and 100. toroidal flux for NT = 3 and 100.

The equilibrium quantities obtained were used to evaluate the Mercier stability criterion.
It canbewrittenas:

DM=Ds+D1+Dw+Dg>0

where D5 is the contribution from the shear, D1 is that from net currents, Dw is that from the
magnetic well and D0 is that from the geodesic curvature. In the configuration we are
considering, with very low shear and zero current, the first two terms can be neglected. In
configurations with a magnetic well. the term Dw is always positive. The term D0 is always
negative. For these cases, we shall also use the following form of the Mercier criterion:

Dw/(-DG)>1-

The value of this quotient as a function of the logarithm of the number of periods is shown in
Fig. 5 at 80 = 7% and an average radius r0 = 0.913 corresponding to a flux surface near the
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boundary. We found that, in all cases we are considering, if DM is positive for this radius it is
also positive for r < r0. In Fig. 6 we show separately the two terms Dw and DG for NT = 3,
4, 5, 8, 12 and 19. The magnetic well term Dw grows faster than DG when the number of
periods increases, even though the magnetic well is shallower.
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Fig. 5: Mercier criterion as a function of
the logarithm of the number of periods at
to = 0.913 and 80 = 7% for NT = 3, 4, 5,
8, 12, 19 and 100. The horizontal line
separates the stable (above) from the
unstable zones.
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Fig. 6: Contributions to the Mercier
criterion from the magnetic well,
Dw, and geodesic curvature, Do, as
a function of the logarithm of the
number of periods at r0 = 0.913 and
B0 = 7% for NT = 3, 4, 5, 8,12 and
19.

It is interesting to see the evolution of the Mercier criterion DM with respect to average
beta. The value of DM as a function of <B> is shown in Fig. 7 for NT = 3, 4, and 5, and for
NT = 8, 10 and 12 in Fig. 8. In these figures, r0 = 0.913. For NT = 12 no beta stability limit
is reached, and we see a typical self stabilization behavior. The same result is obtained for
higher NT. We can say that for NT > 11 all the equilibria are Mercier stable.
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Finally we plot in Fig. 9 the average beta limit as a function of the number of periods.
For low values of NT the average beta limit increases linearly with respect to NT . At higher
values of NT the average beta limit grows faster.
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Fig. 9: Average beta stability limit as a
function of the number of periods

In reference [5] a similar calculation was performed for a different TJ-II configuration
and varying NT between 2 and 6. The configuration was symmetrized by suppressing small
Fourier amplitudes of the boundary and by symmetrizing those which are non—vanishing in
helically symmetric case. In the present work no symmetrization was done. For low values of I
NT both calculations yield the same results.
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Observation of Damping of Toroidal Rotation due to
Neoclassical Parallel Viscosity

in Heliotron/Torsatron CH5

K.Ida, H.Yamada, H.1guchi, K.Itoh, H.Arimoto, M.Hosokawa,
H.Idei, O.Kaneko, S.Kubo, K.Matsuoka, S.Morita,

K.Nishimura, N.Noda, S.Okamura, T.Ozaki, A.Sagara,
H.8anuki, !.Takeiri, Y.Takita, C.Takahashi, and K.Tsuzuki

National Institute for Fusion Science,
Nagoya, 464—01, JAPAN

In toroidal plasma, poloidal and toroidal rotation
velocities are determined through the balance between the
input torque and damping force in steady—state. There have
been many observation of toroidal rotation in tokamaksl'4,
but the damping is mainly due to an anomalous perpendicular
viscosity (radial diffusion of momentum). Because the
magnetic field ripple in toroidal direction is so small
that the effect of the neoclassical parallel viscosity in
toroidal rotation is easily masked by the anomalous
perpendicular viscosity. In helical devices, the helical
ripple is large enough to affect toroidal rotation. The
poloidal rotation have been measured on Heliotron-E5 and
Wenderstein VII—A6, however, toroidal rotation and
discussions on the damping mechanism has not been reported.
In this article, we investigate the toroidal rotation
velocity in a wide range of density and magnetic field
ripple, and a comparison of the measurements with the
neoclassical theory is discussed.

Migration
The Compact Helical System (CBS)7 is a

Heliotron/Torsatron device (the poloidal period number 1 =
2 and toroidal period number m = 8) with the major radius
(R) of l m, an average minor radius (a) of 20 cm and a
rotational transform at the plasma edge {a [= RBg/(aB¢),
where B¢, BB are the toroidal and poloidal magnetic
fields, respectively] of ~ 1. The magnetic field has a
helical ripple (Ehm'l ) with a toroidal periodic number of
m= 8 and a poloidal periodic number of l= O,il,12,i3, and
a toroidal ripple (Et~ ap/R,where p is the averaged
normalized minor radius). Modulation of the magnetic field
strength 7 is defined as 72=<(8B/83)2>/BZ, where s is
the length along the magnetic field line and <> is a flux
surface average operator.

Figure 1 shows the change of profiles of ion temperature,
toroidal/poloidal rotation velocity, and modulation of
magnetic field strength 7, as a result of the major radius
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Fig.1. Radial profiles of (a) ion temperature, (b) toroidal rotation

velocity (c) poloidal rotation velocity (c1) modulation of magnetic

field strength Y (where Y2 = <(BB/6s)2>/EZ). Doted line in (5)
stands for a fraction of the helical ripple at the plasma center as

a function major radius.

scan, which is controlled by vertical field strength.
Profiles of ion temperature and the poloidal/toroidal
rotation velocity are measured with charge exchange

spectroscopy using a 2—D CCD detectorarg. We evaluate Y by

averaging (BB/as)2 along the field line for one toroidal
turn. Structure of the magnetic field is derived from the

finite 3—D B equilibrium code VMEClO, based on the kinetic
data in the experiments. The toroidal rotation velocities
show a significant damping as the axis of plasma is shifted
outward and the modulation of the magnetic field strength
is increased even at the plasma center. These damping of
toroidal rotation velocity is mainly due to the parallel
viscosity enhanced by the magnetic field ripple.
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The parameter dependence of the viscosity is studied
by changing the plasma density and the field ripple.
Toroidal rotation velocity is measured for Rax = 92.1 cm

(perpendicular viscosity is dominant) and for Rax = 94.9
cm (parallel viscosity becomes important) in the wide range
of electron density from 0.7 x 1013/cm3 to 6 x 1013/cm3.
The perpendicular viscosity is found to decrease roughly
proportional to l/ne as the global confinement is improved
by increasing the electron density. This density dependence
concludes the existence of anomalous radial diffusion of
the momentum as observed in tokamak plasma. However, the
parallel viscosity does not change for this density scan,
confirming plateau neoclassical prediction.

The observation confirms that the parallel viscosity is
proportional to the square of the modulation of the
magnetic field strength. To demonstrate the 72 dependence
of parallel viscosity, the effective viscosity #eff, which

is defined as yeff_l
fNBI(0)R is a torque by NBI. As shown in Fig.2(a), this

= v” mine(0)/fNBI(O), where

effective parallel viscosity shows 7‘2 dependence as
predicted by the neoclassical theoryllrlz) in the region
where parallel viscosity becomes dominant, Y > 0.2. When
the modulation of B decreases below 0.2, the parallel
velocity becomes small and perpendicular viscosity become
dominant in turn. Large parallel viscosity and significant
charge exchange loss near the plasma edge becomes a
boundary condition to determine the central parallel
velocity in the radial transport of momentum. One of the
main errors in evaluating the modulation of B in the
measurements are due to the uncertainty of the description
of finite B equilibria.

am
In conclusion, the parallel viscosity is found to

increase in proportion to the square of the modulation of
magnetic field and shew no dependence on plasma density,
the characteristics of which agree well with the
neoclassical prediction in plateau regime. Their
quantitative agreement are within a factor of three.
However, when the magnetic field modulation is weak, the
perpendicular viscosity (anomalous radial diffusion of
momentum) becomes dominant as in tokamak plasma.

The authors would like to thank Drs.S.—I.Itoh,
H.5anuki, and Y.Ogawa for the elucidating discussions and
the NBI group and the ECH group for their support of N81
and ECH operation. The authors also thank the computer
staff for the support of data acquisition. The authors
thank Drs. H.C.Howe and S.P Hirshman in Oak Ridge National
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Fig.2. Inverted central parallel viscosity derived from the measured
central parallel velocity, density and momentum input as a function
of (a) the central modulation of magnetic field strength 7 and (b)
the line averaged electron density. Dashed line is an estimate by
the neoclassical parallel viscosity and the solid line shows the
radial diffusion of the momentum effect on the measurements.
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A. Sagara, H. Sanuki, Y. Takeiri, C. Takahashi and K. Tsuzuki
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Introduction The relation between the structure of magnetic surfaces and the characteristics
of toroidal confinement is of fundamental interest in the plasma confinement research. In order
to make direct control of the magnetic field structure, stellarators have advantages compared
with tokamaks because the magnetic field is mainly formed by the external coil currents.
Although it is true that the magnetic field structures are modified by plasma pressure and
distorted microscopically with turbulence in the real experiments, it is expected that the quality
of magnetic surfaces produced by the static field is most important in determining primarily the
confinement characteristics.

CHS is a Heliotron/Torsatron type helical device which has a special characteristics of
low aspect ratio (R =1 m, a =0.2 m, Ap :5). Since the high toroidicity makes the magnetic
surfaces fragile against error field, large care was taken of eliminating various causes of error
field during the construction of CHS device.1 The magnetic field mapping measurements using
an electron emitter and a fluorescent mesh showed that the island size caused by residual error
field is as small as a half centimeter full width atr: 0.5 magnetic surface for 1 T operation.2
For the purpose of introducing auxiliary external field, two hoop coils are installed above the
torus with 180° separation in the toroidal angle. Both
m =1 and m =2 poloidal modes are dominant because
the coils are only above the torus and not below.
Toroidal mode can be selected either as n =0 or n =1
depending on the polarity of the current directions in
the perturbation coils. The magnitude of perturbation
field (its real value) is 10 —20 G at the plasma center
which is in the order of 10'3 perturbation for usual
plasma heating experiments (Bt ~ 1T).

Figure 1 shows the computer plotting of magnetic
surfaces with perturbation field in n =1 mode for the
magnetic axis position setting at Rax =101.2 cm. The
islands (m=2/n=1) are formed near plasma center. The
existence and the shape of the islands are confirmed in
the field mapping experiments. A particular profile of Fig. 1 Computer calculation 0f
rotational transform (t) was selected in order to make magnetic surfaces With perturbation
island size larger. The radius of the outermost field for Rax=1012 CIT!
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Fig. 2 Electron temperature and density profiles without and with perturbation field

magnetic surface does not decrease with perturbation field. But the structure of magnetic

surfaces outside oft = 0.5 surface shows some ergodization effects with perturbation field.

The relative area of islands to the whole area of the Outeimost magnetic surface is about 15 %.

Profile Measurements The effects of perturbation field have been investigated for ECH
plasmas with n =1 toroidal mode. The diamagnetic signal for ECH plasma (ne =7 x1012cm'3,
Te(0) =350 eV) shows more than 50 % reduction of the total energy when the perturbation field
is applied. The line—integrated density does not change. Figure 2 shows the electron
temperature and density profiles for ECH plasma measured by Thomson scattering for both
cases with and without perturbation. The measurements are made for both sides of magnetic
axis and values are plotted, for both cases. as a function of the average radius of vacuum

magnetic surface without perturbation field. The measuring points in the inboard side are
plotted with nagative numbers for average radius. It is usually observed for the ECH plasma in
CHS that the density profile is very hollow when the magnetic axis is shifted outward. The
measured profiles do not show clear evidence of degradation of confinement due to the
formation of islands caused by the perturbation field. The difference is not observed for the
central temperature within the error level of the measurement.
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The toroidal phase of island is selected such as the O-points stay along the scanning line
of Thomson scattering profile measurement. The small squares in Fig. 2 indicate the range of
islands produced by the perturbation field in terms of average radius of magnetic surfaces
without perturbation. A local structure is observed in the outboard side of the profile (small dip
in temperature and increase of density) which corresponds to the area of island. But it is not
understandable that the structure does not appear on the opposite side of magnetic surface.

If we calculate the total kinetic energies for two cases based on the Thomson profile data
inside the radius where the measurements are made, they do not correspond to the observed
difference in diamagnetic signals (the kinetic energy turns out small compared with the
diamagnetic measurement without perturbation). Because the density profile is very hollow,
the energy density profile is almost flat. It is expected that the energy in the outer boundary of
confinement region contributes largely tothe total energy. The comparison of the interferome-
ter signal and the local density profile measurement by Thomson scattering indicates the
existence of high density region outside of the profile data area in Fig. 2. Because the line—
density does not change when the perturbation field is applied, the decrease of temperature in
outer region due to the perturbation field is possible reason for the decrease of total energy
measured by the diamagnetic signal.

_ , . . 0 Without PerturbationLimiter Effects In order to investigate 300 . With Pedumauon .
the contribution of the boundary plasma to %
the total energy, experiments are made
using various limiters to scrape off the
boundary plasma which is not measurable
presently. At first the contribution of
ripple trapped hot electrons are checked
with a limiter inserted from the inboard 100
side of the plasma. Since the magnetic
configuration in this experiment is
outward shifted one, the orbits of ripple
trapped particles are expected to be largely
deviated toward the inboard side from the
magnetic surfaces. The experimental
results is that the insertion of the inboard
limiter to the position of the outermost
magnetic surface did not make any change in the diamagnetic signal, which means insignificant
contribution of ripple trapped electrons to the total energy.

The ion Bernstein wave antenna was used as an outboard limiter to investigate the effects
of the perturbation field for different plasma sizes. Figure 3 shows the energy measured by
diamagnetic signal without and with perturbation field for various limiter positions. Positions
are represented in terms of average radius of corresponding magnetic surface without perturba-
tion field. The outermost magnetic surface in vacuum field has about 18 cm average radius.
The results are basically consistent with the model discussed above that the effect of perturba—
tion field is mainly on the boundary plasma. But it is difficult to interpret the increase of dia—

200

Ed
m

g
(J

)

[ I l I1 1 13 15 17 1 9 21
Limiter Position Ray (crn)

Fig. 3 Total energy with limiter configura-
tion without and with perturbation field
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magnetic signal with perturbation field
when the limiter goes into about 16 cm 0 WWW” Pe’m'bam"
average radius if we assume that the 300 . wwfl v - v
effect of the limiter is simply to take off i _
the boundary plasma. Because the % T
profile data are not obtained for these ; 200

shots, whether the increase of energy is
in the central region or in the boundary
is not clear. 100

The dependence of the effect of
perturbation field on the configuration
of magnetic field is studied by varing O . . t I
the magnetic axis position (Rax). As 93 95 97 99 101 103
the magnetic axis position moves Rax (cm)
inward, the central t value decreases
and the gradient oft profile at t = 0.5
magnetic surface increases. Such
change in ’c profile reduces (m=2/n=1) island size very rapidly. But, as is shown in Fig. 4, the

effect of perturbation field does not change so much as the island size changes for the
configurations with 98 cm < Rax < 101 cm. The effect of perturbation field disappears for Rax
< 96 cm, where the inner wall of CHS vacuum chamber limits the plasma boundary as a

material limiter. This results are similar to those shown in Fig. 3 in that the existance of a

material limiter prevent the effect of perturbation field.
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Fig. 4 Total energy without and with per;
turbation field v.s. magnetic axis position

Discussion It is shown experimentally that the formation of islands near plasma center

whose full width is about 40 % of plasma radius does not make large effects (within the

diagnostic error) on the electron temperature profile in the core region. while the plasma total
energy changes significantly which presumably takes place in the boundary region. But it
should be noted that the profile of plasma density is very hollow in the magnetic configuration
used in this experiment which makes the pressure profile very flat over all plasma radius.

The effect of perturbation field on the total plasma energy disappears in the limiter

configuration. But when we compare two cases with a limiter inserted and without a limiter

both with perturbation field applied, it is clear that the existance of a limiter increases the plasma

energy. It means that the limiter does not simply scrape off boundary plasma but that it

prevents the mechanism of degrading confinement in the boundary region due to perturbation
field.
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Mm
Confinement characteristics of heliotron/torsatron plasmas with a low aspect ratio

(Ap) have been investigated in terms of local thermal diffusivities. The low aspect
ratio is attractive for realization of high-[3 plasmas, however, a naive discussion with
the neoclassical theory claims the degradation of confinement. Construction of scaling
laws and clarification of their physical background in CHS contribute to an optimization
of a scenario of the Large Helical Device [l]. The database covers the wide range of
plasma parameters; B! = 0.45 ~ 1.5T, Te 5 1.2keV, Ti S 0.4keV, ne =0.3~7><1019/m‘3,
Pabs = 50~lOOOkW (ECH and/or NBI), Rax=0.89~1.02m.

i m i l ' h D
The aspect ratio of CHS (M=8) is so small (~5) that the magnetic axis shifts

significantly due to a finite-beta effect. This characteristic also causes a large loss cone
and a large shift of the drift surface of fast ions from the magnetic surfaces. For NBI
plasmas, the contribution of the pressure of fast ions to MHD equilibrium is significant
because the slowing down time is comparable to the confinement time and the NB is
usually injected tangentially. Therefore the precise estimate of the deposition of NB is
prerequisite for the power balance analysis as well as the description of equilibrium.

The pressure profile and the power balance is calculated in the ID profile analysis
code PROCTR-MOD [2] with experimental measurements (Te, Ti, ne) and used to
recalculate the magnetic geometry with the 3-D free boundary equilibrium code
VMEC[3] taking account of the beam pressure. The NB deposition is estimated from
the model which has been established from the exploration using the 3-D Monte~Carlo
simulation code HELIOS [4]. This procedure is redone until a self-consistent profile set
is determined. The constructed equilibria agree well with experimental observation such
as the shift of plasma column and the diamagnetic pressure. Based on these equilibria,
we estimate the local transport coefficients.

The structure of helical ripples is rather complicated because of a low Ap. For
ECH plasmas with low collisionality, comparison with the neoclassical theory has been
done considering the side band effect (e. g. by DKES [5]).
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In order to reduce ambiguity in the estimate of local transport coefficient, we have
excluded inadequate regions; r < 0.3a where the input power density is rather high
and the estimate of VT is somewhat ambiguous and r > 0.8a where the radiation
loss as well as the charge exchange loss are significant. We have also dealt with only
the region where the conduction loss covers more than 2/3 of the total loss.

é. Results and Discussion
To date the NBI heated plasmas have been in the plateau regime, where the

anomaly from the neoclassical prediction (typically several 10 times) has been
observed [6]. Although various theoretical models for anomalous transport have been
proposed, an essential point is whether the scale length of a considered instability
causing anomalous transport is intrinsic to gyroradius or not. Experimental data show a
dependence on the gyro-reduced Bohm model (see Fig.1). Unfortunately, the realized
range of Ti is so small that the dependence on Ti is not clear. Figure 2 shows the
correlation of Xe and Xi, which indicates the equal level. This character is consistent
with nearly all theoretical models of electrostatic turbulence with short scale length.
Although the anomaly factor for the thermal transport of ion is much less than that of
electron, more accurate temperature measurements should be accomplished in order to
compare ion transport with neoclassical transport. It is because the power flow into the
ion channel is mainly Coulomb collision with electron not NBI heating due to rather low
electron temperature (Te < 400 eV).
A A
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Fig.1 Comparison of experimental Xe of Fig.2 Measured thermal diffusivities of
NBI heated plasmas at around 1 T ion and electron for NBI heated
operation with that of the gyro- plasmas at around 1T operation.
reduced Bohm model.

The theoretical model extrinsic to gyroradius has indicated that resistive
interchange mode enhances transport [7]. Since the magnetic well is easily generated
by the shift of the magnetic axis due to finite-B effect in CHS, stable plasmas against
the resistive interchange mode can be realized. Figure 3 shows the Xe and the specific
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Fig.3 Profiles of electron thermal diffusivity and the specific volume for different
magnetic field operations. (a) <B> = 0.8%. (b) <B> = 1.2 %.

volume profiles for different magnetic fields, consequently different [3. The electron
density and the absorbed power are in the same level (ne~5 x10 19/m'3, Pabs~
600kW). Although difference of factor of 2 is observed in Xe values in two shots, this
may be interpreted by a similar 8: dependence to the LHD scaling (1: ac 810-84) [8]
observed in global confinement[9] and also is consistent with the gyro Bohm model (X

where the resistive interchange mode is stable while magnetic fluctuations, whose
characteristics of kL and (0 suggest the resistive interchange mode, with up to several
times 10‘4 of the equilibrium magnetic field are detected in the peripheral magnetic hill
region. In the lower Bshot (a), the amplitude of measured magnetic fluctuations are
within 10‘5 of the equilibrium field. However, characteristic difference ,i.e., improvement
due to magnetic well and deterioration due to fluctuation, has not been observed.

These experimental results claim that that anomaly in NB] heated plasmas is
caused by gyro-reduced Bohm type instabilities with short scale length not resistive
interchange instability.

Comparison of the experiments with the neoclassical transport theory is of much
importance in low collisional plasmas realized by ECH. Here, the neoclassical values
are estimated considering a multi-helicity effect [10] which is verified by the DKES
code. For ECH plasmas, Xe gets closer to the neoclassical prediction with decrease of
collisionality (see Fig.4). If the anomalous transport is a gyro-Bohm type, the
temperature dependence is similar to the neoclassical in the UV regime but the density
dependence is different. Since collisionality is reduced by both change of temperature
and density in the experiments, the inclination toward the neoclassical can be explained
by the conjecture that anomaly of X. has weaker dependence than 1/v (cc 1/ n),
presumably a gyr0<reduce Bohm type.

i
|
i

cc 1/B) . For the higher [5 shot (b), the magnetic well occupies up to 60% of the radius
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MAGNETIC STRESS IN STELLARATOR FORCED BY STRONG PLASMA CURRENT

Perepelkin N.F.,Arsen'ev a.v., Volkov E.D., Konovalov V.G.,
Kulaga A.E., shapoval A.N.

KhFTI,Kharkov, USSR

Magnetic stress (MS) as a magnetic configuration instability

of a stellarator with current forced by a reconnection radial wave
leads to poloidal magnetic field dissipation, local plasma
overheating, anomalous losses and current disruptionsFl]. The

Uragan—z stellarator magnetic configuration with a large shear and

rotational transform L°(a)=l.0 was preliminary loaded by the
current Il=5kA, which created the plasma (ne=6 x 1012Cm'3,TQ=50eV,
Bz=1.6T),increased the angle L2(a)=1.3 and formed islands.Powerfu1
turbulent heating pulse 12:15kA,POH=3MW,strongly disturbing
magnetic configur'ation, was excited in 0.5 ms after current
11. Local plasma heating was determined by non—stationary MED
activity and anomalous resistance at conditions of
quasistationary magnetic structure ( islands and stochastic
zones ), which changed plasma heating and confinement in

magnetic islands and between them. MS — regime
was realized with surpass critical value current
I/Bz>o.6A/G in fields E>>Ec. The heating spatial
profile was studied by x-ray target in a wide
field range EfiEc.The ohmic discharge (Fig.1) has
four stages:I.0-D.Sms—plasma creation by current

11;

the current I2, runaway braking; III.0.6-0.85ms-

. % magnetic stress, plasma heating, density losses,
0%52<:::::§7fi' soft x-ray and turbulent ”pi noise bursts.

p . .: ”” Iv. 0.85-1.3ms - density and radiative loss
are.._<:i::>23 growth, plasma cooling (V-voltage,lwcurrent, ne—

m density, DB-deuterium, c,I7 x-ray energy and
0 intensity; Pw
:1 pmd ce pi.__ih . . .

u I u CV,TiII impurities, Py’Prad_

II. 0.5-0.6ms - switching on and skinning

P - ditio w 0' (on, u re a n ce and n lees p1,

radiative losses and

Fig.1 bolometer signal).
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Current disturbance BB by tearing— modes

m=3;2 (Fig.2(5), solid line) already exists

in the I—stage. Radial structure of hard

x-ray activity in the plasma (6,points)

carresponds to the calculated one of

stellarator resonant surfaces for parabolic

current profile ( 6, thin lines ). This

correlation is absent in the II,III-stagee.

MS-regime appears during ls-zous in a mement

0.1 ms after switching on current 12.Density

losses, loop voltage pulsations (I),

diamagnetic disturbances [552/82 and plasma

heating (Z-outer loop,3*without compensation

loop in plasma ) and also soft x-ray

activity (6,ciroles) are observed. In the

IY—stage, while cooling, the plasma column

displaces inside the tore. Magnetic island

Fig.2 structure and calculated profiles j(r) and

Lz(r) for discharge II,III-stages are given in Fig.3. It is shown,

that a braking of runaways I? localized in primary

tearing - islands, where a sufficient to reconnections

current is concentrated, precedes to MS — regime ( Fig. 30 ).
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Fig.4
hot secondary islands are formed (Fig.3o, dotted zones). It

i _
‘45,; ,/ \ ' "TI-'1‘»

.GDQafiJGB between primary islands,
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In result of local tearing - mode
saturation at the critical current Iz,maybe
due to plasma heating, current j(r) and angle
Lz(r) profiles in primary islands become flat,

limited. its
skin current penetrates

and current is Because of
instability, the
into the column centre during 20 us, where in
a shearless
n/m=l the reconnection wave is initiated.This

to the

region near the primary island

wave spreads column edge at the rate

5 x 105cm/s.Heating is redistributed in zones
where current and

soft x-ray activity are increased and more
was

observed, that plasma relaxations are excited simultaneously with
plasma heating
to reconnection
Reconnection acts generate

to 60 V because of internal
waves modulate plasma

topology in MS - regime, a

n/m=1;4/3;3/2

("stress-heating"[1]).

was

These relaxations are due
waves spreading out of the column centre.

short negative

reducing.
voltage peaks up

inductance Reoonnection
parameters. with preserving an island

successive evolution or radial modes
observed by Mirnov coils in every relaxation

act. This testifies to disturbance

passability from centre to plasma column (Fig.4,
WAVE

A~ pure, B-relatively dirty diecharge).According
to x—ray measurements thermal diffusion waves,

causing losses, spread slower than 3 x iO‘cm/s.
Anomalous energy losses on the

in the IY » stage result in uncontrolled

density growth due to
radiative

chamber wall

impurities and
thus suppressing

reconnections stress (Fig.1).

Gas recycling removing,for example,when Bz-field

plasma cooling,

and magnetic

is decreased in 1.5 times to relax plasma - wall
interaction, leads to and
current disruption at MS -

stellarator (Fig.5).

whole plasma losses

regime in the
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The research shows,that the reconnection

mechanism is connected with an anomalous

ion—acoustic resistance and intensive

Alfven wave excitation. This process and

'L. s"
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sw
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f E secondary hot island formation take

6 place in high electric fields E — 3 x
102130 in localized plasma regions at low

;: density Nane- 1 x 1012 cm"3 and low
—3 .

classical ' 10 (Flg'6)'
A drift parameter being stabilized u/vTé

0.3, kinetic instabilities are also

conductivity a/a

Fig.6 exalted near Langmuir and ion plasma

frequencies. Turbulent heating of more dense plasma is realized

simultaneously in primary islands after runaway braking (N/ne

~5.x 10-3) and their energy relaxation to the level below the

energy of classical runaways c/ccl<0.l. In result of

this, plasma parametegs he and Te in MS-regime are distributed
a _

inhomogeneitly: 5 x 10 cm 3 and 0.3 keV- in primary and 1 x

1012cm_3 and 3 keV- in secondary islands. with that, a power value

due to reconnections in secondary islands in one relaxation act

estimated according to negative voltage peaks, current density

value and its distribution (Fig.3c) is equal ~0.5 MW. In the

relaxation cycle the total power of magnetic distribution can

reach 50% relatively to Ohmic heating powar supply POH'

Thus, our researches show, that magnetic stress instability

in the Uragan-z stellarator principally changes our imagination of

a turbulent heating character and mechanism, when using a powerful

current pulse in high electric E>>Ec and magnetic wce>wpefields in

anomalous resistance regime. This instability strengthens local

plasma heating and creates critical conditions for plasma

confinement in a stellarator. Magnetic stress was recently

provoked in the TORTUR tokamak after affection of a short
[3]current pulse

LITERATURE
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IMPROVEMENT OF 1:2 TDHSATRON CONFIGURATION WITH
ADDITIONAL TOROIDAL FIELD

Besedir N.T., memyakov 0.6., Pankretov l.M.

Institute of Physics & Technology, 310108, Kharkov, USSR

A method to improve the Vacuum magnetic configuration of
the 1:2 t01ss t11on with an additional toroidal field, Uragann—E__
(L—EM), and itE modliloation Ursgsn—4 (U—4) [1] is suggeste

tions under study the os11te1 line of the heliisl

:1.

winding pole oMey the law

2@ = —G + QSINB + fiSINEB; a = 0.2618, fi : —0.0171 (1)

(q) is the en uls;' variable along the circular axis of the
B , oidsl cross—section n:f the

torus). Tho snslysis of the magnetic configuration [2] has
shown the presenoe of large island structures (Pkg .1) at
%= 4/5, 4/8, 4/7 (t is the rotational transform over the device
length).

;1'10 130 150 170 190 210 230

The masretio surietes were calculated. it View of the real
tHIImPH” H; the lv.

1
1
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hfictitious system

otlireht values in the r

U—4 are found such that the

par of the vacuum chamber
We have considered t _

fictitious current value was chosen, such that the rverage

position of the magnetic axis (the magnetic axis 1L U—EM and

U«4 is not planar) is Shifted to the inhel siue of the chamber.
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This (3 m1 esprnds to the Standard Case [2],
RV = B -/(B§ns+BT ): O. 375, B W/( ,e+BT) =2. 4%, where B.’B

ant B are the longitudinal field, of the helical conductors

and toroital coils, respectively, <Bl: is the average vertical

field value. All the quantities are calculated on the
geometrical axis of the chamber, RO=17O om, its minor radius is

4 cm. As a result, we obtain a considerable diminution of the
sland structures at t :4/5, 4/6, 4/? (Fig.3). In addition to

the an} JSEE system of vertical field currents, we have slightly
-hanged the 3~value in the winding law (1), via., 9:—O. 017?.
This resulted in a practically c p late is land suppression at
4 = 4/5 and, t : 4/7 , and in a 8 ll gleeater reduction of the

island sizes at + = 4/6 (Fig.4).

A)\J

I—
“

om
ti

20 ,
4/6 ”

1/5 "7";hhhhhh "
E
0» (Fl I "eby \ u -

b, ‘6!- .

_20 _,W,,...
TTU 130 150 170 190 210 230

Rpm

Fig.4

The island. suppression at i = 4/6 in the U—EM by’ the
proper Choice of the devalue in the winding law (1) has been
.unarpd in [ 9]. Note also Ref. [4], where the change in the
vert cal field :urrents resulted in the island suppression at
+ : 4/8 only, this being due to the use of the vertical field
f Irom [3] with suppr.ssed islands at e = 4/6.

hi the second case, iicti i: us current was chosen such
that the average tosition of the wagnetic configuration axis
should coincide with the geometric centre of the chamber,
6: ~0.0lVI ( HW:O.375, B MCBw F4B1.) =3. 5% ). In the chosen,_

251' 'x "k "\ a! w “AA... . ... .m tuublildpfiy-flli»804a, Garret-Mg Def Munchen
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regime, the #:4311123 on the

an 0.5 ( +£01=D.57 ). As

considerable decreaSe of 1h? island structu1es (

{1 cm 1 1%: all characterlgtic resonant VfluES uf the

rotatim mt‘ nsform + : 4/5, 4/6, 4/7.

' "l“"""‘l_\‘ “"1""""r‘l“"""'(1""“‘_j

110 130 150 170 190 ZWO 230
R,mT

"1:1 1.4.x
. ()1
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PLASMA STABILITY, EQUILIBRIUM AND TRANSPORT
IN URAGAN—EM TORSATRON

B.A.Carreras, €.Dominguez, V.E.Lynch

(Oak—Ridge National Laboratory, USA),

C.D.Beidler, J.Kisslinger, F.Rau, H.cig

tMaK—Plank—Institut fur Plasmaphysik, FRG)

D.L.Grehov, A.V.Zolotukhin, O.S.Pavlichenko, A.A.Shishkin

(Institute of Physics and Technology, Kharhov, USS )

The studies magnetic configurations in the
URAGAN—BMtorsatron (the construction‘ of it is irt iIs final
stage) make it possible to distinguis some the most specific
configurations from the Viewpoint of plasma confinement. The
magnetic configuration in torsatron is formed by the fields of
16 toroidal field coils, 1:2 helical winding with m=4 field
periods, 4 pairs compensating and 2 pairs of correctiny3f
coils [1,2]. Depending on the current ratios in all coil
systems the different configurations are realized. For
convenient classification of configurations two parameters are

used: K = Ens/Bo and Bi/Bo’ where 30 = B{h +r . Here R“mt “oh
and Br+ are the longitudinal magnetic fields 'of helical
windings and the toroidal field coils, respectively; Bi is the
resulting transversegfieldsare taken as the average at the
major radius position HQ. Now we study configurations which

are given at the table. —
1. Earlier ’2,3] we studied the configurations with

rotational transform L 3 1/2 (configurations A) and B)) (‘ig.
1,a,b). Now we concentrate our study on the configuration with
L f 1/2 ( type 0)) (Fig.10). This configuration has the larger
:adius of the last closed magnetic surface ( e 25cm} and the
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- . LtO)‘ magnet,:
. o - ' a(m) H 1-‘ featur

Type“ Kw BMBO A islands ‘ we win”

a+andart I v :0 19 0'55“ : - gmu - 4 - o u >- L ,_ _o H ,
ease U375 “'8" ‘ L=4,"‘Ez {Lot-9 “795 *‘ct'1'4’0

A Stand.Case H 17 0.6- ‘elimination_
improved 0.375 2.8% " L:A/ O 74 I —2% ,of islands

J ' : ‘L24/ 22%
_ O ,7 {1.47.

n n — e . L u.r ,J . 5.
B Thin u.3r5 1.5% L:$/5 0.72 —:% estab%

_ _ - - . , 1*r er pl. rGee—(1.27 0.32— ‘ g
-

. - ‘ ' 2nd stab. reg.
C "1": n .2q . _qc;/__(

“at U —'5 % L:1/2 0.5 ”D 3 fict:8%
‘ U—EM ”no— the the the the the Egoreased

mirror" same same same same same ripples
I

2. The comparison of plasma equilibrium propertifi or

these configurations was performed with three—dimensional

equilibrium code VMEC with fixed plasma boundary. It shows

that the magnetic axis shift in “configuration C) is by a

factor of 1.5 higher than in conmfg nations A) and B) with the

parameter 5(0) chancing up to values of E or 3% [4]. The

appearance of resonant islands in numerical procedure

restricts the value 6 being considered up to 1.4% for the

configuration A), 6% for the configuration B) and 8% for the

configuration 0).

3. The studies plasma stability‘ relatively' to Mercier

modes show that in the configuration type A) but with the

magnetic hill or with ”zero magnetic well” the plasma is not

stable at any value of B(O). As a matter of fact at any value

of 5(0) there are the regions throughout the plasma

cross—section where plasma is unstable. In the configuration

E) (with a magnetic well) the plaema stability takes place up

to fi(0) % 6% throughout almost all the plasma or. s5 section.

At our opinion such two configurations — the second of A) and

B) with, approximately equal last closed. magnetic surfaces

dimensions but ui fferent stability «conditions may be
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recommended for comparable experiments at the device. The

configuration C) seems the more preferable one (Fig.23), since

in it the tranneition. to the second stability" mode may be

observed at 6(0- > 8% (Fig.2b).
4. In [2]) one discussed. the effect of elimination of

magnetic field ripples by the special redistribution of

currents in the toroidal field coils. The decrease of
neoclassical transport make it possible to heat the the plasma

up to 1.9 keV (ECRH induced power is 1 MW) instead of 1.5 keV

in the St andard Case c nfiguration. Two configurations may be

compared from the viewpoint of neoclassical transport: “U—EM

no—mirror” with toroidal field coils IA=626.7 kA, IB=764,7 EA

1g. 3a) and configuration—"antipede" with IA=764.7 RA,

26’ 6. 7 KA (Fig. 3b). By A and B two pairs cf 4 tnroidal field
(F
I
c ils in each magnetic field period are designated, the plots

B
O

[D MIR on axis.
So the experimental flexibility of the device is

expanded.
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MAGNETIC FLUCTUATIONS IN HELIOTRON E

H.Zushj, M.Harada', T.Osaki, M.Wakatani, T.Obiki
and lIeliotron B Group

Plasma Physics Laboratory, Kyoto University,
Gokasho, Uji, 611 JAPAN

‘NTT LSI Laboratory, Atsugi, 243-01 JAPAN

1. Introduction
Magnetic fluctuations BA f < 100 kHz) have been studied for currentless plasmas in

Heliotron E with major and minor radii of 2.2 m and .2 m, respectively. The purpose
of this measurement is to clarify the relationship between 39 ,and transport and MHD
stability[1,2]. In the improved transport configuration with the-inward axis shift, that
is magnetic hill, it has been found that By with an m=l/n:1 mode appear when the
pressure profile becomes peaked, and then internal disruptions are caused by m=2/n=1 or
m=3/n=2 modes associated with rational surfaces near the magnetic axis. These unstable
modes,however, can be stabilized by the additive toroidal field( ~5% of B;,). It. is believed
that deepening the magnetic well on the e = 1/2 surface and broadening the pressure
profile around the e = 1 surface are effective to stabilize them.

Besides these low frequency (< 15 kHz) modes, high frequency(20 < f < 70 kHz) coher-
ent oscillations have been observed even in low 3(0) plasmas. The detailed measurements
have been done in ECRH plasmas from the point of view of resistive interchange modes7
which are usually unstable near the plasma edge. Configuration effects on the poloidal
distribution of Ba and coherence '7 are studied by varying the magnetic axis. The mea-
surements were also performed in the pellet injection case, in which the pressure profile
was changed abruptly and locally.

2. Stabilization for low frequency MHD modes
Since the e = 1 surface exists at r/a~ 0.7 and there is the magnetic hill, stabilization for

the m=1/n=1 mode is considered to be most important. Although the internal disruptions
are caused even in the low ,3 plasma by unstable modes associated with rational surfaces
near the axis, plasma. beta value can be increased up to the ideal limit by pellet or strong
gas puffing, because these disruptions does not reduce the stored energy so much and
modes can be self-stabilized by Shafranov shift. However, with increasing fl ,the mzl/nz]
mode becomes strongly unstable and tends to limit the 5 value, because disruptions at
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around r/a ~ 0.7 due to this mode affect the stored energy significantly . The toroidal
field stabilization effect has been observed on 139 with the m=1/n:1 mode for the inward

shift configuration. In the stability window ( 0.03 < a' < 0.08), where 01' : Btu/B50,

no coherent modes are observed in the low frequency range. Outside this window the

amplitude of B9 with the rn=1/n:1 mode grows as | a" | increases, as shown in Fig.1.

For [3(0) < 1%, fluctuations of soft X~ray and line density are dominated by m=2/n=1 or
n1:3/n=2 modes near the axis. With increasing ,8(0) > 1%, fluctuations are dominated

by the m:1/n:1 mode. Rational surfaces near the axjsuare considered to be stabilized by

the finite fi effects. In this case, both I39 and fit’ are well correlated with each other at the
same frequency[3].

3. High frequency coherent oscillations
Besides above mentioned low frequency MHD modes, coherent high frequency oscil-

lations Bflf‘ were studied in ECRH plasmas. It was found that the amplitude of 3;“:
increased with increasing RF power and decreasing BM] (that is, increasing ,0). These

features suggest that Em: is related to power degradation of TE and is caused by pressure
driven instabilities depending on fi value. The poloidal distribution of BHF at f: 60 kHz
was measured at the vertically elongated cross section. The plasma parameters are as
follows ; 77¢ : 1.3 X1033cm—3 , Te(0) S, 1000 eV and Bk: 1.9 T. 3}“? at 9:21:77 (inboard
side) is about 50 mG and at 9:0 (outboard side) is about 20 mG in the standard configu—
ration. Distances between the pick-up coils at 0:0 and 7r , and the plasma edge are about
7.8 cm and 2.5 cm, respectively. Both BI“.- at 49:21:7r/2 are less than 2 mG. Although the
distribution of heat and particle flow corresponds well to the divertor position [if], there is
no significant structure for top and bottom coils. We could not observe the enhancement
of 3gp near the divertor stripe, as seen in DIll-D[5]. The above results suggest that 5;”

relates to the distance between coil position run-1 and rational surfaces which are expected
to be an origin of 311p. The distance between ram-1 and the outermost magnetic surface all,

can be varied by the axis shift( ~8 to +6.5 cm). The result is shown in Fig.2a. Although
5H; at four (in, out, top and bottom) positions seem to be explained simply by a function
of the distance, the poloidal distribution of coherence 7 between the coil at 9 : 0 and
other coils drastically changes. For A” = 0, '7 in the top plane (77 > 6 > 0 ) is almost
1,but 'y in the bottom plane (—7r < 6 < 0 ) decreases, which means fluctuations at 6:0
and 6:-1r/2 tend to be incoherent. When the magnetic axis is changed, 7(9>0) decreases
gradually and 7(9<0) reduces rapidly, as shown in Fig.2b. Although the strong peak in
power spectrum of B is observed in the high frequency range ( 40 ~ 60 kHz ), the mode
structure may be changed by A".

The distance between rm” and a}, was also changed by inserting the carbon limiter from
the bottom of the chamber at the elongated cross section. In this case, the enhancement of
Bunespecially at 6' = 0 was usually observed. Without adjusting gas puffing, the density
increases by insertion. Since the central pressure is almost unchanged, the pressure profile
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becomes rather steep in a. global sense. This may cause the enhancement of Ems. The
poloidal mode number was estimated 5 or 6, as shown in Fig 2c. The up—down asymmetry
of coherence causes ambiguity of mode number estimation.

4. Burst of 89 at pellet injection
The burst of Hg was observed during the pellet ablation phase ( < 1 insec), at which the

ablated particles relax toroidally and poloidally along the field lines. The amplitude of Hg
reaches up to about 1 G. The ion saturation current 011 the divertor stripe and bulk density
are measured by ~ 1r/3 and 7r from the pellet injection port. The delay time of them with
respect to the Ho emission from the ablating cloud are ~ 100 and 200 lisec,respectively.
The burst of B1; is already observed in the initial phase that the pellet is traveling toward
the magnetic axis, as shown in Fig. 3. Within signal to noise ratio ,however, it is difficult
to find the time delay between B; at various toroidal positions. The results show that
the magnetic perturbation due to pellet propagates along the filed lines and then particle
waves travel toroidally. The frequency of oscillations is about 20 kHz. Fluctuations on
the ion saturation current are observed,but both H9 and f, are incoherent. It is found
the amplitude of the burst increases with the density rise. Thus these results suggest that
the burst of Hg relates with the abrupt change in the pressure profile during the pellet
ablation phase. 7

5. Summary
Stabilization effects of small additive B; on the dangerous m=1/n:1 mode are found

in low [3(0) < 1% plasmas with the magnetic hill configuration. Hg, and 5‘2: and rfé' are well
coherent and they have the same mode number at the same frequency. Characteristics of
high frequency coherent Be are studied. The poloidal mode number is identified to be 5
or 6. The poloidal coherence length is changed by the magnetic axis shift. Strong burst of
Be of ~ 1 G is observed during the pellet ablation phase. These magnetic perturbations
precede the density flow to the divertor stripe and the density rise measured at positions
far from the pellet port.

Reference
[1] M.Wakatani,ll.Zushi, et al., Plasma Physics Controlled Nucl. Fusion Research

IAEA-CN-53/0-3-2 (1990).
[2] T.Obiki, et al.., ibld lAEA-CN-SS/C- 1-1 (1990).
[3] H. Zushi, et al., IAEA Technical Committee Meeting, 19— 21 Nov. 1990, Nagoya Japan.
[4] 'l‘. Mizuuchi et al., this conference.
[5] N.Ohyabu et al., Nucl.Fusion, 23 (1989) 475.
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ION CONFINEMENT AND RADIATION LOSSES
IN THE ADVANCED TOROIDAL FACILITY

B. C. Isler, R. J. Colrhin, M. R. Wade, J. F. Lyon, R. H. Fowler, J. A. Rome,
S. lliroe, L. R. Baylor, M. Ochando“, S. Paul", A. England, C. H. Ma, and
D. A. Rasmussen

Fusion Energy Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Iitroductiqn

Collapses of stored energy are typically observed in low-density (fie z 1013 cm—3
extensively gettered A'l‘F plasmas when the electron density rises to the EUH cutoff
point, and the central heating is supplied only by neutral-beam-injection (NBI). How—
ever, the decline of stored energy can be avoided if the density is raised rapidly to
about 5 X lfllscmia. Three mechanisms have been proposed to explain the collapses:
(l) impurity radiation, (2) excitation of an electron instability driven by the neutral
beams, or (3) poor coupling of the beam ions to the thermal plasmas. Detailed spec-
troscopic studies of plasma cleanliness as a. function of the gettering procedure have
shown that radiation is an unlikely candidate for initiating collapses,1 although it may
become an important loss mechanism once the electron temperature has fallen to a. low
level. No specific electron instability has yet been identified with injection, but recent
experimental and computational work indicates that losses by shinethrough and charge
exchange strongly influence the evolution of low-density plasmas.2

Monte Carlo calculations have been performer] for both high-density and low»
density plasmas to determine the slowing down and charge exchange times. At high den—
sities (fie : 10Hcm_3), the characteristic slowing down time for the neutral beam ions
(full energy of 30 keV) is approximately 1 ms and is much shorter than the character—
istic time for charge exchange. Most of the fast—ion energy is delivered to the electrons
before it can be lost by charge exchange. However, at low densities (fie 2 1013cm‘3),
the slowing down time is approximately 80 ms and is eight times longer than the charge
exchange time. The full; and halfeenergy beam ions are lost by charge exchange before
they can transfer significant fractions of power to the plasmas. Only the one~third
energy ions slow down to the critical energy where they pitch-angle scatter, and even
so, their orbits then extend to the plasma boundary Where the probability of charge
exchange increases.

Theoretical calculations indicate that ion orbits in stellarators are more omnige~
nous when the plasmas are positioned slightly inside the axis of the helical field coils
and the thermal ions should, therefore, be better confined.3 Measurements of central
ion temperatures as a function of plasma position are consistent with these predictions.

”Association Euratom/CIEMAT, Madrid, Spain.

bPrinceton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton, N.J., USA.
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Beam Particle Losses

Figure'l shows the time histories of f1e
and T40) foria‘typical collapsing discharge.
The plasma-is initially formed by 400 kW
of ECH power, then 550 kW of neutral-
beam power‘is injected from 260—400 ms.
The electronrdensity rises, and the temper-
ature drops from the time injection begins.
The averagerdensity reaches the ECH cutoli
limit, 9 X 1012cm"3, at 300 ms.
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The loss of fast beam ions before they slow down appreciably can be seen in the
neutral particle spectra of Fig. 2 where the points are measured data from a neutral—
particle analyzer. The 45° observation angle is nearly tangential to the magnetic axis,
and the peaks at the full, one—half, and one-third beam energy stand out distinctly.
In a typical «spectrum where the fast ions are not lost, the slowing-down distribution
observed at'this angle populates the intervals between the beam energy peaks such
that a monotonically rising distribution is observed from the full beam energy down
to the critical energy where pitch-angle scattering rapidly increases. The fact that
the spectrum between these peaks show deficits in the population indicates that the
slowing down ions are being lost. Deficits of counts can also be seen at the 35° angle
of observation, where particles are observed only after they have pitch~angle scattered,
but the steps in the spectrum are less distinct. By the time a. highwelocity particle has
pitch—angle scattered it has already lost a certain amount of energy to the electrons,
so ions with energies close to those of the three beam components are unlikely to be
observed at 35°.

The fast ion spectra are modelled with a. Fokker-Planck code by assuming a
neutralfiparticle density that gives the best fit to the experimental data. as shown by
the solid lines in Fig. 2. This neutral-particle density is then used in the PROCTR
code to model the power balance. Figure 3 indicates the fractions of beam input power
that is lost through various channels. At 270 ms, 80% of the beam power is lost
by shinethrough and charge exchange; only 10% is coupled to the electrons, and this
fraction is insufficient to maintain the electron temperature at the preinjection value
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since the electron density has risen over
20%. By 320 ms the density has reached the
cutoff value for the 53 CHI. ECH, and the
plasmas are sustained primarily by the 40%
of the beam power, 220 kW, that is coupled
to the electrons. As the temperature de—
creases, the radiation rises strongly. Anal~
ysis of spectroscopic data implies that the
fraction of power lost through radiation is
only 25-30% of the input power both during
the ECII phase and the NBI phase. How-
ever, when the shinethrough and charge-
exchauge losses are taken into account, radi-
ation can account for 50—75% of the powar
that is actually coupled to the plasmas in
this period, and a complete collapse ensues.
At high densities where the shinethrough
and charge-exchange losses are smaller, the
coupling of the neutral-beam power is suf—
ficient to sustain the plasmas even though
the radiation levels are comparable to those
of low-density discharges.l

Thermal Ions

Transient ion heating is observed in pl
most beam particles are lost before slowin

II—l59

550 kW NBI
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Fig. 3. Calculated fast—ion energy losses
as :1 function of time for the discharge
characterized in Fig. 1

asmas which collapse despite the fact that
g down to the critical energy where they

begin to pitch-angle scatter and transfer heat effectively to the ions. Figure 3 indicates
that up to 14% of the input power is transfered from the hydrogen beams to the plasma
deuterons at 320 ms when the stored energy collapse begins. The effect on the thermal
ions is shown is shown in Fig. 4 for two different positions of the magnetic axis. The
major radius of the helical coils is 210 cm, but the plasma can be shifted by adjusting
the dipole component. of the vertical field. The ions start to heat at the time neutral-
l)eam injection is initiated; their temperatu
then begins to decay concurrently
with the stored energy. The
seemingly contradictory rise of the
ion temperature at the same time
the electron temperature is falling
can be modeled consistently by the
PROCTR code. '

Moving the plasma inward from
the 2”) cm position by 2.5 cm makes
a dramatic difference in the maxi—
mum ion temperature, from 400 eV
to 800 eV. This observation is consis
tent with theoretical results that pre-
dict an inward displacement reduces
the rate of thermal ion losses by ame—
liorating the deviations of orbits from
flux surfaces and by increasing the
fraction of trapped thermal particles
that are contained within the confined
plasma boundary.
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Fig 4. Thermal-ion temperatures (0 Vll) as
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sitions. Neutral injection lasts from 100 ms to
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Evolution of Radiation Profiles

As already noted, spectroscopic studies have indicated that collapses are not likely
to be initiated by impurity emissions in low-density plasmas employing extensive ti—
tanium gettering, although the radiation can become an increasingly important loss
factor as the electron temperature falls. It is known, however, that radiation is the pri-
mary cause of collapse in poorly conditioned discharges where the low—Z impurity level
is relatively high. In order to further our understanding of impurity effects, neon was
injected into ECH plasmas and into moderate-density NBI plasmas, which would other-
wise have remained quasistationary, until collapses were actually initiated. Narrowing
of the temperature profiles was observed with neon injection, and the NB] plasmas
collapsed when the total radiation, as inferred from spectroscopic analysis, reached
32%735‘70 of the input power. These results correlated well with picture of radiative
collapse developed using the PROCTR code.“

Estimates of the profiles and total radiated power from spectroscopic data are
subject to manynncertainties, therefore a fifteen-channel bolometer array was installed
to obtain more direct measurements. Figure 5 shows the evolution of the radiation
profile determined from the bolometer data for plasmas similar to those analysed for the
spectroscopic studies. Before neon injection, the mediumrdensity plasmais quasisteady.
After neon injection at 350 ms, an intense radiation peak develops in the edge, and
a thermal collapse begins at 360 ms. The neon radiation comes primarily from the
Beelike and Li-like stages; it gradually moves inward as the plasma. cools until the low

ionization stages appear in
the plasma center, rather
than at the edge. The to—

7%,» __ .-"i tal radiated power is 30%
WW. ' M of the heating power when

r [’5‘\” w. 05 the neon is injected, thus,
In: _§§W,//"f\é~\\\‘\? lzsso 570950 the data from the holome—

Wéi?» 0.4 ENERGV ter array provide a strong
gm 23552:; confirmation of the picture

Ea ,— =-_ Siam“ developed from.the spec-
Egm ((9 troscopic analyeus.

E v «\‘b
o

0 0,2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0 Fig. 5. Time history of the ra—
p diation profile during NBI with

neon injection.
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Introduction

A Heavy Ion Beam Probe (HlBP) has been installed on the Advanced Toroidal Facility (ATF)
and used to measure the plasma potential and also make density fluctuation measurements
during ECH plasmas. The initial results of the potential protile measurements are presented and
related to spectroscopic rotation measurements using simple momentum balance equations.

Also a summary of the density fluctuation measurements made to date is given along with a brief

comparison with similar HlBP measurements made on the TEXT tokamak.

System Description

The HlBP on ATF uses a 125—160 keV Cs+ beam to probe the plasma. This beam is
injected through one of the upper diagnostic ports on ATF. It interacts with the plasma to
produce a secondary beam of Cs++ ions. The Cs"+ from a selected sample volume in the plasma

are collected in an electrostatic parallel plate energy analyzert1'2 The secondary beam energy
and intensity are used to measure density and potential lluctuations along with the plasma
potential protile3. The HlBP on ATF is capable of taking radial scans of the plasma potential
approximately every 10 m8. Radial scans oi potential and density fluctuations are processed to

provide lull spectra up to 500 kHz. The typical spatial resolution of these measurements is 1cm:3
with sensitivities oi about 1% tor density lluctuations and 10 volts RMS for potential fluctuations.

Potential Protlle Measurements

Potential protiles have been obtained for a limited number ot ECH plasma conditions.
These profiles are obtained along a scan line through the plasma like that shown in Figure 1. The
scan lines generally have a toroidal component so that the edge point is separated by
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approximately 4 degrees in the toroidal direction from the center point. Figure 2 show two profiles

obtained with a limiter approximately at the last closed tq surface (rho=1.0). The limiter is located

about one field period from the HIBP. The potential is measured with respect to the vacuum

vessel. in the first case the limiter is floating. The profile shows that there are three sign changes

in the electric field. The first of these occurs near rho=1.1 and corresponds to the location of the

velocity shear layer in the edge region of ATF4. The second change of sign occurs inside the last

closed flux surface at approximately rho=0.9. Finally. there is another change in sign of the

electric field where the potential prolile peaks at approximately rho=0.48. The second profile

shown is that obtained when the limiter is biased to +120V with approximately the same line-

averaged density. As can be seen from Figure 2, there is a change in the potential at the last

closed flux surface of approximately 80-100 volts. This has the effect of moving the shear layer

inward to the last closed flux surface. Langmuir probe measurements taken during the same

sequence indicate a similar change in the potential at the limiter locations. The potential also

shows a small change in the center of the plasma, although the electric field structure there

appears to be unaltered. Poloidal rotation measurements made spectroscopically during the

same sequenceot shots in the outer region of the plasma (rho=0.7-1.0) are consistent with the

direction and magnitude of the electric field inferred from the HIBP measurements.

Figure 2: Preliminary Potential Profile from
Figure 1. Rudul 5cm Llnl Through Plum-

HIBP Measurements with Floating and
e: _ Biased (+120V) Limiter It rho:1.0
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Density Fluctuation Measurements

The fluctuation measurements made with the HIBP on ATF have been primarily focused on

single point density fluctuations at various radial locations in the plasma. 'In Figure Ga. autopower

spectra of density fluctuations for two values of line-averaged density plasma near rho=0.9 are

shown. In the plasma with the lower line-averaged density.the density profile is flat, white in the

higher line averaged density plasma the density profile is peaked. Figures 3b. ac. and 3d show

the autopower spectra of density fluctuations at three other radial positions in the plasma for the

two types of density profiles. At all locations, except at the edge for the peaked density profile,
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several peaks in the spectra exist in the 10-40 kHz range. in data taken at rho=0.85 with hollow
density profiles. there is a prominent feature in the density fluctuation autopower spectra in the
30-80 kHz range similar to that previously observed on ATF with the microwave rellectometry

diagnostic and the Langmuir probeG. The background noise on the ATF HIBP results in an

autopower background level of about 5x10‘4, with a characteristic noise peak at approximately
300 kHz, on all of the power spectra shown.

Discussion

The preliminary nature of the HIBP measurements on ATF prevents any detailed
comparison to HlBP measurements on other machines, but some general points can be made.
Density fluctuation spectra obtained from the interior region of TEXT with the HIBP are much

broader, contain no large peaks, and extend up to 200-300 kHz7. The ATF spectra extend only
up to 80-100 kHz with several large peaks at or around 10 kHz. The difference in the spectra
could be due to real differences in the nature of the fluctuations in the interior regions of TEXT
and of ATF, although instrumental differences between the beam probes cannot be mled out at
this time. The ATF beam probe is currently about 4 times less sensitive to density fluctuations
than the TEXT beam probe and this could make a difference in the ability to detect low level
fluctuations in the higher frequency range. The ATF spectra for the two type of density profiles
shown also have interesting differences. In the case of the flat profile, the spectra at different
radial locations are much more similar in shape, with the most prominent feature being a 30 kHz
peak near the edge (rho=O.7—0.9) and a 10 kHz peak nearer to the interior (rho=0.4»0.55). The
total power level is the highest at the edge of the plasma, where the 30 kHz peak is the strongest,
and approaches the noise level near the center of the plasma. In the peaked density profile,
there are no peaks in the spectra at rho=0.9, while at rho=O.7 there is a very large peak at 10 kHz
and also a significant autopower level up to 200 kHz. At the two interior locations the autopower
level is similar to that in the flat profile, with the only difference being the location of the peaks.
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Introduction

Recent biasing experiments1 on tokamaks have been very successful in improving the
global particle (H-mode—like) confinement resulting from the setup of an outward-pointing
radial electric field at the edge. These experiments have been extended to the current—free
Advanced Toroidal Facility2 (ATF), and initial biasing experiments have been carried out in
electron-cyclotron-heated (ECH) plasmas. ATF has a torsatron configuration with l = 2, 12
field periods (M = 12), a major radius R0 = 2.1 m, and an average plasma radius a =
0.27 m. The current-free magnetic configuration of ATF that is produced by external means
has moderate shear; the rotational transform (t = 1/q, where q is the safety factor) at the
last closed flux surface (LCFS) is t = l, which is about a factor of 3 higher than the central
value. ECH plasmas are created at a magnetic field B = 0.95 T using a 53-GHz gyrotron
source with heating power up to P ~ 400 kW. In these ECH plasmas, a representative line-
averaged plasma density is He ~ 5 x 1012 cut—3, and the plasma stored energy WP = 2 k].
A pair of rail limiters,3 which are normally floating, one at the top and one at the bottom of
the device, are biased at positive and negative potentials with respect to the vessel.

Biasing Setup

These initial experiments were carried out by placing the limiters, which are not on the
same field line, near the LCFS, where the normalized radius in flux coordinates is p = r/a =
1. The poloidal cross section of the plasma varies with the toroidal angle q). At the locations
of the limiters, (p = 0" and 30°, the plasma cross section is vertically elongated (almost ellip—
tical); at (p = 15“, it is horizontally elongated.2 Here, the limiters are considered as electrodes
for biasing because their particle flux coverage is only ~18%, owing to their small physical
size and to the low (1 value, q ~ 1, at the edge.3 The limiters do not affect the edge plasma
potential profile when they are floating. For the biasing, a 72—kW DC power supply that can
deliver a maximum output voltage of 120 V is used.

*Research sponsored by the Office of Fusion Energy, US. Department of Energy, under con—
tract DE-AC05-84OR21400 with Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
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Experimental Results

When the limiters are positively biased at 120 V with respect to the vacuum vessel and

the gas feed is kept constant [Fig 1(a)] the line-averaged plasma density increases by about a

factor of 3 from the value when the limiters are floating and reaches the cutoff density of the

electron cyclotron heating at the second harmonic resonance, ~1013 cm‘3; this occurs at time
tc ~ 0.125 5. At the same time, a drop in the intensity of the HCl radiation, 1H“, from both the
limiter and the wall indicates that the particle confinement is improving. This is also

observed on TEXT with negative biasing.4 Again relative to the floating case, the plasma

stored energy W , measured with diamagnetic loops, initially increases along with the den«

sity increase but then collapses for a time 22 tc after the ECH is cutoff.
When the plasma density is controlled with a reduced gas input, Fig. 1(b), further reduc-

tion of 1H and almost no change in W are observed. The central electron temperature Te0

from the electron cyclotron emission (TECH) measurements shows a drop from 925 eV to

about 725 eV at t = 0.3 5; this drop is also measured with Thomson scattering (TS). Measure—

ments from the heavy ion beam probe5 (HIBP) and the fast reciprocating Langmuir probe
(FRLP) indicate that the plasma potential (I) at the edge, p = 1, is increased by ~100 V, Fig. 2,

as a result of the shift in the peak of (D from outside the edge, p ~ 1.1, toward the inside. This

spatial shift in (1) results in a change in the sign of the radial electric field Er at p Z 1 from

inward to outward, E, = 20 V/cm. As observed in earlier edge turbulence studies on ATF,

the peak of CD is related to the location of the shear layer of the poloidal phase velocity of the
electrostatic fluctuations.6 Therefore, positive biasing affects the location of the velocity
shear layer and, in turn, the edge fluctuation characteristics, as discussed in detail in Re117.

For example, the power spectrum of the fluctuations in electron density fi and potential (it is

less broad with the biasing because of the quenching of the high-frequency (>100-kHz) con-b
ponents. The fluctuation levels (rms) firms and Ems are reduced significantly, Fig. 3, with the

biasing, and as a resuIt the fluctuation-induced particle flux Fr ~ (72¢) is also reduced, Fig. 4,

by almost an order of magnitude at the LCFS. This is consistent with the observed improve-
ment in fie/IH“ (I from the wall), as shown in Fig. 4, which is related to global particle

confinement time. he density profile, Fig. 5, obtained from T8 at t = 0.3 s shows a higher

central value, about a factor of 2, while the edge density as measured with the FRLP drops,

indicating a more peaked density profile. The neTe profile remains approximately the same
with biasing, consistent with W measurements. Power deposition on the limiters is also
reduced, by about a factor of 6, and this further indicates that the particle heat flux to the
limiters is reduced as the result of improved particle confinement.

Discussion

Even though global particle confinement improves with positive biasing, almost no im-
provement in the energy confinement is observed. This result is similar to that discussed by
Taylor et all in Ref. 1-. The negative biasing (so far, up to ~120 V) yielded some reduction of
He and W with constant gas feed. At the same time, measurements of the edge potential
profile indicate almost no significant change with negative biasing of the limiters. Biasing

caused almost no increase in the iron impurity signal from the plasma center and the oxygen
impurity signal from the edge. These experiments will be extended to higher biasing voltage

(~300 V) in the future.
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Configuration control
Trapped electron modes in stellarators are expected to be stabilized by shear [1] and by the

reduction of the confined trapped-particle population. In ATF, these physical quantities can be ‘
varied by using external poloidal coils to change the axiSymmetric dipole and quadrupole mag-
netic field components, which changes the magnetic flux surface shape, rotational transform ‘
profile, and helical field ripple geometry. The magnetic configuration can be varied either from ‘
shot to shot or dynamically during a single discharge. These techniques have already been ex- ‘
ploited to check the neoclassical theory of the bootstrap current [2]. \

When the quadrupole field is used to vary the elongation of the flux surfaces in ATP so as 1
to increase the shear and change the confined fraction of helically trapped-particles from 90% to 1
10%, the experimental anomalous transport at p =2/3 decreases by a factor >10. This initial
result is at least compatible with the expectations for trapped—electron modes. i

To separate the effects of shear and trapped-particle population experimentally, we are 1
beginning constant-parameter configuration scans. Figure 1 shows a contour map of the con- }
figuration space accessible in ATP. Over much of the range shown, the contours of constant 1‘
shear are nearly orthogonal to the contours of constant confined trapped—particle fraction. The 1
effect of flux-surface average curvature (magnetic well) can also be determined. Experiments }
using both static and dynamic configuration scans are in progress. l

l

l1
Fluctuations

An array of diagnostics is being used to measure plasma turbulence throughout the plasma.
A heavy-ion beam probe, microwave reflectometer, and reciprocating Langmuir probe are
already operational, and a 2-mm microwave scattering system is in preparation. Initial measure— i
ments (Fig. 2) show that fi/n rises from S1% at p = 0.3 to 210% at p = 1. 1

Studies of the edge turbulence [3] in the region p = 095—1.] have shown that the fluctu- i
ation-induced particle flux is comparable to that inferred from global measurements and mat the i
edge velocity shear layer plays an important role in edge phenomena. These and similar results l
from tokamak experiments have motivated theoretical studies of drift-wave turbulence driven by
atomic processes as a candidate mechanism for the edge fluctuations.

In the gradient region (p = 0.25—0.95) interchangetype modes driven by the average unfa- i
vorable curvature in the outer portion of the ATP magnetic configuration are expected to be
important. Figure 3 compares experimental measurements of fi/n in this region with calculations
for resistive-interchange turbulence [4]. The experimental points fall between theoretical values
calculated using the instability linear growth rate to determine a mixing length (lower curve) and
the results of non-linear calculations (upper curve).

Experimental studies correlating plasma turbulence in the plasma core with local transport
and trapped—particle populations are in progress.

[1] N. Dominguez, B. A. Carreras, and V. E. Lynch, to be published.
[2] M. Murakami, B. A. Carreras, L. R. Baylor et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 66, 707 (1991).
[3] C. Hidalgo, J. H. Harris, T. Uckan et al, Nucl. Fusion 31 (1991, in press).
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STRUCTURE OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD LINE DIVERSION IN
HELIAS CONFIGURATIONS

E. Strumberger

Max~Planck—lnstitut fiir Plasmaphysik
lPP—EURATOM Association, D-8046 Garching bei Miinchen

The vacuum magnetic field outside the last closed magnetic surface of I'lelias
configurationslll is investigated with respect to its field line diversion properties. In a
Helias configuration with N periods N halfihelix like edges run on the toroidally outward
side of the plasma boundary and yield the possibility of separatrix formation due to the
coincidence of helical edge and x~points between islands. With the choice N 2 5, and
l, = l at the plasma boundary, there are five magnetic islands outside the last closed
magnetic surface. In the case considered, shown in Fig. l, islands are lying in front of the
helical edge at the beginning7 in the middle and at the end of this edge, while in positions
in between X-points are in front of the helical edge.

Fig. I: For three characteristicv-values (v = 0, 0.25, 0.5) surfaces with fixed s-coordinate
and a distance of As 2 0.2 (x 10cm) are plotted. s : 0 corresponds to the
plasma surface, while s : 1 describes the outer surface which is the current
carrying surface. The dashed curve marks the control surface (s = 0.2) r-vhich is
used in the calculations below. Five islands lying outside the last closed surface
are also seen. ‘

An adequate coordinate system (u,v,s) between the plasma. surface and the outer
current carrying surfacelg] is used. The relations between these coordinates and the cylin-
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drical coordinates (H.193) are prescribed by:

mum,

R = Z [(1—.5)i'fn‘n + si‘fmnl cos 27r(mxu + 111'),
171:0,712-115

7715,71!)

Z = Z [(1 — s):3pmvn + 555ml sin 2Tr(mu + nv),
m=Dm=—ns

271'
. z —u99 N 1

where the quantities {Human} and {rgmfifn'n} are the Fourier coefficients of the
plasma surface and the current carrying surface. Furthermore, it (poloidal) and 1'
(toroidal) are angle—like variables (0 S u, v < 1), while 5 is a radial coordinate (0 S .9 _<_ 1).

With a homogeneous distribution of points on a surface outside but very close to the
plasma surface as starting points7 magnetic field lines are traced until they cross the giVen
control surface which lies outside the plasma surface, but inside the first wall. A typical
pattern that the intersection points create on the control surface, is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2: Intersection pattern in u, v - coordinates The distance between plasma and
control surface is m 20% of the plasma radius.

The intersection points form patterns close to the helical edge. This behaviour is
easily explained from the Poincare plots of the traced magnetic lield lines as they are
shown in Fig. 3: X-points lying outside the plasma surface in the region of the helical edge
are positions where the field lines are diverted. The diverted field lines tend to surround
the magnetic islands on their outward side. They intersect the control surface during this
process in patterns whose details depend on the position of the control surface, but whose
general structure - being close to the helical edge , originates from the island structure:
islands and x-points are widest close to the edge. The intersection points cover an area of
50.4% of the control surface7 and the mean value of the toroidal transitions is given by
(L/QWRo) a: 7 (L = field line length, R0 = 5.5m), while the mean value of the intersection
angle, that is the angle between control surface and magnetic field line at the intersection
point, is given by (\I'mn) m 3.7”. The relatively small values of the intersection angles are
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a consequence of the choice of the control surface which incorporates the geometries ol'
the last closed magnetic surface and the current carrying surface.

Fig. 3: Poincare plots of the traced magnetic field lines. The inner two solid curves
represent the plasma surface and the control surface, while the outer one shows
the current carrying surface. The dashed 1211e marks the first wall,

Further calculations concern the dependence of the intersection patterns, of the num-
ber of toroidal transitions, and of the intersection angle on the distance between plasma
and control surface. The intersection area decreases with increasing distance of the con—
trol surface, while the number of toroidal transitions and the intersection angle slightly
increase.

These calculations only considered the behaviour of diverted magnetic field lines.
while for a somewhat more realistic model particle dillusion is taken into acount. The
standard assumptions of SOL modelingla] that cross—field transport is anomalous and
of order lmZ/s and that a characteristic velocity along field lines is the sound speed
can be used for a very simplified SOL simulation with appropriately chosen ‘difiusion’
of field lines which is achieved by random displacements during field line tracing alter
characteristic mean free paths (<< Ru). A result is shown in Fig. 4. It exhibits a minimum
SOL thickness of approximately 1.5cm on the outside of the indented cross-section and
an inhomogeneity structure determined by the structure of the islands discussed above.
Further characteristics are the persistence of the diversion process at the helical edge, the
blurring of detailed island structures, and, consequently, the increase in plasma-control
surface interaction area by more than an order of magnitude as seen in Fig. 5.

Varying the stepsize of the random displacements of the field lines, different diffusion
coefficients (eg. 0.2,3D51m2/s) can be simulated and lead to different values of the SOL
thickness (0.3 — 1.5cm). The size of the intersection area varies in the range of (3 — 14%)
of the control surface. Furthermore, the number of toroidal transitions decreases with
increasing diffusion, while the intersection angles increase. For example, D = lm'Z/s yields
(L/27TR0) a 2.2, which corresponds to a field line length of L a 70m, and (11150") a: 4.2".
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In the example shove (Figs. 4 and 5) instead of a closed control surface only those
parts of it were used where field line deposition occurs. In the notation of Fig. 5 these
parts are given by helical stripes with location u z —0.3 + 0.61! and width Au z 0.2.
see Fig. 4, which shows these ‘helical troughs’ intended to be used as divertor plates.
Obviously, such a divertor structure would work independently of the detailed island
structure outside the plasma surface. There are mainly two reasons. why such a behaviour
would be desirable. First, the divertor configuration should work for dilierent values of the
rotational transform at the plasma boundary as it is planned for the proposed stellarator
\V7-X, and second, only very small perturbative fields are needed to change the island
structure (for example, for ‘sweeping’l

REFERENCES
[l ] J. Niihrenberg and R. Zille, Phys. Lett. A 114 (1986) 129, Phys. Lett. A 129

(1988) 113.
['2 ] P. Mer,kel Optimization of Coils £01 Divert01 Experimentation 1n W7 X, this volume.
[3 ] M. l\eilhacker et. 21.1.,Physica Scripta Vol. T2/2 (1982) 4-13.
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NEOCLASSICAL TRANSPORT IN STELLARATORS —
A COMPARISON OF CONVENTIONAL STELLARATOR/TORSATRONS

WITH THE ADVANCED STELLARATOR, WENDELSTEIN 7X

C.D. Beidler

Maz-Planck-Institut fii'r Plasmaphysik, IPP-EURATOM Association
W-8046 Garching bei Mfinchen, Federal Republic of Germany

A general expression for the magnitude of a stellarator’s magnetic field, in terms
of the Fourier decomposition

3/3,, = Z Cm,g(r) cos mpqfi cos [0 + Z Sm,g(r) sin mp¢ sin 60, (1)
m,l 111,!

is too complicated to lend itself easily to analytic transport calculations. (In the
above equation, 1‘ is the radial flux-coordinate variable related to the toroidal flux
by 1/) = Bor2/2, 0 and 915 are the poloidal and toroidal flux-coordiante variables,
respectively, and p is the stellarator’s field—period number.) The great majority of
stellarator-type devices, however, may be accurately described if one retains only
those harmonics with m = 0 and m = 1. This simplification makes it possible to
construct the model magnetic field

B/Bo =1—IC'0Y1|cosl9 + 00,; cos 20 — eH(r, 0) cos(X — p115), (2)
where the m : 1 harmonics are identified with the stellarator’s helical ripple

511039) = eh(r)(1 — 01(7‘) cos 9 — 02(r) cos 29),
the phase angle x is determined from cosx = —C/6H, sinX = —S/5H, and where
the geometric quantities are given by

C = 01.0 + 01,1 c039 + - - - + Cllcosefi S = 51,1 sin9 + ' ' ' + 51,2 sin“

1 2,, 1 211'

ch = —— 0/119“?12 + 52)1/2: an = ‘—/d9(C2 + S2)1/2 C05 "‘9-27r W5}:

Two special cases are of note. For |001|~— et—_ r/Rg, and Co 2 = 01: 02—— 0, the
model magnetic field of Equation (2) reduces to that of the usual idealized stellarator
By allowing for non-zero 01, one obtains the simplest of the so—called “transport—
optimized” stellarator fields (Mynick Chu and Boozer, Phys. Rev. Lett., 48,
(1982) 322) which exhibit reduced neoclassical transport rates relative to the ideal—
ized case for a 1ange of positive values of 01.

The identification of lCo,1l with the inverse aspect ratio, En is a good approx-
imation for conventional stellarator/torsatrons. This is not the case, however, for
devices of the Helical—Axis Advanced Stellarator (Helias) type (Niihrenberg and Zille,
Phys. Lett. A, 114, (1986) 129) for which [Co 1| is considerably smaller than 61.
This has important consequences on the neoclassical transport in such devices, as
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will be seen below. Whether of the Helias or conventional stellarator type, however,
the model magnetic field of Equation (2) provides an accurate approximation to the
actual B of the device, as can be seen in Figure 1. This model field will be used in
all calculations which follow.

Solution of the Bounce-Averaged Kinetic Equation

In the long—mean—free-path (lmfp) regime, where J 2 f vlldl is an adiabatic in-
variant of a ripple-trapped particle’s motion, the guiding-center drift-kinetic equation
may be simplified to yield the bounce-averaged kinetic equation

.6Fm -Q[_1Veni .2a_f
(T) 6r + (9)69 ‘ 6H Aw) am (“10” lam)’ (3)

with ya” = 11/26)” A032) = 8(E(lc) — (1 — k2)K(k)), A’(k2) = 4K(k), where KUC)
and EGG) are the complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kinds, respectively.
The pitch—angle variable k2 is given by

k2 = (It/p30 — 1 + lCO,1l c050 — 00,2 cos 29 + 6H),,26H,
where R = mvz/Z and p = mvf/2B. Localized particles satisfy 0 S k2 < 1, with
the limits corresponding to particles trapped at the bottom of a helical—ripple well
and to those marginally trapped, respectively. The solution of Equation (3) is sought
for the perturbed distribution function f, with the usual transport ordering f < Fm.

The constraint that particle transport in a stellarator plasma be ambipolar gen-
erally requires the formation of a large radial potential, @(r). Given this assumption
and the model magnetic field, the bounce-averaged drift velocities are given by

2
(7;) = v—d Sin0(|00!1| — aleh(cos 17)) — flsir12(9(C'g,2 + ageh(cos 77)),

6:

1(6) = THE 2 —(dééfl,
o

where 1),; = ,u/qRo is the VB drift velocity, 7] : x—p¢> and (cos n) = 2E(k)/K(k)—l.
To obtain 'a general solution of Equation (3), begin with the ansatz

f = 5%" (208) + Y(k2) sin0 + X(k2)cos a + was?) sin 29 + vat-6) cos 29).
The resulting 5 coupled differential equations are solved by power—series expansion
with the approximations A(k2)/A'(k2) = k2 — (k2)2/4 and (cos 77) = 1— k2 — (k2)2/4
and boundary conditions which fully account for collisionless trapping and detrap—
ping of particles in the helical ripple wells when lieff << 01.): Due to the complexity
of the recursion relationships which result and also because a large number of terms
is often required for convergence, the solution is implemented numerically.

Using this solution, it is possible to calculate the particle and heat fluxes due
to helical-ripple transport in stellarators throughout the entire lmfp regime

[g] = <:>6a i::::]><>>6:
where the monoenergetic diffusion coefficient is given by

21r 1

D = 1—35 /d6 (25101” /dk” (1‘) (Y(k2)sin6+ W(k6)sin26) K(l:).
O 0
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An important subcase of this general result is obtained in the Veff >> 913 limit,
for which it is found that D = (4/91r)(vfi/u)(2eh)3/2A*, where

001 2 5 6h 6h 2
A" = —’ A" — ———A‘ +0.386<——-> A‘

( it ) l 0 5l00.1| 1 00.1 2
and, to first order

3
A321+2fl72 A;=0'1(1—:1‘02>—402|g—:::I' A3=012+4022.

The range of collision frequencies for which this result is valid is referred to as
the 21‘1 regime due to its scaling with collision frequency. Note that A“ scales as
(C0,; /e¢)2, while the term in braces represents the eflects of transport optimization.
These results make it possible to introduce the concept of the “effective” helical
ripple for 11-1 transport < 6;, > = eh(A*)2/3, i.e. the helical ripple that an ideal
stellarator must have to achieve the identical transport rate. A comparison of the
radial dependences of e). and < E), > for the Helias configuration HSSVIOC — which
is the basis for the future large stellarator experiment Wendelstein 7X — and for
three conventional torsatrons is presented in Figure 2. HSSVIOC has lanai/E: % 0.3
and also has a high degree of drift optimization; together, these result in extremely
small values of < E}. > g 0.01 across the entire plasma cross section.

Besides having extremely favorable neoclassical transport properties in the V'
regime, Helias configurations have reduced transport rates in all other collision;
frequency regimes as well. This point is illustrated graphically in Figure 3 by results
from the power series solution for HS5V1OC and LHD; these analytic expectations
have also been confirmed by Monte Carlo numerical results.
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(dotted lines). The individual carves illustrate analytic estimates of the transport
due to the helical ripple alone (obtained from the general solution of the bounce-
averaged kinetic equation described in the test) and that due to the combination of
helical and toroidal {tokamak-like) ripples. Monte Carlo numerical results are shown
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ON NATURAL ISLANDS AND THE EDGE STRUCTURE
OF THE WENDELSTEIN 7-X STELLARATOR

C.D. BEIDLER, E. HARMEYER, F. HERRNEGGER, J. KISSLINGER,
F. RAU , M. SCHLUTER, M. SPADA, and H. WOBIG

MaxePlanck Institut fiir Plasmaphysik, VV—8046 Garching, FRG,
EURATOM—Association.

A Helias configuration with R : 5.5 m, B = 3 T, and 5 field periods was selected
for VVendelstein 7~X . Natural magnetic islands and the edge structure of this helical
advanced stellarator are investigated as contribution to develop a divertor for this exper-
iment. Fig. 1 shows the vacuum magnetic field of its standard configuration, W7X—A,
to = 0.84 on axis, aspect ratio A : 10 inside of the five natural magnetic islands at
“ = 1, and a smaller aspect ratio for the last closed surface. The field parameters can
be changed /1/ by adjusting the currents in the two modular coil systems. Nine typical
configurations, VV7X-A . .. W7X-I, are listed in Table I . Only one rational t—value of
low order exists for each configuration. The corresponding islands differ in position n,
size in, and phase of the fixed point; islands of higher order are small. The full radial
island width 11) is the difference of the average minor radii of two neighbouring closed
surfaces; the phase is given by the type X or O of the fixed point at the outboard side
of the triangular cross—section. Small currents in correction coils allow one to change
the size and phase of such islands /1/; symmetry breaking perturbations are reduced
or enhanced by properly adjusting the currents in each correction coil.

Regarding the first wall of the vacuum tank as boundary, two types can be distin-
guished which define the radius r; of the ‘last useful’ magnetic surface: small—aspect»
ratio configurations, W', e.g. the standard case VV7X—A, where magnetic surfaces with
irrational transform values intersect with the first wall, and separatrix dominated con-
figurations, 5'. These are: \VTX-C at high c, = 5/4 , VV7X—D with inward shift and
VV7X-H with low shear, both at t, 2 5/5, and \V7X—I with high shear. In the latter
case the 5/4 islands are not seen, and the 5/5—islands are well inside n .

Measureepreserving tangential mapping is applied /2/ to analyse the Farey trees with
5/5 and 5/4 for VVTX-A and W7X—C, respectively. The fixed points are obtained with
high precision for one poloidal transit, yielding the invariant residue R" and the internal
rotational transform w(R*) of the islands, as well as the varying angle 7 between the
asymptotes of the X—point hyperbolas, see Fig. 2. This information is useful in defining
the position and toroidal width of an ‘island divertor’ for W7—X. Small angles correspond
to a nozzle—like geometry which is preferred regarding effects of neutral particles on the
hot plasma core, large w—values help to divert fl_ux tubes around the O-points.

Fig.1 .' Vacuum
magnetic surfaces
for W7X-A. The
first wall IV is
at a constant dis-
tance A = 18 cm
inside of the coils.
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Ergodicity in the X—point region is another issue for a divertor. Quantitative data is
obtained in Fig. 3'by evaluating R*2/N, with N being the denominator of the resonance.
In VV7X-A the values of R" decrease strongly; 12““41 = 0.64 for t = 40/41. In contrast,
in VVTX-C a value of 12*2/29 = 0.96 is obtained for t = 35/29, and the limit for
ergodicity, R‘ = 1, is reached at «c m 1.21. This result is confirmed by field line tracing.

The edge structure of the magnetic field is of interest regarding heat loads at the
first wall or target plates. Therefore intersection patterns with the segmented first wall
of \N’Y—X are calculated for all configurations of Table I, using field line tracing with
arbitrary start points outside the configuration edge (=last closed surface or separatrix),
as well as following guiding center orbits (monoenergetic protons of 0.2 and 1.3 keV) in
a Monte Carlo code. Vt’e use a normalized mean free path L’ = At/TrR = 0.4 or 0.03
with /\ z the length of half a field period or the distance between two modular coils,
respectively. The energy is arbitrary; for the higher value a plateau difiusion coefficient
of the order 0.1 mZ/s applies. The guiding center orbits are. started at random position
of a closed surface inside the edge, and cross this boundary via pitch~angle scattering.

The intersection points with the wall are shown Fig. 4. The combined data for the
cases W'TX—A W'TX—l at L‘ = 0.4 yield a chain of localized ‘hot spots’ along a
helical contour. It starts close to (p = 0, near the bean-shaped cross section radially
inside the lower apex. Data of the outward shifted topology “WK—E intersect with the
outside of the vessel in the middle of the field period. The contour ends near the upper
torus apex, symmetrically to the start region. Two pairs of additional hot spots are
caused by the low-«t case W7X—B and by some intersections of the inward shifted case
VV7X-D. Increasing the particle energy fills the 5/4—islands more quickly in VV7X—C, as
shown in Fig. 5, and yields also intersections near (,9 = 1/2 field period. Increasing the
collisionality introduces a. broader intersection pattern for L* z 0.03.

Guiding center orbit lengths until intersection can be shorter than the length of one
field period in the wall—dominated cases, and longer than 200 toroidal transits for all
cases, mainly depending on the distance between the start surface and the edge. Field
lines, started in VVTX-C between the separatrix and the 5/4 islands, intersect with the
wall or with target plates after N 2 to 3 toroidal transits. For this open divertor case
99 % of the guiding center orbits end at the target plates for L* = 0.03 in a broad
distribution, whereas a sharp pattern exists for L" = 0.4, see Fig. 6. These guiding
center orbits are started inside the ergodic separatrix; their average length is 2 to 2.5
km until intersection, i.e. about 60 toroidal transits.

VVTX configuration to -t,- 13' w phase 7'; {I type

—A Standard 0.84 5/5 56.7 3.2 X 61.7 1045 IV
-B Lows 0.72 5/6 58.5 7.0 O 62.1 0.856 U"
-C High{ 1.02 5/4 >7“; X 44.3 1.21 5
-D Inward shift 0.79 5/5 58.6 7.2 O 54.6 0.99 S
—E Outward shift 0.87 10/10 56.0 4.0 O 59.0 1.027 1V
-F Low mirror 0.83 5/5 55.8 5.6 X 61.1 1.040 W"
~G High mirror '086 5/5 56.5 5.0 0 60.4 1.033 l’V
—H Lowshear 0.91 5/5 51.4 8.8 0 48.0 0.992 S
-I High shear 0.91 5/5 37.5 3.0 O 50.3 1.138 S

TABLE 1: Parameters of W7-X vacuum fields with T‘,‘, w and 77 in cm.
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Fig. 2 r Asymptotic angles 7 of the
X—point hyperbolas for the main res-
onances 5/5 and 5/4, observed from
the interior of the plasma, with min-
imum values situated at the outboard
side ofnp = 36”. In W7X-A, the two
other minima are in the bean-shaped
cross—section.
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Fig. 3 .' R*2/’V of the Farey trees for
W7X—A and W7X-C, with t = 5h/N,
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Fig. 4 : Helical contour of “hot spots’
at the first wall, protons at L* = 0.4.
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Figs 5 : Poincare plot of guiding cen-
ter orbits for W7X~C. The 5/4-islana's
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lands are cut by target plates near the
apices of the bean-shaped cross sec-
tion. Higher collisionality blurs these
pictures.
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Fig. 6: Open di-vertor in W7X-C.
Segmented torus and bottom target
plate. The estimated intersection area
of 10 target plates is about 0.7 m2 for
L* 2 0.03. The insert is a statistics
of the lengths ofthe guiding center or-
bits with M=5,o.nd L1=35 m being the
length of one toroidal transit.
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Summary and conclusions : Natural magnetic islands and the edge structure of nine
configurations of W7—X vacuum fields, derived by parameter variation of a consistent
data set, are investigated by field line tracing as well as by a Monte Carlo guiding center
code. In each configuration only one set of main islands exists, with a, = 5/6, 5/5 g
5/4 and moderate size; higher»order islands are much smaller. One can control the
size and phase of the islands by small stationary currents in correction coils; effects of
symmetry-breaking perturbations can be substantially reduced by toroidally matched
currents. Analysis of fixed points yields valuable quantitative information for defining
a divertor for VV7-X, which has to be compatible with requirements of access to the
experiment and permissible heat loads. The four separatrix—dominated cases provide a
divertor topology per se. The use of external islands, preferentially with t = 5/4, is an
interesting option in addition to the presence of an ergodic edge layer. The other five
cases are originally limited by the wall. Separatrix ergodization by plasma currents,
finite fl, and/or external perturbations can remove the closed surfaces outside the main
islands, and thus introduce a divertor. If required, additional perturbations can be
provided by the correction coils. In the unperturbed vacuum fields studied so far, ‘hot
spots7 are obtained at the first wall of the vessel, basically similar to the helical stripes
/3/ found in the W7-AS stellarator. For the torus of WT—X, or for a system of simple
divertor target plates the total intersection area is estimated at S 1 m2, resulting in
a considerable heat load for a. total power of the order of 10 MW. This heat load can
be reduced by small oscillating currents in the correction coils; further reduction is
envisaged by improved shaping of the target plates.

/1/ J. KiBlinger et al., Proc. 16“‘ Symp. on Fus. Techn, London UK, 1990, in press.
/2/ F. Herrnegger in IPP Garching report 2/302 1989, 131.
/3/ C. Beidler et al., Proc. 17”| EPS Cont, Amsterdam NL, 1990, pt. II, 517.

____l
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OPTIMIZATION OF COILS FOR DIVERTOR
EXPERIN‘IENTATION 1N WT-X

P. Merkel

h’Iax-Planclelnstitut fiir Plasmaphysik
IPP-EURATOM Association

D~SO46 Garching bei Miinchen

The boundary region on the outer side of the torus of the Helias W7-X configuration”
appears to be suitable for divertor action. There the plasma boundary forms half-helix like
edges close to which X-points between islands appear. Detailed studies?) of the vacuum
field outside the last closed surface show that the field line diversion occurs essentially
along the half-helix like edges so that the divertor equipment has to be installed in these
areas, with the consequence that a sufficiently large distance between the plasma and the
cryostat containing the superconducting modular coil structure is required there.

Already two requirements, namely the installation of a divertor as described above
and the choice of the number of coils per period (to be described below), largely determine
the coil e plasma distance necessary. In order to find coil configurations satisfying these
distance conditions and the constraints which follow from limits for the coil curvature and
the current density in the superconducting coils, optimization studies with the NESCOIL
code have been conducted. A detailed description of the procedure is given inali"): On an
outer boundary a surface current is determined such that the vacuum field of the WT~X
configuration is closely approximated.

This is achieved by approximate solution of the Neumann problem of making the
normal component of the field produced by the surface current on the prescribed plasma
boundary vanish:

F a /(1§ - mzdf = min!

Then, modular coils are obtained by discretizing the surface current into a finite number
of poloidally closed, infinitely thin filaments which represent the centre of the finitesize
coils.

This Neurnann problem step is embedded in the nonlinear procedure of optimizing
the outer surface, which is formulated as a minimization problem. The parameters dc?
termining the shape of the outer surface are the independent variables, and the function
to be minimized consists of a sum of terms containing Fmin (describing the accurateness
of solution of the Neumann problem) and several penalty functions introduced in order
to satisfy the constraints: minimum and maximum plasma A filament distance, minimum
filament — filament distance, and curvature of current lines‘
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Fig. 1: The Poincaré plot ofa representative VV7—X configuration (D23P4) produced by 8
filaments per period is shown. The filaments are determined on the outer surface.
Characteristic data of this case are: major plasma radius R : 5.5 m, aspect ratio
A = 10, number of periods up : 5, rotational transform 0.83 < l. < 1, minimum
(maximum) plasma — filament distance Tmin = 0.4 m (Tnmx = 1.0 in), minimum

filament — filament distance d = 0.26 m, minimum curvature radius of filaments
ram, 2 0.44 m.

In Fig. 1 Poincare plots of a W7-X configuration and the optimized outer surface
are shown. The position of the minimum plasma — filament distance for fixed toroidal
angle appears in the beamshaped cross—section at the indented inner side of the plasma
torus (u = %) and toroidally follows the indentation of the plasma cross—section. The
approximate position of this criticaledistance line is u : 13 + %u (0 S u S 1 poloidal
parametrization, 0 S v S l toroidal angle normalized to a period).

The value of this minimum distance of d = 0.4 m is practically independent of the
toroidal angle, and the line of minimum distance is clearly separated from the position of
the half-helix like plasma edge, where the divertor has to be placed. Figure 2 slioWs hall
a period of the WT-X configuration with the divertor trough structure indicated. In the
divertor area a larger plasma — current filament distance, varying from 0.45 m to 0.9 mt
is achieved (see Fig. 1). If a radial extent of 0.1 m for the divertor structure, a plasma 7
divertor distance of 0.1 m (see Fig. 2), a spacing of 0.18 to required for the cryostat and
half the coil height of 0.11 m are assumed, a minimum plasma ~ outer—surface distance of
d = 0.5 m in the divertor area has to be provided.
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Fig. 2: Half a period of an optimized coil configuration with a divertor trough along
the half-helix like edge. Number of coils per period N : 8, coil cross-section
q = 0.22 X 0.22 1112, current densityj : 48 NIA/mz, magnetic field B = 3 T.
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Fig. 3: The main modular coil ripple component HON/Boo on the magnetic axis versus
the number N of modular coils per period in an optimized coil configuration.

Of particular importance is also the number of coils per period which can be chosen
to generate the W7—X vacuum field. The lower limit is essentially determined by the field
ripple induced by the modular coils. The ripple has to be sufficiently small (5 10‘3 on
the magnetic axis) in order to make sure that the transport properties are not affected by
this field variation. An approximation of the main modular coil ripple component BUN
on the magnetic axis is given by

”N, % _Nn
BUN/B00 = (—272) C —‘=£

C

with 11;, = number of field periods, N = number of coils per period and AC 2 aspect ratio
of the coil configuration. The ripple decreases exponentially with decreasing coil aspect
ratio Ac so that a large plasma—coil spacing allows the number of coils per period to be
reduced.

For a given outer boundary the surface current can be discretized into an arbitrary
number of modular filaments per period. In Fig. 3 the normalized main modular coil
ripple component BUN on the magnetic axis is plotted versus the number N of filaments
per period computed for the optimized case shown in Fig. 1. On the assumption that
10—3 is the highest tolerable ripple value, the lower limit on the number of coils per
period is N = 8. The numerical result shown in Fig. 3 is in good agreement with the
above analytical approximation for Ac : 4.75.
References
1. Wendelstein 7-X Proposal.
2. E. Strumberger, Structure of the Magnetic Field Line Diversion in Helias Configura—

tions, this conference.

3. P. Merkel, Nucl. Fusion 27 (1987) 867.
4. P. Merkel, In: Theory of Fusion Plasmas, Varenna, Italy, EUR 11336 EN, 25.
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IMPURITY BEHAVIOUR IN W7-AS PLASMAS UNDER
DIFFERENT WALL CONDITIONS
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Introduction - In the WENDELSTEIN W7—AS stellarator (R = 2 m, a. = 18 cm)
oxygen, carbon, titanium, and iron appear as dominant plasma impurities originating
from the stainless steel wall and the Tic-coated graphite limiters and shieldings. For
metallic walls the oxygen flux was minimized by He—glow-discharges and long pulse
operation (up to 1.55). ECRH heated plasmas are only severely affected by impurity
radiation at low input power. However, when using NBI heating, impurities play an
important role in particular because much higher plasma densities at correspondingly
low temperatures are achieved and radiative collapse may occur. Efforts have been
made to reduce the impurity radiation by Wall conditioning techniques (carbonization
and boronization of the inner walls of the vacuum vessel).

Wall conditioning process - In the case of carbonization a thin carbon film of
nearly 1000A thickness was deposited onto the plasma—facing surfaces during glow
discharges in 70% He and 30% CH; or CD4. The boronization[1,2] runs were performed
in glow discharges with 10% BzHfi (diborane) + 90% He at room temperature vessel
walls at a typical pressure of 10—2 mbar. The operation conditions for the three
electrodes toroidally displaced by about 120° from each other are 2 3A and 2' 600V.
An oscillator crystal mounted onto a removable probe allows an on—line determination
of the growth of the layer which reached a thickness of 300—800A. The surface analysis
of the probe yielded a mixture of about 60% boron, 30% hydrogen and 10% carbon.

Diagnostic tools - The impurity behaviour was investigated by the SPRED survey
spectrometer, a grating— and a crystal-spectrometer in the VUV and X-ray region, soft—
X cameras and a bolometer system, respectively. Integral information on impurity
fluxes was derived from deposition probe analysis. T5‘ and rte-profile informations at
the plasma edge were obtained by Thomson scattering and Langmuir probes.

Carbonization - As compared to experiments with unconditioned walls discharges
in the fi'eshly carbonized machine show a clear reduction of all impurity species, es—
pecially of Ti and Fe. However, 0- and C—fluxes could generally be retained only for
a few shots and increased to their former level within typically 30 shots. Due to the
correlated evolution of O~ and C-fluxes CO desorptionl3] is probably the predominant
release mechanism. The behaviour of Ti released from the TiC-coated limiters strongly
depends on the discharge conditions (Te, n5, heating power). For high density, low tem-
perature ECRH as well as NBI heated discharges Ti-fluxes are persistently suppressed
by carbonization. However, running low density, high temperature ECRH—discharges
directly after carbonization causes Ti-radiation to raise rapidly to its pre—carbonization
value due to erosion of the carbon layer on the limiters. Fe-radiation remains
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efficiently reduced indicating a long persistance of the carbon layer on the less loaded
metallic walls. Density control was not possible after carbonization because of a re-
cycling coefficient 2, 1. Repeated application of Helium glow discharge conditioning
improved the recycling behaviour and transiently reduced 0— and C-fluxes by a factor
of up to 10.

Boronization - In a second step W7-AS was boronized after removal of the car—
bon layer. In contrast to carbonization the boron coating leads to a remarkable and
durable retention of oxygen and - because CO desorption is thereby largely reduced —
consequently of carbon (fig.1a). After a short-term reduction by a factor of '1 50—100
directly following a new boronization the spectroscopically measured C— and O-fluxes
approach stationary values of only 0.1-0.2 as compared to the unconditioned case. Ti
is only transiently reduced and even raises by a factor of 2 2 above its pre-boronization
value (fig.1b)‘ This indicates that the boron layer is eroded from the limiters within a
few shots, which is also evident from the fast increase of CHI-emission in the transient
phase. This is generally observed for the various operating conditions. The final level
observed for Fe was by a factor of 2 2 lower than before boronization.
In addition Ti- and Fe—fluxes within the SOL were analyzed by radially resolving de—
position probes (fig.1c). FT,- /P Fe was about 2 for an ECRH reference discharge before
boronization. After boronization (and erosion of the boron coating from the limiters)
PTi was increased by a factor 2.5 wheras P Fe was decreased by the same factor, These
values are consistent with the spectroscopic results. The effect of boronization on im—
purities is also demonstrated by the central soft—X line radiation (fig.2) measured in
comparable ECRH—heated discharges under steady state wall conditions.
The increased Ti level is explained by generally higher edge temperatures after boron~
ization due to reduced low—Z radiation losses in the plasma edge region. Consequently
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the limiter loads are significantly enhanced (up to a factor of 2.5 as measured by limiter
calorimetry) which causes erosion of the boron coating and Ti as well as C release
from the limiters. This conclusion is supported by T5- and rig—profiles from Thomson
scattering in the plasma edge region and from Langmuir probes in the SOL (fig.3).
The ion flux across the last closed magnetic surface was approximately constant before
and after boronization in this case. A significant increase of the edge temperature was
also observed for discharges with the central density kept constant.
In spite of the quick erosion of the boron layer from the limiter there remains a long
lasting beneficial effect on the reduction of low—Z materials and of iron as well as on
the recycling behaviour probably due to a still existing layer on the vessel wall.
Immediately after boronization the accessible parameter range for ECRH and NBI
heated plasmas was substantially extended. Low power (< 200kVV) ECRH-operation
near the cut—off density was possible and a significant increase of the energy replacement
time up to 40ms was achieved. With boronized walls discharges at stationary densities
with constant gas-flux could be obtained (recycling coefficient S 1). In NBI—heated
discharges (absorbed power = 1.1MVV) record values in energy content of up to 331d
((fl)=0.7% at 2.5T) at an averaged density of 3-10—20m‘3 were observed.

Radiation Calculations - The radiated power measured by the soft—X cameras and
the bolometer system has been modelled by the IONEQ radiation code with measured
T5» and ngeprofilcs as well as spectroscopic line informations (O, C, Fe') as input data.
The Ti—concentrations were derived from simulation of He- and H-like radiation as
observed in the FHA—spectra taking into account also contributions of satellite lines
(the values from this analysis are believed to be reliable within a factor of 2 2).
With unconditioned (decarbonized) vessel an impurity composition of approximately
6% C, 3% O, 0.3% Ti and 0.02% Fe (Zeff :5) was estimated for ECRH-discharges
(PECRH: 340kW, ne=3-10130m_3) compared to roughly 1% C1 0.6% O, 0.6% Ti and
0.01% Fe (Zeff 2 4) in the boronized machine. The main contributors to Zeff in the
unconditioned case are 0 and C wheras Ti becomes important after boronization. For
high density NBI-discharges Zeff is below 1.5.
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Impurity transport studies - The impurity transport has been investigated by
Laser blow-off technique with aluminium as tracer impurity. The diffusion coefficient
D (taken constant over radius with radially increasing convection velocity) and the
particle confinement time 7' for Al were obtained from fitting the temporal decay of
the density of the injected tracer impurity represented by the Al-radiation with the
STRAHL[4] transport code.
ECRH-heated discharges at 2.5T in the unconditioned vacuum vessel show a significant
increase (by a factor of 2 4) of the impurity confinement time to 40—70 m5 and a similar
decrease of the diffusion coefficient to 1000-2000 cm2/s as compared to experiments
at half the toroidal magnetic field (1.25T) and lower electron density. Convection is
not important: Omitting the convective velocity in the transport calculations leads to
a reduction of only 20 % for D. Additionally a clear dependence of the confinement
time on the plasma aperture (approximately o< a2) was observed while D remained
nearly unchanged. Normalization by this scaling strongly reduces the scattering of
the experimental values obtained also from other discharges. Measurement of the
confinement properties at diflerent ECRH input powers or rotational transforms show
no clear dependence within the error bars. After boronization the machine could also be
operated under discharge conditions (high density ne=3.8— 4.7-10130m'3, full aperture
a=18cm) leading to aluminium confinement times of up to nearly 340ms for ECRH—
input powers of 170 and 350kVV at t =1/3 (fig.4) and even significantly larger at t =1/2.
A strong dependence of 1' on plasma radius and electron density is noted. Difiusion
coefficients of 500—1100 cm.2 /3 were derived wheras a moderate inward velocity was now
required to simulate the discharges with long confinement times. The latter concerns
also the analysis of a stationary NBI-hcated discharge (440 liVV) where D 2' 700 c1n2/s
and T 2 400 ms were observed.
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1. Introduction

The particle transport in lN7-AS is investigated by coupling DEGAS code /1/
simulations with H0, emissions measured at different toroidal positions. Radially
resolved ion fluxes are obtained from the calculated ion source distributions, after
calibrating the recycling fluxes with the HQ signals /2/ Additionally, for NBI
discharges, radial profiles of the neutral beam halo and of the beam deposition are
taken from FAFNER code /3/ calculations. Several NBI discharges at 2.5 T, with 350
and 700 kW heating power and different plasma densities and limiter apertures, have
been analyzed and compared with ECRH discharges.
\Vall conditioning by carbonization or boronization has turned out to be very beneficial
for reducing the radiation losses in W7-AS. Along with a clear reduction of the impurity
radiation losses, both the edge electron temperature and the measured limiter thermal
load increased after boronization for otherwise unchanged external machine operation
parameters. On the other hand, no change of the local particle transport properties
was found after boronization.

2. Neutral gas density

The average radial density distributions of the neutral gas, as obtained from DEGAS
code calculations, are shown in Fig. 1 for two NBI discharges at «((1) = 0.34, Where
closed vacuum magnetic surfaces exist even at larger radii than determined by the
limiters. In the first case (Fig. 1a), where the limiter was retracted near to the wall
(a = 18 cm), the heating power was twice as high and the gas puffing six times as strong
as in the other case. This resulted in a high density plateau up to the plasma edge.
(The edge temperatures were comparable in both cases.) This implies significantly
higher ion fluxes to the limiter and wall and, consequently, higher neutral density in
the scrape-off layer (SOL). Most of these neutrals are ionized within a narrow radial
range about the limiter, due to the screening eftect of the high density plasma. Limiter
and wall recycling contribute almost equally to plasma refuelling in this case. In the
small limiter aperture case (a = 12 cm, Fig. lb), the limiter recycling is dominant.
The beam halo is generally negligible in the outer plasma region and dominant in the
center, except for low density, small size plasmas, for which central refuelling by limiter
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recycling is not negligible, as shown in Fig. 1b. Neutrals from recombination are

ignored, as they are negligible fractions of the total densities both in the bulk and edge

plasma.
Concerning the effect of the neutrals on the ion power balance in W7-AS, charge

exchange with the thermal ions, which is calculated by DEGAS code, is shown to be

relevant only for low density ECRH discharges /4/. Charge exchange with the fast

NBI ions can be neglected in W7—AS as long as the neutral gas density does not exceed

the order of 1010:7724 in the plasma edge and decays radially at least two orders of

magnitude to the plasma center. Finally, charge exchange with the impurities leads to
a shift of the ionization equilibrium to lower ionization states. This effect is generally
weakened by strong impurity transport. Still it may result in an enhancement of the
total radiation losses by more than a factor of two, if low Z impurities are dominant.

3. Particle transport

In order to obtain particle fluxes and diffusion coefficients, the beam deposition and

the halo effects have been included in the evaluation of the particle balance. The beam

deposition is typically distributed over a radial range of more than 10 cm. It represents

the main plasma refuelling in the plasma center, and hence it provides the central

particle flux. However, the global plasma density level is sustained to more than 90 %

by particle replacement from recycling processes, which play the dominant role in the

density gradient region and in the plasma edge. (Refuelling rates of 1.5 - 1020.s_1 from

700 kW NBI input power compare, for example, to limiter and wall recycling rates

between 30 and 100 times larger, depending on plasma density and limiter position.)

The halo effects do not play a major role in the plasma pmicle balance, since the

radial distribution of the ionizing halo neutrals inside the bulk plasma is very similar

to that of the ion sink where the halo neutrals originate.

A comparison of the ion fluxes, as simulated by DEGAS code, with neoclassical

predictions with and without ambipolar electric field (ion root, E, < 0) /4/ is shown
in Fig. 2 for an ECRH and a NBI discharge, heated by 140 and 700 kW, respectively.

In both cases the neoclassical ion fluxes Without electric field are more than one order

of magnitude larger than the ambipolar fluxes. In the bulls part of the plasma the

simulated fluxes (thick broken lines in Fig. 2) agree reasonably well with neoclassical
predictions (dot-dashed lines). At outer radii the particle losses are enhanced and

increase strongly with radius, whereas the neoclassical losses typically decrease. From

several analyzed ECRH and NBI discharges there is a clear indication that the gap

between the two fluxes in the outer confinement region increases with decreasing

density. A similar radial behaviour is found by comparing the diffusion coefiicients,

as derived from the usual difiusive ansatz for given fluxes and density gradients, with
neoclassical calculations /5/ .
Diffusion coefiicients Dla at the last closed magnetic surface (LCMS) derived from
DEGAS code calculation and Langmuir probe data are compared in Fig.3 as a. function
of the LCMS plasma density 11m. Included are ECRH and NBI heated discharges
with “in z 0.34 and minimum or maximum limiter apertures (a = 12 or 18 cm,
respectively, for simplicity not labelled in the figure). LCMS electron temperatures
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were between 40 and 120 eV. Values from probe data were estimated by the

relation A” = (DiaZLC/Cs)1/2 (An = SOL density decay length, connection length
2L0 w “fin-(R2 + ¢2a2)1/2) except for discharges with small limiter apertures, where
significant SOL recycling occurred (about 50%, from DEGAS modelling). In these
cases an analytical correction was applied /6/, which takes into account n2 profile
broadening in the SOL. Furthermore T8 = T,- was generally assumed within the SOL.

In contrast to higher rotational transforms (2 1/2), where the boundary magnetic
field topology is characterized by a separatrix and by significant poloidal and toroidal
inhomogeneities due to 5/m resonances (-1: = n/m) /7/, this low-t configuration has
”smooth” magnetic surfaces within the SOL. The diffusion coefficients shown in Fig.3

indicate a Din ~ rial/2 scaling, which seems to be independent of the heating scheme
and limiter aperture. The Dia values are by factors about 2 - 5 below the Bohm

values. A temperature dependence of Dla cannot be resolved from these data.
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lVlHD Activity Driven by NBI in the W7-AS Stellarator

A. LAZAROS. R. JAENICKE. A. WELLER and W7-AS Team
MAX—PLANCK—INSTITUT fiir Plasmaphysik. lPP—EURATOM Association
8046 Garching bei Minchen. F. R. GERMANY

1. Introduction
The m = 2,77. 2 1 : m = 3,n = 1 resonant modes have been previously observed [1]
in the lowefrequency band of 1-5 kHz by the soft-X diodes in W7-AS during iota scans
about the resonant values 1' = 0.5 and i = 0.33. A different kind of resonance observed in
the high-frequency range 20-40 kHz by the Mirnov coils and the soft-X diodes in low-iota
operation (2(a) = 0.34) of WY—AS during NBI heating is shown in Figure 1. The most
remarkable feature of this new effect (apart from the high frequency) is its correlation
with the NBI operation. It was not always observed during NBI. but whenever it was
observed. it always disappeared on a time scale of 0.5 msec (Figure 1) immediately after
the NBI was switched off. although the plasma was sustained for a further 10-20 msec.
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Figure 1. X-ray and magnetic fluctuations before and after NBI termination.

2. Mode Analysis Technique
X-ray fluctuations in W7-AS are investigated by two pinhole cameras (each one of which
has 36 diodes) at the same toroidal location. Magnetic fluctuations are measured by two
poloidal arrays of Mirnov coils (each one of which has 8 coils) at two different toroidal
locations. Mode analysis carried out by both diagnostics provided similar results. They
both agree in the poloidal mode number m and the poloidal rotation. In addition to
this. the X-ray diagnostics (looking into the plasma) provide the location of the resonant
surface and the Mirnov coils provide the toroidal mode number n. Simulated X—ray
fluctuations for the m = 3 mode. in particular. in a circular plasma (for simplicity) and
pinhole camera geometry are shown in Figure 2. The rotation (of any mode) is indicated
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by the phase propagation (represented in Figure 2 by the dashed lines), and the m = 3

structure’is identified from the three phase inversions along the phase propagation.
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Figure 2. X-ray fluctuations simulation for the rotating m=3 mode.

The m = 3 mode configuration and the corresponding X—ray fluctuation profiles (when

the mode is at the phase of 0° and 180°) for the precise W7—AS field geometry are shown

in Figure 3 (one can see also in these profiles the three phase inversions due to the m = 3

structure). The location of the resonant surface is indicated by the position of the inner

and the outer neaks of the profiles. . : . i , . .
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Figure 3. 34:3 mode and fluctuation profile simulation for the W'T-AS field geometry.

3. Experimental Results
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Fig-are 4. X-ray fluctuations at positive and negative field in WT-AS.



X-ray fluctuations from the intense mode activity of Figure 1 at positive (+2.5T) and
negative (-2.5T) field are shown in Figure 4. These raw signals in comparison with the
simulated ones of Figure 3 clearly indicate the m = 3 mode (n. = 1 as obtained by
the Mirnov coils). which rotates in opposite directions when the field is reversed. The
direction of the rotation is identified as the ion diamagnetic drift.
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Figure 5. X—ray fluctuation profiles due to the m=3 mode in W'T-AS.

Typical and well-reproducible fluctuation profiles are shown in Figure 5. One can see a
similar structure (to that of the simulated profiles). apart from a relative displacement
to the inside because of the applied positive vertical field. The resonant surface [located
by the position of the inner and the outer peaks of the profiles) was always estimated
at R5” = 7-10 cm. It was only shifted further to the centre (i.e. Raff = 5-7 cm] at
reduced plasma cross-section by the mobile limiter. These results suggest a very strong
correlation between the beta (or the density] gradient and the mode location.
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Figure 6. 133:3 mode frequency -vs— density in WT-AS.

The mode frequency -vs- density plot (Figure 6) shows an inverse relation in the frequency
range 20—40 kHz. It seems that there is a critical line density limit of 1014::m"3 above
which the mode has never been observed. It has been observed. however, in series of
shots (in which the density is not reproducible but increases from shot to shot) that the
resonant surface moves further to the boundary when the density approaches the critical
limit. It is therefore plausible that the critical parameter may not be the density limit but
the location of the resonant surface within the confinement region.
For the above resonance the NBl heating is a definite precondition but the specific con—
ditions (which may also be required] are not yet resolved. Sometimes the mode appears
immediately when the NBl is switched on (Figure 72). while in other cases the mode
appears at a later time during the shot (Figure 7b). In every case. however. the boundary

II~199
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iota has been in the range: {(a) = 0325—036. which is close to the {(a) = 0.33 resonant
value. Low frequency m = 3 modes (Figure 8). observed in the same iota range without

any pronounced correlation to the NBl operation. rotate in the direction of the ExB drift

(opposite to the high frequency mode rotation].

H474-

Figure 7(a/b). Magnetic fluctuations durixtg the entire shot in W7-AS.
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Figure 8. X—ray fluctuations due to the 111:3 low frequency mode.

4. Conclusions
The reproducibility of the mode characteristics and its correlation with the NBl operation

lead to the conclusion that this is an NBl-driven effect different from the m = 2. m = 3

modes earlier observed (the difference in the frequency spectrum is the gap of 5-20 kHz].

Fast beam-ions are possibly involved but the physics for this resonance and its inpact on

transport are presently under investigation.
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NEUTRAL INJECTION EXPERIMENTS ON W7AS STELLARATOR

Wheaten, W. Ott, W7AS Team.
ECRH Group, NI Group, Pellet Injection Group

Max-Planck-Institut fur Plasmaphysik, Euratom Association
D—8046 Garching bei Munchen

The neutral beam system of the stellarator W7AS [1] (R0 = 200 cm; a =
20 cm) consists of two ASDEX~type injector boxes installed in opposite
direction to allow for balanced NI as well as for co and counter current
drive [2]. At present only two of the four source positions on each beam
line are equipped with sources labelled "inner" and "outer". The absorp—
tion path length of the "inner" sources is about 2.5 m with tangentially
penetration, whereas the "outer" sources inject at a steeper angle with an
absorption length of 0.7 m. The total neutral power delivered to the torus
is 1.6 MW produced by hydrogen beams of 4 sources (45 kV / 24 A). The
neutral power species mix is 36:32:32.

During the experimental period in 1990 the wall conditions of W7AS
were changed by carbonisation and boronisation of the vessel starting from
the pure stainless steel wall. Under all conditions, purely neutral beam
heated discharges could be realised after a short ECRH—pulse to initiate a
target plasma. They can be separated into "transient" shots, where indl
and radiation raise linearly with time and the energy content shows a
maximum and into "stationary" discharges, where energy content, density
and radiated power remain on a lower, but constant level.

I) Transient NI—discharges W 9857
This type of discharge is (n

gouverned by a continuous density '
increase at nearly constant tempera—
tures TizTeSSDD eV; The energy content
follows the density, as long as the
actual heating power can account for
this energy increase and for the
density dependent radiation losses
(see Fig.1). This results in a maximum
of the energy content W, followed by
cooling out of the plasma due to fur~
ther density increase. The values ob—
tainable for wmax strongly depend on
the magnetic configuration (iota and
shear [3]) but also on the wall con-
ditions. Ip depicts the bootstrap cur—
rent, because balanced injection with—
out inductive current drive was
applied. The time development of Ip is I Hme I S
dominated by the long L/R time con— Eig. : Balanced NI—heated discharge
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stant of W7AS. Fig.2 shows the total energy W versus line density for

NI—discharges. w increases proportional to n'e and is independent of the

wall conditions. Te and Ti may be restricted to constant values due to

power dependent neutral particle fluxes and recycling. Using the inner

sources only, a similar behaviour is observed. Fig.3 compares a number of

NI—discharges at B = 2.5 T under different wall conditions. Wmax increases

linearly with He, but only after wall conditioning the access to Fe=3x1020

m'3 became possible. This corresponds to fi=0.7 % and fi(o)=l.5 %.
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The actual NI heating power is calculated using the Monte Carlo code

FAE‘NERl and measured me and Te profiles. Fig.4 shows the resulting heating

profiles for the high density discharge given in Fig.1. The heating power

available is 1466 kw (1.3 % shinethrough losses, 8.0 “T: orbit and charge

exchange losses). One third of this power couples directly to the ions and
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Eig.7a,b show the result for co and counter injection. In both cases one
starts with balanced injection and switches off one source. No ohmic
current is induced, so that the measured current 19 is the sum of
bootstrap current Ibooth‘.) and INBUL). By definition 'CO' injection means,
that INB increases the rotational transform as the bootstrap current does
in w7As. The residual Current Ire_5(t) = Ip(t) - INB(t) agrees fairly well
with Iboot calculated at the time where the density and temperature
profiles were measured if Zeff = 2 is assumed (fat black points).
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Ejg 7a,b; comparison of the calculated beam driven current INB(t) with the
measured plasma current Ip(t) for CO(a) and COUNTER(b) injection.

The current drive efficiencies for these two shot series are n:0.0040
A/W for CO reap. 0.0031 A/W for COUNTER injection (Te = 0.3 keV, n z 0.85
[1020m'3]). These results compare well with the overall efficiency factor
7] for current drive by fast ions as given by Cordey [5] at the optimum
injection energy Eopt : 40 Ab Te (Zb=l, Ab=l for H0 injection):

nop,=L 5 We (1 — it. = 0.0053 [a]
P n R0 Zb Zeff W

The averaged injection energy of 30 kev for NI/W7AS is higher than Eopt
12 keV for Te : 0.3 keV and therefore a reduction of’r] to about 0.80170)“; :
0.0042 has to be expected (see Fig.2 in [5]) in good agreement with the
experimental results.
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two thirds to the electrons. This is due to the low electron temperature,

which reduces the critical energy to about 7 keV. The radiated power at

dW/dt = 0 depends on the corresponding density, but also on the wall conv

ditions as shown in fig.5. By reducing Prad first by carbonisation and

furthermore by boronisation, the operational regime could be extended to

higher densities. Some relatively high radiation losses in the boronised

case are caused by first operation at +:0.53, usually += 0.34 was used,

so that new parts of the vessel came into contact with the plasma edge.

II) Stationary NI—discharges Ea . l r | L

-.We 124.59 .
After boronisation, the wall recyc- _4_jyr-l\\ _

ling was strongly reduced, so that it 2. _““‘"“*”A‘““‘”—”"‘""\W.

became possible to realise stationary O. A

discharges, heated by one beam only E frd
(fig.6). The plasma current is kept ‘4‘[m-) ”
constant by a loop—voltage feedback ‘pJ// ”#—\j

system to counteract the bootstrap and
the beam driven Currents to hold t(a) g 0‘ _

constant. After density build up in glo’P ’
about 0.1 s and profile rearrange— 3::(W) Mm :
ment, the discharge settles into a '09- .
steady state with W = 3 kJ at a hea— QgiflR Eden _

ting power of 250 kW. This corresponds 00 ‘ "‘. I ‘ ‘ | ‘
I

to an energy replacement time of about 02 04 05 rOB 1D 12 IA

12 ms. The recycling coefficient qr Ime 5

can be estimated using fi'= 0.35 x 1020 Eig.§: Stationary NI—discharge
m‘3r VF = 1.14 m3 and the actual beam
fueling rate Sni=0.58 x 1020 5‘1 (one inner source with about 30%
shinethrough at this density):

n=a— i<q.—1)+ a
Tp Vp

For stationarity reasons qr < 1 is necessary and assuming a global par“

ticle confinement time TP of about 0.1 S gr = 0.85 is obtained.

III) Neutral beam current drive

From the known birth profile of injected ions as given by FAFNERl, the
radially resolved distribution function fi{$,r) of fast ions can be cal—

culated, if it is assumed that the ions slow down within the radial layer

they were born. By integration of fi(?,r} over the velocity space the fast

ion current density jfi(r) is obtained. The beamsdriven current density

jbd(r) then can be calculated using the trapped electron fraction ft[4]:

jbdm = jam {1 — zb fan} ,- f; = 1 - f,
Zeff

The observable beam—driven current INB,max is the integral of jbd over the

plasma cross section. After beginning of the injection at t = to this

driven current develops with a time constant T = L/R (about 0.1 s for W7AS
discharges) and therefore the time dependence can be represented by:

_ E — to
INB = INB, max 1 ' e 'r
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SIMULATION OF THE INFLUENCE OF COHERENT AND RANDOM
DENSITY FLUCTUATIONS ON THE PROPAGATION 0F ECRH-BEAMS IN

THE W7AS STELLARATOR

M. Tutter, V. Erckmann, U. Gasparino, and the W7AS—Team
Max-Planck-Institut fiir Plasmaphysik, EURATOM-Association, 8046 Garching, Germany

In the W7AS stellarator the ECRH power is radiated to the plasma by 4 launchers (70 GHz,
200 kW each) arranged in pairs, which are separated azimuthually by about 5 degrees. The
launchers of each pair are situated one upon another and normally radiate perpendicularly to the
plasma, their beams crossing at the plasma axis.

In order to measure the spreading and the single pass absorption of the incoming beams,
crossed arrays of microwave pick—up antennas are installed in the torus wall opposite to each
launcher, where the beams hit in case of small diffraction.

For a theoretical understanding of the experiment a ray tracing computer program was used
Which can model the spreading by plasma diffraction and the absorption of the launched
microwave-beams.

We restrict the analysis to an experimental situation with only one gyrotron operating, i.e. one
launcher is active, the power propagating in the (fundamental) ordinary mode. Fig. I shows
the measured signals of the central channels of the two arrays in one poloidal plane. The upper
signal is measured by the array opposite to the working launcher, which is directly hit by the
beam. The dotted line is the line density. With increasing density the lower signal increases
from very low values. Whereas the decrease of the upper signal can be understood because a)
the absorption grows and b) the microwave beam is bent away by diffraction, the lower signal
cannot be modelled by ray tracing, as long as we assume smooth density profiles as obtained
by fitting measured values (Thomson scattering). The ray is bent in such direction, that the
lower signal in the figure should also decrease, it should then not have risen above zero.There
are no indications for contribution from multiple reflections between the walls, which should
be strongest at low density.

We can model the observed lower signal by a fluctuating component superposed to the
smoothed density. These fluctuations are treated as frozen and the results are then obtained
through an average of several runs with different fluctuation patterns /1/.

As a result of the calculations coherent poloidal waves tend to broaden the incoming beam
similarly to random fluctuations of comparable wavelength and amplitude, whereas radial
waves (wave vectors mainly parallel to the beam) are much less effective, as expected.
Fig. 2 shows the results of a simulation with random fluctuations. The solid line is the signal
received by the pick—up antenna opposite to the beam in absence of density fluctuations. The
crosses and circles refer to the case with fluctuations and represent the signal picked up
opposite and displaced, respectively,

Note that the direct and the scattered signal get closer and closer with increasing central
density, i.e. the power gets more and more equally distributed after the transit through the
plasma.
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From Fig. 1 we find a difference between strong and weak signal of about 12 dB when the line
density is at maximum (15 X 1019 m2). This corres onds to a central density of roughly 2.5
x 1013 cm’3 (the cutoff-density being 6 x 1013 cm' ), for which we find in Fig. 2 the same
difference of about 12 dB between direct and refracted signal.

For this fit a fluctuation level of 15% of the local unperturbed density has to be assumed. The
used maximum k~value of these fluctuations was 21: X 0.333 cm'l, depending on the 1.5 cm
step of the grid in the ray-tracing code.

The required amplitude depends on the k—spectrum of the fluctuations (higher it being more
efficient). The maximum investigable k in this approach is determined by the limit of
applicability of geometrical optics itself, requiring perturbations with length scales much larger
than the wave length of the propagating wave (in our case 4 mm).

To investigate the dependence of the fluctuation amplitude needed for a certain fit on the

maximum k-value of the disturbance we took poloidal coherent waves the k-values of which
could be varied. The result is shown in Fig. 3.

If we assume the fluctuation amplitude proportional to the gradient of the unperturbed density
(instead of density itself) about the double fluctuation level (but now present only in the outer
region of the plasma column) has to be taken.

Conclusions:

In the experiment described above we assume that the fluctuations are much faster than the If
bandwidth and the sampling frequency of the receivers. So we can observe only the time
average of the real physical process.

The influence of density fluctuations is maxitnum in the neighbourhood of the cutoff-density.

Even if we assume the fluctuation amplitude proportional to the local density, we have to claim
rather high relative amplitudes of 10 to 30 %, depending on the (unknown) k—spectrum.

These results are similar to those obtained from ECE measurements. (Density fluctuations can
significantly change the average local absorption coefficient, which determines the EC
emission /2/.)

References:

/l/ Hansen et al, Nucl. Fus. E (1988), 769.

[2/ HJ. HartfuB, M. Tutter et 31, 17th EPS Conf.Amsterdam 1990, IV, 1576.
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Introduction
The energy balance analysis for both ECR (up to 1 MW at 70 GHz) and NBI (up to
1.6 MW with tangential injection) heated discharges in the Wendelstein T—AS stellarator
(B < 3 T, R = 2 m, a < 18 cm, 5 field periods) is based on measured profiles: electron
density and temperature by Thomson scattering, ion temperature by active CX neutral
particle analysis as well as by CXRS (CX recombination spectroscopy). Full Ti profiles
are provided by a chargeecxchange diagnostic setup consisting of a diagnostic neutral
beam injector and four neutral particle analyzers. The Do—fluxes originating from the
Horbeam are detected tangentially. Lifting the analyzers allows to scan the plasma cross
section vertically from —a. to (1/2. The position along the diagnostic neutral beam in real
space is transformed to the effective plasma radius, r (magnetic coordinate). The spatial
resolution, AT, is about :l;1 cm. This transform depending on the rotational transform, the
plasma pressure and an additional vertical field is also applied to the Thomson diagnostic
data leading to symmetric n6, Te and T.- profiles in the effective plasma radius, r.
The experimental estimate of the local T,- is higher than the real value for higher densities
due to the attenuation of the outgoing neutral flux. A standard procedure /1/ is used
for correction of the T; profile. For the NBI heated discharge of Fig. 3, the resultant T,-
profile (broken line) deviates in the central part from the uncorrected data (full dots).
For the ECRH discharge with lower density in Fig. 1 the correction is small. The ”non»
Maxwellian” part in the outer range (7‘ > 15 cm) of the T,- profiles is disregarded for the
energy balance analysis. Only few T,- data are measured by the CXRS diagnostic up to
now with reasonable agreement with the CX temperatures. Furthermore, the Doppler
shift of the background impurity lines of O and C excited by the diagnostic beam can be
used to estimate the poloidal rotation velocity. An accurate evaluation of the diamagnetic
drift component, however, is necessary to obtain the radial electric field. A first analysis
indicates rather small values of the radial electric field for both ECRH and NBI discharges.
Energy Balance Analysis
For the discharges discussed in this paper the electron and ion energy balance are analyzed
independently. This procedure becomes critical at higher densities where the collisional
coupling of electrons and ions, determined by the absolute difference of Te(r) and T;(r),
dominates the energy balance. At even higher densities (ne > 1014 cm'a), where the
electron and ion temperatures are nearly identical, the total energy balance in which the
electron-ion coupling disappears can be considered.
The ECR power deposition which is highly localized close to the resonance zone is mod-
elled analytically corresponding to 3D ray tracing calculations /2/. For fundamental
heating (o—mode at B 2 2.5 T), very high single pass absorption (> 70%) is found for
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T6 > 1 keV. The NBI electron and ion heating profiles are calculated by the FAFNER
code (3D Monte-Carlo code) /3/. For the tangential injection in W7~AS with high beam
absorption the fast ion orbit losses are very small and the effect of a radial electric field
which is omitted in the computations up to now is expected to be of minor importance
for the power deposition profiles. Furthermore, the reduction of NBI heating efficiency
due to fast CX losses is negligible in the bulk part of the plasma which is consistent with
DEGAS simulations of the neutral gas profiles. The full 3D DEGAS code /4/ is used
to simulate the neutral gas densities and fluxes in the complex topology of W7-AS with
all main contributions to the particle sources included /5/ DEGAS calculates also the
thermal CX losses which are relevant for the ion energy balance. For NBI discharges at
higher densities the CX losses turn out to be rather small compared to the ion transport
losses in the bulk part of the plasma. In ECRH discharges at lower densities, however,
where the collisional ion heating is rather small the ion energy balance is significantly
affected by the CX losses.
As impurity concentration and Zefi' profiles 0-5"‘4“J“““l‘*b‘w“‘w“w’
are not available at present, a mean Zefl’ is 0.5-. “a [mm mil]
roughly estimated for moderate and higher
densities by comparing the kinetic energies 7
evaluated from the profiles with the total en- 03:
ergy content measured by the diamagnetic 02*
loop. C, O and Fe (simulating also Ti) are 071:
used for modelling the impurity concentra
tions. On this basis the radiation loss pro—
file (normalized to bolometry and SK data)
as well as the collisional electron-ion power
transfer, Pei, are calculated. The electron
energy balance is solved with a purely dif-
fusive ansatz for the electron heat conduc—
tion. The resultant electron heat conductiv~
ity, he“), is found to be much larger than
the neoclassical predictions (based on DKES
code) /6/. Only for high Te (> 1.5 keV) at
low density the neoclassical Xe exceeds the
experimental one. The ion transport losses
are determined by the direct ion heating in Fig. 1: ECRH discharges with 140 Hi"
NBI discharges, the collisional heating, Pei. input power (shots 12314-32): 71.: (upper
and the CX losses, PCXV and are compared plot), T,5 (open squares) and Ti (full dots)
with the neoclassical predictions. data and fit curves.

0,47 M

0.0. ,

The mono-energetic DKES code /7/ is used to calculate the neoclassical transport proper-
ties. With energy convolution included, the full transport matrix for each plasma species
depends on collisionality and radial electric field. The condition of ambipolarity of all
particle fluxes is used for calculating the radial electric field. At present, only one ion
species is taken into account. For the discharges of Figs. 1 and 3, only the ion root with
E, < 0 exists. The E, values are up to ~100 V/cm and thus have a very small efiect
on the electron transport coefficients. The ion transport coefficients, however, are signifi~
cantly reduced (up to a factor of 3. x,- even more), the radial electric fields correspond to
6‘1) x kTg. In this approach with only one ion species the E,- values are rather insensitive
to Zeg. Non-thermal ions in case of NBI heating can increase the radial electric field
although this effect is small for tangential injection and the fast beam ion density is of
the order of only a few percent of the ion density.
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Ion Energy Balance 10b . i .[W]

In ECRH discharges, optimum energy confinement
is found at higher densities for low heating power
level /6/. An example with ECR input power of
about 140 kW and TE % 35 ms is shown in Fig. 1.
Note the nearly constant Te gradient which is typi
cal for good electron energy confinement. The elec-
tron heat conduction at outer radii is rather small,
radiative power loss (z 40 kW) and strong colli-
sional power transfer (Pei up to 90 kW) dominate.
At r = 8 cm, X6“? is a factor of 5 larger than
the neoclassical prediction. The ion energy balance
is shown in Fig. 2. Here, the neoclassical energy
loss with E.- = 0 (thin broken line) reaches 250
kW which is more than the total input power. The
neoclassical energy flux with the ambipolar E" in- 1000 . . ‘
eluded (thick broken line) is smaller than the avail- 0 10 20
able power (dotted line) given by Pei — PCX- Note r [cm]
that Pei depends on the profiles of the impurity mm Fig. 2: Ion energy balance for
centrations, a mean Zefi' z 2 was assumed for this the ECRH discharges of Fig. 1:

01
case. However, an additional ion energy loss term
increasing with radius is necessary to fulfill the ion
energy balance. These results are also found for
ECRH discharges at lower densities where Pei is
smaller but c is increased.

available power, Pei —c (dotted
line), the neoclassical predictions
with E, = 0 (thin broken line) and
with ambipolar E, (thick broken
line).

J47:,1,lA,LA_l,lJ;LLLJ—l_LLA_l,A_LA_LJ—|J,LLLIJ :.|J_-_Lu_ For the NBI discharge (PNBI z 700 kW) at
0.5. n: [107‘! m"] . medium density in Fig. 3 (nE up to 3 - 10”

g § § § § cm‘3 was obtained in NBI discharges) the T,‘
0'5' ' correction of the direct CX data (full dots)
0-1 turned out to be rather small (< 10 %), but

the effect on the electron~ion power transfer
02. . is significant: Pei = 180 kW i40 kW. The

rather large error in the experimental tem-
perature difference affects significantly the
electron energy balance leading to about 50 %
uncertainty in electron heat conduction at
outer radii. Pei adds to the ion heating by
the NBI (thin dot-dashed curve in Fig. 4).
The available power for ion energy transport,
PNBI + Pei — c (dotted line), is again be-
tween the neoclassical prediction with E', =
0 (thin broken line) and with the ambipolar
electric field included (thick broken line). In
this discharge, CX losses play only a minor
role, the NBI ion heating is larger than the
electron-ion power transfer. An additional
ion heat loss with respect to the ambipolar
neoclassical prediction increasing with 1‘ is
necessary.

00.
()8

:(i 1 o 0 0.1 0.2
r [m]

Fig. 3: NBI discharges with 700 kl'V
input power (shots 12365-89): nC (up-
per plot), Te (open squares) and T; (full
dots) data and fit curves.
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Also for a combined discharge with 400 kW N131
and 350 kW ECR heating power at moderate den-
sities (726(0) 2 4.2~1[)13 crn—a, ECF power deposi—
tion about 7 cm off-axis, T,‘(O) R 700 eV), the ion
energy transport lies between the neoclassical pre—
dictions with and Without ambipolar electric field
included.

Conclusions

The radial electric fields calculated by the con-
dition of ambipolarity of the neoclassical particle
fluxes (with only one ion species included) turned
out to be rather small which is consistent with first
observations of the Doppler shift of impurity lines
(CXRS). The particle fluxes simulated by DEGAS
code agree reasonably well with the neoclassical
predictions in the bulk part of the plasma /5/. As
in cases with the ion root (E, < 0) the ambipolar
fluxes are mainly determined by the electrons, the
discrepancy between experimental and neoclassi~
cal electron heat conduction plays a minor role for
the reliability of the radial electric field estimation.
More sensitive for the E, estimation is the use of
only one ion species in the ambipolarity condition.
Including the radial electric field in the neoclassical
models results in an already significant reduction
of the predicted ion heat condution.

Fig. 4: Ion energy balance for the
NBl discharges of Fig. 3: NBI ion
heating, Pf, (dotdashcd line), to-
tal available power, P]; + Pei e Pox
(dotted line), the neoclassical pre-
dictions with E, = 0 (thin broken
line) and with ambi'polar E,- (thick
broken line).
The experimental Values obtained from the ion energy balance are typically between these
two theoretical cases. Within the errors in estimating the electron-ion power transfer for
moderate and higher densities, the electron heat transport is independent of the heating
method (ECRH, NBI and combined). Within the reliability of these estimates the electron
heat transport plays only a minor role in the NBI heated discharges. Together with strong
radiative power losses the ion energy transport is dominant which is roughly of the order
of the neoclassical prediction.
The ion transport on WT—AS has not yet reached the low level obtained in the WY—A
stellarator where much higher ion temperatures (up to 1 keV) were achieved. In VV7—A the
nearly perpendicular NBI significantly afiected the particle balance leading to very strong
radial electric fields /8/ which essentially improved the thermal ion energy confinement.
Further investigations in WT—AS with tangential NBI will concentrate on the role of radial
electric field on the confinement properties.
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THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY FROM HEAT WAVE PROPAGATION IN
WENDELSTEIN 7-AS
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1. INTRODUCTION

Electron thermal diffusivity studies can be carried out in two ways: static and
dynamic. In the static analysis, the transport coefficients are determined from the
stationary power balance, in the dynamic analysis from the propagation of a small
perturbation of the stationary plasma state which can be caused by either a sawtooth
generated heat pulse or modulation of the heating power. Electron thermal diffusivity
Xe is deduced from the evolution of the perturbed electron temperature T6 at different
locations 7‘; in the plasma. Xe values obtained from perturbation analysis are usually
greater than those calculated from power balance [1,2,3]. It has been pointed out that
there is a principal difference between static and perturbative analysis [4]. \Vhereas the
static method yields the transport coefficient Xe = qe/nEVTe, the perturbative method
leads to an increase of the flux q,3 as a result of an increase in the temperature gradient
VTe. The quantity determined is an incremental Xe as defined by xi“ = age/1150(VTE).
By varying the modulation of the heating power at different frequencies and amplitudes
one can address the question whether or not this discrepancy is a function of the varied
parameters.

2. EXPERIMENT AND DATA ANALYSIS

Experiments have been conducted in purely electron cyclotron heated (ECH) plas-
mas. The temperature perturbation is introduced by the modulation of one of the ECH
power generating gyrotron tubes. The ECH system installed at the WT-AS stellarator
provides up to 600 kW of ECH power at 70 GHz in the ordinary mode. Under typical
plasma conditions, the power is locally deposited within about 3 cm of the chosen re—
sonance position. High single pass absorption is a necessary experimental condition for
this type of experiment. Off axis power deposition in addition to the centrally deposi—
ted power is to be avoided. The central deposition of modulated ECH power induces
temperature perturbations that propagate away radially from the plasma core. They
are monitored by multichannel spectroscopy of the electron cyclotron emission (ECE)
using a 12 channel heterodyne radiometer [5]. In this way the temporal evolution of
the electron temperature Te(r;,t) is measured at 12 different radii rg, either on the high
or the low field side of the plasma column. The perturbation amplitude and the time
delay both as function of radius are the experimental quantities of interest. They are
of the order of a few ten down to about 1 eV and a few ms respectively.
Numerical modelling of heat wave propagation is carried out by starting with the power
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balance equation,

(mp/amen) + w: = 718Te6.(fc/nc) + s:

with "Q, = —nexefiTe+(3/2)TEFC. Because the induced perturbation in density fie and
flux Fe is small the linearized equation

ETC/6t = (2/3neo)[(1/7')0/8r(rncXeBTe/ar) + 3,]

is solved. 3', = (3/2)ne(fl~} — T€)/T€;, is the ion—electron exchange term, Te, being the
collision time. The most inner temperature channel located outside the power deposition
zone is used as the forced boundary condition [6]. The electron thermal diffusivity is
determined by fitting the measured propagation delay with those predicted using a given
.\’e(7‘). In this formalism the electron—ion term is retained but density perturbations
are not considered as measurements show that they are very much smaller than the
temperature perturbations.

Figure 1. shows the propagation delay as a function of radial position as measured for
different modulation frequencies, f : 23, 69, 138 Hz. The amplitude of the power mod—
ulation is held constant at 20 kW. The other plasma parameters are as follows: total
ECH power 130 kW, central electron density 4.5x1019/m3, edge value of the rotational
transform 0.34, and central electron temperature 600 eV. Although the modulation am-
plitude is constant, the temperature modulation is a function of modulation frequency.
The feature that at the outer radii the propagation delay apparently goes to zero for
those two experiments at the higher modulation frequency is caused by a decrease in
coherence between the temperature perturbation and the applied modulation. At the
lower frequency, for which the temperature perturbation decay is longer, the coherence
improves and the time delay can accurately be determined. These problems do not
affect the time delay measurements of the inner channels where the perturbation is of
sufficient amplitude to provide reliable measurements of the time delay. Using the inner
channels only, the trend can be deduced that a decrease of modulation frequency leads
to lower values of the deduced Xe-

A complementary scan in the amplitude of the perturbations at f = 23 Hz and f = 69 Hz
was carried out too as the scan at constant level of power modulation yields perturba—
tions with greater amplitude at lower frequency. With increasing modulation amplitude
changes in the plasma parameters are non»negligible. But again, for comparable average
deposited power, the Xe values deduced decrease with decreasing modulation frequency.
As shown in fig. 2, only a small variation of the time delay as function of plasma radius
is observed for 23 Hz modulation frequency, even in those cases where the perturbation
was increased by a factor of 4. At 69 Hz the time delay in the three outermost channels
decreases as the amplitude of the modulation increases by a factor of 3. In this case the
feature cannot be explained by a loss of coherence of perturbation and modulation sig—
nal because coherence increases With increasing modulation amplitude. The observation
may be explained by insufficient central power deposition leading to power deposition in
the plasma edge. Such power deposition produces temperature perturbations that prop~
agate inward destroying the monotonic time and amplitude evolution. Using only inner
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channels where this process is no longer affecting the time delay measurements; it. is
found again that the deduced value of \E is independent of the perturbation amplitude.

3. DISCUSSION

The amplitude independence of the deduced value of M at a given modulation
frequency is particularly sm‘prising. A temperature dependence or temperature gradient
dependence of \c has been invoked as a possible reason for the difference between the
\c values obtained from the dynamic and the static method. At the largest modulation
amplitude.7 the relative temperature perturbation close to the plasma center is 10 per
cent with a corresponding increase in the temperature gradient. A second important
point is the result that in all cases analysed to date, the value of Xe obtained by the
perturbation analysis has not exceeded the static value by more than a factor of 2 for
the lowest modulation frequency used.

The need for a heat pinch term in the conductive flux has been demonstrated in tolta»
malts [7]. Our results are consistent with the. suggestion that the discrepancy between
static and dynamic values of Xe arises because of this heat pinch term. The amplitude
variation in this case would be expected to yield a constant value of x5. The frequency
dependence of the inferred value of Xe would then have to arise because of the changes
in the time scales involved as the modulation frequency was varied. This hypothesis
will be tested in further experiments and analysis. The possibility that edge deposition
plays a certain role cannot be ruled out at this time and it remains to be seen if this de-
pendency continues to be found under experimental conditions where the optical depth
and hence the power deposition at the resonance is higher. In addition, this hypothesis
has to be reconciled with the observation of flat Tc profiles in off—axis ECH plasmas in
stellarators which suggests that the heat pinch term may not be of importance.

4. CONCLUSION

Determination of the electron thermal diffusivity X: by heat wave propagation
analysis was experimentally proven. The 1x2 values obtained agree with the static value
within a factor of 2 in contrast to the results from tokainak sawtooth propagation
analysis. \e was found to be dependent on frequency and independent on amplitude.
which seems to support the. proposal for a heat pinch term in the conductive flux.
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Fig.1 The time delay of the temperature perturbation relative to the modulated power
for 3 modulation frequencies is shown. Plotted are the experimental points from meat—
surcmcnts on the inside and outside of the plasma column (dark points) and the pre—
dicted values of the time delay for \gc : flxffl (hollow points. PB = stationary power
linlnnce). The predicted values of the time delay with ya 2 “PB and Xe = 3x513
(crosses) are also shown. The innermost Channels show a. frequency dependence of Xe-
Fig.2 The time delay for three different modulation amplitudes is shown. While the
relative amplitude in the lower picture is the same as that in the frequency scan, it
is increased in the middle and upper picture by a factor of 2 and 4 respectively. The
predicted values of the time delay for \e : 1.5““ (hollow points) with X} = V53 and
\i : 2d”; (crorses) are shown. The deduced Xe values Show only a slight variation
with modulation amplitude.
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EXPERIMENT ON ION BEAM COLLIDER FOR ADVANCED FUEL FUSION

H. TANAKA, T. YUYAMA, T. MICHISHITA and A. MOHRI

Department of Physics, College of Liberal Arts and Sciences,
Kyoto University, Kyoto 606, Japan

PRINCIPLE of ION BEAM COLLIDER!)
"Ion Beam Collider”(IBC) is based on the use of counterstreaming ions

and suited to DesHe fusion. A plasma column composed of D+ and 3He++ ions
is set coaxial to a long magnetic mirror field, and an electric potential
¢0 is applied between the plasma surface at r:a and a magnetic flux surface

enclosing the plasma at r=rE. The electric field extracts ions from the

plasma surface and accelerates them up to the energy required for fusion.
The extracted ions take the bounce motion in the radial space between rza
and r:rt( turning radius ) in the effective potential well (Fig.1(all.

Counter collisions among the ions occur and a fusion reaction is
effectively brought about. Deformation of the magnetic field due to
diamagnetic currents (Fig.2) enhances the counteraction of the motion as
noticed in Fig.1(b). 06 :rr—T“*—n“~*r r~~j
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Fig.1 D orbits in the potential well Fig.2 Radial variations of B2

for @02150 kV, the external 8720.6 T, for different n1.

a:D.l m. (a) single ion orbit in vacuum.
rt=0.35 m. (b) collective ion orbit for

nizB x iO‘u/m? r =0.47 m.t

Slow ions are rapidly pith—angle—scattered and escape from the mirror
ends. Coulomb drag force on the fast ions can be reduced by this removal
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of slow ions and by keeping the electron temperature Te high enough. A
_ 7 + 3 ++measure of fUSion output : QL— PF / { PE(D ) + PE( He ) + pe } , where

PE(D+) and PE(3He++) are the endloss powers carried by D+ and 3He++
respectively, and Pe is the power loss through the electron channel, can be
found by the combination of a 2-D Fokker-Planck code including the mirrorend loss with additional equations for Fe and the electron energy

confinement time TEe. For instance, the state 0L>1 with PF:1.6 MW/ma is

attainable for e>4.8 s, Te:100 keV, ne=i.5x1020/m3 and the auxiliary

electron heating of 0.6 MW/ma. Such a value of TEe necessary for QL>1 may

be obtained by the use of thermal barriers?)

EXPERIMENT
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Elg;§ Experimental setup of the ion beam oollider for Fusion

The extraction of ions and their bouncing counter motions in thepotential well were experimentally examined with a linear system of BZs0.3
T, 1.5 m long and 16 cm inner diameter. Figure 3 shows a schematic drawingof the experimental setup. A plasma column of 3.8 cm diameter and ne~

low/m3 was formed by injecting a hydrogen guniplasma along magnetic fieldlines after preferential pumping of neutral gas. Several kinds of plasmaguns were used according to the purposes. Usually, a coaxial gun ofMarshall type was used unless otherwise noted. The lasting time of theplasma column was about 300 us in which the potenial for ion extraction upto $0 = 3 kV was applied between the column surface and the circular
electrodes set on both the end sides. This potential across the field washeld without electric surface break under the action of magnetic
insulation, which has been developed for electron beam injection into
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tokamak3)and high power ion beam generation4>. When the duration of
plasma production was prolonged by using a gun with quadrupole permanent
magnets, the plasma column continued for 1 ms for which the potential was
also found to be sustained. These results show that the radial potential
for ion extraction can be applied at least in small scale devices.

The radial distribution of ¢ inferred From the floating potential of a
Lagmuir probe became steap near the plasma column surface ( Fig.4). This
concentration of the radial electric

BZ=0258T .

field near the surface is effective 1'5 _ l l l I l l l I _
to the ion extraction. In the ¢~~o--—[ -
typical case, the extracted ion I l 2
current, 11, over the plasma column ;-l-0 j \ —

length of 0.4 m was about 1.5 A at i I X :
¢ 21.5 kV as shown in Fig.5. e— — \ a

n 075 _ M _
The turning radii of the : \ :

bouncing ion orbits. rt, were found _ X a

with a tiny Faraday»cup whose 0.0 — J L ‘ ‘5: ‘ ‘ ‘ —
aperture was sharply collimated 0 1 2 3 4 5 5 7 8 9
within 170 cone angle. Thus, r(cm;
the detectable ion current, IFC’ is Fig.4 Radial variation of $.

limited to the fast ion flow with the 82:0.19 T. @0:1.3 kV.

azimuthal component directed towards the
cup. Only when the aperture faced to the direction of ion gyration and
its radial position was near rt, IFC was observed. The dependences of

IFC 0n 81 and $0 are shown in Fig.6(a) and (b). The peaks of IFC well
f—"r—T~.’——r—'—i—r—i—V— ““_V

m E i‘ (U) Theorya\E —l
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coincided with the theoretically expected ones which are indicated by

arrows in the figures. This experimental result shows that fast ions are

bouncing in the potential well and thus counter collisions among the ions

occur in practice. The maximum density of the fast ions estimated from

IFC was as low as 3Xi014/m3 for 82:0.19 T and ¢o=i.6 kV.

The magnetic flux change was clearly observed at the imposition of mo,

while, without $0, the change was

too small to be detected ( Fig.7).
fact means that theThis

m—lfikV diamagnetic effect appears when

I I l l l l
2 the fast ions are produced and

g; I I { trapped in the potential well as
= _ — expected theoretically.

:51— a
i

0 I'JILJ
0.0 0,2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Time (ms)

Eig;l Time evolution of the diamagnetic
signals for the cases with e“ ( solid line )

and without e0 ( dotted line ).

Through this experiment on a small scale, fundamental features of IBC

have been confirmed such as the formation of the effective radial potential

well, the extraction and acceleration of ions from the plasma column, and

the presence of counterstreaming fast ions. However, diamagnetic effect

on ion orbits at higher density, energy loss mechanisms of fast ions

accompanied with instabilities or collisional momentum scattering still
remain for further study. In order to observe real fusion, a system

of a higher magnetic field will be necessary.
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HOT SPOT FORMATION AND EMISSION CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE PLASMA FOCUS

P. Antsiferov‘, D. Franz, H. HeroldI L. Jakubowskiz,
A. Jonas, M. Sadowskiz, H. Schmidt

lnstitut fiir Plasmaforschung, Universitat Stuttgart, Germany

Introduction

Intense relativistic electron beams can be generated in high current plasma
focus (PF) discharges. These beams are usually emitted in upstream axial direction
and can partly be extracted and detected outside the PF region if the inner electrode
(anode) is hollow. Spatial and temporal distributions of the beams have been
investigated earlier [1 -6] but mostly at low and medium energy levels. Electron beam
emission as it was investigated [7] at the large PF device POSEIDON (280 kJ - 500
kJ) with pure D2 filling will be reported in the first part of the paper.

Hot spot formation in the dense column of a PF and its correlation to electron
beams was investigated in the smaller PF device DPF78 (28 kJ). Filling was D2 with
Ar and Kr admixtures to induce hot spot formation [8]. Hot spot properties are of
interest in relation to radiative collapse [9] and the generation of extreme plasma
states [10].

Experimental set-ug

POSEIDON (280 kJ at 60 kV, t/4 ~ 3 us) was operated with a tubular 208 mm
dia. copper anode of 420 mm length ending on top in a front plate equipped with a
central 125 mm dia. hole. Time-integrated measurements of the spatial distribution of
the electron beam at a distance of 110 cm from the PF region were performed using
a Cu-foil mosaic filter set in front of a 50 pm thick NE 102A plastic scintillator, which
operated as a Cherenkov detector [11]. The light emitted by the scintillator was
observed with a camera behind a 10 mm thick vacuum glass window. To facilitate
spatial and energetic analysis, a 10 cm dia. filter set was assembled of crossed Cu-
foil strips (ranging from 12.5 pm to 212.5 pm). Time resolved measurements were
made using two miniature Cherenkov detectors positioned 2 cm apart also 110 cm
upstream the PF region on axis and equipped with different Cherenkov materials and
different filters for energy selection.

DPF78 (28 kJ, 60 kV, 17/4 ~ 1.5 ps) was operated with a 50 mm dia. copper
anode of 190 mm length which had a 30 mm dia. central hole at the front end.
Besides using similar Cherenkov detectors as above, a magnetic spectrometer [12]
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could be connected alternately. X-ray emissions were investigated using pinhole

cameras, filtered PIN-diodes and a quartz crystal spectrometer looking side on to the

PF region.

POSEiDON results

With the time~integrating detector a series of observations was carried out

under various-experimental conditions. An example of the picture obtained from a 380

kJ shot is shown in Fig. 1a. Results of the densitometric analysis of this picture are

plotted in Fig. 1b. The filter-scintillator system can be considered as a selective

Cherenkov detector only [11] having a threshold always above 150 keV depending on

the filter (material, thickness) and the refractive index of the scintillator or plastic,

respectively. Detailed densitometric measurements of the films have demonstrated a

fine structure of the radiation spots. it was found that the radial distributions of the

high energy (> 240 keV) electron beams are not uniform, and distinct local maxima

are observed. The measurements also suggest that the electron emission may be

irreproducible within a microscopic scale, possibly because of a stochastic character
of the phenomena involved. Since the
radiation intensity measured behind the 125

-"' r ‘3 *‘ ' pm thick Cu filter was about one order of
'1" 0 I 63 ‘ ti» ~ magnitude lower than behind the 12.5 um
i: u l I u it Cu filter (see Fig. 2) one can conclude that
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Fig. 1: Time-integrated picture of visible radiation induced by
electron beams behind the mosaic ”Ray. 55 obtained from Fig. 2: Cherenkov radiation intensity distributions along chos-

shot 11559 ( 600 Pa DE, 70 W. Y, = 0.096 a.u., Y" : on lines, as measmed behind the mosaic Cu-foilfilterforsh~

4.6 - 10’“). Below there are shown equideneity contours and 0‘5 11559 and 11541 (400 Pa Dz, 50 W Y. = 0-052 8.v Va

radiation density profiles obtained with a computer-aided = 3-4 '10”). The Vertical scale ol the lower diagrams has

densitometer, been extended.
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the population of electrons with initial
energy above 350 keV was smaller

_ ,, 7- than 10 %, similar to results obtained
azaekevg 5 with the electron spectrometer at the

smaller PF device DPF78.
Quantitative analysis of the
measurements [11] results in an
averaged energy of the electrons of
300 1- 80 keV. More information was

. obtained from time-resolved
3‘9””: . measurements carried out with the

miniature Cherenkov detectors having
a sensitive area in the order of 1 mm2

. . . i’ i 7 only. An analysis of the Cherenkov
-103 0 10° 20° 30mins] signals from about 100 shots

3‘.9L key

2191. keV §

223 akevg

2235 kevé

(performed at 60 kV and 70 W) has
Fist _§: Time risolvzg‘gfgoziczndfgg)531332313): shown that usually 2 or 3 consecutive

313:2: sizirpgllormed at4OOPaDz.6(IJkV:shot11‘/31, pulses 0f fast electron beams were
Y =o.122 a.u..Y“=5.1 -10‘°;shotlt746,v‘=0.151alum emitted. Those pulses generally had
Y: = 7.4 ~10”; and shot 11755. YI = 0.158 a.u., Y,‘ = FWHM values ) 30 "S, but in many

6'4 ‘10,“. cases one could observe a fine multi-
spike structure of the electron
emission. Individual spikes with

FWHM values < 10 ns could be observed. Examples of Cherenkov signals from three
different discharges are shown in Fig. 3. The first electron pulse always appeared
close to the dl/dt peak. The second pulse was observed around 90 ns later. The third
pulse (if any) was detected again with a delay of about 150 ns. All three pulses were
observed for about 50 %, two pulses for about 40 % of the shots. whereas only for
about 3 % of the shots a single pulse appeared. Studies have also been performed
to compare the electron beam emission with other phenomena occuring during PF
discharges. in particular, the electron beam integral intensity increases with the
neutron yield.

DPF78-results

Electron emission was detected using either Cherenkov threshold detectors or
a magnetic spectrometer equipped with 4 Cherenkov detectors. Usually two electron
pulses ( E > 350 keV) were detected. which are related to the time of maximum
compression of the dense plasma column and the later occuring m=0 instability,
respectively. As the Ar and Kr admixture to the D2 filling was increased, the probability
for the second pulse to occur also increased. in pure Dz discharges the first electron
pulse prevailed. The spectral distribution of the electrons for 350 keV s E s 600 keV
obeyed to an exponential law |(E) ~ E“ with 2.9 s a s 4.2 for both pulses. In Kr doped
discharges the exponential drop tended to be slightly larger than in Ar doped
discharges.
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number. when the percentage of
admixture or the atomic number of
the admixed noble gases were
increased. Their distribution is plotted
in Fig. 4. Hot spots occur
predominantly at the neckings of the
m=0 instabilities. in addition it could
be shown by comparing (time-
integrated) pinhole-pictures and (time-
resolved) signals of collimated PIN-
diodes that a third phase of X—ray
emission (see below) has to do with
hot spots which occur (often off-axis)
on the front end ( i.e. away from the
anode) of the pinched column.

From X-ray spectra of the He-
Iike Ar-lines electron and ion
temperatures could be estimated.
From two series of 5 shots each we
found e.g. (Te , Ti ) = (1.4 keV, 0.6
keV) for low admixture (column's

regime, no or few hot spots) and (Te . T.) = (0.9 keV, 0.7 keV) for higher admixture
(micropinch regime). Some modifications of the X-ray crystal spectrometer will allow
us to obtain spectra from single shots in the near future.

Extensive measurements with PIN-diodes showed generally 3 phases of soft
X-ray emission corresponding to the maximum compression, the m=0 instability and
a late phase, where events far ahead of the anode are important.

From measurements of the microwave emission in the X- and R-band it was
found that only one single microwave pulse with FWHM around 10 ns is emitted
simultaneously with the first electron pulse. The microwave radiation was detected
upstream on axis where the electrons were also registered with a Cherenkov detector.

No correlation between the number of hot spots and the neutron yield could be
found. Therefore we conclude that hot spot generation is not directly relevant for
neutron production in a plasma focus.

‘ Institute for Spectroscopy, Troitzk. USSR
2 Soltan Institute for Nuclear Studios. Swierk. Poland
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RUNDOWN PHASE OF PLASMA FOCUS IN MULTICHARGED GAS

A.V.GERUSOV

Institute for Theoretical and Experimental Physics
25, B. Cheremushkinskaya, Moscow, 117259, USSR

One— and two—dimensional magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)
computations have been performed to study a rundown phase of a
plasma focus (PF) discharge in neon when radiative cooling is
important for a balance of plasma energy. Computations have
shown that in comparison with a PF in deuterium the current is
distributed throughout all plasma sheath. The plasma is
accelerated by a Lorentz force rather then shock. The plasma
temperature is determined by balance of Joule heating and
radiative cooling. The plasma pressure is much smaller than
the magnetic pressurev Test calculations have shown that
one-dimensional equations and optically thin approximation may
be used for the considered set of initial conditions.

MHD EQUATIONS DESCRIBING PF IN A MULTICHARGED GAS

i
I

i

Numerical calculations of two—dimensional (2D) MHD 1
equations describing PF in deuterium were performed, for
example, in [1—3]. But if PF operates in a multicharged gas 1
the essential part of energy may be lost on radiative cooling
and ionization. Hence, MHD equations describing PF discharge
in a multicharged gas must take into account these effects.

In this paper the next MHD equations are used:

dV 1
—- + pdiv V :0 p —— :-V(p +p.) + —-— [3E] + Div 3
dt dt 3 1 c

dse _ 02 a 2
p a;— + pedlv V =d1v(keVTe) + 16” a (rotH) ~ QeX‘Qr

r1‘91 — v— — v (1)p -—— + p.div V :div(k.VT.) + div(UV) _ V Div 0 + Qdt 1 i 1 ex

0E h 3
—— ~ rotIVH] : 7c rot( )
6t 0

:3 v] T +U( )2 “f e ‘ y
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They are written in common notation. An average ionization

level y and radiative cooling power Qr have been

calculated for a steady—state optically thin neon plasma as
functions of TP and he [4].

COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

The numerical solution of equations (1) in 1D case (VqEO

3:50) are given in Fig.1. The initial conditions are: the

anode radius s 5.5 cm. the initial filling pressure of neon

3 Torr, the current which is assumed constant - 0.48 NA. These
are the conditions appropriate to the experiment [5,6]. The

units in which the values of Fig.1 is measured are: roz5.5 cm,

p023.34'10_6 g/cms, TO:2.BB-1O5 K, t0=2.89'10_6 s,
HO:1.75-104 G, vo:1.90‘1ob cm/s.

As follows from computations the current in neon PF is
distributed throughout all plasma sheath in comparison with a
PF in deuterium when skin layer_is very thin. The plasma is

accelerated by Lorentz force [3H] rather than shock wave. The
plasma temperature is determined by balance between Joule

heating and radiative cooling. The plasma pressure is much

smaller than the magnetic pressure throughout all sheath.

In the experiment [6] the value of plasma temperature was

determined in terms of the line intensity ratio. For this

purpose the lines of Nell 7g(4G a 4G) and Nel

Es'E1/2]O e 3p[1/2] were used. The value of electron density

was determined by laser interferometry. The dependence of the

line intensity ratio on temperature was calculated in

accordance with [4]. The temperature measured in a such method
is shown in Fig.1. It is surprisingly for me such a good

coincidence between calculations and experiment because the PF

dynamics is essentially two—dimensional and optical length is

much greater than 1 for calculated values of T9. nP.

To justify the optically thin approximation the test

calculations without radiative cooling have been performed.

Their results are ploted in Fig.1. The electron temperature

near the outer boundary in these calculations is much

greater than one in calculations with radiative cooling. But
because of low density the plasma in this region will be
optically thin and radiative cooling power will be large. It
follows from this fact that optically thin approximation is

not so bad for determing of plasma temperature.
To understand the role of plasma outflowing along the PF

axis two—dimensional numerical calculations of equations (1)
have been performed. The initial plasma region boundary

conditions‘ numerical Lagrangian code were taken from [7].
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Fig 1. Radial distributions of electron temperature TP, plasma

density p , magnetic field H and radial velocity Vr at

t:0.249 and t:0.476. The solid lines are the calculations with
radiative cooling. The dashed lines are the calculations
without radiative cooling, The dotted lines are the
experimentally measured values of electron temperature [6].
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In Fig.2 the results of 1D and 2D calculations are

plotted. In 2D calculations about 30% of the line density
(aprdr) is lost at t:0.445. The plasma sheath width is
smaller about 30% than in 1D calculations. As can be seen from
Fig.2 all plasma parameters in both calculations are close.
This can be explained by the fact that a plasma temperature is
mainly determined by balance of Joule heating and radiative
cooling. The rise of the current density by a factor 7 1.3
(because of the plasma sheath width decreasing) results in
increasing of Joule heating by a factor 7 1.7. But because the
dependence of Qr on T6 is very rapid for TPNS—B eV an increase

in Te will be only about 10—20%.

l I I l
0.4 0.6 r 0.4 0.6 r

Fig.2. Radial disributions of Te’ Vr

lines are the solution of the 2D equations at 2:0 and t:0.445.
The dashed lines are the solution of the 1D equations at
t20.459.

. p and H . The solid
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INTERACTION OF PLASMA WITH
MAGNETIC FIELDS IN COAXIAL DISCHARGE

Solimanz H.M. and Masoud, M.M.

Plasma Physics and Nuclear Fusion Dept., Atomic
Energy Authority, NRC, Cairo, Egypt.

Previous experiments [l,2,3,4] have shown that, in normal mode of focus
operation (67 KJ~20 KV) i.e without external magnetic fields, the focus exhibites
instability growths as revealed by the time integrated X—ray pinhole photographs
[1]. A magnetic field which is trapped ahead of the current sheath will reduce
the high ejection rate of plasma which occurs during the (r, z) collapse stage.
This reduction should lead to a more uniform plasma of larger dimension [1]. If
an externally excited axial magnetic field of (102403 G) is introduced at the
end of the central electrode of coaxial discharge with 45 pf capacitor bank,
Uch : 13—17 KV, peak current~ 0.5 MA, the decay rate of the current sheath
is slowed down and the minimum radius of the column remains large enough [2].
Experiment investigation of the X-ray emission in axial direction from a
(12 KJ/ZO KV, l+80 KA), Mather type focus, showed that the X-ray intensity
changes drastically, by superimposing an axial magnetic field of 55 G on the
focus [3]. By introducing an external axial magnetic field of intensity 2.4 KG
along the coaxial electrodes, this magnetic field has a radial component at
a distances approach to muzzle of coaxial discharge with charging voltage 10 KV
and peak discharge current 100 KA. Presence of these magnetic fields, will
caused an increase in intensity of soft X-ray emission [ii].

The main purpose of this work is to study the interactions of axial and
transverse magnetic fields with plasma sheath during the axial interelectrode
propagation, and its effect on the X—ray emission from plasma focus.

.E’Skéiflefltaiflflinfiefl‘ini
A schematic diagram of the coaxial plasma discharge device is shown

in Fig. (l). The diameter of the inner and the outer coaxial stainless—steel
electrodes are 3.2 cm and 6.6 cm respectively. The inner electrode length is
l7 cm and the inner electorde—to—outer electrode distance is ILLS cm. The
experiment uses a 61.68 pf condenser bank charged to 10 KV. The maximum
discharge current is 120 KA. The filling pressure is 1 Torr hydrogen gas.

The external axial magnetic field, BZ, is generated by the current of a
capacitor bank flows through a coil wound around the outer electrode, the mean
value of this axial component is 3.8 KG. A transverse magnetic field, Btr of
intensny l KG is produced by the current flows from a capacitor bank through
two Helmholtz coils arrangement located at the muzzle.

Experimental Results and Discussion
X-ray emission from the focused plasma, is detected by a plastic scintillator

with collimator arrangement to assess photon energy intensity, coupled to a fast
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photomultiplier. This detector is pointed at a position 18 cm off the end of
the central electrode axis. A set of typical oscillograms of time resolved
X—ray signals are shown in Fig. (2). This figure demonstrates the influence of
the external applied axial and transverse magnetic fields upon the intensity,
shape and time of arrival of X~ray signal. When BZ is applied, the intensity of
X—ray decreased by 35.7 % from the case of normal mode of operation (B:O),
while with application of Btr it is increased by 10%. In both cases, the X»ray
signals are delayed and are more stabilized than in the case of free magnetic
field region (13:0).

The axial variation of the azimuthal magnetic field Be, the axial and the
azimuthal plasma sheath current (12, 1(1)) along the coaxial electrodes at r : a+b/2
were measured by magnetic probe and miniature Rogovsky coil in presence
of BZ and B“. separately, and without external magnetic field. Figures (3A,B,C)
show the azimuthal magnetic field, the axial and azimuthal plasma sheath
current signals, at coaxial electordes muzzle. These figures illustrated that, the
amplitude of B9 and 12 increased from normal mode of operation (3:0) with
applied 13223.8 KG, but 14, decreased. When a transverse magnetic field,
Btr=l KG, is applied, the amplitude of Be, lZ and 14; were decreased. The traces
of Be, IZ and 1;], showed that the full width (FWHM) of their signals decreased
and they become more stable in the presence of EZ and Btr‘

Figures (4,5,6), show the axial variation of azimuthal, axial plasma sheath
Current and the azimuthal magnetic field respectively.

The emitted radiation from the plasma sheath was measured by an optical
collimation system, dielectric filter with peak transmission 610 n.m., and IP 28
photomultiplier. The light guid is pointed at a position 21.5 cm from the coaxial
electrodes muzzle axis to detect the side flow of plasma radiation, through
a port in the expansion chamber. The plasma radiation signal is shown in Fig. (7).
The results indicated that the amplitude of radiation intensity signal increased
by 23%, its (FHMW) decreased by l+092: and the radiation signal is delayed by
2 psec, when Btr’ is applied.

Conclusion

Results conclude that, the inclusion of superimposed transverse magnetic
field impedes the motion of the current sheath and increasing the intensity of
X-ray. Also there is an evidence that, the plasma sheath is stabilized by the use
of an externally excited magnetic fields (137, Btr) separately, which produce
more confined plasma focus. ‘
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STUDIES OF HIGH-ENERGY ELECTRON BEANS
KNITTED PROM PP-TYPE DISCHARGBS

M.Sadowski, L.Jakubowski, and J.2ebrowski

Soltan Institute for Nuclear Studies
05-400 Otwock—Swierk, Poland

Abstract: The paper reports on recent experimental studies of relativistic
electron beams (REES) emitted from different plasma—focus (PF) facilities.

Introduction
REB pulses can be generated by different high—voltage discharges,

e.g., by high—voltage pulsed diodes, high—current z—pinches, and PF-type
facilities. High—intensity REES can be used for various purposes, e.g, for
plasma heating, fusion micropellets irradiation, gas laser pumping etc.
The REB pulses emitted from plasma discharges can also supply information
about physical phenomena occuring within a plasma discharge region.
Therefore, within a scope of PF research some attention has been paid to
the REE emission [1—2].

The main aim of this paper was to collect new data on the REBs
generated by PF facilities run in Swierk, in order to make possible a
comparative analysis with other experiments.

Experimental devices

The studies has been performed with the PF-360 facility [3-4] and
with the MAJA—PF device [5]. The PF—360 facility was equipped with a
120-mm—dia. inner electrode and a 170—mm-dia. outer electrode. The both
electrodes were made of 400—mm—long copper tubings. The main insulator
embracing an BO—mm—long neck of the inner electrode, was manufactured of a
special ceramic [4]. Initial gas pressure was 2—6 torr H or 1-4 torr D .
The system was powered by a 180— uF condenser bank charged up to 110 kJ;35
kV.

The MAJA-PF device was equipped with a 72—mm—dia. inner electrode
made of a copper tube, and a 124—mm—dia. outer electrode composed of 16
copper rods. The two electrodes were 298 mm long. The main insulator was
made of the same ceramic as in the PF—360 device. Initial operating
pressures were changed from 1 to 4 torr D2 . The MAJA—PF device was
supplied by a 72—pF condenser bank charged up to 44 kJ/35 kV.

Experimental results

In order to perform time—integrated but space-resolved observations
of REES, use was made of a simple detection system consisted of a metal
foil filter and a plastic radiator placed in front of a glass window
installed at the collector plate of the PF facility. Cherenkov radiation
induced by REBs in the radiator was registered with a photocamera. To make
possible a rough energetic analysis of the REBs, it was possible to apply
a special mosaic filter consisting of different foil strips.
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Fig.1. Equidensity contours obtained from time—integrated pictures of
Cherenkov radiation observed behind a mosaic filter for two different

shots in MAJA—PF device operated at p0 = 1 torr D2 and U0 = 35 kV.

Detailed observations were performed mostly at the MAJA—PF device.
The pictures obtained have shown that a spatial distribution of REES over

a cross—section surface is usually nonhomogeneous, as shown in Fig.1. Some

jitter in the location of black spots says about a stochastic character of
the REBs emission. Quasi—uniform REES pictures have been obtained only at
very high neutron yields, but it can be explained
by a saturation effect and over—exposition of the
films applied. In general, for PF shots with D
filling it has been observed that REBs integra
intensity is proportional to a neutron yield
within a wide range of parameters.

Time-resolved measurements of REES have been
carried out with different detection systems
utilizing the Cherenkov effect. Most measurements
have been performed with a two—channel XET analy—
zer [2] adopted for the electron registration by
elimination of permanent magnets and application
of appropriate diaphragms, filters, and radiators.
In order to observe Cherenkov radiation, use has
been made of optical cables and fast photomulti—
pliers. For comparison, simultaneously with the
REBs measurements, there have also been performed
side—on observations of soft and X—rays. Detailed Fig.2. Time-resolved
measurements have shown that there appear usually
two REB pulses shifted by 100—200ns. and the FWHM
of individual REE pulses is 20—100ns, but a
multi—spike structure can be easily detected, as
shown in Fig.2. It has also been found that there
is some correlation between hard X—rays and REES.

In order to enable an energy analysis of REES
use has been made of a magnetic analyzer placed
behind the collector plate of the PF facility. The
analyzer was equipped with an inlet pinhole dia—
phragm and two miniature permanent magnets. The
REBs deflected by a 620-6 analyzing field have

signals of soft X—rays
(>2keV, upper trace),
hard X—rays (>12keV,
middle trace), and
REES (>190keV, lower
trace), as measured at
MAJA—PF device, res—
pectively, at h5° and
180° to the z-axis,
during one shot at 1
torr D2 and U0=35 kV.
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Fig.3. Equidensity contours obtained from a typical REES-induced pic—
ture taken with a magnetic analyzer placed behind the PF-360 facility.

been registered with an X—ray film shielded with a 10-30um Al—foil.
Undeflected neutrals could produce a central spot corresponding to
infinity on the electron energy scale. The REBs induced pictures have been
analyzed with a computer—aided densitometer, as shown in Fig.3.

0n the basis of known measure—
ment geometry and the densitometric
analysis it was possible to determine , Tc,-
an energy spectrum of REES, as shown , 05
in Fig.4. Comparing results obtained
under different experimental
conditions it has been found that:

An electron energy spectrum
ranges usually from about 50 keV to
above 700 keV.

The FWHM value for the spectra
registered at the PF—360 facility
amounts 150—600 kev at 3 torr D ,
200-300 keV at 6 torr H , 330—450 EeV
at 4 tort H , and 380—400 keV at22 torr H .

Wit 3 decrease in the opera— ,
tional pressure one can observe an ,
increase in REES intensity and in the
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]

maximum electron energy, e.g., E-ax 00 590 200 100 62
changes from about 300 keV at 6 torr Energy [keV]
H to about 500 keV at 4 torr H , as
shown in Fig.5. 2 Fig.4. Typical energy spectrum of

If the magnetic analyzer is open REDS from PF—360 facility, as de—
during a series of PF shots, film termined for 2 successive shots by
blackening increases and the time— means of a magnetic analyzer con—
integrated energy spectrum becomes ning an X—ray film protected with a
wider, due to some jitter in the ID—um thick Al—foil.
emission of REES.

Recently, particular attention has been paid to a fine structure of
the REES in the time—integrated pictures. as well as in the time—resolved
signals. It seems that there is some correlation oeEBs and hard X—rays,
and possibly of fast ion pulses, but this question requires more detailed
studies.
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Fig.5. Energy spectra of REES emitted from the PF—360 facility, as
obtained from densitometric measurements of films exposed to 10 suc—
cessive shots performed at different operating pressures. The X—ray
films were protected with 30—pm Al—foil.

Conclusions

From the data and discussion presented above one can draw the
following conclusions:
1. Qualitative features of REES emitted from the PF—360 facility (operated

at 110 kJ) and those emitted from MAJA—PF device (run at 44 kJ), are
similar to characteristics of REES from the POSEIDON facility operated
at 280—380 RJ [5].
Quantitative differences in the REBs from the experiments compared, can

be explained by different operational modes, and particularly by
considerable differences in the operating pressure and interactions of
the REES with a plasma and gas filling the inner electrode.
REES investigation can supply valuable informations about dynamics of
plasma phenomena in PF discharges. Therefore, particular attention
should be paid to timenresolved and correlation measurements.

Acknowledgements: The authors wish to pass their thanks to Dr. W.Pawlowicz
for his help in the computer aided processing of the experimental data.
and to Mr. Z.Grzeszczyk and Mr. P.Karpinski for technical assistance.
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X-RAY RADIATION AND ELECTRON BEAMS IN A PLASMA FOCUS

E.Yu.Khautiev, V.I.Krauz, P.I.Kuznetsov, A.A.Batenyuk,

N.G°Reshetnyuak, K.B.Tsurtsumia, A.Ch.Chkhaidze

I.N.Vekua Institute of Physics and Technology, Sukhumi, USSR

In order to gain an insight into generation mechanisms
for electron beams (EB) in Plasma Focus (PF) the time—evolu—
tion of their energy spectra should be well understood. infor—
mation of this evolution may be obtained in studies on hard
X-ray (HXR) appearing in EB interactions with solid targets.
In its general form, this problem is fairly complicated, re—
quiring a great number of multi—parameter time—measurements
of HIR spectra and thorough knowledge of the geometry.

In the present paper, a method /1/ is used which can pro—
vide quantitative estimations of temporal courses of the ener-
gy and the current of the main EB fraction. The method is ba—
sed on comparisons between the signals of a pair of identical
detectors recording HXR, one of the detectors being covered
with an absorbing filter. Strictly speaking, the use of this
method is fully justified only for the case when an EB is mo-
noenergetic at every chosen instant of time. In principle, the
assumption above is not unreasonable for particles accelera—
ted in an electrical field which undergoes rather slow changes
in comparison with the electron acceleration process. Such a
condition may be fairly well maintained for parameters typi—
cally developed in a PF, i.e., acceleration voltage o1MeV,
generation durations of;1O—8s and acceleration length olmm.

Fig.1 shows the lay-out of the experiment. The EB formed
in the PF, emerging from the orifice 10mm in diameter at the
end of the inner electrode of a coaxial discharge system (1},
gets into an axial channel 30mm in diameter and 400mm in
length. There are removable targets (2) of various materials
(Ta, Cu, Al) placed at the other end of the axial channel. The
HXR detectors (4) are placed at the discharge system axis out—
side the vacuum volume (3). The lay—out of the experiment is
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similar to that used in Ref./2/, this fact permitting to make

camparisons of the results obtained. Integral HXR doses and

time courses have been measured by means of LiF—based fluore—

scent detectors and silicon detectors, respectively. The basic

experimental conditions were: W=80 kJ, V=32 kV, P=5 to 7 Torr,

deuterium being the operating gas. The discharge system is of

Mather type with Da=90mm and La=160mm.

Within the assumption of monoenergeticity of the beam, at

each instant of time, the radiation dose rate recorded with

the silicon detector is related to the beam parameters as

follows: 1 E(t)

P(t)=e‘ 1(t)g dD(k)/dk Q(k)dk (1)
where e is the electron charge, I(t) and E(t) are the EB cur—
rent and energy, respectively, k is the radiation quanta ener—

gy, dD(k)/dk is the spectrum of the radiation dose of a single

electron with the energy E(t), and n(k) is the spectral depen-

dence of the detector sensitivity. The ration of the signal,

Po(t), from the unshielded detector to that of shielded one,

P S(t), taking Rel.(1) into consideration, will be written
down as follows.

E Os(t)/P (t)=E(t)dD(k)/dk q(k) d(k)/EdD(k)/dke_fl(k)s(k)dk (2)
0

where ffis the radiation attenuation coefficient in a filter

having the thickness s. The ratio is a single-valued function

of the electron energy,E(t). The latter circumstance makes it

possible to find the energy, E(t), from the measured PO/Fs

ratio by comparing this ratio with that computed for a set of

various energies, E(t), via the right-hand part of Rel.(2).
Having found the electron energy E(t), versus time, the beam
current, I(t), is sought via the signal of the unshielded

detector.using Rel.(1).
The right—hand part of Rel.(2) has been computed by in-

tegrating dD(k)/dk spectra numerically. Experimentally found

spectra from Refs. /3,4/ were used as dD/dk values. For energy

values intermediate between the date taken from Refs. /3,4/,

Ferdinande model /5/ modified by us has been used to compute
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the spectra while for electron energies less 200 keV the spec—

tra have been computed according to the well—known Kramers
relation. The results given below are obtained using an Al —
target and a Cu—filter, 5 and 3 mm in thickness, respectively.
The dynamical range for electron energy measurements with such

a filter is 0,1...1 MeV.

Fig.2 showa oscillograph traces for the signals from Si-
detectors sensitive to radiation quanta with k:’30 keV and
Fig.3 represents reproduced electron current and energy plots
versus time for the beam. A special attention is payed to the
current drop coinciding with the peak in energy. A similar
shape of the current signal was obtained by us (Ref./2/) when
the current was directly measured with a Faraday cup. The time
correlation of the current minimum and the energy maximum may
be treated as a result of shut-down of the electron current
transfer. Probably, at this very moment, high-energy ion beams
starts to appear.

The measurements showed that the HXR doses near the
target are within the range of 0,3 to 1 krad, as a rule. With
the thin Ta—foils (12 14m) used as targets, doses exceeding
10 krad and dose rates of 1012 rad/s have been recorded while
the main fraction of the radiation is due to quanta with
energies from 20 to 150 keV.

Thus, highly efficient processes of the EB generation in
PF and its energy transformation into HXR in EB-target inter—
actions have been experimentally demonstrated in the chosen
lay—out of the experiment. It should be noted that regardless
of numerous similar experiments done in other PF devices there
are no unequivocal treatment of EB formation mechanisms. We
are in favour of the model which explains the discharge power
sharpening after the maximum compression stage as a result of
mighty kinetic instabilities developing within the various
regions of the pinch. As a consequence, over these instable
regions with anomalously high resistances (~O,1 Ohm), the
current transfer is realized by electron and ion beams.
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INTERPRETATION OF SELF SUSTAINED HAVE COUPLING AND
MICRDTURBULENCE IN SK/CG-l MACHINE
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INTRODUCTION
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TOROIDAL DISCHARGES IN AN OCFUPOLE FIELD

G. Hellblom, P. Brunsell and J. R. Drake

Royal Institute of Technology. Fusion Research, 8-100 44 Stockholm

Abstract. Experimental results from the Extrap Tl device are reported. The Extrap T1

machine has a toroidal stainless steel bellow vessel, R/a=0.5/0.06 m, covered with a

segmented shell. A special character of the device is a coil system which produces an

octupole magnetic field. The application of the octupole field produce an equilibrium with

four poloidal field nulls. Three modes of operation are considered; 1) toroidal field only,
2) toroidal field and octupole field, 3) octupole field only. The purpose of the present

experiment was to study the effect of the octupole field.

Introduction. The modes of operation considered in this paper are referred to as; the
Extrap mode1 and the RFP mode. In the Extrap mode no external toroidal field is applied,
only an octupole field. The RFP mode is obtained with a weak toroidal field pulse present
when the discharge is imitated. In this case we saw that the discharge itself generated the
additional toroidal flux necessary to keep the pinch parameter 0 (@=Be(a)/ <B¢>)

approximately constant as the plasma current was raised. Since toroidal flux was
generated and the observed values of 9 were less than 1.6, that suggests that the plasma

is in a relaxed statezi3’4. This is why we refer to this mode as the RFP.
Some typical discharge characteristics and a comparison of the pinch parameter (9 for the
two modes are presented.

The experiment. The experimental device, shown in Fig. lab, has a thin stainless steel
toroidal bellow vessel, R/a20.5/0.06 m covered with a segmented shell. The vessel has a
perpendicular penetration time of about 3 its and a toroidal field penetration time of about
50 us. The shell has a perpendicular penetration time of about 100 1.15. The ohmic heating
circuit includes a 0.4 V5 iron core transformer. The maximum sustained loop-voltage is
1.5 IN. The primary turns are distributed on the outboard and the inboard side of the
torus to give the necessary equilibrium vertical field. The transformer turns ratio is 4:1.
The toroidal field coil system has 48 turns. The octopole coil system consists of 8
toroidal rings placed symmetrically around the torus connected in series with alternating
current directions. The application of the octupole field produces an equilibrium with four
poloidal field nulls.
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Experimental results. An octupole field pulse is shown in Fig.2a, and the vacuum

toroidal field pulse required for the RFP mode is shown in Fig.2b. The duration of the

vacuum toroidal field pulse is much less than the total discharge time, while the octupole

field pulse is about twice the pulse length. Some typical pulse shapes for the three cases,

RFP mode, RFP+octupole field and the Extrap mode, are shown in Fig.3a,b. The filling

pressure was typically 10 mtorr helium gas and plasma capacitor bank charge was 6 kV in

in all the shots presented here. The plasma parameters for these shots and a number of

other shots with different octupole field strengths were computed. The result is displayed

in Fig.4. The pinch parameter (9 is drawn on a logarithmic scale. The value of 9 in the

RFP mode is not changing very much with the octupole field but stays in the range seen at

zero octupole field. In the Extrap mode a strong increase of G is seen as the octupole field

is increased. This is a consequence of the suppressed generation of toroidal field as the

octupole field is increased.
According to theory, 8 should stay in the range of O<1.6 if the discharge is in a

relaxed state The implication is that the RFP shots are, but the Extrap shots are not in a

relaxed state. The octupole field also affects the discharge current for a given loop-

voltage. In Fig.5 we have displayed the plasma current versus 0 for the different modes

and two different gas pressures, 3 and 10 mtorr. The RFP shots are grouped around a 9

value of about 1,0 with a tendency of increased current with increased value of 9 but still

below 1,9. The Extiap mode is not depending on 0. Instead the Extrap shots are grouped

at one plasma current. In this case 9 is in the range from 4 up to infinity. The Extrap

mode is therefore not relaxed, and the discharge current is purely perpendicular to the

poloidal self generated field and the octupole field. In the RFP case there is a large spread

of the plasma current for the same loop-voltage. This is due to shot to shot variation of the

relaxation and to the presence of different values of the octupole field. At 10 mtorr the

plasma current drops to half the value or less when the octupole field is applied to the

RFP mode.
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EXPERIMENTAL DETECTION OF LOCKING OF VACUUM ELECTRON DRIFT
IN CURVILINEAR ELEMENT OF DRAKON SYSTEM

S.F.Perelygin and V.M.Smirnov

Moscow Engineering Phisics Institute
USSR,Moscow,115409,Kashirskoe shosse,31

The experimental device consisting of two periods of 5—
periods helical torus is an analog of KREL of the DRAKON mag-
netic system.Measurement of vacuum electron drift along KREL
axis has shown,that deviation of electron from the axis be—
comes very small at the end of the of equilibrium part of the
device. Consequently,the Pfirsh—Shluter’s currents are locked
mainly within this equilibrium part.

The magnetic trap DRAKON consists of twp stright parts
locked by two curvilinear elements (KREL) [1}. Plasma equili-
brium in DRAKON is defined by the degree of Pfirsh~Shluter's
currents compensation within KREL. The locking of vacuum ele—
ctron drift in KREL.corresponding to locking of Pfirsh—Shlu—
ter's currents in case of finite pressure plasma was investi~
gated in this paper.

It is convenient to use a geodesic on the surface of the
basic torus as a spatial axis of KREL,because the magnetic
lines tend to reduce their length due to Maxwell's tension;
besides,the current coils of the solenoid are more stable un—
der magnetic pressure.

The KREL unit (Fig.1) consists of two periods of 5~peri—
0d heliac torus with geodesic axis. Theoretical estimations
have shown that the central part of this unit consisting of
1.5 periods of heliac torus has the equilibrium property,that
is.Pfirsh—Sluter's currents and electron drifts are locked
within of this 1.5 periods. Calculations show that the edge
solenoid coils ( about 0.25 periods at both ends ) gives a
good protection of magnetic field in the central equilibrium
part from the edge distortion. The major radius of basic to—
rus is 40 cm and the minor one is 12 cm. The magnetic field
is created by solenoid having 40 discrete coils with outer
diameter of 17.5 cm,the inner one of 13 cm. The gap between
neighbouring coils does not exeed 0.5 cm. The length of KREL
axis is 177 cm and the coils are regularly distributed along
it.The vacuum chamber has the outer diameter of 10 cm and the
inner one of 7.5 cm. The device and the drift measurement res
gion are schematically shown in Fig.2. The diagnostic equip-
ment consists of nine electron guns on the plate,which is mo—
vable along the KREL axis.and of fixed luminofor screen,where
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electrons give visible spot of 1—2 mm in diameter. The pictue

re on the screen is transfered out of the vacuum chamber us-

ing flexible light~conductor for fotoregistration. The error

in measurement on the screen is about 0.1 mm.
If otzre/R<3:1 (where re is a characteristic electron

Larmour radius,Rfi: curvature radius of the magnetic line) the

electron drift D relative to ma netic line is approximately

proportional to re,that is, to E / I (where E is electron

energy and I - a solenoid current.whioh is proportional to

magnetic field B ). Electron drift depends on coordinate

along KREL axis and may be calculated using the formula

$(g)=A.EZJ{€)1/E/l \(fi/I)1—(VF/I)2] (1)
where £>D(e) is an experimentally measured drift shift at two

combinations (E1111) and (E2,IZ). Measurement of;§D(8) inste—

ad of D(E) significantly simplifyes the experiment.

Equilibrium condition in paraxial approximation means

that integral
LK

V :jdg/B (2)
0

(where [.Kdenotes the length of equilibrium part of KREL )

along any magnetic line near axis is a constant 2]. Calcula—

tion of V in the computational model (40 thin current's
coils) shows,that the condition dV/dr::0 is true for geomet—

ric axis at LK 2140 cm.while for the magnetic axis L.K:1330m.
The latter value is close to the length of 1.5 periods of

5—periods heliac thorus equal to 132.8 cm, because KREL topo-

logically resembles the theoretical model of KREL known as

the ”1.5 torus” [3 .
Experimental investigation of electron drift is made by

measuring AI)at different E ,B: E290 and 150V; B290 and 150

Gs.The electrons were accelerated along the geometrical axis.

The measured £3D(€) values are presented in Fig.3. These va—

lues were obtained at certain positions of electron guns pla—

te by averaging of electron drift shifts, measured sequentia~

lly for different guns. Numbers of electron gun positions

are marked on the axis 2. The curve 1 corresponds to BLZ:

150 Gs and ELZZBO V, 150 V, while the curve 2 corresponds

to E, 2150 V and BIZISO Gs, 150 Gs. The error of AD measure-

ment' does not exeéd 0.4 mm. The experimentally measured
legth of equilibrium part LK :131.3 cm is close to calcula—

ted results. The smallest AD value is about 0.2 ~ 0.3 mm,

that is close to the error of measurement. The biggest A13

exceeds this value 10 —12 times. The stright lines 3 and 4
give the calculated.AD(€) for the ordinary plane half—torus

at E, E, corresponding to the curves 1 and 2. The experimen—

tally measured drift is maximum at €::LK /2,and its value is
close to the calculated drift at the end of the ordinary plas

ne 0 S—torus. This coincidence is not accidental. The theore—
tical estimations show that,in the “1.5 torus” model.the ele—
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ctron drift increases linearly to the and of the first half—
torus. In the second half—torus the absolute value of the
drift stays nearly constant, but the vector of drift turns
round magnetic line in such a way that in the third half—to—
rus the drift decreases linearly. At the end of 1.5 torus
electron returns to the magnetic line which it started from.
Respectively.at the end of the “1.5—period—geodesic—KREL” the
experimentally measured drift is rather small.

So,it is experimentally proved,that the vacuum drift of
electrons is small at the end of the KREL. This also means
that Pfirsh~Shluter's currents are locked mainly inside of
the spatial solenoid and,therefore, the magnetic structure of
considered part of KREL device has an equilibrium property,
and may be used as KREL for DRAKON configuration.

Authors greatly thank B.A.Trubnikov,V.A.Dobrjakov and
S.L.Lazarev for assistance.
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Fig.1. The total View of the KREL device
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Ion Energy h‘leasurernents in the SPHEX Spheromak

I{. J. Gibson. S. J. Gee, G. Cunningham, M. G. Rusbridge and P. G. Carolanl

Dept. of Pure & Applied Physics. UMIST, Manchester, MOO IQD, UIL
l AEA Fusimn Culharn Laboratory, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 IIDB, UK

( U li AEA/Euratom Fusion Association)

Introduction

A feature of plasma devices in which turbulent relaxation is present is the anomalous behaviour
of ions. In reversed field pinches [I] it is well established that ions are heated by non-collisional
processes, With T; often greater than T5; similar findings have recently he obtained on sphero—
maks [2]. In this paper we present first results of neutral particle analysis and high resolution
spectroscopy on SPHEX, a. gun injected splieromak [3].

Neutral Particle Analysis

A five channel neutral particle energy analyser (NPA) has been used to obtain neutral energy
spectra during the driven phase of spheromak discharges. Typically spectra are obtained over
an energy range of 100-3000 eV with a time resolution of up to 10/15. Figure 1 shows an
example of results obtained from at diametric line of sight. Spectra are normally averaged over
a period of 100ils, corresponding to the peak poloidal field To obtain a spectrum over the full
energy range requires on average 10 discharges.

The linear region of the spectrum allows the determination of a. temperature for the ions,

r —1[Jeep m([1: EV? (IE
In this case we find TN“I =320i15 eV for the diametric chord and 73.1,), :215i‘20 eV for

a. tangential View at. a chord radius of 776/2 (where r15 : 46 cm. the flux conserver radius).
Clearly these values are far in excess of the electron temperature (w 15 eV) and cannot be
explained by collisional heating.

Care must be taken when identifying TN”
since it is well known that these measurements are sensitive to non~Maxwellian ions. It can be
seen that the spectra. exhibit sharp curvature at low energies? normally indicative of a peaked
ion temperature profile Results from a. neutral transport code [—1] indicates that the profile
required to reproduce this degree of curvature is more peaked than measured (from comparing

I‘M“, where:

with a measure of the bulk ion temperature

the diamelric and tangential lines of sight) This raises the possibility that the distribution is
iionAhlaxwellian‘ particularly when it. is known that the heating mechanism is non-collisional.
The distribution may then be considered as consisting of a lower bulk temperature with an
accelerated high energy tail. We recognise, however7 that modelling edge neutral transport at
the low temperatures considered (TE < 10 eV) is difficult and accurately matching the spectra
at low energies needs a better understanding of the plasma wall interaction.

Decaying Plasmas

In addition to the results obtained from the driven phase we have been able to study decaying
plasmas by short circuiting the gun midway through a shot. On the application of the gun
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short the driven phase terminates. leaving a decaying plasma detached from the gun. The time

histories of the principal plasma parameters for such a discharge are shown in figure ‘2.

A striking feature of the decaying plasma is the absence of fluctuations characteristic of

the driven phase, as can be clearly seen on all diagnostics. This behaviour is not merely an edge

phenomena as can be seen from tlte current drawn by a Langmuir probe (with voltage swept

sinusoidally at SkHz) inserted 6cm into the plasma. There is no evidence of the 11:2 mode.

seen on CTX ['2] Measurements with the NPA show that at the onset of the decay phase the

ion energy drops rapidly (within ~ :30ns), perhaps indicating a direct connection between the

magnetic fluctuations and the ion heating mechanism. Figure 3 shows the decay of temperature

(as measured from the NPA spectrum between 500 and 1500 eV) against time. The timescale

of this decay is much less than that of the plasma generally (N 0.3 ms) and cannot be accounted

for by classical fast ion slowing down Limes (N 250m).

Doppler Spectroscopy

In addition to the NPA, a 1m C‘zerny—Turner monochromator with a “2—1t lines/mm has been

used for Doppler shift and broadening measurements. The results were obtained along a tan—
gential line of sight at a chord radius of (775/2). Line profiles are constructed over a series of
shots with the monochromator viewing opposite senses of the line of sight. on alternate shotsi
Once a pair of measurements are complete, the monochromator is advanced. typically by 0.043.
The process is repeated until the profile is established. Shot to shot variations are overcome by

means of a. similar 02m instrument, which acts as a monitor. viewing the same line of sight.
With this arrangement an instrument resolution of 0.063dwas measured. The far coar 0

resolution of the monitor effectively means that shifts due to co and counter plasma rotation
can be ignored for this instrument. The resultant line shapes are interpreted in terms of a
single ganssian. To date, measurements have been confined to the. CHI transition at “2296.9 A‘
the most intense line within the available spectrum and free from other competing impurity
lines. A zero dimensional treatment of impurity ionisation indicales that for the conditions in
SPHEX (116 ~ 3.0 X Elwin—37 Tr ~ 159V, estimated Tp ~ 10mm) this charge state should be
representative of the whole plasma.

Typical traces from the two instruments, with the high resolution inonochromator at. the
wavelength peak are shown in figure ‘2. An example of a fitted line profile obtained during the
driven phase of the discharge is shown in figure l.

Rotation is observed. reversing when the solenoid flux is reversed. and consistent with the.

1'

direction determined from an array of discrete toroidal edge coils. However the rotation rate is
considerably lower than the dominant 20 kHz n=l mode observed with the coils, typically 3
=lUll0ms‘l, or l kHz. Assuming Doppler broadening to be dominant. an impurity ion temper-
ature of ~ 1.5 eV is inferred from the line width. Both ion temperature and rotation decrease
during the pulse with a. time constant of N 200/5. In contrast to the NPA measurementS.
applying the gun short makes no perceptible l‘lillerence to either the impurity ion temperature
or the velocity, as shown in Figure 5.

Conclusions

An NPA has been used to measure fluxes olhigh energy ions far greater than would he expected
from collisional treating with electrons. When interpreted as a Maxwellian the neutral energy
spectra indicate that ’1] Z 101}. This contrasts with the CHI temperature as determined by
doppler broadening where we find TC”; ~ ‘TE. It might be possible to reconcile these results
by concluding that the ion energy spectrum is nomhlaxwellian. though other explanations such

2i
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as possible mass scaling of temperature still need to be considered. Further work will seek to
clarify these points by selecting different impurities for doppler spectroscopy.

Disconnecting the plasma. from the gun has shown a nmrkerl reduction in fluctuation levels.
and simultaneous measurements ul~ it rnpld decay in ion energy suggest n connection between
these fluctuations and the ion heating mechanism.

Measurements of plasma rotation from (loppler shifted CHI line profiles suggest rotation
rates of g 4000 ins-‘1. roughly in agreement with the space potential. but much 1955 than the
n=l mode rotation rate.
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MAGNETIC EQUILIBRIA lN SPHEROMAKS AND LOW ASPECT RATIO TOKAMAKS

£4E_§£9Efllflgi R Duck, R Martin and M G Rusbridge

Department of Pure and Applied Physics, UMIST, Manchester M60 lQD

Abstract: Theoretical calculations and experimental measurements of
magnetic field profiles in SPHEX spheromak, modified by the insertion of a
current-carrying rod along the geometric axis, are presented. The flux
amplification, q profiles and magnetic axis position in this tight aspect
ratio toroidal plasma are discussed, and their dependence on the rod
current and Marshall gun parameters investigated.

Introduction. SPHEX [l] is a gun-injected spheromak similar in design
to CTX [2] but with a solid copper flux conserver. The device can be modi—
fied by the insertion of a conducting rod along the geometric axis, carry—
ing a current of up to GORA; this generates a toroidal field into which the
magnetised plasma is injected by the gun, producing a very low aspect ratio
toroidal system. A similar modification was made to the HST spheromak [3].
The rod has diameter 1.5cm, within a 4cm diameter quartz sheath, and is
connected at the pole to the flux conserver which carries the return
current (see [4] for further details). Here we are concerned with the
magnetic equilibria in this system.

Theory. To a first approximation, spheromak steady—state magnetic
fields may be modelled by Taylor relaxed states [5], described by

l7X§=uB (1)
where u : Po 1. 3/82 is spatially constant. This theory predicts that for
a non-ideal spheromak (g-n#o on all boundaries] the flux amplifies as p
approaches the first eigenvalue “e of the system (ue = 11.1 m‘1 for SPHEX).
Relaxed state fields for SPHEX consist of both closed flux surfaces and
open field which links the electrodes, divided by a separatrix, similar in
form to Figure 1a; long open flux encircles the closed flux, with short
open flux in the entrance region. During sustainment, the gun voltage
drives current along the open field.

Significant deviations from relaxed states are found in CTX [6] and
SPHEX[1]. In the sustainment phase, u is larger near the wall and the
geometric axis than on the magnetic axis. Force-free equilibria. neglect—
ing pressure gradients which are small in SPHEX, satisfy the Grad-Shafranov
equation

32)" 1 av + 92W+ BdB
3r2 I Dr 322 d?

where B — 1 63V BIY’) 9V) and B _[V dV'_ ' f Z l Ibr— _JOp I

= D (2)

y': 0 on the wall. This has been solved numerically in SPHEX geometry by
iteratively linearising the non—linear term and using Successive Over
Relaxation [7]; the code is adapted to include the rod by adding a term Po
Irod/Z“ to B. The family of profiles u : “ed e + Cl’fy’sol where 501 is
the gun solenoid flux, has been studied, allowing both decay phase (c>o)
and sustained phase (c<o) solutions.
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Theoretical Results. The numerical solutions and analytical solutions

in a cylinder studied for comparison, show flux amplification for constant

p as u approaches he, as expected; the geometry change introduced by the

rod‘s finite radius increases Fe slightly. The resonance is far less sharp

than for the SPHEX due to the additional toroidal field generated by the
rod, which in a relaxed (or near relaxed) state in turn produces poloidal

field. In other words, for given u<ue, the degree of flux amplification,

measured by max (Y)/Vsolr increases significantly with Irod- Fig.l shows

the dependence of helicity K, energy w and toroidal current Itor on u for

constant rod current: by comparison, these quantities remain negligibly
small until u = llm—1 for SPHEX [7], only becoming significant when u is

very close indeed to pe- Thus the range of possible u profiles is wider

for 1rod #0 than the spheromak.
A similar effect also operates for non—constant u: W, K and Itor all

increase with 1rod for fixed u profile (constant “edger c). For example

Itor is increased from 40kA for the spheromak (Irod : o) to ZOOkA when
Irod : 60kA (when “edge = 16, c : -6]; the energy increases from 0.12 to
1.92 kJ, respectively. It is important to remember that if u = “edge +

CY is kept constant, the actual average value of u falls as Irod increases
(since c<o and t’max increases with Irod): hence if <p> were fixed, perhaps
more realistically, rather than c, the increase in current amplification

with lrod would be even more dramatic.
Typical field plots are shown in Fig.2, for partially relaxed states.

Notice that we indeed have a very compact toroidal pinch: if the aspect

ratio is defined in terms of the flux conserver-rod geometry it has the

value 1.05 whereas the aspect ratio of the outermost closed flux surface is

typically 1.2. The toroidal field is given by rBt = (“edge — cV’2/2) +

uolrod/Zn: notice that the first term shows this system to be strongly
paramagnetic, as expected for a very low aspect ratio tokamak, since

Bt>Bt(vac). For low 110d, the topology of the poloidal flux surfaces is

identical to the typical spheromak form [7], with long and short open field

and an x-type neutral point in the entrance region. However, for larger
lrod: a small additional 0 point is created: as Irod increases further, the
o and x points annihilate, so that the only entrance region neutral point

is at the gun mouth and there is no short open flux. The absence of flux
short—circuiting the gun may enhance the efficiency of helicity injection.

Within the flux conserver, the field geometry is rather independent of

p and Irod~ In particular, the magnetic axis is virtually fixed, moving
inwards only by about lcm as Irod varies from 0 to BOkA. This is also
confirmed by analytical relaxed states solutions.

A typical q profile is shown in Fig. 3. This is tokamak like, in that

q>l everywhere. However, the g profile is unexpectedly flat, over the

closed flux surfaces: q may either increase slightly or decrease slightly

from the magnetic axis, according to the choice of parameters. At the

separatrix, q is logarithmically singular, giving a "spike” on the calcula-

ted profile; however, this weak singularity only has effect quite near the

separatrix, and the flux surfaces with high shear actually penetrate well

into the entrance region. If the definition of q is extended to open field

lines, then q does rise near the wall, but this region of course is insig-

nificant for plasma confinement.

Experimental results. The internal magnetic field structure has been

directly measured using an insertable probe with 5 pairs of poloidal and
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toroidal field coils, inserted radially inwards at the flux conserver
equator. Typical field profiles are shown in Fig. 4. These agree with
theory qualitatively, but differ in detail. One reason for the discrepancy
is the large flow of plasma current to the wall, as in the Spheromak [i];
this is evident from the fact that Bt > uoed/a at the wall.

The results show that the magnetic axis position depends strongly on
Irod7 for small Irodl the magnetic axis moves outwards slightly, but it
collapses in several cm towards the geometric axis for larger rod currents.
This does not agree with theory. However, the toroidal current and flux
amplification do increase significantly with the rod current, as expected
from the above model, as indicated by the increasing field strength with
Irod' The toroidal current ltor can be directly measured, by using a set
of coils at the wall and along the rod to approximate a large Rogowski
loop, showing the ratio ltor/Igun to increase from about 1 for a spheromak
to about 3 when lrod‘_ 5 k

The u profile can be determined by fitting cubic splines to the
magnetic field data and differentiating to find Jt, giving p as shown in
Fig. 5. The Sphex u profile spans the eigenvalue he, as predicted by
theory; when the rod is in place, u is closer to being constant, probably
because less driving from the open field is needed, and is also generally
lower, in agreement with the prediction of a broader resonance when lrod
# 0.

Conclusions. Partially relaxed magnetic field equilibria in a
spheromak with an axial current~carrying rod have been simulated numeri-
cally. The q profiles are tokamak like, since q>l, if the rod current is
large enough, but there is little shear in the closed flux regions, the
dominant feature of the g profile being a singularity near the separatrix.
The toroidal current amplification is predicted to be significantly higher
than for a spheromak, as found experimentally. However, the measured field
profiles differ to some extent from theory; in particular, there is a
significant movement of the magnetic axis, which is not predicted. The
discrepancy is likely to be mainly due to the observed flow of current to
the wall, near the pole of the flux conserver; since the field itself does
not significantly penetrate the wall, this implies the existence of cross
field currents, violating the force-free condition (also pressure gradients
are too small to balance the Lorentz force). Until a mechanism for this
current loss is found, it is not possible to incorporate the effect in
models.
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STRAIGHT AXISYMMETRIC TRAP WITH AVERAGE MINIMUM-B

V.V.Arsenin, E.B.Sergeev

I.V.Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, Moscow, USSR

For a convective stability of a plasma with isotropic

pressure within the axisymmetric configuration with the

poioidal magnetic field at B=8Hp/Bz (p is the gas pressure, B

is the magnetic field) it is sufficient [l] to have

p’(w)-u‘(w) 20, (1)
mw) = gl, (2)

the integration is realized along the field line, w is the

flux coordinate, prime means differentiation.The inequality

(1) will be satisfied if
qo) =0, (3)
U"(w0) <0 (4)

on some surface wO (there is an average minimum—B),the plasma
occupies the surroundings of this surface,and the pressure

has the only maximum at w =w0.

The criterion (1) is not satisfied (and the flute
instability takes place) within the natural geometry of a

straight trap with the pressure maximum at the axis and with

a paraxial ripple [1]. As known [2], the stability is
possible in the system,where there is a separatrix wo in the

p]asma,at which the field has nulls (in this case, U tends to
infinity at wol;however, in the traps of such a type the

plasma envelope the conductors. As shown in this paper, the

Lflw) maximum (finite one) is achievable upon a certain
surface wo (not at the axis) in a simpler system with

adiabatic confinement. To create the necessary configuration

one should. generally speaking, locate a part of current

-carryine conductors between the plasma and the axis (in this

case, the plasma is a hollow one).However, in difference from

[2], one shouldn't have conductors inside the plasma.

We start from the form ( see U”, e.s., in [3] )
‘k[I : -—' ‘L (W0) .rba d5, (5)
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mono) = 2ft £523 7 {argcégfi’ - $2 522 ( if?) )) ds, (5)
where s is the length counted off along the field line w =w0

passing at the distance r(s) from the axis; kts) is the

curvature of this line; 9(5) is the angle between the normal

to it and the radial direction; b(s) is the field at the same

line.A definite dependence between the functions r(s) and

b(s) in separate ranges is needed for stability.The necessary

dependence of b(s) at the chosen r(s) is provided,e.g.,by the

surface currents, j =(c/4H)Bl (shown in the left-hand
w=woiAw

side of Figure) upon the surfaces w=woimp, where Eflw:w w is

found by expansion of the field near w = wO at given b(s)

and r(s). Of course, a set of currents producing the

necessary field configuration in the vicinity to the surface

w =W0 is not only one: conductors with currents can be

located beyond the surfaces w zwoiAw too, as shown in Figure.

Let us show how one can satisfy both conditions (3) and

(4) by the proper options of r(s) and b(s). For certainty let

us consider a system periodic in its length. Let the period

inc]ude:l)pieces l and 2, l and I long (quantities related
1 2

to these pieces will be marked with the indices 1,2), where

s . w 5-1‘11,2(1+t1,231,2( 1 ,H’ (7)1,2
1‘1,2 are constants, L1,2 <l are parameters, R1,2 are the

functions of the order of unity,tending to zero together with

the first derivatives at the ends of these ranges; 2)

connecting pieces,3, with the length
2» E

L 11,2/ 1,2 ’ (8)
where r(s) is smoothly varied between r1 and r9

Let the field be equal

13(5) = 221,2 < r(s)/r1,2 )“1,2 (9)
along the pieces 1,2 ,where “1,2 are constants. Let us assume

that 81‘2 «11,2/r1,2 .Then, in given ranges the curvature k m

~r". Assuming lkfl«1 and neglecting the small first term in

(6), one finds that the summarized contributions of the

ranges 1,2 into Lf(w0) and into U" (WO) will be
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r 2 9 _h__ .LE _1§2(1 + 2c) bzl : , (10)
Er' = , r _-_ _LE 41§2(1 + a)(a + a) bjrzl J , (11)

_ —2(l+a ) g5 fl 2 , ,1]_2 _ f11 + 51,2 R1,2(x)) ( dx1,¢ > dx , (12)
- » ,~4-3<x4 c.1137 2 ,J1’2 ~ fi1 + “1,2 Rl’2(x)) 1,2 ( dx1,. ) d3 . 2(13)

Under condition (8) the piece 3 introduces the (L E /1 )

~times lower contributions into U' and U” . Thus, the expres—
sions (10) and (11) coincide with L/(WO) and with U" (wo) per
one period with accuracy (LEZ/l)_1.

Let us take

—2 < «1 < —1 , (14)
—l/2 < «2 (15)

J(e.g., dl=-3/2, a2:0). In this case the quantities (3(w0) and
LE(WO) have opposite signs and UY(WO)<O. The stability
conditions (3),(4) will be satisfied, if the parameters are

chosen so that LH(WO) + L§(w0) =0 and ILQWwO)! <—Uf(w0). At
the chosen al’GZ‘El'EZ and at the chosen forms of the
functions R1(X),RZ(X) the stability takes place for

b],b2,r1,r2,l 12 sat1sfying the relationships11

.2 2il_:nll_sl_ll = 12-:53§21_§2_I2 , (15)
1 1 2 2

b r 2 l1 + a |(2 + a )(1 + Za() J I—1— (——1—) < —————— 1 ——————— 1——————r—a———1—2 (17)b2 r2 (1 + a2)(2 + «2)I1 + gall J2I1
Let us pay an attention to the fact that the Sign in

front of the quantity R(X), representing variations in a

distance to the axis, is of no importance. At E «1 the

integrals I and J are almost the same and include (dB/dx)2
only. The dependencies of the types (9),(l4),(15) between bis)

and r(s) are essential. Let us explain, e.g., the role of the

area 2, where u>-1/2, in stabilization of the external plasma

boundary. Let us assume that R > O (the case shown with solid2
lines in Figure). In the range 5, where RZ¢ 0, there is the

piece 2' at which the curvature is not favourable for the ex~

lernal boundary stability and there are the pieces 2" with

favourable curvatures. At a >—l/2, the contributions of the
u — —9pieces 2 into L” are greater, since the quantity r iSJ-B Ts)
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is greater there. In this case, the piece 2, as a hole,

provides a stabilizing effect. If R <0 (dashed lines in

Figure), the curvature will be favourable at the piece 2‘ and

unfavourable at the piece 2”. In this situation at a >—1/2,

the combination (I‘Hzf1 is greater in the range 2' (for

clarity the dashed lines correspond to the case, when a >0

and the field is the least one at the piece 2' so that the

field tube is deliberately "swollen").1f the dependence of

the type (9) between b(s) and rts) at d >—l/2 along the field

lines w zwo could be provided in the area 2 by one external

coil only, the element 1 with —2<a1<—1 should not be needed.

However, an example of such a coil is not known to us (as

well as some testimony to the fact that their design is

impossible). In the presence of an internal, near—axis coil,

when the plasma boundary facing the axis emerges, stabili—

zation of this boundary is realized due to the presence of

the area 1 : due to the field decay with a rise in r(s) the
9.

quantity (rB‘) 1 is maximal at the concave (favourable) piece

l' of the field line.
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DETRAPPING OF HOT ELECTRONS FROM MAGNETIC WELL UNDER ECR

HEATING WITH PARALLEL HF POWER LAUNCHING.

Zhil’tsov V.A., Skovoroda A.A., Timofeev A.V.,
Scherbakbv A.G.

I.V.'Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy,

Moscow, USSR.

The population of hot electrons with the energy of about
100 keV is often generated in magnetic traps under plasma
ECRH. The results of an experimental study of this phenomenon
at the OGRA—4 facility [1] (baseball—type trap) under a
microwave power launch (36 GH;,200 kw) along the magnetic
field are given in this paper; The ECR at the fundamental
frequency was used for heating.

It has been found out that a hard x—ray radiation gets

out mainly of the vacuum chamber wall to which the gyrotron
radiation is directed. This confirms the dominant yield of
hot electrons towards the microwave propagation. The x—ray

radiation was correlated with. the gyrotron operation, it
instantaneously disappeared, when the gyrotron was switched
off.

Oscillograms of a diamagnetic signal (curve D) (8312%),
intensity of hard x-ray radiation (E).
and a gyrotron power (G), are given in
Fig.1. The time interval of neutral
‘beam injection (20 kV, 20 A.) into a
plasma is denoted with ”NB". One can

see that 5 msec. gyrotron switching

off leads to the x—ray signal disap—

pearing, and then to its rapid resto—
ring up to previous level while a dia-

tms magnetic signal does not undergo
Fig.1 noticeable changes.
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A strong dependence of the ECRH process on N" (longitu—

dinal refraction index of an electromagnetic wave) was

theoretical shown in [2]. In particular, at N">1 the accele~

ration of electrons up to the maximum energy

2 ."
Emax— 2mc (Bmax/Br—l). (1)

takes place (Bmax — the maximum magnetic field at the force

line; Br - the resonance magnetic field, where the electro—

magnetic wave frequency w = eBr/mc; m — electron rest mass).

Electrons with an energy greater than Emax escape from a

magnetic well along the field lines. In our experiment, at

the longitudinal microwave power launch from the high magne—

tic field side the case with NN>1 is realized. In Fig.2

/ normalized experimental dependencies

m ‘ ' /+‘ of a diamagnetic signal magnitude
’ , + /<+ (points) and of x—ray maximum energy

a
' (points with crosses) on Bmax/Br are

given. This energy is in agreement

with equation (1) (dashed line in

Fig.2).
' The- experiments on OGRA~4 [3]

show that the microwave power is

B mux/ Br , 1 mainly transferred to hot electrons.

Fig.2 It is the result of separation of the

resonance, points along axis for cool and‘ hot electrons

because of Doppler effect. The wave, before approaching the

ECR—zone for cool electrons is fully absorbed by hot ones.

The self—consistent model of the ECR acceleration dvnamics of

relativistic electrons and propagation (absorption) of

electromagnetic waves within the plasma is given in [4]. The

hot electrons distribution function calculated according to

the model [4] (solid line), and the experimental one (line

with dots) are shown in Fig.3. The experimental functions was

reconstructed from the x~ray spectra. A photoelectron

spectrometer [5] was used for lower energy range measurements
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(curve a) and a scintillation analy~
zer, in the higher energy one (b).

The theoretical model [4] also
predicts the detrapping of hot elec—
trons firom a magnetic well along the

field lines in the direction of wave

propagation (in the symmetric trap).
It is related with the fact that hot

electrons are accelerated, when

their motion is directed towards
the wave propagation (vice Versa for

cool electrons). The observed asym—

metry of hot electrons detrapping
can reSult in the emergence of a
current along the trap axis. This
current was registerezd in the
experiment [3].
upon the plane of variables pL,p”

(transversal and longitudinal electron momenta at the center

Rn
of the magnetic well ) [6]
is shown in Fig.4. Desig—

nations in this Figure

&) are: a) - resonance cone
Br/Bo; b) — loss cone

NBmaX/Bo. Thin lines depict

the trajectories along

which electrons‘ diffuse

under a microwave field

effect. In a non—

relativistic range they

are very close to the

Fig.4

straight lines parallel to

the resonance cone and

Cross the loss cone in the
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range of low energies. If the phase electron density at the

line b) tends to zero at all the values of energy, the

electron detrapping will be the main result of microwave

diffusion. In order to provide the emergence of an electron

flux (area 1) directed towards higher energies, i.e. to

provide electron heating as a result of microwave diffusion,

cool electrons in the zone 3 should be retained by a non—

magnetic method (by an ambipolar potential). The plasma

potential in DORA—4 was equal 2 +0.1 kV. Coulomb collisions

spread the "stream" 1 in the transversal direction. Electrons

entering the resonance cone form a group of thermal electrons

(zone 2). The main part of thermal electrons (energy a 1 keV)

does not directly interact with the microwave field, since

they do not reach the ECR-point in their motion along the

trap.
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RECENT UPGRADED TANDEM MIRROR EXPERIMENTS IN GAMMA 10

S.MIYOSHI, T.CHO, H.HOJO, M.ICHIMURA, M.INUTAKE, K.ISHII,
A.ITAKURA, I.KATANUMA, Y.KIWAMOTO, A.MASE, Y.NAKASHIMA,

T.SAITO, N.YAMAGUCHI, K.YATSU, K.TSUMORI, M.HIRATA

Plasma Research Centre, University of Tsukuba,
Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305, Japan

I . INTRODUCTION
In this paper, recent upgraded experimental results in

GAMMA 10 have been reported along with the recent extensions
of important scaling laws; the scalings of potential formation
and of energy confinement for both ions and electrons. Radial
transport processes have also been investigated.

H . EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
The experiments have been carried out in GAMMA lO [1),

which is a minimum-B anchored tandem mirror with outboard
axisymmetric plug/barrier regions. It has an axial length of
27 m, and the volume of the improved vacuum vessel is 150 m3.
Microwaves are injected into the barrier and the plug regions
to produce ¢ b and ¢ c, respectively. Neutral beams are
injected to form sloshing ions in the plug/barrier regions. A
recently installed ion cyclotron heating (ICH) system is
employed for producing the Rev—range hot ions in the central
cell. A new electron cyclotron heating (ECH) system is also
installed for central—cell electron heating. A combination of
the heating systems and a new helium cryogenic pumping system
with a pumping speed of 2.7x10“ L/s has achieved a drastic
reduction of a wall recycling rate as well as strong shield
against penetration of neutrals into hot core plasmas; hence
the charge exchange loss has been significantly reduced

HI. SCALING LAW OF POTENTIAL FORMATION (¢ 0 vs ¢ b)
The formation of ¢ 5 effi—

ciently enhanced by the formation
of ¢ b is one of the most impor—
tant fundamental principles for
ion confinement in tandem mirrors
Thus, the scaling law between ¢c
and ¢ b is essential for the fu—
ture development in tandem mirrors
The data points in Fig.1 have
shown the relation between ¢ c and
¢ b. On the other hand, a theoret—
ical relation between ¢ n and ¢ b
is calculated from Cohen's strong
ECH theory (2]. The solid curves . L . Lin Fig.1 are the theoretical re— 00 Q4 03 32
sults using the data with np/nc= ThenmflBanheafibl¢h(M0
0.40-0.50, where np and HG denote
the plug and the central—cell Fig.1 ¢.; vs ¢19 scaling
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densities, respectively. As seen in Fig.1, good agreement

between the data and the theory is obtained.

To make further investigation of this scaling theory, it
is important to measure electron distribution functions fe in

the plug region, since this theory also predicts a plateau
shaped electron velocity distribution function in the plug
region. This shape of fe is expected from the fact that the
heating rate due to strong plug ECH dominates over the rate

of Coulomb collisions for the plug electrons, thereby fe is

distorted from Maxwellian to the plateau shape. Actually, the
plug X—ray energy spectra during the period with the

formation of the potentials have clearly shown the formation
of the plateau shaped velocity distribution function (for

more detail see ref.[3)). This shape of fa is quantitatively

consistent with the predicted shape from Cohen’s strong ECH

theory [2]. These X—ray analyses along with the scaling

relation between ¢ c and ¢ b for a kV range have shown the

validity of the strong ECH scaling theory for the enhancement
of ¢ C due to ¢ b.

N'. SCALING LAW OF ION ENERGY CONFINEMENT
The ion particle confinement time I'pi scales well with

¢ C/Tip up to ncr pixlXIO‘g m‘a-s (the Pastukhov theory) (1L
where Tip is a temperature of potential confined ions; the

ion losses are assumed in the theory to be caused by Coulomb

collisions alone through “loss cones" (the axial loss). This
in turn suggests that the validity of the Pastukhov scaling

predicts no anomalous transport processes. In fact, the

radial transport due to ambipolar and nonambipolar loss

processes has been investigated, and observed to be smaller

than the axial transport [4L
Recent improvements in vacuum conditions and the new

installations of heating systems have upgraded the plasma
parameters including I-pi and I'Ei. A temporal increase in

the ion energy density of the ¢ 5 confined ions, W1, has been

observed in association with the improvement in r pi. Using
these data the values of 1 E1 are estimated from the
following energy balance equation:

g‘t‘WJi‘Vpp) = Pip-vac ~ w—~—*T 2’?” . (1)
where the relaxation power from hot ions produced by ICH to

the ¢ 0 confined ions is denoted by php, and the volumes of
the central cell and of the ¢ C confined ions are described
as Vcc and Vpp, respectively. Using the temporal variations
of the data on Wi and Php as well as the values of Vpp and
Vcc, the numerical fitting curves to the experimental data
plots of W; depend only on the values of 1 E1. Thereby, the

best fit value of r Bi in Eq.(l) is numerically obtained

On the other hand, r Ei has been calculated from the
Pastukhov theory:

._§_ 7:173Tfil‘zm/I—n' (2)
In Fig.2, the solid lines are calculated from Eq.(2) as a

function of ¢ n/Tip. The data points shown by the three
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different symbols with the - . . .
different values of ¢ C/Tgp
are plotted using Eq.(1L
Good agreement in the results
derived from these two methf _
ods indicates the validity of m
Pastukhov‘s scaling theory
for the relation between T El _
and r pl. 10

The fluctuation-induced
radial transport due to the fi
drift waves is one of the 16
most critical issues. The
fluctuation level measured by

A
U
OJ
inV

the far-forward scattering ~4 , . . .
method has been found to 1064 153 162 151 100
decrease with increasing the T (sew
radial electric field. When P
the kV—range ¢ 5 is formed, Fig.2 Scaling relation between
the absolute value of the ion energy confinement time and
central—cell potential also ion particle confinement time
rises in the kV-range. The normalized density fluctuation is
therefore suppressed in the low level of EE/n520.01—O.02 and
the associated radial diffusion evaluated from the
quasilinear theory gives an energy confinement time of
0.1—0.6 s (5L

V . SCALING LAW OF ELECTRON ENERGY CONFINEMENT
The final issue is to investigate the scaling law of the

electron energy confinement time r Ee, since the effects of
the formation of ¢ b are expected not only for the
enhancement of ¢ c (see Sec.m ) but also for the confinement
of central-cell electrons. Thus, the relation between the
energy density of these ¢ b confined electrons We and the
values of ¢ b has been studied. Here, we employ the similar
method used in Sec.N' for ¢ c confined ions. For the electron
energy balance analyses [6), we solve the following equation:

9E2 = p — We (3)dt wb I Be .
where w is the input power to the electrons through the
energy relaxation process from the keV—range warm electrons
which are produced in the plug region (3] and flow in the
direction of the central cell. The other heating sources
(e.g., relaxation power from ICH produced hot ions and ICH
power) are sufficiently smaller than w. Here, the
central—cell ECH is not injected to avoid the ambiguity of
the estimation of its coupling efficiency. The values of T Ee
are numerically calculated from Eq.(3) (cf. Sec.N'). On the
other hand, the Pastukhov theory for the electron energy
confinement gives the following formula:

-1 7|r Ea = £§1r ee<%L)exp<§?o-G<R)-I(%¢) ~(1+§§L¢1<%T91 .(4)
where G(R) = (1+l/R)‘/zln((41+ 7R+1)/(¢ + 7R—l))
and 1(x) = (1+x/2)/(l+x2/4L
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Here, I ee is their collision
time, R denotes the mirror
ratio, and ¢ /T represents
95 b/Tec-

These two values esti-
mated from Eqs.(3) and (4) are
compared in Fig.3. Good agree—
ment between the two in the
range of more than three
orders of magnitude has shown
the existence of the scaling
law for electron energy
confinement enhanced by
thermal barriers
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VI . SUMMARY .1 o 1 2 s 4
Significant improvements 1° 1° 1° 1° 1° 1°

in plasma confining potentials, TEeWW
ion energy confinement time mumpaflummVSmEWfl
r E1, central—cell ion temperv Fig.3 Scaling law of
ature T11, and plasma density electron energy confinement
n5 have been achieved in the
tandem mirror GAMMA 10 due to new ICH and ECH systems in the
central cell, as well as a recently installed helium
cryogenic panel pumping system. These result in a drastic
reduction of a wall recycling rate and in strong shield
against penetration of neutrals into hot core plasmas.

The data improvements have been made along the
significant extensions of the following scaling laws:

(i) The scaling law of enhanced ion confining potential
¢ c due to the formation of thermal-barrier potentials ¢ b is
extended to the values of ¢ c=l.7 kV and ¢ b=l.l kV.

(ii) The improved value of I’Ei estimated from rate
analyses of potential confined plasma energy scales well with
ion particle confinement time 1 pi through three orders of
magnitude up to t 5120.65 s when nc=4X10'B m‘3 and Ti1=5 keV.

(iii) Recent X—ray data have shown the validity of the
Pastukhov theory for electron energy confinement time t Ee.
which scales well with ¢ b up to the same range of r EL

These data are obtained under the conditions with
minimized nonambipolar and ambipolar radial transport. Also
the radial diffusion evaluated from the quasilinear theory

gives the energy confinement time of the order of several
hundred ms
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OBSERVATION OF VARIOUS ELECTRON VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION SHAPES
USING X—RAY DIAGNOSTICS IN GAMMA 10
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Plasma Research Centre, University of Tsukuba,
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I . INTRODUCTION
In tandem mirrors, electron cyclotron heating (ECH) is

utilized for the formation of a thermal-barrier potential ¢ b
in the barrier region and an ion confining potential ¢ c in
the plug region. These regions and the central cell are
directly connected through magnetic field lines; however
these are separated by the electrostatic potentials. In this
paper, different shapes of electron velocity distribution
functions fa in these three regions have been reported using
various X-ray observations. These in turn demonstrate the
effects of electrostatic potentials on is.

H . EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
The experiments have been carried out in GAMMA 10, which

is a minimum-B anchored tandem mirror with outboard axisymmet—
ric plug/barrier mirrors. It has an axial length of 27 m, and
the volume of the vacuum vessel is 150 m3 (1]. Microwaves are
injected into the barrier region (barrier ECH) and the plug
region (plug ECH). X-ray energy spectra are obtained from
X—ray pulse height analyses (FHA), ranging from 0.7 keV to 150
keV in the plug region and in the central cell using a Si(Li)
detector and a pure Ge detector [2,3]. X~ray PHA are also
employed in the barrier region using a pure Ge detector and
an NaI(Tl) detector [4). A two—dimensional X—ray tomography
technique using microchannel plates (MCP) with 50 channels is
employed in each region. The MCP was accurately calibrated in
the energy range 0.0S~82 keV using synchrotron radiation
[5—7]. Furthermore, a silicon surface barrier (SSB) detector
is utilized for analysing the central—cell high energy
electron component (warm electrons); synchrotron radiation is
also used for obtaining its detailed energy response in the
range from 60 eV to several keV [7,8]. The data from the SSH
detector are utilized for analysing the ratio of the warm
electrons to the bulk electrons, combined with the data from
the Si(Li) detector and the MCP. The data for ¢ b and ¢ c have
been obtained using multigrid electrostatic loss ion energy
analysers (ELAs) (9] and heavy ion (Au°) beam probes.

m . A PLATEAU—SHAPED VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION FOR
POTENTIAL TRAPPED ELECTRONS IN THE PLUG REGION

For clarifying the mechanism of the ¢ c formation, it is
essential to study fe in the plug region. In association with
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the scaling study between ¢ c and ¢ b, the
relation of these potentials is obtained
to agree well with the prediction from I

Cohen’s strong ECH theory (10]. This theory-2
also predicts a plateau shape of fe in the E
plug region. In Fig. 1(b). the predicted g 0
model for fa is shown under a standard 2(HB )

axial potential profile (Fig. 1(a)]; ¢ pb
shows a plug electron confining potential. (b)

The dominant population of plug electrons ¢
are trapped by ¢ Yb in the region P (Fig. dig:
1(b)]. The heating rate due to strong plug
ECH dominates over the rate of Coulomb 4
collisions for the electrons in the region >
P; thereby, the shapes of f5 are distorted
from Maxwellian to the plateau shape. 0
Maxwellian electrons trapped by the plug/ 0 IEEE
barrier mirror with a temperature of TPm V” m

are located in the region M; these eleci

trons are heated by both plug and barrier Fig.1 (a) Axial

(mirror-
tmgxd

ECH. The electrons in the region L are potential profile;

lost from the plug region through the (b) A model of fa

“loss cone"; however, these electrons in the plug region.

flow into the central cell and become a heating source for the

central-cell bulk electrons through their Coulomb collisions.
The X-ray FHA data in the plug region are shown with the

Si(Li) detector (Fig. 2(a)). The data are taken during the
period with 2¢ pb=5.4 kV and without ¢ pb (5 ms after the
decay of ¢ Yb, but heating powers except plug ECH are still

being injected). A remarkable feature is the quick decay of

the X—rays below 5 keV after the ¢ pb decay. However, a
higher energy component does not change in either case as
observed with the pure Ge detector (Fig. 2(b)] (for
simplicity, a spectrum for 2¢ pb=5.4 kV alone is shown). This

indicates the validity of the prediction for the region M in

Fig. l(b). A remarkable feature of these X-ray spectra is
intense X-ray emis— y I x I . .

(a) (b)sion from the lower
energy component,
which is observed
only when ¢ Pb is
formed. The solid
curve in Fig. 2(a)
is calculated using
fe in Fig. 1(b);
here we use the data
of 2¢ pb=5.4 kV for 10 r .
the ¢ pb trapped I
plateau electrons O 2 4 50 100 153
along with the hV(keV) hV(kEV)

mirror trapped Fig.2 (8) X-ray spectra in the plug region
Maxwellian with fitted by plateau (solid and dashed curves)

a loss cone and Maxwellian electrons (dotted ones);

angle of 35° (b) 60 keV Maxwellian electrons
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(Tpm=50 kev and 2.5 %, to the total plug density). Also, the
dashed curve is calculated using the radial profile data on
X—ray emissivity reconstructed by a tomography technique and
on ¢ Pb along with the theoretical model in Fig. 1(b). Good
agreement between the X ray spectrum in Fig. 2(a) and the
calculations has been obtained.

N'. MIRROR TRAPPED HOT ELECTRONS IN THE THERMAL BARRIER
In thermal barrier r

tandem mirrors, mirror con~ 1045
fined hot electrons play an :
important role in the for—
mation of thermal barriers
Figure 3 shows an X-ray h
energy spectrum observed
with the NaI(Tl) detector. “€104— :
This spectrum is fitted by 3 E :
the dashed curve, which is j : :
calculated using a relativ— J: - _
istic Maxwellian with a C A ~ —
temperature Tab of 60 keV U15 _ _
and a loss cone angle of A
55° as estimated from the £103
axial X—ray profile. Here,
we use the relativistic
Born approximation cor-
rected by the Elwert factor
for the X-ray spectrum anal— _
yses. These hot electrons

I
1

'1
1

”]

Il
l-
In

!
1

correspond to those 102
in the region M (Fig. 1(b)], 0 100 In 3E
and these are also observed hV(keV)
as the higher energy compo- Fig.3 An X—ray spectrum in the
nent with 60 keV in the plug thermal barrier fitted by a 60
X—ray spectrum (see Fig. 2). keV relativistic Maxwellian

The values of Tab have been measured to saturate at 60
keV with a succesive increase of the hot electron density nbh;
this fulfils the requirement of obtaining a large value of nbh
without increasing Tab, which is desirable for MHD stability
in the barrier region as well as for the formation of ¢ 5.
X—ray tomographic reconstructions using two sets of the 50
channel MCP indicate that the radial profile of the hot
electrons is peaked on the magnetic axis, which is desirable
for the formation of ¢ b in the core plasma. Also, a good
axisymmetric radial profile is observed; this is important for
preventing the formation of a local anisotropic electric
field, which may cause particle confinement degradation.

V .THE CENTRAL—CELL ELECTRONS CONFINED
BY THERMAL—BARRIER POTENTIALS

We now proceed to the final issue of clarifying the
effects of the above-described potentials on the central-cell
bulk electrons. An increase with time of the bulk electron
temperature in the central cell Tea is observed during a
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period with the ¢ b formation (3). The rate analyses using
the energy balance equation for the bulk electron energy are
utilized for the estimation of the electron energy confinement
time I Re. To analyse the energy balance, it is necessary to
obtain f; in the central cell. This is made using X—ray PHA
combined with the eay tomography. It is obtained that the

central-cell electrons consist of bulk electrons with a few
hundred eV along with the keV range warm electrons originated
from the plug region (see Sec. m ); this component is the
dominant heating source for the bulk electrons through the
slowing down process. Using these data, it is found that the

central-cell electrons are confined by ¢ b and that I Ee
scales well with the Pastukhov theory (3).

Also, one of the most important characteristics of fe is

its difference from those in the plug and the barrier regions
This demonstrates the thermal isolation effect due to ¢ 9

VI. SUMMARY
The electron velocity distribution functions f5 in the

plug region, the thermal barrier region, and the central cell
have been observed using X—ray diagnostics. Each fa has its
characterized shape strongly affected by electrostatic

electron confining potentials, although these regions are

directly connected through magnetic field lines:
(1) In the plug region, a plateau shaped fa produced by

strong plug ECH has been observed. These electrons are
confined within the ellipsoidal boundary in the plug electron
velocity space determined by ¢ Pb.

(ii) In the thermal barrier region, magnetically trapped
hot electrons produced by barrier ECH have been observed to

be fitted by a 60 keV relativistic Maxwellian. These
electrons play an important role in the formation of ¢ a

(iii) In the central cell, two component Maxwellian
electrons are observed: The higher energy electron component

coming from the plug region becomes the dominant heating
source for the bulk electrons; these electrons are confined
by ¢ s

These different electron temperatures including their

different shapes of fe have demonstrated the significant
effect of electrostatic potentials on electron confinement.
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ELECTRON TEMPERATUREAGRADIENT INSTABILITY CAUSED BY CONDUCT-
ING END-PLATES IN MIRROR DEVICES

D.D. Ryutov, Y11.A. Tsidulko

Institute of Nuclear Physics, Novosibirsk, USSR.

II.I,. Berk

Institute for Fusion Studies, Austin, TX, U.S.A.

Introduction. It has been previously pointed out (I) that the electrical contact of
a plasma with conducting end—plates, if combined with the radial gradient of electron
temperature, can give rise to a Vigorous instability, that should result in the flattening
of the radial electron temperature. In this paper, we. discuss the possible implications
of this instability for one particular type of Open ended mirror device, the so-called gas?
dynamic trap axisymmetric mirror device with high mirror ratio and collisional plasma
(‘2) whose properties are highly compatible with the properties needed for a plasma
neutron source (3).

The stationary state. We consider an axisymmetric mirror device whose main part
is a. solenoid of length L with a homogeneous magnetic field B. At each end of the device
there is a strong mirror, with a mirror ratio R : Bmax/B >> 1. Beyond the mirrors, the
flux tube flares out and intersects the end-wall where the magnetic field strength is 3,,
which is quite small, typically, HW/B ~ 10”. MHD stability of the system is provided
by the favorable curvature of the field line in the regions between the mirrors and the
end walls. The solenoid length L is much larger than the length 5 of the end regions.

The reqirement of equal axial loss of electrons and ions determines the potential
dittcrence 9:“ between the central solenoid (along which the potential is constant) and the
end-wall. The concrete value of 900 is determined by the physics of the How beyond the
mirror points, In what follows. we consider a regime of intermediate collisionality, when
electrons in the expansion regions are in a Boltzmann equilibrium, and their temperature
is constant until the end-walls. In this regime,

to” = ATE/e

where A :3 filthy-Jim). As we assume that. TE depends on 7‘, so does «pg. The presence of
the radial electric field sets plasma into rotation, with a frequency w}; : C(ac/arHrB.
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Dispersion relation. By using standard techniques (cf. (45)) one can obtain the
following expression for the perturbation of the current density 6” N exptiiwt + imo‘)
at the, ends : : iL/‘Z of the solenoidal section:

(UH : iA {51' *B—L‘UJE —(m* 1)Q TC _ 1 W13} 5,,._ (l)
’72 l‘r/lvi 741111 2:"ln

where m is the azimuthal mode number"

‘ '2 2mm c 311,1t
: ,_ , r 77—..7’ ‘. o ,/._—4‘20 _u. ”lung , . _ (11a tan(QL/un,i)‘ L 7 1|] B ,

11,; E B/i/ltMi is the Altvén velocity, in: : 2 i is a radial scalelength of a certain

unperturbed variable .i'. expressed in terms of the flux variable 1;" (e.g.. 1/371 E ‘2 33—2,"
The other notations are: rlfi— ion mass, 71— plasma. density. 6— speed of light, rA the

radius at which the perturbation is localized. If a quite weak ('ondition [Qt << “HA/C
is satisfied: one can neglect magnetic perturbations in the end region and describe the
perturbed electric field as 6E : ——V¢359. In Eq. (1) we use the notation 59; for the
perturbation of the potential at the end of the solenoidal section (5 : :tL/‘Zj. Strictly
speaking. expression (1) relates to the case of the azimuthally localized perturbations,

with m > 7‘ (3/372 However7 in order to qualitatively describe the disappearanre of the
FLR stabilization at m : l, we write the corresponding term in a form that formally
prorides for its vanishing at m z 1.

To obtain a closed system of equations, we add to (I) the boundary condition that

expresses 6l in terms of the potential difference between the ends of solenoid and the

end—plates. If, as we assume the perturbations are. slow in the sense that their frequency
in is much smaller than rip/7“ the boundary condition has a simple form

,, (277 L Q ‘ mmA N .
Wit = —.7 r. r 7 i 59‘ (2)

or 9 1c en'Te

where r E ”If? is a plasma lifetime in the device, Tim and em are the plasma density
_ m m

and plasma velocity in the mirror.
By matching conditions (I) and (2). one can find a dispersion relation:

~23 + a [term 7 21m or — sin-t:
$2 Tulfi‘rg (til A :1 L WT. i

where i ~— 4 t ixl/EI . 77::mf1 {zilin/lrrl .

t

21) cotifib) .1‘) ‘34 HI K ex
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Czwsrtt‘ I’l’r‘e IE3 0'4 Til:—~ —. ~.A TF2TT€2 c2 A p,‘ wg. T'lc2

1/2 ATe LPi
‘27} (1‘2 7

b 2 page L/‘ZUA ~ [i3/(1+ TC/T.)]

wBi E % p,- is the ion gyro—radius, TMT; are the electron and ion temperature, a is a
plasma radius.

The last. term in (3) is responsible for the instability caused by the radial inhomo—
geneity of Te, while the last but one term represents the centrifugal instability (which
exists at Oil/(9r < 0). Typically, the parameter g is large (in experiment (6) it is 2 10),
and the last term in dominant. The FLR effects are described by the last term in the
square bracket.

To estimate typical growth-rates, we shall assume that all the scale—lengths d)”,
ly‘ilTerléiJTl' are equal to each other, and their common value is equal to —'t,l’. The last
assumption means that we consider a flux-surface situated at approximately half of the
plasma radius. Using typical parameters of the recent gas—dynamic trap experiment-Jo),
we take )3 2 5%, g 2 10, we find finite beta effects insignificant, and then replace C(51)
by 9.

Figure 1 shows dependence of the dimensionless growth rate. on the azimuthal mode
number 771. Its “dimensional” Value (Inn to) is quite large, much greater than the inverse
ion transit time Uri/L (ie, than the typical growth—rate of the flute instability so that
we can neglect the curvature effects in our considerations).

To study the limiting case of the insulating end plates, we set (Eju = 0 in (1), while
90(7‘) is the same. as in the case of the. conducting end-plates.

The corresponding dispersion relation can be obtained from (3) by setting g :
0. This new dispersion relation describes a purely centrifugal instability (in the case
flit/37' < 0) see curve g = 0 in Fig. 1.

In principle, by using a. system of the concentric ring electrodes, with a properly
distributed voltage (supplied from some external source), one can eliminate the plasma
rotation (see, e.g., (71)). Then, in the dispersion relation (3) the last but one term and
the second term in the square bracket, disappear, and we have the temperature-gradient
instabiltiy in “pure form" (the to]; quantity that enters dimensionless parameters then
has only the formal meaning of a rotation frequency; the plasma of course, doesn’t
rotate). The corresponding growth’rates are presented in Fig. 2, By comparing it with
Fig. 1, one can see that the reduction of the growthirate with respect to the conducting
(unsectioned) endiwall, is insignificant.

Finally, by using both radial and azimuthal sectioning of the cnd~plates, one can, in
principle, eliminate the centrifugal instability (by applying a proper radial distribution
of the voltage) and, at the same time set lower limit on the possible in numbers, In 2 m0,
where mg is the number of azimuthal segments. However, as one can see from Fig. '2, at
g 2 10 even a rather fine azimuthal segmenting (mo 2 10) still leaves the growth rate
at a relatively high level
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Dependence of the dimensionless growth rate Imfi on the mode number for L3 : 0
for various g's (conducting end-plates). It is assumed that Ill're : 1451‘; = 1/1,. = —1().

Fig 2 Dependence of hnfi on m for the end-plates in the form of ring electrodes, with
a radial potential distribution that eliminates the plasma rotation (13 = 0,1]c = 1.07,- :

in. = 4))-
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ON THE ROLE OF SLOW COhPRESSION IN SELF—ORGANIZATION OF THE
reversed field pinch plasma

A. V. Sorokin

Institute of Electrodynamics of the Ukrainian Academy
of Sciences, pr. Pobedy 56, Kiev, 252680 USSR

A reversed field pinch (REP) is a toroidal discharge sta—
bilized by a longitudinal magnetic field of the order of the
intrinsic field of the current. The development of MHD insta—
bilities at the stage of RF? formation leads to an intense tu—
rbulization of the plasma, which gives rise to an anomalously
rapid convective evacuation of the energy from the plasma and
its relaxation to a force-free state with the minimum ofthe
magnetic energy, corresponding to the reversal of sign of the
toroidal field at the pinch periphery. As a result of action
of a turbulent MED dynamo the longitudinal magnetic flux, due
to the poloidal field energy, increases over the initial one
frozen into the plaSma surrounded by a highly conducting bla—
nket. At the quasi—stationary phase of discharge the fluctua—
tion level drops, the longitudinal flux is retained and the
formed stable paramagnetic profile of the toroidal field is
maintained much longer than the skin time of "spreading” of
the field over REP section [T,2].

The relaxed state of RFP magnetic field is described co—
mmonly by the Taylor model (TM), 3 = kg with k = const [5],
which qualitatively agrees with experimental data. A modifi—
cation of this model allowing for the residual compressing
motion of the plasma, self—consistently controlled, as also
at the rapid compression phase, by magnetic field of RFP is
discussed below.

Let a turbulent plasma in a cylinder (r, e, z) with a
radius r = a, surrounded with a perfectly conducting wall,
be characterized by scalar homogeneous average (to a scale
of a 5;,1 i> correlation length of turbulence) coefficients
of magnetic diffusion Deff = Dohm + Dturb and turbulent gene—
ration 0C . Then the evolution of a large—scale force—free
magnetic field with arbitrary k is described in a kinematic
approximation by dimentionless equations [4] :

£s —rot(1xp) = A§+Rmrot§, (m)
rot g : kg , div 2 = O , (2), (5)

where r/a, z/a +— r,z; tDeff/a2 +- t; ka ->— k; Est/Deff +3.1;
é/BZO —>—§, 820 is the initial longitudinal field; Rd :
= oCa/Deff = O({). Corresponding to the slow compression ap—
proximation is the condition V<é{, i.e., the velocity is the
disturbance in (T)-(5). It is to be determined, but if, look—
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ing into future, we assume, e.g., the amplitude Vram of its

radial component as the velocity scale, we can write 1 = Rwy,

where E/Vram -’-3 : 0(l) and En = avram/Deff <§ { is the lar—

ge—scale magnetic Reynolds number, and seek the solutions of

Eqs. ({)—(5) in the form of an expansion f : f(0 + RmI) +

+ OCRS).
The E and g values should be finite on HF? axis, and

Br : O at r = l; the condition for vr at REP boundary is not

defined. As follows from (2), in a cylindrical model the sta—
tionary magnetic field satisfying Eq. (5) has a general form
of g : (O, BQCr), Bfl(r)); the conditions for conservation of

the full discharge current I and of the longitudinal flux
are l2 S rBrdr = m , 21-39(4) = I , (4), (5)
where Incl/graBzo -’-I, m : BZ/BZO:> { is the factor of flux

increasing due to the turbulent generation and Hz is the ave—

rage longitudinal field over RFP section.

At k 0 = const, Eqs. (l)—(3) in zero order in terms of
Rm yield a solution of TM, where

y<0> — R 3(0) ~ B J (R r) 3(0) — B J (R r) (s)
” ‘ d ’ 9 ‘ O E d ’ z ‘ O O i '

For velocity disturbance of type K : (vrCr), O, zw(r))

the first order approximation equations have the form
’\2-13.“) : as“) = o,

E l l 1 1 0
dB; )/ur + R¢Bé ) = —n( )Bé )

r—id(rBéi))/dr + Rnl) = kCi)B;O)
where p = (O, (avr — Q)/r —w, B), E : (O, —S, —Q/r), Q :

. i a l ,
: d(rvr)/dr + Bark , b = dk /d1 — livr .

The solutions of these equations corresponding to L =
- P = O are:

ECE) = CJO(Rir), vr : -CJ£(Rir), v2 = —ZCZJE(Rdr)/r,

Bél) = B{J{(Rir) — b(({ — G{)Ji(Rdr) + G2Y{(Rdr)), (7)

Bgi) : BIJOCRdr)—b((l-Gi)JO(e)+G2YOCR¢r)—J3(Rfir)/5),
where b : BCBO/ZR and C = 5.72 (from the condition of sele—

ction of Vram)' The constants appearing in (7) are self—con—

sistently found with aid of expressions derived from (4),(5):
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2BIJ1(Rd) — l.5mC({ — GI + GZYICRi)/J{(Rm)):R;{(I — d),
Bi/mC = O.75(JEI(Rd) — GB/R¢J§(Rd)) — R¢(1 + J8<R¢) :

2: J{(R‘))/8 , B0 = m/EJI(Rx),
where Rec r 2 Rocr 5

ZGECe)/9T = OS xJOYd , 2G2(e)/UT: OE XJd ,

Rd:G5 = 05 X(G{JO _ G2Y0)dx .
In the zero order approximation the flow of RFP statio—

nary current is maintained solely due to action of turbulent
dynamo and the electric field of external source is
(QeXt)(O) : O. In the first order approximation, apart from
EeXt = EZt, there ap_ears a field

-' d O 2gin = (VZBé , o, BO(JO(Rir) + J§(R¢r) — i))
created by induced space charge q : —div(1 x g ). Nonzero
components of the Ohm's law being

v B(O)+k(i)Bé0): o, EeXt+Eind+v Ego): k(i)B(O) (a)r Z z z r z 'From this it follows, in particular , that EZXt = BO,
i.e., the source provides a weak uniform electric field that
partly counterbalances the longitudinal field of the polari-
zed RFP plasma. As seen, expressions (8) do not include cur—
rent components Rdg { , and the force—free disturbances are
generated by large—scale motion, whose existence brings abo—
ut a variable character of the kci) value.

Comparing the magnetic field E = §(O) + Rm 3({) from (6),
(7) with experimental results [5] shows their agreement to be
better than for the case of undisturbed TM (Fig.I). A weak
radial compression "magnetizes” the ground state of RF? ren—
dering the field reversal deeper and weakening the current at
EFF periphery: the value of k = Rcc + RmCJOCRir) decreases at
r a—l, which is as well observed in experiments.

Solutions (7) make it also possible to calculate correc-
tions to Taylor's diagram "pinch parametex- 9(0) = Rd/2 -
field reversal ratio F<O> : RxJOCRx)/2JI(R¢)”, equal to
Ski) = Béi)(Rd)/m, FCE) = iaz'I (Rd)/m. The disturbed diagram
correctly describes the tendency of curve approach to experi—
mental points (Fig.2). At same time its difference from Tm
diagram becomes substantial in the regime of an ultradeep re—
versal of the longitudinal magnetic field of RFP, which in a
range 5 = {.7 e 2.2 has not yet been observed experimentally.



Fig.1. Variation of magnetic
field components in distur—
bed model (solid line), in
zero order approximation of
the model (dashed line) and
in TM (dot—dashed line) with
RF? radius for Rm=0.{, RaC :

:5.4, BO=11.4, B{=52.5, Ell :

TM . if TM
:1.2, R : I/m =5.bj, B0 =

:27.7 .
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EDGE FLUCTUATIONS AND TRANSPORT IN THE MST
REVERSED FIELD PINCH

J. Sarff, A. Almagri, S. Assadi, J. Beckstead. G. Chartas, N. Crocker, D. Den Hartog,
S. Hokin, D. Holly, S. Prager, T. Rempel, E. Scime, W. Shen, C. Spragins, I. Sprott,

G. Starr, M. Stoneking, and C. Watts

Physics Department, University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI, 53706, U.SA.

Introduction
A large fraction of the transport of particles, energy, and current (cg, the RFP dynamo)

in toroidal, magnetically confined plasmas is thought to result from correlated fluctuations. In
MST [l]. we measure the edge magnetic, current density, and electrostatic fluctuations using
insertable probes and arrays of coils. With these measurements, we characterize the
fluctuations and examine their correlations with each other to estimate the magnetic—
fluctuation-induced and electrostatic-fluctuation-induced transport. We find the electrostatic-
fluetuation-induced loss is comparable to the estimated global loss of particles but not of
energy. No significant particle loss from magnetic-fluetuation~induced transport is measured,
as expected for ambipolar particle diffusion. Direct measurement of the magnetic—fluctuation-
induced energy u-ansport is more difficult.

Magnetic Fluctuations
Measurements of the edge magnetic fluctuations in MST have been reported in some

detail elsewhere [2]. It is useful to review these results since they relate to the current density
fluctuations described below. The edge magnetic fluctuations are dominant at low frequency
(~20 kHz) with amplitudes Tia/Bo ~ 2% and Zia/Bo ~ 1%. The radial component measured
near the 5-cm-thiek aluminum shell is small but rapidly increases toward the center of the
plasma. These dominant fluctuations are determined to be internally resonant modes with
poloidal and toroidal mode numbers m=l and n~2R/a (:6 for MST). The width of the
toroidal mode spectrum is An~lO. Except for the somewhat larger width of the toroidal mode
spectrum. these measurements are in excellent agreement with nonlinear MHD simulations of
tearing instabilities. We therefore believe these low frequency modes are tearing instabilities.
The high frequency (250 kHz) fluctuations are characterized by broader poloidal and toroidal
mode spectra, and the resonant surfaces shift to outside the reversal surface. The amplitude at
high frequency is about one tenth the low frequency amplitude. The cause of these fluctuations
has not been detemiined.
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Current Density Fluctuations
Measurements of the transverse fluctuating current density are made with an insertable

“fork” probe. There are two cylindrical “prongs” to the fork which extend radially into the

plasma. Within each prong is a set of five coils including one radial and two pairs of

orthogonal transverse coils. The coils reside in a thin stainless steel tube electrostatic shield

and are protected from the plasma by a boron nitride sheath. The center-to—center separation of

the prongs is 1.7 cm and the center-to-center separation of the coils within the prongs is also

1.7 cm. The overall diameter of each prong is 0.7 cm.
With this probe, only one transverse component of the current density can be measured

at a time. From separate sets of discharges, the fluctuating poloidal component is measured to

be two times larger than the toroidal component; the amplitudes are Tie/jg ~ 8% and

7M0 ~ 4%. The frequency power spectra peak at low frequency but fail less rapidly than the

magnetic spectra, consistent with the decrease in the characteristic wavelengths of the

magnetic fluctuations with increasing frequency. Not surprisingly, the current density and

magnetic field fluctuations are correlated at low frequency, and their relative phases are

consistent with the tearing instability picture. At high frequencies (250 kHz), the scale length

of the radial gradient becomes comparable to the coil separation, and the current density

cannot be accurately detemtined with the probe described above.

The magnetic-fluctuation-induced particle flux can be derived from the drift kinetic

equation. For each species, Fey-EM : (u/lg'ineJEWBO where the density, um. and the parallel

drift velocity, ill/Ci, have, in general, mean and fluctuating components. These particle fluxes

are related to the parallel current density fluctuations by

175“ e DEM = ((u/fini — It/iene)§r)/Bo = <7/Il~?r)/€Bo- (1)

In order to prevent continuous charge buildup in the plasma, the difference between the ion

and electron fluxes must be zero, so we expect the parallel current density and the radial

magnetic field fluctuations to be out-of-phase. Indeed, 79:7” and E, are measured to be

nearly out-of—phase.
Although magnetic-fluctuation‘induced particle transport should be small, magnetic-

iluctuation-induced energy transport may be large. Estimates of the stochastic magnetic field

line diffusivity [3] lead to an energy confinement time comparable to the global energy

confinement time. The energy transport flux is proportional to the term (fl/[ED where 5/, is the

fluctuating parallel heat flux, f; mvzvl/Y d3v. Unfortunately there is currently no diagnostic
which directly measures this quantity.

ElectrostaticFluctuations
Measurements of the electron density (ne), electron temperature (Ta), and floating

potential ((Df) are made with multiple tip Langmuir probes using standard techniques. The

cylindrical tungsten tips are 0.5 mm in diameter and 3 mm long. The density is obtained from

the ion saturation current, 150,, collected in a double probe arrangement where the tips are
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separated by 1.6 mm. The temperature is obtained from a triple probe arrangement including a
third tip. N ~ ~

The frequency power spectra of ne, Te, and (bf are peaked at low frequency and fall
monotonically with increasing frequency. The amplitudes are large: alarm-£1070,
"T,/Tp~10»25%, and gc/pe~e&>/Te~20-SO% where [7621971]. The mode number spectra of all
the electrostatic quantities have similar features. Examples of low frequency (10-25 kHz) and
high frequency (50—100 kHz) mode ntunbcr spectra for the floating potential fluctuations are
illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. The spectra are broad with Am~3 and An~70 in the l0~25 kHz
band increasing to Am~6 and An~150 in the 50400 kHz band,

The electrostaticflactuation-induced particle transport is proportional to the correlation
<1~tcl§> for EXB driven transport. Similarly the electrostaticAlluetuation—induced energy
transport is proportional to <ECF>. In order to estimate the fluctuating electric field. tu'o
floating potential measurements separated by 11 mm are used to evaluate the v.'nvcnumbcr
spectra (Let, Figs. 1 and 2) and the Fourier transform —ikEi)p is substituted for i: where (5/, is
the plasma space potential obtained from the floating potential by including sheath effects (but
it is for the floating potential). The relevant correlations are then <aplcutd),,> and <figk¢fpp>
since the edge equilibrium magnetic field is primarily poloidal, and the wavevector is strongly
polarized in the toroidal direction. The frequency spectra of the electrostatic-fluctuation—
induced particle and energy fluxes are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The transport is dominated by
the low frequency components. Note the contribution from the temperature fluctuations
cannot be ignored. For the case of particle transport, the flux gives a confinement time
9,5521 ms. For energy transport, the confinement time is TIESZIO ms. This particle
confinement time is of the same order as the ~l ms global particle confinement time
estimated from Ha profile measurements [4], but the energy confinement time is substantially
longer than the estimated ~1 ms global energy confinement time.

In ZT—4OM, a strong correlation between the electrostatic and magnetic fluctuations was
observed [5]. This is apparently not the case in MST. A combination electrostatic (JW) and
magnetic (8,) probe inserted into the plasma edge showed no correlation. We are in the
process of measuring the correlation (7”?) related to electrostaticlluctuation»induced current
transport.

This work was supported by the United States Department of Energy.
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ION AND ELECTRON TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS

ON REPUTE—l REVERSED FIELD PINCH
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K. Mayanagi, K. Yamagishi, H. Toyama, K. Miyamoto

Department of Physics, Faculty of Science, University of Tokyo, Tokyo 113, Japan

1 Introduction

It was observed in RFP devices [ 1 - 4 ] that ion temperature is comparable to or
higher than electron temperature. Since the ion—electron equipartition time 775 is much
longer than the estimated energy confinement time TE of ion, the heat flow between
the electron and the ion is very small. Thus there must be a direct heating mechanism
for ion. A neutral particle analyzer (NPA) and a Thomson scattering system have
been installed in REPUTE—l reversed field pinch (RFP) device. A Doppler broadening
measurement has also been performed. Temperatures of hydrogen, impurity and that
of electron were measured simultaneously.

2 Measurement of ion temperature

A NPA is installed at a horizontal port of the discharge chamber of the REPUTE~
1 and news a single chord along the minor diameter. Charge exchange neutrals are
ionized in the stripping cell which is filled with nitrogen gas of 2 ~ 8 x 10'4Torr.
The energy of ions are analyzed using parallel electrostatic plates, and the ions are
detected with 8 channel Ceratrons (Murata EMWIOSIB), which cover the energy range
0.4 N 2.0keV in usual case. Time evolution (with ZUMSEC resolution) ofion temperature
has been measured in discharges of line~averaged electron density E g 0.6 x 1020m‘3.
in the higher density plasma, ion temperature has not been measured because of a
small flux of charge exchange neutrals.

Time of flight (TOF) method is also used to measure the ion temperature. In the
case that both diagnostics measured almost the same energy range (0.3 ~ 1.4 keV),
both temperatures agreed well. A Doppler broadening measurement of C4+(227.]nm)
has also been performed. Fig. 1 shows a time evolution of temperatures for the dis-
charge of the plasma current [p = 300kA and offi: ~ 0.5 X 1020111”. Temperatures of
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hydrogen7 impurity(C4+) and that of electron are measured simultaneously by NPA,

visible spectrometer and by Thomson scattering system, respectively. Fig. 2(a),2(b)

shows the spectra and fitting to Maxwellrdistribution at 0.9 msec of the same shot of

Fig. 1. Both spectra fit. to single Maxwell-dist.ribution well. High energy tail was not

observed in the spectrum of NPA. The temperature ofimpurity(C4+) was higher than

that. measured by NPA. Thus, not only hydrogen but also impurity is heated directly.

The ratio Tax/TNPA ranges from 1 to 3 in most discharges.

3 Measurement of electron temperature

The Thomson scattering system of REPUTErl has been developed for obtaining

radial TC and ma profiles by simultaneous measurements at seven spatial positions. At

the outer two positions the plasma light and the stray light are comparable to or larger

than scattered light. We can now measure electron temperature at :1 or 5 positions

around the plasma center when E exceeds 0.3 X 10201114.

A low divergence, high power, Q—switched ruby laser beam (the energy is 175 Joule

and the pulse duration is about 30 ns) is focused at the center of the poloidal cross

section. The scattered light from the volume of about 2 rum in diameter and ‘23 mm

in length is collected and guided to a spectrometer by optical fibers. In order to avoid

the strong line emission of Hm the scattered light is detected at the longer wavelength

than ruby laser’s one. A 7(in spatial) x 7(in spectrum) photomultiplier array is used.

Fig. 2(c) slioWs a sample of the spectrum of the scattered light and it fit well to Maxwell-

distribution within error bars. Fig. 3 shows measured electron temperature profile at

0.9 msec of the same shot of Fig. I. About a half of the minor radius (220 mm) are

covered in this measurement.

Simultaneous measurement of electron temperature by the Thomson scattering

system and by soft. eay pulse height analysis showed that both temperature agreed

well within error bars.

4 Temperatures and plasma parameters

Dependence of temperatures on plasma parameters has been studied in the

discharges of 1,, = lROIcA ~ BIOkA, m S 1.3 x IOQOm—J. Electron temperature ranges
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from SOeV to 200eV. The electron temperature increases as the [p increases, but there
is no clear dependence on m. Hydrogen temperature ranges from ISOCV to 4OOCV.

in most discharges, the temperature of impurity is higher than that of hydrogen. The
ion temperature TNpA increases as the density decreases. On the other hand, the

dependendence on plasma current is weak. TNpA has weak dependence on magnetic

modes. c increases as the [/N increases. Fig. 4 shows the temperatures at the
current peak as a function of UN before and after the carbonization. A carbonization
was performed by a glow discharge to change wall conditions. Estimated carbon layer
is 55—1-10 nm. After a carbonization, TNPA and TCV decrease drastically as shown in

Fig. 41. Plasma resistance (IF/V100?) drops by about 30% for the same plasma current.
The electron temperature is unalTected by a carbonization. Thus the drop in resistance
seems to correspond to the drop in ion temperature. Since each temperature has
different value and different dependence on plasma parameters, it is possible each
species has their own heating mechanism.
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FORMATION, CONFINEMENT, AND STABILITY OF
COMPACT TOROIDS IN LSX

1 1 3 nh, A.L. Hoffman, R.D. Milroy, E.A. Crawford, Y. Ito+,G.A. Wurden++

Spectra Technology Inc. Bellevue, WA 98004, USA
+Osaka University, Japan ++University of Washington, USA

A new experimental device (LSX) has been constructed to explore the physics of a
Field Reversed Configuration (FRC). An FRC has a compact toroidal confinement
geometry where induced toroidal diamagnetic currents provide the confining poloidal
field. Since the toroidal field is typically small inside the FRC, the configuration has an
intrinsically high [3 (the magnetic field vanishes at the plasma core). Confinement and
scaling in smaller devices has been observed to be favorable [l], in spite of theoretically
predicted MHD instability from internal tilt modes, and enhanced transport from pressure
gradient driven micro—instabilities [2]. The FRC's formed in these experiments, however,
had a strong kinetic particle component since 5, the average number of ion gyroradii
between the core and edge of the PRC, was typically 2 or less. It was shown that for s <
2, kinetic effects significantly increased the MHD tilt growth time, to as long as the
observed FRC configuration lifetime. It is noteworthy that stability at any s has never
been demonstrated theoretically, and the observed stability at moderate s ( 2 to 4) [3] for
many reduced tilt growth times remains unexplained. Changes in confinement, however,
were seen in these moderate 5 experiments. The positive trend for poloidal flux
confinement inferred at small 3 (1 ms) was no longer observed. The dominant question
then for several years has been whether the stability observed in previous small scale
experiments would continue as al<pi> (= s) is increased substantially, as it must in any
reactor scenario, and whether the favorable confinement scaling with plasma size would
still be maintained in the absence of the stabilizing effects of large orbit particles.

Experiments on LSX began in late 1990, and the first parameter survey has recently
been concluded. Stable FRC's have been formed in LSX with s ranging from near 210
over 10. Traces for a high s discharge are shown in fig. 1. The configuration lifetimes
are typically 0.3 ms for the larger s FRC's. These results indicate that enhanced stability
remains for fast growing MHD modes, e.g. 'Ytilt"aVA/E: where e is the PRC length to
diameter ratio. The scaling of 1,1, for this data shows only a weak dependence though on
the inferred 3 value, as can be seen in fig. 2. The a2 scaling observed at small 5 on the
FRX-B and FRX-C devices at the Los Alamos National Laboratory is not seen in the
LSX scale-up from the previous TRX experiment at Spectra Technology. In this case,
the minor radius, a, was increased by a factor of 4, yet 1d,, for similar s, remained
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unchanged. From numerical 2D calculations, the PRC internal profile is similar to that

given by the rigid-rotor equilibrium for which the poloidal flux decay time, 1:,» is given

by
14, = 1.5 x10’7 32/n(0) ,

where 11(0) is the resistivity at the field null. The a2 scaling from TRX was clearly not
observed. The inferred resistivity did appear to be a function of the PRC elongation as
can be seen in fig. 3. The lowest values of the resistivity for the data set are comparable
to the classical. cross-field Spitzer value for an electron temperature of 15 eV and Zeff =

1. From spectroscopic measurements on LSX as well as Thomson scattering elsewhere
[4], the inferred electron temperatures ranged from 30 eV to > 150 eV for fill pressures
of 20 to 2 mTorr. The lowest temperatures occured at the highest 5 so that the resistive
anomaly is only a few times classical at large 5. As 3 decreases and Te increases, so that

the anomaly was as large as 100 for the low 5 data.
Considerable MHD activity was seen during FRC formation and heating. During

formation the ions are rapidly heated by the anomalous flux dissipation and magnetic
compression up to several hundred eV at moderate s. The resistive anomaly during the
dynamic formation phase has always been observed to be large, even on small

experiments. The flux dissipation time observed during formation was typically 10 use:
on the smaller TRX device. Although one might expect the flux dissipation to be less at
larger a, the resistive anomaly appeared to increase as well, leaving the flux retained,
from the initial field reversal t0 the time of the peak axialcontraction, at typically less
than 40%. as compared to 70% on TRX (see fig. 4). At the end of the formation phase,
large-scale, flute-like (n=3 to 5), MHD activity was typically observed in the end~on
visible continuum pictures. The mode number and amplitude of the most prominent
mode decreased in time and eventually disappeared during the equilibrium phase. MHD

activity, as observed by the Mimov coil array measuring Be at the vacuum wall, showed
a similar behavior (see fig. 1). Both flux retention during formation, and flux
confinement during the equilibrium showed strong dependence on the degree of
symmeu’y observed during formation.

From the data it was clear that formation turbulence played a strong role in the
equilibrium confinement observed, although there is no theoretical understanding as to
why this should be so. It was also not clear how much better the confinement at large 3
could potentially be, since optimization of the preionization and formation sequence to
date has not eliminated the initial turbulence. What is intriguing as well as puzzling is
the eventual disappearance of the gross MHD activity generated during formation. Even
more puzzling is the existence of the configuration itself in the very MHD-like large 5
regime. All theoretical work has predicted that the internal tilt instability should limit the
configuration lifetime to an axial alfven time.
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The Large 3 Experiment (LSX) began its first series of experiments in Octoi
ber 1990. As the largest FRC ever in operation in the world. LSX has already
successfully demonstrated FRC formation using “low voltage” technology. Con—
figuration lifetimes are ~ 300 itsec . Initial results at low voltages, and with a
non-ideal crowbar, have resulted in final magnetic fields of 0,370.5 T. Electron
temperatures are estimated in the 407200 CV range, depending on fill pressure.
Plans for the ongoing University/Spectra collaboration efl‘ort are outlined. This
paper describes some of the first results coming from LSX, while concentrating on
radiation observations made by a variety of instruments.
University/Industry Collaboration on LSX: The University of Washington’s
FRC program is providing diagnostic and manpower support to the LSX experi-
ment at Spectra Technology in Bellevue, \‘Vashington. This support comes from
the UVV’s own FRC programs on the HBQM and CSS machines. Both have been
instructed to wind their operation down to zero in the. next 1-2 years.

Standard diagnostics on LSX, supported by STI include: (1) An end-on frank
ing camera and 5 siden visible light tomography fan arrays (10 detectors each)
viewing the spectral range between 510-500 nm.1 (‘2) An array of magnetic loops
to monitor the excluded flux. (3) An end-on 0.5-meter grazing-incidence McPher-
son 248 VUV Spectrograph, for the spectral region from 2-410 nm. (4) Two side-
viewing spectrometers, and one end-viewing UV spectrometer (usually monitoring
Carbon V, CHI, and Oxygen VI line emission). (4) A 3-chord 1.06 pm side-on
interferometer (partly operational) (5) A SPEX Doppler ion temperature spec:
trometer (not yet in operation). (6) A variety of bank diagnostics, and a residual
gas analyzer for monitoring the vacuum conditions. Figure l is a schematic of
the LSX device, showing some of the diagnostic access. As there is no side—0n
vacuum access through the 80 cm diameter quartz tube sections, all windowless
diagnostics must be mounted from the end regions. This leads to complications
(not yet fully accounted for) with radiation diagnostics also picking up “signals”
from endeloss particle fluxes. In particular we have seen that the holometers suffer
from this problem.

Figure 2 was taken with a McPherson “248 VUV spectrograph, showing typical
impurity radiation in 20 mTorr LSX discharges. Lines from 0V1 , CV1 , SVII,
and ClVIII are readily visible, as well as Argon lines from the doped discharge.
Chlorine and sulphur lines continue to be a lowAlec impurity in LSX. A doubling
of the background radiation occurs in this case by adding ~ 0.03% Argon impurity
to the fill gas. Other doping studies with up to a few per cent of COZ gas mixed
with the fill gas indicate that typical light background impurities of C and O are
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in the 0.170.2% range. These two pieces of information, combined with spectral
intensities and bolometry suggest heavy impurities are present in the 0.02—0.03%
range as well.

Endion visible framing picture images show significant fluting asymmeteries
n:2—5) during formation and also during the decaying phase of poorly formed

FRC’S. Symmetry in the decaying phase of the FRC is related to initial pre-
ionization symmetry. Highly asymmetric initial states (11:5, 4», 3) are observed
to heal in time as viewed by the framing camera, as has been previously seen in
other FRC’S. For late times, the 11:2 rotational instability is seen with the visible
light emission array.

The UVV has provided and implemented: (1) An absolutely calibrated gold
foil bolometer,2 (2) an array of surface barrier diodes.3 (3) and a new type of fast
bolometer using an XUV silicon photodiode from United Detector Technology"
in Hawthorne, California. Graduate students from the University are directly
involved in LSX Operations, and DOE equipment from the University is easily
used as needed, since STl is only a few miles away from campus.
Bolometry:

We have employed three types of total radiation dotectors on LSX. A new-style,
fast XUV photodiode has been cross calibrated against a traditional thermal re?
sponse gold foil detector. The XUV diode performance to—date has been excellent,
and we are proceeding to design a fast bolometer array using these detectors. Long
term stability of the bare photodiode surface remains an issue for continued study.
In contrast, a bare surface barrier diode, which has a significant dead layer, did
not behave as a true bolometer. Figure 3(a) shows a comparison of the Argon-
doped shot shown in the previous figure, as seen by the XUV photodiode, with
a nonidoped 2O mTorr case. A representative excluded flux trace near the vessel
midline position is not significantly different. After initial burnthrough, a plateau
period follows before the bolometers suffer from particle fluxes impacting in the
end region of the vacuum tanl: at t =807100 psec. These particles are apparently
generated in the first 10 psec of the plasma lifetime, then slowly propagate to
the detector position. In hydrogen shots, the disturbance arrives sooner than in
deuterium, by approximately the square root of the masses, as expected. Unfore
tunatcly, at lower fill pressures, this second peak also arrives sooner, reducing the
time available during which one can make meaningful radiation measurements.

Even though Gigawatt radiation levels are emitted from the plasma, the gold
foil bolometer has some noise problems. By comparison, the. faster (< lpsec) XUV
photodiode signal is very clean, even after using 2130 micron pinhole and 26% metal
mesh to maintain its linear response at less than 1 ma for its 35 mm? active area,
while providing some protection against particle fluxes. Since it directly measures
power (one hole-pair generated per 3.8 eV incident. energy), it doesn’t require
differentiation to read out the plasma radiation, as does the gold foil signal.

As seen in Fig3(b), which compares the gold foil and integrated XUV diode
signals, the absolute level tracks well for the first 70 psec of plasma, with the
slope typically between 0.8 and L2. The diagram plots the integrated XUV signal
against the gold foil bolometer signal, with one cross per microsecond, where the
time axis is suppressed, but generally follows a trajectory at 45 degrees upward
slope. However, the XUV diode consistently sees more radiation in the first 10 user,
of the FRC, while agreeing better, later in time as the plasma gets hotter. We
believe this is consistent with the inability of the shiny gold foil measurement
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to respond to (cold plasma) visible radiation tluxes...a problem that the XUV
diode doesn’t have. we are in the process of cross checking the new bolometer
on the cold Coaxial Slow Source (CSS) experiment at the UVV, to see it in fact
previous measurements (by gold foil) of its radiation problem may have been an
underestimate.
Discussion: The first operation of LSX in regions between 2720 mTorr has con—
centrated on overcoming preionization nonunitorn’iities. and searched for regimes
with long lived FRC plasmas. Such a regime at '20 mTorr has been studied where
s is in the range of5 to 10. As with previous results on TRX,” the stability against
tilt for these cold, MllDelikc plasmas is not yet understood. The addition of a soft
x-ray framing camera" should aid in diagnosing the symmetry of the plasma core,
which is already outlined from the visible continuum framing pictures. “Simple"
Abel inversion of the 50 chords of continuum emission visible light diagnostic array
is complicated by the requirements of symmetry assumptions that are not usually
valid.

Two types of bolometry data suggest significant radiation losses, at all fill
pressures explored so far. Unwanted chlorine and sulphur impurities, in combina~
tion with low-level oxygen and carbon radiation may be capable of explaining the
1007-100 MW radiation seen during the “plateau” phase after the initial radiation
burnthrough.

At low fill pressures, strong OVli line radiation is detected by the beryllium—
filtered surface barrier diodes, whereas at 20 mTorr this signal is absent. The
existence of the helium-like oxygen line radiation is a strong sign that the electron
temperature in these cases exceeds 70 e\". This is also consistent with pressure
balance arguments, which indicate electron temperatures as high as 200 eV. An
array of four SBD’s is Operational, looking for high energy asymmetries, and
will be checked against the SXR-traming camera photos as they become available.
Addition of a single point Thomson scattering system will help define the radiation
question. The University plans to bring a triple-grating spectrometer from LANL,
and use it to quickly bring a TS system on-line this summer.

This work is supported by the U. S. Dept. of Energy
" Institute of Plasma Physics, Osaka University, Japan
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introduction

In this paper data from the ETA-BETA l| experiment corresponding to different operation
conditions are compared and analysed in relation to the density regimes and their
implications on the dynamo processes. In the first section the F-9 trajectories are studied to
verify the hypothesis that the l/N regime should influence the strength of the dynamo action.
Then in section ll some T9 and n9 data from discharges with and without pellet injection are
shown, which suggest the existence of a constraint on the temperature profile.

LEta-Beta || F-e database analysis

One of the dynamo models which has been recently more strongly supported is the Kinetic
Dynamo Theory (KDT) [1]. According to this model the dynamo action necessary to sustain
the poloidal current density around the field reversal region of an RFP is provided by
electrons from the tail of the energy distribution in the inner region which, due to their low
collisionality, wander along stochastic magnetic field line reaching the outer region of the
plasma. The strength of the mechanism is determined by the electron wander parameter [1]
koDjlazoto is the electron mean free path, and D, is the field line diffusivity due to magnetic
stochasticity). Since A0 scales as T92/(ne ZS”) o< BéU/N):f Ip Ila”, and because of the
weak dependence of 56) on l/N in the RFP, by varying the UN parameter of the discharge, one
can change loll/a2 by orders of magnitude and hence one should be able to suppress or
enhance the K0. Indeed there is experimental evidence [2] that the asymmetric fast electron
fluxes in the edge region, a symptom of KD. disappear at high density. Therefore FtFP plasmas
with lower values of IIN should have magnetic field profiles farther from the fully relaxed
BFM state.

To verify the above hypothesis we have analysed =300 ETA-BETA ll discharges inclusive
of sets characterized by different density behaviours, field programming and with or without
pellet injection. For each shot several values of the F, (9 and UN parameters, obtained by
averaging the data over 200 us time intervals during the current sustainment phase, have
been recorded in a database. Then the behaviour of the different data sets in the F-8 plane
has been studied in relation to the UN range and the time during the pulse. The analysis
indicates that on average the F and 6 values always lie on a "typical" trajectory
independently of the data set, the UN parameter of the plasma or the time during the pulse.
This is shown in fig.1, where the curves corresponding to j.L&p model [3] profiles with
[30:5% and several values of a are also shown. The only apparent difference between the high
and low |/N data is that the scatter of the latter is significantly larger. On the other hand the
low |/N data correspond mainly to discharges where the density is sustained by pellet
injection, which causes large perturbations to the plasma. Hence it seems that changes in the
kinetic properties of the plasma do have an influence on the magnetic field profiles, but that
the latter tend anyway to return to their "typical" configuration.

As discussed above, according to KDT the data corresponding to higher l/N should be
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closer to the fully relaxed BFM, i.e. in terms at p&p model, they should be characterized by

higher values of cc. Some contribution due to [3 (Le. to the perpendicular component of the

current distribution) could also be expected, since (3 is known to be lower at higher I/N. but

this would add to the previous effect by moving the points in the F—6 plane again towards

higher on. Our analysis show instead the presence of a relative invariance of the magnetic

field profiles despite widely different kinetic properties of the plasma.

ll.Temperature and density profile data

The data discussed in the previous section could suggest that the KO is not an important

mechanism in the sustainment of the RFP. Alternatively. since there are other strong

evidences in favour of the KDT, one could assume that a "flexible" mechanism, such as the

MHD dynamo, is present which tends to maintain a "good" magnetic profile whether or not the

K0 is active. Moreover one should keep in mind that the electron temperature, which is a

strong function of UN, has a direct link with the magnetic field profile, since the dominant

contribution to the sustainment of the configuration is given by the applied electric field via

the classical resistivity profile. Following these conjectures and just for a qualitative

discussion, it is possible to reason in terms of a local Ohm's law. adding a term JKD, which

models the transport of Jutrom centre to edge due to the K0:

J“ (r) = o” (r) [sum + <Gxe>m1+ JKD (r) (1)

In eq. (1) the <Exf3> term models the MHD dynamo. If this term changes itself to

compensate for different KD contributions, it should then also be effective in maintaining the

same J“ (r) against changes of on (r). This should be more easily verifiable in a low I/N

regime, where the JKD term would be small or negligible.
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An obvious way of applying a significant perturbation to the electron density and
temperature profiles is by pellet injection. In the case of ETA-BETA il in particular [4}, due
to the comparable lengths of pellet ablation, pellet transit and the plasma pulse times, the
pellet provided a continuous source of cold neutrals in the plasma core which was
sufficiently large to maintain an approximately constant density in the 1020 m‘3 range,
where it would otherwise decay to one order of magnitude less. The nB and Te profiles should
then be significantly different in discharges with and without pellet.

In tig.2 the ne and TB profiles relative to these two different types of plasma are
compared. The data have been obtained by a multipoint Thomson scattering system [5.6] and
have been averaged over several similar discharges and over a time interval of =400 ps to
eliminate the large fluctuations which are usually observed [5]. The time interval
considered corresponds to the first part of the discharge when the average values of density
and temperature are similar and the HM parameter is relatively low in both cases.

Te”) "‘"l' 'l""l""l "'l' "I ' l' I '1'" nfiv)_"'l"'l"‘l"‘|"'l' 'l IA' I"'l"'
TTeO) _ new): , \
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Fig.2 Te and ne profiles measured by Thomson scattering in with discharges and without pellet
injecrimte central values are Te(0)= 100 eV and "2(0) = 10301713.

it can be seen that the ne profiles are indeed different, in particular they are much
broader with pellet injection. This was independently confirmed also by multichord
interferometry measurements [4,5] and could be due to a poloidal deflection of the pellet. On
the contrary, surprisingly, the Te profiles are very similar in the two cases.

To justify the assumption that pellet injection should cause significant change in the T9
profiles, we have run a 10 cylindrical symmetric transport code [7], which has been
modified to take into account the effect of pellet ablation. The pellet affects the electron
density as a pointlike source and the electron energy balance equation through a loss term due
to the thermalisation of cold pellet electrons. By running the code with "frozen" magnetic
field profiles, and tuning the pellet and transport parameters, a good reproduction of the
time evolution of electron density and electron temperature with and without pellet has been
obtained. Also the density profiles were in agreement with the experimental findings. as
shown in fig. 3. As for the Te profiles, it was not possible to prevent them from being
significantly different with and without pellet, as shown in fig.3. Therefore the simulations
confirm that, to explain the invariance of the Te profiles in shots with and without pellet, a
change in the transport must be present.

it is unlikely that particle and energy transport conjure in such a way that, just by
chance, one ends up with different na profiles but with the same T9 profiles. Ftather this
result suggests that some form of constraint acts on the electron temperature profile and,
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since as we have already seen the magnetic field profiles are not different in the two cases, it

contradicts the hypothesis of a flexible MHD dynamo contribution.

Considering again eq. (1), if the term in square brackets is fixed, as said above, one now

expects the cs" profile, i.e. the T9 profile to adjust to the presence of the KB at low density.

Although only a few Te profile data at high |/N are available, they indicate that a temperature

increase is present only in the central region. This might suggest that the JKD term should

only provide a negative contribution in the core, acting as a loss channel for fast electrons,

but has little effect in the outer region of the plasma where the situation is unchanged with

respect to the low I/N case.
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Fig.3 Te and ne profiles from 1D transport code simulations for discharges with and without
pellet injection

lIl.Conclusions

The analysis of a large number of ETA-BETA II pulses at different l/N regimes has shown that

either the KB is not an effective dynamo mechanism, or that another "flexible" mechanism is

also present to replace it.
On the other hand, the comparison of pulses at low I/N with and without pellet injection

suggests that some form of "profile consistency" may play a role, since both the magnetic

field and the electron temperature profiles are apparently constrained. In this case the

flexibility necessary to compensate for different conditions, such as the presence of pellet

refuelling. would still be provided by MHD activity, but indirectly, affecting the transport

coefficients.
in this case the few T9 profile data available from ETA—BETA II at high l/N. would suggest

that the KD is more effective as an energy loss channel from the central region than as a

dynamo mechanism. It is possible that this behaviour is more typical of machine such as

ETA-BETA 11, where plasma-wall interaction due to lack of equilibrium control cause the

fast electrons to be lost too quickly to contribute significantly to the edge poloidal currents.
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Introduction
Present day ohmically heated Reversed Field Pinch (RFP) experiments exhibit ion

temperatures higher than expected from electron-ion collisional equipartition. In many
situations ion temperatures even exceeding the electron temperature are observed . These
lindings clearly imply the presence of a direct ion heating channel . As far as the detailed
mechanisms underlying this phenomenon are concerned very little is known; yet it is
generally believed that they are related to the relaxation processes [1] which act as to keep
the RFP configuration close to its minimum energy state well described by Taylor's theory
[2]. Here we present some recent measurements of Te and Ti accomplished in different
operational conditions on ETA-BETA II. From the data it emerges that, whatever the precise
ion heating channels are, the two temperatures, though collisionally decoupled over short
time scales, are not independent. They rather appear to be linked through the plasma
dynamics which act in such a way that Be is kept to the level pertaining to the current l/N
value ( figzipdV/BZMa), N = <n>rta2).

Experimental setup
ETA-BETA It has a major radius of 0.65 m, a minor radius of 0.125 m and a stainless

steel, bellows-shaped vacuum vessel constitutes the first wall. A Si(Li) detector was used to
yield Te, averaging the data over typically 15 well reproducible discharges in order to reach
a time resolution at about 300 [.15. Te values from the Si(Li) detector are to be associated to
the hottest, central part of the plasma. Ti was deduced from the Doppler broadening of the CV
22709 A line as resolved by a t m Czerny Turner spectrometer equipped with a 2400
g/mm grating. In earlier discharges the CV line emission was detected by a photomultiplier
and the line profile was reconstructed by scanning shot by shot over the spectral region of
interest with steps of 0.1/1. The measured instrumental profile was fitted by a Lorentian
curve having a FWHM of 0.2 A for an entrance slit of 20 pm. The Doppler broadening of
the CV line was then computed fitting the experimental points with a Voigt profile and
deconvolving the instrumental curve. Later a gated optical multichannel analyzer was
introduced, with 1024 diodes 25 pm spaced. Gating times of 100 to 300 ps were typically
used . A 4.9 m long neutral particle T.O.F. spectrometer in its commissioning phase was
sometimes used to evaluate Ti- The T.O.F. data were also averaged over about 10 discharges
to reach an adequate statistics. However due to some noise problems though, the neutral
particle energy spectra were meaningful only below 900 eV. The electron density was
monitored by means of a two colour 002 interferometer.

The impurity temperature was assumed to be representative of the central deuterium
temperature. This assumption was based on two considerations: the energy equipartition
time between the two species in ETA~BETA ll (tew ps) is shorter than the energy
confinement time (100 ps) and the CV radial emission, reconstructed from cordal
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observations at seven different radii, resulted to be emitting well inside the plasma core

[3]. ln fact, we found that with the emission radial profile observed in ETAaBETA II and

assuming an ion temperature profile of the form Ti(r)/Ti(o) =1~(r/a)0‘ the Doppler

broadening technique based on cordal measurements leads to underestimate the on axis ion

temperature of about 5% for 0. =4 to 15 "/0 for ct = 2 at 300 us after the current start. At

700 ps, when the emission profile is broader and more hollow, the underestimate may

increase to 10 and 35 % respectively.

ResuHs
Fig. 1 reports Ti and Te measured in two experimental situations differing only by the

fact that in case 2 the machine pumping system was modified because of a detective criopump

which had to be removed. Phenomenologically this resulted in a slight increase in the base

vacuum level and in a reduction of the filling pressure required to obtain the same electron

density as that of case 1 or, in other words, in a reduction of the first wall pumping

capability for molecular deuterium (in ETAVBETA it the vacuum chamber is filled with the

fuelling gas 30 seconds before the shot). No radial emission measurements were performed

for case 2 discharges. Nevertheless, a one dimensional radiative collisional impurity

transport code simulating this type of situation showed that the peak emission should have

only marginally moved outwards with respect to the previous case. it is seen that Doppler

broadening and the T.O.F measurements, the latter being available only for case 2, agree

fairly well. The ion and the electron temperature of Fig.1 show quite a different time

behaviour. in case 1, while Ti at 0.7 ms (0.4 ms after the current start) has already

reached 200+250 eV , Te increases from 120 eV at 0.4 ms up to 350 eV at 1.7 ms, the

two temperatures approaching equipartition at about 1.44.5 ms. At later times the signal

level of the CV line was generally too low to be meaningful for Ti determinations. This

result clearly confirms that there exists a separate ion heating channel other than

collisional equipartition with ohmic heated electrons. In case 2 Te and Ti show again a

different time behaviour but now their ratio is inverted: at the beginning of the discharge

Te is much higher than Ti. As far the electrical and magnetic settings are concerned, the

plasma current. the loop voltage, the reversal (F=Bz(a)/<Bz>) and the pinch

(®=Bg(a)/<Bz>) parameters were almost identical in the two conditions. Fig. 2 and Fig.3

show current and electron density waveforms for the different experimental situations

reported here. An analysis were performed to discriminate differences in the magnetic

signals of case 1 and 2. The rms level of magnetic fluctuations from a set of poloidal

pickup coils did not show significant differences. in both cases the typical time behaviour

characterized by a reduced activity during the current flat top and a slight higher level at

the begininng and at the termination phase were found. The F—G curves were well

overlapping, suggesting that the current density profile didn't change significantly. Fig. 4

shows the rms fluctuation level of the 6 parameter. Each point represents single shot data,

averaged over the first 200 us of the current flat top. It is seen that only high theta

discharges can be clearly distinguished from the other situations. in a comparison among the

time derivatives of the plasma current in the various situations. a strict similarity was

also found.
Temperature results from discharges with the same situations as in case 2 but with the

pinch parameter 6 brought to 2.7 are reported in Fig.5 together with the results of case 2

characterized by O = 2.0 . To the high G) discharges corresponds a higher Ti but also a

reduction in Te, while [59 is substantially unchanged. In Fig. 6 the results of case 2 are

compared with low density discharges (see Fig. 2 for current and density waveforms). The
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low density discharges were characterized by both an ion and electron temperature rise.
Discussion

We have reported the electron and ion temperature measurements performed on Eta—
Beta II in different experimental situations. The information available do not allow to be
conclusive about the reasons of the different behaviour of Ti and Te in case i and case 2.
However, it appears questionable whether the differences in Ti have to be associated to
changes in the magnetic fluctuations, since no macroscopic variations in these were found.
On the other hand turbulent phenomena might still be the cause of the revealed differences
since these appear to occur in the first 150 p8. i.e. during the RFP formation phase. when
unfortunatelely , for the shots reported above, the magnetic coils signals were saturating.
But other causes such as charge exchange losses could also have been effective; the
experimental evidence of the modified first wall pumping capability might intact have end up
with different neutral densities at the edge during the start up phase. Nevertheless, the
interesting fact to emphasize is that, whatever the ion cooling/heating process was , the
plasma adjusted the two temperatures in such a way that [39 remained practically unchanged
(B9 was computed assuming typical density and temperature profiles measured in the past
in ETA-BETA It by a multicord interferometer and a multipoint, single shot Thomson
scattering respectively). A similar phenomenology was encountered on HBTXtB [4] where,
occasionally, antiphase oscillations of ion temperature and SXR emission associated to a
constant electron density were found. In other words notwithstanding that over short time
scales electrons and ions are collisionally decoupled, the plasma reacts to any variations in
the temperarures driving the heating channels as to keep B9 to a given level. This level is
the one pertaining to the IIN value. The relation between [39 and UN for the reported data is
summarized in Fig.7, where the decaying dependence of the former parameter on the latter
confirms that the best RFP plasma performances in terms of Be and consequentley of
confinement time are obtained at low I/N values [5]. The data plotted in Fig.7 belong to
discharges characterized by similar plasma current but different experimental situations in
terms of electron density (from 2-1019 to 14020 m‘3) and in terms of the electron to ion
temperature ratio (from 0.6 to 1.4), yet the curve appears to be quite well defined and the
spread of the points rather small. lncidentally, this might help clarifying previous
publications of analogous’ETA-BETA It results based on the assumption of equal ion and
electron temperatures, where the data spread was larger [5,6].

To conclude, we have shown that in Eta—Beta ll ion and electron temperatures are
strongly coupled through the plasma dynamics which is able to operate on the two
components over time scales much faster than the collisional equipartition.
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M. A. M. Santiago, K. H. Tsui, M. T. Azevedo and
P. H. Sakanaka"

Instituto de Fisica — Universidade Federal Fluminense
24020-—Niteroi — RJ—Brazil

* Instituto de Fisica - UNICAMP Cidade Universitéria
l3081—Cam‘pinas — SP :- Brazil

Abstract

The prospect of field reversed configurations (FRC) be competitive
with other fusion devices relies on the understanding of the stability
properties. Current machine performance indicates a confinement time far
better than the ideal MMD value 1 due to finite ion Larmor radius (FLR)
stabilization(2). However FLR effects are not expected to be significant
in high field, large dimension FRCs in the near future and MHD descriptions
will prevail when resistivity is taken into account. The influence of
rotation of an axisymmetric plasma has been analyzed from an ideal MHD
framework(3).

A global resistivity one dimensional MHD model is used in this paper
to study the stability of FRCs. Here, we use a global scalar resistivity
to study the PRC rotational stability and compare with the results of the
Unicamp experiment where the m=4 mode under some given discharge
parameters has been observed.

I. Introduction

The aspect of resistivity has been treated by many authors(5) using
the boundary layer technique where resistivity is considered only in the
singular layer r0 where the magnetic field vanishes. We consider a
RF 9—pinch configuration with angular rotational Q in the 9 direction and
field lines in the z direction. The general equations to describe the
equilibrium and stability are:

+
dV _ J; + y + _

Q ‘2 - 4w (VXB)h B Vp (1)

+ 2
3B ++ C + '—> +
3; = vx(VxB)— n Z; Vx(VxB) (2); V.B = V.V = 0 (3)

where p is the plasmadensity, G is the fluid velocity, p is the plasma
pressure and n is the plasma resistivity which is assumed to be constant
and small in the sense that the diffusion time TR=4nr:/n c2 is larger
than the inverse growth rate of the instabilities.

II. Perturbed Equations

Considering perturbations of the form exp i(m8+k z—mt), we linearize
eqs. (1) and (2) to the first order in n. Substituting the perturbed
magnetic fields into the linearized form of eq. (1) leads to a vector
equation in E = f V1 dt. Since this equations is homogeneous, only two
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+
vector components are independent. To complete this set we use v.5 =0.Thus,

we have:

—8wmkp(r)(rW)€ + 21L:g(r)[f(r)——f' (r)——f' (r)f(r)]£'

2+ iklf (rmm p(r)]€e-nkf(r)s(r)[ é ftr>+2f'<rna
2 im 2 2

- nkf (r)g(r)£e"- -r-[f (r)—4nw (IHEZ +

(r)+ —mff(r)g(r)[ + 2 f' (r)]€' + 3%; (r)g(r)E" = 0 (4)

1 im . _—1_— d/dr(r£r) + T 59 + 1kgz — 0 (5)

2[mp(r)-m(__0 )2p '(—r) 2(_£2 )e '(r)-2(__S? )1(rp)‘]]Er2
m ~ _ ._.

i[ r f (r) A w r w—mfl w—mQ w——mfl r
2

2( £2 )pCflE' -nmf (r)g(r)E;-[f(r)[1/rf(r)+k£(r)+f'(r)]
r

+ .8n1w w-mfl

2 2 2
— Aww [l/r(rp)'—2( Q )m/rpCr)]]€0 " [f (r)~4 W 9(1)]Eé

w—mfl

-inf(r)[g(r)[2/rf(r)+kf(r)+3f' (r)]+f(r)g (r)E" - inf 2(1’)g(1r)E"'-— 0 (6)

where f(r), £(r) and g(r) are defined as:

2

. =9.“
’ g(r) 4n m—mflf(r) =

After this we solve these equations numerically, and we apply it to the

Unicamp's experiment.

III. Comparison with experimental data

Firstly, we want to verify if the relevant resistive mode can be

stabilized by rotation and we want to compare with the Unicamp‘s TC—l

experiment where with hydrogen operation, a cusp type plasma is observed

during the formation phase when a strong bias field is applied 4). The

rotational instability measurement by using two 45° shifted photodiode
set up doesn't show any m = 2 instability. When we have the m = 4 mode

in that machine the rotation 9 goes to zero.

We observed, from our calculations, that for n = 0,52.10_5, the

growth rate peaks at Q = 0.41 for both m = 2 and m = 4 although the peak
is much langer for m = 4.

The time associated with the m = 4 and m = 2 growth rate is equal to
1.3us and 8.8us respectively which is close to the experimentally observed
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time of absout 1.5us. For 9 close to zero, the growth is negative for both
modes, this means that the plasma is statilized as rotation vanishes.

Secondly, for Q==O.41, we observe that the growth rate peaks at
n=0.52 x 10—5 for both m=2 and m= A.

The time associated for this decay is about Sns. For the value of the
rotation Q= 0.41 (corresponding to the operation of the machine) the growth
is maximum and is this case it is greater than to the m= 2 mode.(See fig-1)

IV. Conclusions

It was observed in this experiment rotational stability for times of
the order of Ans. This value is close to the calculated value fine.

We conclude that these experimental conditions could be improved and
the rotation is very important to determine the behavior of the plasma and
when we have more rotation the confinement time is better for n1=4 and for
m= 2.
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Introduction
TranspOrt studies have been carried out in HBTXIC Reversed Field Pinch [1] using
laser ablation [2] of trace amounts of carbon and boron. This machine operates with a
shell time constant less than the plasma pulse length of 5—10ms. The perturbation in
electron density is less than 10%. The effects of diffusion profiles are examined using
single and multi-chord spectrometers together with a 1«dimensi0nal transport code,

Results and Discussion
The spectrometers monitor the helium-like states which reside in the plasma. core at
nE ~ 101°m”3, Ta ~300eV, and emit line radiation [152533—ls2p3P) in the UV.

Initial analysis of the data is performed using a zero-dimensional model and yields
particle confinement times of approximately 1ms [3]. A 1-dimensional (1-D) analysis of
the central chord data is performed using the following set of coupled partial differential
equations:

8n;

at
where i represents any impurity state and the source, 6“.” and sink, E

= ‘V'ri +6.9; —E|n.|' (1)

mm represent
ionisation and recombination. If we suppose that the flux, Pi, is proportional to the
gradient of each of the impurity states, i.e.:

F,‘ = —DVni (2)

it is found that the diffusion coefficient, D, which is assumed the same for each state, is
approximately 15mzs‘1. This is much greater than classical collisional diffusion (DC ~
10’3n12s‘1) and much less than that from Bohm (DB ~ 180mzs'1).

Models incorporating anomalous transport are often applied to Tokamaks [4],
where the flux is described by a diffusive and an inward pinch term as follows:

l";(r,t) = —D(r)Vn.-(r,t) + n;(r,t)v(r) (3]
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The inward pinch helps to peak the impurity profiles while diffusion endeavours to

flatten them. If the particle flux in the core is assumed to be zero, then D(r) and

Mr) can be related by v(-r) 2 2D(r)/az, where a is the minor radius (a is 0.255m in

HBTXlC).
In laser ablation experiments the initial influx of impurity towards the core is

mainly governed by difl'usion while the decay phase is dependent on the diffusive and

convective terms. Since the helium-like states of carbon and boron are reached in less

than ~40ns at 12.21019m‘3 and T62300eV, the initial phase in the signals from these
states is governed by ionisation from lower states and transport around the torus (few

100;].5). This makes separation of D and 1) difficult in our conditions.

Multichord Results

To obtain information on the diffusion profile shape, we monitored the same He—like

transitions at 9 chords across the plasma diameter. The separation between the corre-

sponding impact parameters was 5cm. Viewing was carried out through vertical ports

at the same toroidal location as the ablation apparatus. Figure 1 shows three chords

from one plasma shot where carbon was ablated at conditions: 7’1, ~1.2x1019m‘3,

Tc ~300eV, and plasma current, Lg, ~175kA. These chords have the similar character—

istics of an initial rapid rise and decay, due to the burst of particles from laser ablation,

followed by a sl0wer decay. The latter is generally used to measure the impurity particle

confinement time.
The decay times, 7”,, are found to be: 0.36i0.07ms, 0.3Ti0.05ms and 0.39:5:0.03ms,

for chords at,r:20cms, r=10cms and rzOcms respectively. The 1—D transport code

can simulate the data with a range of diffusion profiles varying from a peaked profile
‘1 at

the edge. For all the profiles used, the simulated data show a similar decay time on
of about 35rnzs‘1 on axis to a hollow profile with ss"1 in the centre and 40mzs

each chord with only a slight decrease with radius, after the initial influx phase. This

influx phase is due to impurities being ionised and transported through the plasma and

lasts fOr a few hundred microseconds. (It should be noted that Abel inversion was not

carried out on the multichord signals because of calibration clifliculties and also due to

the small number of chords available.)
The almost equal decay rates from diflerent chords can be better understood using

an analytic approach. We solve equation 1 for the case of constant D and assume

that all the impurities are in one state. When carbon is ablated into HBTXlC at

n, ~ lfllgm‘a, Tz ~200eV, the total impurity density, Tip is predominantly nay. The

solution in this case for, m- is:

nT(r,t) : i Amelzbwgtjo ((4—77?!) (4)

m—l (I.

where the sum extends over all the positive roots, (1, of the equation Jute) = 0 and
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Am is got from the initial conditions. Note source and sink terms cancel when nT is
considered.

If we compare the magnitude of each of the terms in equation 4, it can be shown
that after a time, At, of approximately 0.1a2/D, the first term is predominant. Thus
the total impurity profile is not changing in time and hence line integrals of the total
impurity density through any radius will decay together. For the variety of other
diffusion profiles discussed above, we simulated the time behaviour with a 1—D transport
code and we observe in each case that all the chords decay at the same rate after a
time which is of the order of the measured decay time.

In the example in figure 1, the apparent slight decrease in the measured decay
time seen with increase in radius is due to ionisation effects. This is shown in the
simulations. To illustrate this, we have chosen a range of diffusion profiles as shown
in figure 2 with the conditions given above for T“ FL, and simulated 5 chords of line-
integrated intensity of He-like carbon. Figure 3 shows the results of the simulation and
also the measured decay rates from figure 1. All the simulations are within the error
bars of the data. For the cases where D is constant, or increasing with radius, there is
a only a slight decrease (~10%) in the measured decay time with plasma radius. These
are too small to measure with present uncertainties in the data. In the situation where
the transport is assumed to be better at the edge than in the centre, the measured
decay rate is virtually constant (~<1%) with radius.

Conclusion
A range of diffusion profiles can be used to fit multichord laser ablation data from
HBTXIC . These vary from a peaked profile of about 35m2s‘1 on axis to a hollow
profile with 5m25‘1 in the centre and 40mzs‘1 at the edge. The constant diffusion
coefiicient value of approximately 15mzs“1 is much less than values given by Bohm
transport and about a factor of 5 less than the X of the energy transport.
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Figure 1: Temporal beh-
aviour of CV line intensities
for three extreme chords (a)
20cm, (b) 10cm, (c) 0cm for
175kA glasma currentfig is
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Figure 3: Measured de—
cay rates for Chords equally
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the simulated decay rates for
the profiles shown in figure 2
with 11. ~ 1.8)(1019m‘3 and
T,:300 6V. The plasma cur-
rent is J75kA.
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TIGHT NECK IN QUICK DENSE HYDROCARBONIC Z—PINCH
AT MA CURRENT.

Aranchuk L.E., Chuvattn A.S., Dan'ko S.A., Kopchtkov A.V.,
Korolev V.D., Kuksov P.V., Lomteva E.A., Yan'kov V.V.,

Yartceva O.N.

123182, I.V.Kurchatou Institute of Atomic Energy, Moscow, USSR

The experiments on Z~pinch physics were mainly perIormed on
loads with high charge of nucleus. owing to it's convenience
for plasma diagnostics by characteristic radiation from
elements. Another attractive side of heavy elements is the
capability to achieve the high energy concentration on account
of better compression thanks to radiative and ionization
losses. The generalized parameter value nTt in tight neck is
most impressive one on "Vacuum s ark"— installation [1]. The
parameter value achieved 6*101 (according to the Bennett
formula) in Spectroscopy Institute of Science Academy USSR.
The plasma consisted of light elements. the tight neck

development could pass on way different from those one in
plasma with heavy elements. Such plasma represents undisguised
interest for the Controled Thermonuclear FusioniZ]. The serial
of this experiments began on "Modul—A5—01"—installation with
low output resistanse p=0.04 Q, I =1.3 MA, U=120—150 kV,
TfE1OO ns.
The first results are represented in this paper. As a load the

hydrocarbonic fibers with. homogeneously inserted diagnostic
additions of heavier elements (Cu—Cl) were used. The heated
plasma parameters were measured, by crystal Roentgen
spectrographs, multihole obscure—chambers, quick response
radiation detectors with selected filters in vacuum ultraviolet
and Roentgen ranges.

max
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In characteristic radiation measurements the plane quartz

crystals spectrographs cutted on plates 1016 and 1§40

(accordingly: d :4. 256 and d2=1..174 Angstrom) were used for the

registration [H] ~like and [Hel—like 01—and Curions lines. Also

the measurements were performed by means of observe

spectrograph on convex mica crystal in 8—12 and 1 —4 Angstrom

ranges. Spectral resolution for observe spectrograph was 0.001

and for plane — 0.003 Angstrom. Two four—hole obscure chambers

with different filters and spatial resolving power 50—100 mkm

gave the time—unresolved Roentgen picture and three

time—resolved 10 ns frames. Multichanal semiconductal Roentgen

detectors system with temporal resolution less 2 us was

emploied for spectral measurements by Virtue of filters—methode

in soft Roentgen range.In VUV—range the photoemission detectors

with temporal resolution less 1ns were applied.

In the first experiments the fibers maintain 25% (number Cl—

or Cu—atoms with reference to —CH-group) homogeneously inserted

diagnostic additions of Cl— and Cu— elements.For the tight neck

to develope faster the loads with shaped fibers were used.

1, an:
1 Hu\‘~},1‘f___fi n 5_

(I 5 , ”/1 f.— "a 1"m
? j" ‘5;

3/, .x- / “a. ‘1"t alt.Huh
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The dynamics and radiative losses depended on for the most part
by inserted diagnostic additions. The oscillograms 01' current.
soft Roentgen and WW signals are shown on $13.1.
The measurements indicate [H]-.[He]—.[Li]—like Cl—ions and

[Nel—.[NaJ-like Cu—ions lines. The 1713.2 represents spectr
received on plane quartz crystal. The ratio [HI—like to 3
[Eel—like emissions or resonance Cl—iona lines were emploied to
diagnose electronic plasma temperature. Plasma electronic
density was estimated Irom the ratio or the [Hel—like resonance
to intercombination line.The calculations were performed in the
collide—radiative approach.
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In given ”shot" (11g. 2) the follo‘ tight neck parameters are
receivedzTe=‘750—850 eV. ne=(1—2i;¥1 51:13 (on linear spectr)
and Te=650—800 eV. ne=(0. 5+0. §)t10225mem 3(on the Roentgen
detectors measurements). The m11131;:um size or the tight neck in
the radiation passing through we 20 mm 11—filter was e100 mkm
( flg-3)-
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Fig.3 9

The pinch neck parameters obtained are much worse than those Q
in ”Vacuum Spark” started from a less dense and better i
conductive substance. It's possible that the low solid pinch 1
parameters are caused by the action of heterogeneous pinch j

corona as a shunt (see the experiments on "Angara—5"—
installation, Lindemuth‘s I.R. numerical calculations.
Sasorov's P.V. theory,[3—5]). 1
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MODELLING OF SHORT WAVELENGTH m = 0 INSTABILITIES
IN THE COMPRESSIONAL Z-PINCH

J.M. Bayley, M. Coppins, P. Jaitly
Imperial College, London, UK.

ABSTRACT
Holographic interferograms of a 150 AA compressional z-pinch have been obtained and
density profiles derived from them by Abel inversion. A theoretical interpretation of
these measurements, based on linear stability theory applied to a self-similar z-pinch
equilibrium is presented. It is found that the self-similar profiles agree Well with the
observed features of the equilibrium pinch, but that the measured stability properties
are at variance with simple ideal MHD considerations, i.e., the pinch is anomalously
stable.

1. INTRODUCTION
It has recently been realised that neither the early experimental results [e.g., 1—3]

nor the early theory [e.g., 4,5], which both showed the inherent lack of stability of the
z-pinch, are relevant to present day devices [6]. Modern experiments use pinches in
which ideal MHD is invalid as a plasma description, and experiments (e.g., cryogenic
fibre pinches [7]) routinely show anomalous stability. In this paper we report theoretical
modelling of a recent experimental pinch which shows this behaviour.

2. EXPERIAJENTAL DETAILS
The Imperial College compressional z-pinch [8] is driven by a high power current.

generator. The pinch is formed when a rapidly rising (150 kA in 70 ns) current is passed
through low pressure (2 Torr) hydrogen in a 20 mm diameter quartz tube. The gas
initially breaks down on the wall of the tube and the resulting current sheath implodes,
accreting and ionizing the filling gas until it forms a pinch on axis. The initial line
density is 4.0 x 101'9 m”. At the peak current (150 RA) this corresponds to a Bennett
temperature of 87 eV.

To detect instabilities in the pinch we need to observe it side-on through the quartz
wall. To do so we use double exposure holographic interferometry. This generates
fringes from which the electron number density profile can be deduced.

The pinch radius is observed to be fixed even when the current in the external
circuit is falling. Previous numerical simulations [9] have shown that this behaviour
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implies that the pinch current falls much more slowly. This is due the formation of a

wall plasma inside the quartz tube after the implosion of the pinch. A current ‘crowbar’

forms between the pinch and wall plasmas which efi'ectively disconnects the pinch from

the external circuit. We can therefore assume that for the duration of the experiment

the pinch current and temperature are held almost constant at their peak values.

The pinch plasma is characterized by S 2’ 103 (S is the Lunquist number), win- 2 7

(w; is the average ion cyclotron frequency, T,‘ is the average ion-ion collision time), and

ag/a 2 0.2 (a; is the average ion Larmor radius, a is the pinch radius). Thus the pinch

is operating in the magnetized regime, in which finite ion Larmor radius (FLR) effects

may be important.

3. THEORY

Time dependent z-pinch equilibria are configurations in which pressure balance

is maintained while the pinch parameters (e.g. current) are allowed to vary in time.

Several recent studies [10,11] have shown the existence of self-similar solutions to the

coupled nonllinear partial differential equations specifying such configurations. These

are solutions in which the profile shape is preserved‘ but the scale changes with time.

Selfvsimilar behaviour occurs in many complex systems [12].

A particularly important class of self-similar z—pinch equilibria corresponds to a

magnetized pinch in which the current has a simple power law time dependence, i.e.,

I or t“ [11]. For the present experiment we can assume 0: = 0 (i.e., constant pinch

current). Figure 1 shows the self—similar electron number density profile for the present

experimental parameters. Also shown are the measured values obtained from the in—

terferograms. Very good agreement is found between theory and experiment. This is

probably the first time that spontaneously generated self-similar behaviour has been

directly observed in the z—pinch. It provides confidence that these equilibria are a good

basis for theoretical studies of the z~pinch.

The experimental interferograms show a very clear, low amplitude m = 0, ka 2 6

(k is the axial wavenumber of the mode) instability 80 ns after pinch formation. We

model thistheoretically by solving the ideal MHD linear stability equation, assuming

the aboge self—similar equilibrium. For a given amplitude of perturbation (i.e., the

ratio of the radial displacement of the plasma edge to a) we can calculate the total

denity (equilibrium + perturbation) as a function of r and z. Figure 2 shows the result

for a 30% amplitude perturbation. Corresponding ‘theoretical fringes’ can be then be

calculated. These show good agreement with the experimental fringes, indicating that

the mode structure is substantially as predicted. However, the ideal MHD growth rate

is not consistent with the observed behaviour. From the measured amplitude of the
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mode 20 ns after pinch formation we estimate, from ideal MHD, that the perturbation
amplitude should increase by a factor of 10 (destroying the pinch) after a further 15
ns. In fact, 60 us later the perturbation amplitude has increased by only a factor of 3.
Thereafter no change in the amplitude of the instability is found. Thus we conclude
that, in the linear phase the instability growth is much slower than ideal MHD, and in
the non—linear phase, saturation of the mode (i.e., total cessation of growth) has occured.
The discrepancy from linear ideal MHD may be due to FLR effects. The observation
of non-linear saturation of the m = 0 mode at low amplitude, and with no degradation
of pinch confinement, clearly has important consequences for the viability of the device
as a fusion concept.

Figure 2 shows a general feature of short wavelength (ka > 1) modes. This is their
localization close to the plasma edge. Linear theory predicts that the fastest growing
modes are those with very short wavelengths, and we postulate that the discrepancy
between the theoretical and experimental equilibrium density profiles near 7‘ = a (Fig.1)
may be due to a mode with wavelength shorter than the fringe separation (ka 2 20),
which has grown before the ka 2' 6 mode and also saturated at small amplitude. This
would disturb the edge region of the pinch, but could not be resolved on the interfero-
grams.
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Fig. 1 Electron number density profile of the equilibrium pinch. Selfisimilar theoretical

profile: solid line; measured data. (from interferogmms): dots.
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Fig. 2 Density as a function ofr and z for m = 0, lea = 6 instability (30% amplitude)
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A UNIVERSAL DIAGRAM FOR REGIMES OF
Z-PINCH STABILITY

M. G. Haincs and M. Coppins
Blackett Laboratory, Imperial College, London SW7 213Z7 UK.

Ideal MHD theory represents the plasma by a single fluid. It neglects the Hall
effect and the VP,2 term in Ohm’s law. resistivity. viscosity, thermal conduction. finite
ion Lannor radius effects, and usually asslunes equal electron and ion temperatures (see
FreidbergI for a detailed discussion of the ideal MHD equations). In this paper we will
consider the dimensionless parameters that are measures of the importance of each of
the above and show that they are all functions only of Pa and N , where I, a and N
are the pinch current, radius and line density respectively.

The Lundquist'2 number, 5, for describing resistive damping is defined as

S =p005‘4a (1)

where 6,; is the mean Alfvén speed, given, for a Z-pinch, by EA = Bg(r : a)/2\/p,T,
Ct is the plasma radius (which we take as the characteristic scale of the radial variation
of the most unstable mode), and fl is the mean density. The magnetic field at r = a is
#oI/Zwa and E can be written in terms of the line density of ions, N = fun 27m(r)rdr
to give 5 = Nm; /7m? where m,- is the ion mass. The electrical conductivity is taken
as Spitzer’s value perpendicular to the magnetic field for Qe-re larger than 1. In the
following when a numerical value of [HA is required a value of 5.36 is used.

A pure Z»pinch under pressure balance satisfies the Bennett relation

(MN/cam» +ZTC) = #012 (2)

where T; and Te represent the average ion and electron temperatures. For most purposes
here we will assume T; : Tc. Eq.(1) can be written entirely in terms of I, a and N,

4a2 23/4 4 I3W“ I ” => 3.86 x1023 W (for 13+). (3)
: 64 Enini/Zm‘ifleQInA Z(1+ Z)3/2 RTE

In two recent studies of the m = 0 stability of a Zepinch‘l‘4 resistivity was introduced
into the energy equation as well as in Ohm’s law. The line 5 2 100, corresponding
to the resistive stability threshold, is shown on Fig. 1. The linear stability work has
been extended to the m : 1 mode5. Similar results are found. Specifically the critical
Lundquist number, 5*, below which the pinch is stable, is given by S‘ m 50(lca)"0‘86
for m = 0, and 5* z 40(.1ra)“0‘75 for m = 1, where k is the axial wave number of the
perturbation.

Turning to the effect of viscosity we note that we can define a Reynolds number
R in which the Alfvén velocity replaces the fluid velocity, to give R = fi 17,; up" where
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the parallel viscosity coefficient [.1“ is defined for ions by n.;cT,-T.~ and T.‘ is the ion—ion

collision time. When Z is greater than 3 the electron viscosity Pile : nekBTe‘re cannot

be ignored. where TC is the electron—electron collision time. In general we should write

the total parallel viscosity as it". + pug. R can then be written in terms of I, a and N

to give
_ 16 e4lnA Z“‘(1—1—Z)5‘/2 N3 4

— fifi Egyg (1+(mc/mi)1/124) I40. ( )

Like 5', R depends on Na and N.
The condition that the perturbed ion pressure should remain isotropic during the

growth of an tD instability is given by 77‘; < 1. where 1' is the characteristic ideal

MHD growth rate, given by 5A /a. \Ve find

Bfi 53113 “23/2 Ida 39 I411
. Z __ ____ _'_.4_ ! _x 2 ,— ‘ ¢ . :

7“ ran/i eunA zd(1+z')“/‘2 N3 ’ 0‘ X 10 N3 {"1 Z 1 (5)

which again is a function of [’0 and N. Indeed 7n is equal to R'] for a Z = 1 plasma

— 1 = R71 for deuterium is shown in Fig.1. Below this line R
and the case of 77',- —
is increasing and viscous effects reduce, while above the line the plasma ions behave

anisotropically under perturbation. A more appropriate theoretical model for this case

is that of Chew, Goldberger and Low6 (CGL) in the small Larmor radius limit. This

model has been used to study the m = 0 instability in the Z-pincl17’8. The CGL growth

rate can be significantly lower than the ideal MHD value. The CGL region is marked

in Fig.1, as is the electron anisotropy condition 77... z 1.

We can similarly compare the electroniion temperature equilibration time, c, with

the ideal MHD timescale to give

7c : m/fl’: 2‘3 (6).
mL

The line 7c : 1 (for deuterium) is shown on Fig.1. Freidherg;1 considers that the

condition yreqr< 1 is necessary for the applicability of ideal MHD theory. This is more

stringent than 777 < 1 which we imply in Fig. 1.
The ratio of the mean ion Larnior radius E,» to the pinch radius (under pressure

balance) is given by.

5- QL‘BT 1/2 171' 'Zmn- 1/2 21/2 .
—‘ , —-‘ _' : —f‘ f— :> 8.08 108 WW f D+
a ( 7m ) ZeBga (110(22N> Z(1+Z)1/2 X 1 (or )

(7)
Vertical lines for fii/a = 0.1 and 1 are shown in Fig.1. the former referring to finite ion

Larmor radius (FLR) and the latter to large ion Larinor radius (LLR) regimes. There

have been some attempts to study FLR for a Z—pinchg‘w, but due to the field null at

7‘ = 0 there are problems including the singular (sometimes called betatron) ion orbits

within one Larmor radius of the axisll‘”1 as well as including those ions resonant with

the perturbation”. Generally speaking FLR effects are stabilising for weakly unstable

low 13 systems”. and even more stabilising as ,3 approaches 1””. For the Z—pinch
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Akerstedtg, using an FLR expansion technique, finds absolute stability above a critical
Value of Ira (e. g. ka~~ 4. 7 at E./a—_ 0.15) \\ hich decreases with increasing Fig/a.

FLR effects only apply if Q, T, is grcatc1 than 1. Q, 7', can also be shown to depend
only on Pa and N,

o 3 ”2 .5” 2-1/2 11QiTi : Col 0 I a3.64 1030
64\/§ Till/2631TIA 23(1+Z)3/2 N5” :> X N5/2

for Z = 1. (8)

The line 11m : 1 is plotted in Fig.1, together with 6127‘: = 1.
Having completed the universal diagram for regimes of Z—pinch stability it is ap4

propriate, that a few experimental points are included. The results on the NRL fibre
pinchl" show that it goes unstable when 5' passes approximately through the value
102, as shown in Fig. 1; while the Imperial College compression17 pinch is likely to
be anomalously stable due to FLR. effects. The future Imperial College fibre Z—pinch
experiment (currently under construction) should operate under fusion conditions and
will be in the LLB regime. This requires a fully kinetic stability theory. Exact analytic
results have been obtained for all 171. numbers18 in a skin current equilibrium which
show that the growth rate saturates This is in contrast to ideal MHD19 which predicts
that the growth rate increases without limit as f. The early unstable experiments lie
in the upper part of the diagram in the shaded ideal MHD 1egion.

In conclusion, our universal stability diagram makes it clear that ideal MHD (which
gives the most pessimistic predictions of Z«pi11ch stability of any model) only applies in
a very small region of para111etcr space.
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CHARACTHKISI‘ICS OF THE NEUTRON EMISSIOK IN DIE‘FIBENT
PLASMA FOCUS CONFIGURATIONS

E.Mandache. I.Tiseanu, V.Zambreanu
V.Zoita. A.Serban, C.Doloc

Institute of Atomic Physics, IFTAR
F.O.o MG—T, Magurele, Bucharest, R—76900, Romania

INTRODUCTION
The mechanism of neutron production in the plasma focus device conti—

nues to be a subject of interest both from the point of view of understan—
ding the basic physical mechanism and from that of developing the high
density magnetized plasma systems (plasma focus and Z-pinch) for fusion ap—
plications. One possible way of getting some new insight into this mecha—
nism would be by selectively eliminating certain components of the neutron
producing (projectile) ion population and studying the effects of this ac—
tion on the neutron emission characteristics. We attempted to do this by
using an obstacle near or even inside the neutron emitting region of the
plasnm focus device in such a way that while some reacting ion population
component would be eliminated from the interaction proness the main plasma
evolution would not be changed. This lead us to the use of a point rod ob-
stacle [1,2] of suitable dimensions which could be inserted close to the
anode (down to about 17 mm) without affecting the plasma configuration
during the collapse and pinch phases. By analyzing the neutron emission
characteristics in various discharge configurations we managed to obtain
some new information about the neutron producing interaction mechanism in
the dense plasma focus.

EXPH? DIERTAL SEDU P
The experiments were carried out on the lFF—2/20 plasma focus device

which has the following main parameters: 20 kJ at 20 RV; inner and outer
electrode diameters of h8 and 98 mm; electrode and insulator lengths of 185
and 50 mm, respectively. The experiments described in this paper have been
porformed at 16—15 hV bank voltage at 3—h torr deuterium pressure. lypical
peak current was about 300 RA. In most of the experiments a D.C. glow dis—
charge was used for preionization. Various discharge Configurations Were
used in our laboratory [3], but in this paper we will present only results
obtained with the following configurations:

— Classical, open end, coaxial electrode configuration (”open" confi—
guration);

- Closed end configuration realized by using a conducting extension of
the outer electrode (Fig. l). A retractable point rod was used in this con»
figuration at various distances (typically at l7 and 38 mm) from the anode
end ("closed+rod” configuration).

The following diagnostics methods have been used:
— Magnetic probe to detect currents flowing through the rod;
— Three channel H2 laser shadowgram system [h] to obtain information

about the space and time evolution of the plasma structures in front of the
center electrode (see Fig.1 for shadowgram field of view);

— Six channel Ag neutron activation system to determine the neutron
fluence at six angles with respect to the electrode axis: 0 ; SAD; 900
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129°; 1580; 1800
Particular attention was paid to the_measureuexm of the neutron fluen—

ce in the backward direction. The neutron activation system was calibrated

”in situ" using the Ag activation saturation technique with two isotopic

neutron Sources (AmBe of lO6 n/S :_5% intensity and 252Cf of 2xl05 n/s

+10% ixmensity). This calibration included the extraction of the continuum

radiation background.

INVESTIGATION OF THE NEUTRON CIMRACTIRISEICS
The experiments performed by using both the "open" and "closed" confi~

gurations provided the following information regarding the neutron emission

characteristics:
— Neutron fluence anisotropy A at the six angles with respect to the

e1ectrode.axis:
— Neutron fluence anisotropy at certain angles in correlation with

the neutron yield Yn-
The shadougrams have been used to monitor he time and space evolution

of the plasma configuration. It resulted that the point rod could be in—

serted down to a minimum distance of l7 mm without affecting the macrosco—

pic evolution of the plasma configuration. From the magnetic probe signals

it was concluded that no significant current flows through the rod before

the expanding plasma sheath touches it.
The experimental data obtained for the neutron emission were analyzed

using a fitting procedure based On an equivalent beam-target (EB?) model

for the neutron—producing interaction precess [3]. The fitting parameters

are the mean energy E0 and the width 99 at half—maximum of the angular dis-

tribution of the fusion reacting projectile iOn population responsible for

the neutron emission. The angular distribution has a Gaussian shape cen—

tered on the Z—axis.
For discharges having a point rod close to the anode a further fitting

parameter, a, was necessary. This takes into account the difference in the

contribution of ions interacting at angles contained inside and outside

the angle subtended by the obstacle.
Using this model it became possible to derive accurate analytical ex-

pressions (of accuracy comparable with that of the results obtained by

numerical integration) for the neutron fluence anisotropy A and For the

time—integrated fusion reactivity 7‘

In the "open" configuration the application of the fitting procedure

provided the following results for the mean energy E0 and the angular half—

maximum width 00:
— high neutron yield dischargesii x 1.5 x 109 n/pulse)

Lo 7: ho—so keV; co = ho—soo a
— Medium neutron yield discharges (T % 5x10 n/pulse)

E0 = 25—35 keV; co : ho—SOO “
Fig, 2 presents a typical example of the anisotropy Afg [00) defined as the

ratio between the neutron fluence at tle observation angle On in the labo~

ratory frame and the fluence at 0°. For this case the neutron yield

Y = 1.8 X 109 n/pulse and the fitting procedure produced the following

parameters: E0 = A3 keV and 90 = 50°.
In the "closed" configuration the average neutron yield decreases by

a factor of about three with reSpect to the "open” one. Applying the fit—

ting procedure to the "closed+rod" configuration (38 mm anode—rod distance)

the following parameters were obtained: E0 = 25—35 Kev and 90 : hO—GO .

Fig. 3 presents the results for a discharge with ya — 2.6 x lo3 n/pulee
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i0" which 10 — 27 keV and o 21100
In discharges using the "closed+rod” configuration with an anode—10d

difitancfi of 17 mm the average neutron yield is further decreased by a fac—
to1 of two. A significant increase in the lBOV9OO fluence ratio is obtained

We used a 3‘PaFEMEtEY fitting procedure and a 600 angle sub—
tended by the rod. Fig. A presents the result for a case with Yn = 103
n/pulse: Ea : 30 Kev, Qo= 620 , a = 0. 7.

In fig. 5 the experimentally determined anisotropies A(9OO /OO ) are
plotted VelSuS the corresponding neutron yields Yn On the same figure the
straight lines (a), (b) and (c) represent the dependence of the anisotro-
pies DA{90 /OO ) on the leactivities R calculated by the model described
above for the following half—maximum angular widths 9° 11° (a)- ShofM)
no (c). The straight line (a) also 1ep1esents the dependence obtained by
applying linear regression to the experimental points (cor1elation coef—
ficient O. 7).

CONCLUSIONS
Fig 5 shows that the experimental results obtained in the I'"open con—

fi au1ation could be explained by an equivalent beam——target model using a
continuous angular distribution of width 90- t. This angular width also
corresponds to the values obtained by applying the fitting procedure to
the experimental anisotropies for the open configuration. The experiments
pel formed in the "closed+rod" configuration (17 mm rod—anode distance)
revealed a new feature for the neutron fluence anisotiopy: the backward
anisotropy has a significant inciease with 1espect to the other cases
(compale Figs. 2 and h). This result could be explained by the fact that
the contribution to the neutron emission of the forward component of the
projectile ion population is strongly diminished by the presence of the
rod. This reduction made possible the ielative increase in the contribu—
tion of any backward component of this ion population

It should be pointed out that the effect on the anisotropy was accom—
panied by a significant reduction (a factor of about 5) in the neutron
yield. This undesired effect had a beneficial censequence: it revealed a
feature otherwise hidden to experimental observation.
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